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ABBREVIATIONS
AAS insert Automatic Ambient Stowage insert (BLB, TRIPLELUX-A)
A. dest. aqua destillata, distilled water
approx. approximately
AEC advanced experiment container
APC antigen-presenting cell
ASTRIUM ASTRIUM GmbH, Friedrichshafen, Germany
ATV Automated Transfer Vehicle, (build by ESA)
BIOTESC Biotechnology Space Support Centre
BGB BioGlovebox
BLB BIOLAB
cf final concentration
CB culture bag (TRIPLELUX-A)
CC culture chambers (SZ-8)
cNm centi-newtonmetre
CNS central nervous sytem
cm centimetre
CMSEO China Manned Space Engineering Office; Chinese space agency
COL European Columbus-module on the ISS
ConA concanvalin A, a mitogen
d day(s)
dia. diameter
DLR Deutsche Centrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, the German Aerospace Agency
DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide
EC(s) experiment container(s)
ELB(s) extra liquid bag(s) (TRIPLELUX-A)
EM engineering model
ESA European Space Agency
ESR Experiment Scientific Requirements document
EUE(s) experiment unique equipment(s)
FACS Fluorescence-activated cell sorting, applied in flow cytometry
FasL Fas ligand
FCR Facility Responsible Centre
FCS fetal calf serum
FFM free-fall machine
FM flight model
FSC Facility Support Centre
g gravitational force: 1 g = 9.81 m / s2; Earth: 1 g, Moon: 0,16 g, Mars: 0,38 g
GESSA General Establishment of Space Science and Application, Chinese Academy 
of Sciences, founded in 1993; since August 2011: Technology and 
Engineering Center for Space Utilization (CSU)
GM ground model
HOCl hypochloride
HM automated handling mechanism of BLB
HMPU handling mechanism plate unit
HRP horse radish peroxidase
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hyperg hypergravity
Hz Hertz
H2O2 hydrogen peroxide
IAP anti-apoptotic molecules
ICAM-1 intracellular adhesion molecule-1
IFB Internal Filling Bag
IL-1 interleukin 1
IL-2 interleukin 2
IGF-1 Insulin-like growth factor-1
IML-2 International Microgravity Laboratory-2 
ISS International Space Station
JSLC Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center, Mongolian desert, China 
Kayser Italia Kayser Italia, Livorno, Italy
km kilometers
LFA-1 lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1
m meter(s)
M molar mass (g/mol)
mA milliampere
MAPK MAP kinase
MB measurement bag (TRIPLELUX-A)
max. maximum
ME Mercaptoethanol
µl / microl microlitre(s)
min. minimum
min / ‘ minutes
nio. million(s)
µg microgravity
MMS monocytic - / marcophageal - system
MSO (ESA’s) Mission Science Office
MUSC Microgravity User Support Centre
NASA National Aeronautic and Space Agency
NK cells natural killer cells
Nm Newton metre
no. number
•OH hydroxyl radical
Ω Ohm
OP operation(al)
O2 molecular oxygen
O2- superoxide
PED Payload Experiment Developer
Pen / Strep penicillin / streptomycin
PBMCs human peripheral blood mononuclear cells
PMA phorbol-myristylacetate
PMT(s) photo multiplier tube(s)
PODF payload operation data files
POM polyoxymethylen (thermoplastic, melting point at 180 °C)
PF(s) parabolic flight(s)
P.I. principal investigator, the leading scientist of an experiment is space 
research
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PITC Payload Integration Test Centre
PFA paraformaldehyde
PFC(s) parabolic flight campaign(s)
PKC protein kinase C
QM qualification model
r radius
RCCS Rotary Cell Culture System
RFU relative light units
RLU relative light units
ROS reactive oxygen species
rpm rounds per minute
revpm revolutions per minute, measure for rotation (RPM)
RPM random-positioning machine (3D-clinostat)
RT room temperature
RWV rotating wall vessel
S-8 SHENZHOU-8
SCB stock culture bag (TRIPLELUX-A)
sec / ‘’ seconds
sFas cell death factor Fas/APO-1
SIMBOX Science In Microgravity BOX
simg simulated microgravity
SITI-2 SIgnal Transduction In microgravity, part 2
SVT Science Verification Test
STS Space Transportation System
TB Trypan blue
tbd to be defined
TCC test culture chamber (SITI-2)
TP(s) time point(s)
TPLX-A TRIPLELUX-A
TUNEL  TdT-mediated dUTP-biotin nick end labeling
USOC(s) User Support and Operations Centres
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
V Volt
vs. versus
VT-EC viability test experiment container
ZARM “Zentrum für angewandte Raumfahrttechnologie und Mikrogravitation”, 
Center of Applied Space Technology and Microgravity, Bremen
* times (applied in mathematical equations)
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1. SUMMARY
“Biotechnology for the investigation of the monocyte-macrophage-system  in microgravity 
and space” investigates the influences of real microgravity (µg) and simulated gravity 
(simg) on cells of the innate immune system (IIS). It addresses the development and 
adaptations of the respective biotechnological hardware components required. 
Macrophages derived from a rat cell line (NR8383) and macrophageal cells derived from 
PMA-stimulated, differentiated human U937 monocytic cells were investigated regarding 
their functionality under altered gravity (g) conditions. 
In general, effects of µg and simg on the immune system need to be distinguished 
regarding short-term and long-term effects. Consistent with this distinction, this thesis is 
split in two projects, the TRIPLELUX-A (TPLX-A) project, examining short term effects of 
simg and µg, and the SITI-2 project, exploring long term effects of simg and µg. 
TPLX-A examined the oxidative burst reaction executed by macrophages following the 
phagocytosis of a potential pathogen. The engulfed particle is degraded by oxygen 
radicals released into the vesicle. These radicals are partially cell internal, but also get 
released from the cell and can be measured via a luminol assay. Free oxygen radicals 
react with luminol, in the presence of horse radish peroxidase (HRP) as a catalyst, under 
the emittance of light (photons). These photons can be detected by photomultiplier tubes 
(PMTs) providing an output in relative light units (RLU), a relative measure for the 
phagocytosis rate of the macrophages. 
In this project designed for the ISS, NR8383 macrophages were fed a particle of the yeast 
cell wall, zymosan, as phagocytosis stimulus. The burst reaction was measured. The 
underlying thesis dealt with part of the space preparations (mission planned for spring 
2015). Many steps along the timeline of the space project were completed and mission-
related changes implemented. The final status of this thesis was the ongoing preparation 
for a repetition of the SVT acc. to the, at that point of time, current space conditions. 
Additionally, this thesis dealt with the establishment and testing of a hardware system 
(PMT-clinostat, Horn et al., 2011) designed to investigate the oxidative burst reaction 
kinetically during simg. It was a fast-rotating 2D-clinostat, rotating a cell sample in a 
cuvette at 60 rpm, thereby averaging the g-vector over time and producing simg. A PMT 
situated next to the cuvette’s bottom was able to kinetically detect the photon output. In the 
past, this simg-system had provided results very similar to µg obtained during parabolic 
flight experiments (Horn, 2011). Several preceding tests had shown a suppressed 
phagocytosis rate during simg (Huber, 2007, Horn, 2011 and Horn et al. 2011) as well as 
during µg (Horn, 2011). The underlying thesis partially supports the findings for simg. 
The PMT-clinostat provided by the DLR (Horn et al., 2011), was adapted to fit three new 
requirements. The cuvettes were adjusted to the inner diameter (3 mm) of the cuvettes 
(pipettes) used in the 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (60 rpm) situated at the UZH, thereby 
providing exactly the same maximal residual force at the border of the cuvette, 1.2073 * 
10-2 g. Cuvettes and plugs were designed in a way to exclude possible LPS 
contaminations. The conical bottom of the cuvettes was replaced by a flat bottom in order 
to exclude any possible deflection of the luminescence signal due to an irregular glass 
diameter. Burst reactions measured in complete runs performed under simg-conditions 
compared to complete runs under 1g-conditions showed lower overall results. Experiment 
series were conducted to investigate whether an internal control could be applied, as the 
burst results measured on the same experiment day applying cells from the same batch 
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had shown great variations. Alternating intervals of simg and 1g lasting usually either 10, 5 
or 2 minutes (min) were measured during one experiment run. NR8383 cells were able to 
react to these gravity changes within seconds, allowing for the interval duration of 2 min 
(highest number of data points). However, the cells’ reactions were not consistent: some 
changes in the type of gravity showed a decrease in burst signal, some an increase, some 
no reaction at all; with all results applicable for both types of g-changes (1g to simg and 
simg to 1g). The only consistent results was that during the steep upward slope at the 
beginning of the reaction curve, the cells did not show a reaction to any g-change, 
suggesting that the cells might have been occupied by the phagocytosis in such a way that 
they were either unable to detect the change in g-condition or were not able to react to it. 
Furthermore, with time, the height of the reaction to a g-change seemed to decrease.
Planned follow-up experiments in the TPLX-A project will determine the actual main 
producer of ROS during the oxidative burst. Pre-tests for cell toxicity were executed. 
Allopurinol as xanthine oxidase inhibitor (0.1 - 3500 µM) showed not to be toxic with no 
influence on the cells. Apocynin as NADPH-oxidase inhibitor (0.0001 - 5 mM) showed 
negative effects with a decrease in cell number starting from 0.004 mM onwards. YCG063 
as mitochondrial ROS inhibitor (0.0005 - 0.1 mM) presented negative effects starting from 
50 µM onwards, crystallisation occurred at 100 µM.
The project SITI-2 examined long-term (5 days µg) effects of µg on the expression of 
different cell surface molecules and the cytoskeleton (macrophageal U937 cells). 
Supporting industry, a completely new set of hardware was developed and tested. This 
thesis presents the single adaptations in detail. During the space project flown inside 
SIMBOX on the first German-Sino space mission SHENZHOU-8 in October 2011, changes 
in CD11a, CD11b, CD18, CD36, MHC-I, MHC-II, actin, tubulin and ICAM-I were 
investigated. For detailed results, please refer to Simmet et al., 2013, Paulsen et al., 2013 
and Paulsen et al., 2014. This thesis only presents abstracted results regarding CD11b 
and CD18 (forming Mac-1), CD36 and MHC-II. Mac-1, a pattern recognition receptor plays 
a main role in the immune response, mediating the binding of ICAM-1 on endothelial and T 
cells (cell-cell-contacts). CD36, an integral membrane protein binds apoptotic cells and 
other ligands. MHC-II presents antigenic peptides originating from internalised extracellular 
pathogens to CD4+ T cells, thereby mediating cell-cell-communication and playing a 
crucial role in the activation of the adaptive immune system. All listed molecules were 
down-regulated distinctly, except CD11b which was down-regulated slightly.
Summarising both projects regarding µg and simg, the IIS did show serious impairments: 
firstly, regarding the process of phagocytosis during short term (TPLX-A, simg) as well as 
long term (SITI-2, 5 days µg, Mac-1, CD36) observations; and secondly, regarding cell-
cell-communication and activation of the adaptive immune system, both during long term 
observations (SITI-2, 5 days µg, Mac-1, MHC-II). 
If either the phagocytosis of macrophages or the adaptive immune response would be 
impaired, a potential invasion of pathogens could cause serious or even life-threatening 
infections. Taking into account that astronauts (especially on long term missions) have to 
survive without access to medical care, should be able to perform work reliably, plus live in 
a confined space (high risk of disease transmission), it becomes clear that further 
investigations in this field will be very important. The underlying molecular processes are 
also important in many diseases (e.g. in osteoporosis) on ground. Understanding them 
could be helpful for patients on ground and lead to the development of appropriate 
countermeasures for patients and astronauts as long-time goal.
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1 Clinical impairments of the immune system under spaceflight conditions - The 
“immune problem” in space 
Organisms are born with the innate immune system which presents the body’s first line of 
defense. It reacts unspecifically, distinguishing only “self” (from the body) from 
“nonself” (foreign). It attempts to kill everything declared “nonself”, mainly by a process 
called phagocytosis, the engulfing and digesting of pathogens. The innate immune system 
can act very quickly as its cells, e.g. monocytes and macrophages, are always on patrol 
and present throughout the body and do not need complicated activation cascades. The 
innate immune system triggers the response of the adaptive immune system which is 
vertebrate specific. It acts in a subsequent phase of an infection but is very potent as it 
reacts specifically to a certain antigen. The adaptive immune system also forms the 
”immunological memory”. Certain memory cells keep information about a pathogen after 
an infection, enabling the body to execute a quick, strong and effective immune response 
in case of reinfection. This principle is used for vaccinations, when the body is presented 
with a deadened or a non-hazardous part of a pathogen in order to produce memory cells 
which prevent future infections with the living pathogen.
A general dysregulation of the immune system had already been observed after the space 
missions in the 1960s / 1970s when about half of the astronauts from the Apollo missions 
reported viral or bacterial infections occurring either during flight or following their return to 
Earth (Williams et al., 2009, Hawkins and Zieglschmid, 1975). Even though the underlying 
mechanisms are still far from being known, it is an established fact that the immune 
system is seriously impaired under µg conditions (Guéguinou et al., 2009, Ullrich and 
Thiel, 2012, Thiel et al., 2012).
Studies on the immune status of astronauts after landing have depicted a variety of 
alterations including a decreased activation of T cells, a different distribution of circulating 
leukocytes, a decreased activity of natural killer cells, a decreased functionality in 
granulocytes, a change in cytokine production, changes in neuroendocrine responses, 
latent viral reactivation and the expression of Epstein-Barr virus immediate-early and late 
genes, as well as altered virus specific immunity (Crucian, 2008-2).
A very high level of psychological and physical stress might be a possible cause for the 
immune impairment observed before and after a mission. Other impacts might be 
physiological stress, confinement, isolation, disruption of the circadian rhythms or other 
flight-associated factors (Williams et al., 2009). Another influencing factor could be the 
commonly increased circulation levels of glucocorticoids and catecholamines during space 
flights (Pierson et al., 2005). The stress of spaceflight and landing could cause a 
sympathetic nervous system–mediated redistribution of circulating leukocytes, an effect 
which could possibly decrease over time on longer missions (Mills et al., 2001). 
Influences like space radiation and weightlessness could play an important role in immune 
dysregulation as well.
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2.2 Experiments with cells of the immune system in microgravity (µg)
The lack of gravity has proven to be the cause for the inhibition of signaling pathways 
needed for early T cell activation, especially NF-kappaB and MAP kinase (MAPK)-
signaling were influenced (Boonyaratanakornkit et al., 2005). The inhibition of the nuclear 
translocation of NF-kappaB and an enhanced phosphorylation of the MAP kinases 
ERK-1/2, MEK and p38 were the main responses to simg produced in a fast-rotating 2-D 
clinostat in Jurkat T cells (non-stimulated as well as stimulated with phorbol-
myristylacetate (PMA) or CD3/CD28; Paulsen et al., 2010).
Disturbed immune cell function had already been observed in astronauts on Apollo, Skylab 
or Soyuz missions in the late 70ties (Ullrich et al., 2008). Alterations in the immune system 
and changes in the lymphocyte patterns of astronauts were found in blood samples from 
Apollo astronauts (Kimzey, 1977). Isolated human lymphocytes showed to fail in 
proliferation after they were exposed to µg for several days (d) during the first Spacelab 
missions in 1983 (Cogoli et al., 1984). The strong and consistent depression of T cells 
(Guéguinou et al., 2009) was confirmed by three more experiments on Spacelab, SLS-1 
and IML-2 (Cogoli et al., 1984, Cogoli et al., 1993-2, Pippia et al., 1996). 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic 
overview of the main 
space-fl ight induced 
a l t e r a t i o n s i n t h e 
organism.
A variety of physiological 
functions get influenced by 
space-flight induced factors 
like radiation, body fluid 
shift and microgravity (µg). 
credit: White (1998)
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Microgravity on space shuttle flights influences the protein kinase C in human leukocytes 
(Jurkat T cells, human peripheral blood T cells and human U937 myelocytic monocytes, 
Hatton et al., 2002, Schmitt et al., 1996). Concanvalin A (ConA) is a mitogen. During 
sounding rocket experiments the delivery of the first signal, patching and capping of ConA-
binding membrane proteins took place as on ground (Cogoli et al., 1992). These results 
lead to the conclusion of an existence of gravisenstitive cellular targets situated upstream 
from PKC and downstream from the T cell receptor (TCR) / CD3, where the lipid-raft-
associated membrane-proximal signalosome complex is situated (Ullrich and Thiel, 2012). 
This conclusion is supported by the fact that T cells under simg conditions in a rotating wall 
vessel (RWV) could be completely activated using PMA and ionomycin (Cooper and Pellis, 
1998). However, in a study on mitogen binding and the cytoskeleton during a sounding 
rocket experiment, binding of ConA to Jurkat cells was not influenced by µg, but the 
patching of the Con A receptors was significantly lower (Sciola et al., 1999).
Microgravity also leads to a decreased capacity of T cells to produce cytokines (Bräucker 
et al., 2002, Cogoli and Cogoli-Greuter, 1997). The cytokine interleukin 2 (IL-2) regulates T 
cell proliferation and differentiation in armed effector cells (Minami et al., 1993). An 
alteration in the IL-2 / IL-2 receptor function might be one possible explanation for the 
depression of T cell activation. During the spacelab missions SLS-1 in 1991 and 
International Microgravity Laboratory-2 (IML-2) in 1994, studies on human peripheral blood 
lymphocytes presented a strongly depressed IL-2 secretion as well as a decrease in the 
number of IL-2 receptors (Cogoli et al., 1993-2, Pippia et al., 1996). The decrease in IL-2 
receptors could be confirmed using a random-positioning machine (RPM; Schwarzenberg 
et al., 1999) and using a RPM and a 2D-clinostat (Walther et al., 1998). This decrease in 
turn leads to an impairment of positive regulatory feedback loops by which the T cell 
activates itself as one of three signals required for a full T cell activation (Guéguinou et al., 
2009, compare figure 2.1.).
 
One hypothesis explaining the possible causes of the immune problems in space 
addresses an increase in apoptosis induction in the immune cells under exposure to µg or 
simg conditions. An elevation of Fas, p53 and Bax and a reduction of Bcl-2 was found in 
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Figure 2.2. The three signals (A, B, 
C) needed for a fu l l T ce l l 
activation.
‘A’ is delivered through a linkage of 
the TCR / CD3 complex with the 
peptide-bound MHC molecules. ‘B’ is 
delivered by IL-2 which is secreted by 
the T cell itself and recognized by the 
IL-2 receptor. ‘C’ is a costimulatory 
signal delivered by antigen presenting 
cells (APC) or accessory cells either 
by B7 / CD28 interaction or by 
interleukin 1 (IL-1, secreted by 
accessory cells upon interaction with 
T cells). credit: Guéguinou et al., 2009
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human ML-1 thyroid carcinoma cells under simg on a RPM (Kossmehl et al., 2002). Fas 
and Bax induce apotptosis while Bcl-2 is anti-apototic. Fas (CD95) is a cell death surface 
receptor and member of the TNF receptor family. It renders cells on which it is expressed 
susceptible to killing by cells bearing Fas ligand (FasL), a cell-surface member of the TNF 
family of cytokines (Murphy, 2012). The interaction of FasL with Fas leads to apoptotic cell 
death in the Fas-bearing cell mediated by caspases, amongst others caspase 8 as initiator 
caspase of this extrinsic pathway of cell death (Murphy, 2012, Waring and Müllbacher, 
1999). Bax induces cytochrome c release from mitochondria which then in turn activates 
caspase-9 as initiator caspase (mitochondrial and intrinsic death pathway). Bax can be 
blocked by Bcl-2. Caspase-9 can be blocked by a family of anti-apoptotic molecules (IAP), 
e. g. by X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP),  (Nakamura et al., 2003). 
A significantly increased ratio of mRNA levels for Bax / Bcl-2 (pointing towards an 
apoptotic trend caused by the vector-averaged-gravity) but also for XIAP were observed 
(Nakamura et al., 2003). In addition, no increase in expression for effector caspase 
caspase-3 (which finally activated DNase) as well as no induction of DNA fragmentation 
were found. Experiments were conducted using primary human osteoblastic cells under 
simg (RPM). 
After a 14 d-shuttle flight on SLS-1, an increase in p53 in rat muscle samples was shown 
(Ohnishi et al., 1999). p53 is a tumor supressor gene with two main functions (Alberts et 
al., 2008, Ohnishi et al., 1999). One function lies in the responsibility for cell cycle arrest in 
the G1-phase, thereby enabling repair of damaged DNA. The other function is the 
induction of apoptosis. Its accumulation in myocytes and keratinocytes during a 14-day 
space mission was pointing towards an influence of gravity on central regulatory molecules 
of nuclear signal transduction and the cell cycle (Ullrich et al., 2008). In 2010, p53-
dependent up- or down-regulated genes could be identified after exposure to µg and 
space radiation in an 8 d experiment on the ISS (Takahashi et al., 2010). After about 20 
seconds (sec) of µg during parabolic flights (PFs), p53 was found to be phosphorylated in 
Jurkat T cells (control, PMA-stimulated and CD3 / CD 28 stimulated) and U937 cells 
(control and PMA-stimulated; Paulsen et al., 2010). During a combination of five parabolic 
flight campaigns (PFCs) and simulated gravity on a fast rotating 2D-clinostat (60 rpm), 
rapid alterations in cell cycle control proteins in T lymphocytes were described (Thiel et al., 
2012). The strong cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21Waf1/Cip1, a cell cycle arrest protein, 
showed an enhanced expression after minutes (min) of simg and its mRNA expression in 
CD3 / CD28 stimulated primary human T cells increased 4.1-fold after about 20 sec in a 
PF (2.9-fold in Jurkat T cells). The human T cell progression in cell cycle was therefore 
proposed to be gravity-dependent with the disturbed expression of cell cycle regulatory 
proteins adding to the human immune system breakdown is space (Thiel et al., 2012).
A summary of the inhibitions of the early oncogene expression of c-fos, c-msc and c-jun is 
given by Bräucker et al. (2002). The gravisensitivity of pro- and anti-apoptotic pathways 
under simg was described for human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) in a 
Rotary Cell Culture System (RCCS; Bakos et al., 2011), for astrocytes in a RPM (Fokker, 
60 revpm; Uva et al., 2002) and for human ML-1 thyroid-carcinoma cells in a RPM 
(Kossmehl et al., 2002).
Changes in the distribution of the peripheral blood lymphocytes could be due to the shift of 
body fluids described by Vernikos (1996) or due to changes of adhesion molecules 
observed in rats during short-term shuttle space flights lasting 10 d (Grove et al., 1995) or 
in humans during short-term shuttle space flights lasting 8 - 15 d (Stowe et al., 1999). 
Data referring to changes in cell numbers of different cell types after space flights are 
inconsistent. After a 10 d shuttle flight (space transportation system (STS)-77) with 
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Sprague-Dawley rats, a monocytopenia in flight animals treated with Insulin-like growth 
factor-1 (IGF-1, supposed to ameliorate space flight effects on the immune system) was 
found, however not in flight animals treated with saline or ground controls (Chapes et al., 
1999-1). After two 8 d shuttle flights (STS-60 and STS-63) observing Sprague-Dawley rats, 
an increase in neutrophils in the flight animals of only the first flight (as well as in the 
ground control in the same housing conditions) was observed while only after the second 
flight, the number of monocytes as well as the absolute number of lymphocytes were 
decreased (Chapes et al., 1999-2). Sprague-Dawley rats also exhibited a decreased 
number of total leukocytes, absolute number of lymphocytes and monocytes but elevated 
neutrophils in comparison to their control after the 14-d Spacelab mission SLS-2 (Ichiki et 
al., 1996).
The function of natural killer (NK) cells, monocytes, and neutrophils were found to be 
reduced following spaceflight (Crucian et al., 2000). An increase in neutrophils, a slight 
decrease in lymphocytes and variable results for monocytes in astronauts subjected to 8- 
to 15-d shuttle flights were detected (Stowe et al., 1999). In 2003, a study showing a 
significant increase in the number of white blood cells, polymorphonuclear leukocytes and 
CD4+ T cells in astronauts after 5 shuttle missions lasting 9 or 16 d was published (Stowe 
et al., 2003). Monocytes were increased after the 9-d missions while NK cells were 
decreased. After the 16-d missions, the monocytes were decreased while NK cells showed 
no change in number. For short term 11- to 14-d shuttle missions, the distribution of the 
peripheral leukocyte subsets in astronauts was changed postflight and some of these 
changes were also detectable after long term ISS missions lasting 179 to 215 d (Crucian 
et al. 2008-1). A general depression of absolute leukocyte numbers and lymphocyte 
blastogenic capability in the peripheral blood of astronauts postflight became evident, 
complemented by a decrease in cells reacting with B-lymphocyte tags and monocyte 
monoclonal antibody tags after the shuttle flights 41B and 41D (Taylor et al., 1986). Apart 
from an 85 % increase in the number of neutrophils after 5- to 11-day space shuttle 
missions, a significantly lower phagocytosis and oxidative burst capacity were found 
compared to control mean values after 9- to 11-day space shuttle missions (no significant 
changes were detectable after 5-d missions; Kaur et al., 2004). It was suggested that 
these capacities could be dependent on mission duration. No uniform change of 
expression of surface markers or degranulation could be observed before or after one of 
the missions. 
In studies performed over 1- to 11-day space shuttle missions, the number of monocytes 
did not differ significantly but their ability to engulf Escherichia coli, produce an oxidative 
burst reaction and degranulate had decreased (Kaur et al., 2005). The decrease in 
phagocytosis was resembled by an altered expression of the two phagocytosis surface 
markers CD32 and CD64. The monocyte-macrophage system in µg as well as molecular 
and cellular consequences of altered gravity in macrophages will be discussed in more 
detail in the paragraphs “2.4 The monocyte-macrophage-system (MMS) in microgravity” 
and “2.7 Molecular and cellular consequences of altered gravity in monocytes and 
macrophages”.
Effects on the humoral response were obtained after long-term space flights 
(Konstantinova et al., 1993) and after a 10 d space shuttle mission (Voss, 1984).
Jurkat T cells were used in an ISS experiment to investigate changes in the cytoskeleton 
(Lewis et al., 1998). Cell growth was initiated by an increase in serum concentration and 
cells were fixed after 4 and 48 h. After 4 h, alterations of the cytoskeleton (short and 
diffuse microtubules extending from poorly defined microtubule organisation centres) as 
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well as an increase DNA condensation, a sign for apoptosis, and a time-depentdent 
increase of the cell death factor and apoptosis-associated protein Fas/APO-1 (sFas) only 
in the µg-samples, were visible. After 48 h, no increase was detectable. They suggest that 
reduced growth response in lymphocytes during space flight is linked to apoptosis. 
Additionally, they conclude that cytoskeletal alteration, growth retardation and metabolic 
changes in lymphocytes subjected to the space environment are concomitant with 
increased apoptosis and time-dependent augmentation of sFas. Microgravity was reported 
to lead to a collapse of an osteoblasts actin cytoskeleton and loss of focal adhesion under 
4 d of µg (Hughes-Fulford, 2003). This collapse of the osteoblasts actin cytoskeleton was 
later also confirmed on STS-76, 81 and 84. An increase in apoptosis during space flight 
could be confirmed and the release of the cell death factor sFas as a repeatable, time-
dependent and µg-related response was shown in human Jurkat T cells flown on STS-80 
and STS-95 (Cubano and Lewis, 2000). After a few minutes of µg in a cell-free system 
during a MAXUS sounding rocket flight (MAXUS is owned by the European Space Agency 
(ESA), it provides 13 min of low gravity, 2 x 10-4 g), the microtubules showed hardly any 
self-organisation anymore and were locally disorded (Papaseit, 2000). This process of 
microtubule-organisation therefore seems to be gravity-dependent. Reviews on cellular 
mechanosensing, protein folding, the actin network as well as mechanosensitive ion 
channels are provided by Orr et al. (2006) and Vogel and Sheetz (2006).
Cell motility is, apart from cell-cell-interaction, crucial for signal delivery and cell 
communication (Guéguinou et al., 2009). Interestingly, non-activated human peripheral 
blood lymphocytes which are unable to move under 1g conditions, unless a 
chemoattractant is present or they get activated, depicted the ability to move under µg 
conditions (Guéguinou et al., 2009) and even showed a faster speed when activated by 
conA in comparison to the 1g controls. Leukocytes and T-lymphocytes exhibited alterations 
in movement as well (Cogoli-Greuter et al., 1996, Guéguinou et al., 2009).
Further important factors to be considered in relation to space missions include effects on 
viruses or microorganisms as mentioned above. Few in-flight studies point towards a 
space flight related reactivation of latent herpes viruses like the latent nervous system 
virus varicellar zoster virus (Cohrs et al., 2008, Mehta et al., 2004), the cytomegalovirus 
(Mehta et al., 2000) or the Epstein-Barr virus (Pierson et al., 2005). A change in gene 
expression of microorganisms leading to an increase in their virulence (Guéguinou et al., 
2009) was found in a global microarray and proteomics analysis for Salmonella 
typhimurium. A conserved RNA-binding protein, Hfq, was classified as probable global 
regulator in the process of adaptation to the space environment (Wilson et al., 2007) and is 
also involved in the virulence of the pathogen Francisella tularensis (Meibom et al., 2009). 
The influences of space flight on microorganisms and viruses are of high interest as 
several studies (Pierson, 2001, Puleo et al., 1973, Ilyin, 2005, Guéguinou et al., 2009) 
have shown that during space flights, bacteria are ubiquitous throughout the habitable 
modules of spacecrafts and a microflora study including five space flights even shows 
indications of an exchange of intestinal flora amongst the crew (Guéguinou et al., 2009). 
Funghi growing on structural materials in Russian manned space flight were even found to 
contain biodegraders of polymers (Guéguinou et al., 2009) which could influence a 
spacecrafts integrity. Novikova (2004) reviews the knowledge of microbial contamination of 
the Russian manned spacecraft and describes that the evolution of microflora is followed 
by the rise of medical and technical risks which could not only apply to sanitary-
microbiological conditions but also to the reliability ans safety of space equipment. This 
equipment and structural material might experience progressing biological damage. There 
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is also evidence for in-flight cross-contaminations and build-up of opportunistic pathogens 
like Staphylococcus aureus found in the oral and nasal cavities of astronauts from Apollo 
13. 14, 15 and 16 (Decelle and Taylor, 1976). One Apollo astronaut showed an infection 
with the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which hardly causes diseases 
in people holding a functioning immune system (Thiel et al., 2012). During space-flight, 
changes in microorganisms cell growth were observed for Salmonella enterica, 
Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis (Guéguinou et al., 2009). The proliferation of bacteria 
is higher in space, proposing that this environment could initiate growth leading to 
contamination, colonization and infections (Guéguinou et al., 2009). From March 1995 to 
June 1998 a significantly high number of microbial infections including acute respiratory 
and dental infections and conjunctivitis had been reported from Mir space station 
(Guéguinou et al., 2009). This extensive range of data on microorganisms presence 
clearly shows that microorganisms could turn into a risk for maybe even the material but 
certainly for the astronauts, especially when the immune system is subjected to several 
dysregulations as described above. The fact that drug efficacy in vivo could be altered by 
diverse pharmacological, pharmacodynamic and physiological changes (Graebe et al., 
2004) substantiates this statement. As an example for such drug efficacy changes, in 
space some studies showed that bacteria like Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli 
show greater resistance to higher minimum inhibitory concentrations of antibiotics (Leys et 
al., 2004).
Little is known about the influences of space radiation which might also play an important 
role in the immune system dysregulation as mentioned before. So far only 24 astronauts 
left the lower Earth orbit (LEO, smaller or equal to 1000 km, Ley et al., 2011) and passed 
the Van Allen belt (reaching as close as 500 km to the Earth and thereby creating the 
South Atlantic Anomaly (Ley et al., 2011) during the Apollo missions. The Van Allen 
radiation belt traps charged particles in the Earth’s magnetic field which deflects a 
significant part of the total radiation. Beyond the Van Allen belt, astronauts are subjected to 
solar and cosmic radiation (Guéguinou et al., 2009). The effects caused by this are hardly 
known. Single dose 3 Gray (Gy) proton radiation as well as gamma-rays caused an 
immediate and strong depression of B lymphocytes (CD19+), T cells (CD3+), T helper cells 
(CD4+) and T cytotoxic cells (CD8+) while NK cells (NK1.1+) were relatively radioresistent 
(Kajioka et al., 1999, Kajioka et al., 2000).
Most knowledge about the immune system under µg conditions is constricted to LEO 
missions of short duration (Williams et al., 2009), samples exposed to short space flights 
and data gained in ground-based simulations of spaceflight conditions (Guéguinou et al., 
2009). 
Due to the low number of subjects / samples, the apparent and serious effects on the 
human immune system caused by space flight and the wish for further space exploration 
and long term missions (e.g. to moon or Mars), many scientists agree that more research 
in this field is urgently needed (Borchers et al., 2002, Guéguinou et al., 2009, Ullrich and 
Thiel, 2012, Thiel et al., 2012). It is very crucial to understand the cellular and molecular 
mechanisms by which altered gravity can influence the human immune system. Those 
mechanisms might then provide targets for therapeutic, pharmacological or preventive 
countermeasures (Ullrich and Thiel, 2012).  
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2.3 Principles of cellular and molecular changes in human cells in microgravity (µg) 
A variety of influences of µg on the human system are known, such as bone and body 
mass changes (Schneider et al., 1995), bone demineralization (Williams et al., 2009), 
muscle atrophy (Williams et al., 2009), shift in body fluids as cardiovascular effect 
(Blomqvist et al., 1980, Williams et al., 2009) or space motion sickness as neurovestibular 
effect (Williams et al., 2009) as well as immune dysregulation (e.g. Guéguinou, 2009, 
Ullrich and Thiel, 2012, Williams et al., 2009) and psychological effects (Williams et al., 
2009). Different humoral levels after the subjection to real µg were found, e.g. an 
inconsistent increase in IgA and IgM but no change in IgG (Konstantinova et al., 1993) or 
changes in neuroendocrine responses (Crucian 2008-2). However, the underlying cellular 
and molecular mechanisms for all these effects are hardly known. 
Cells seem to be influenced in their proliferation rates as well as distribution within the 
body (e.g. Stowe et al., 2003). The number of cells following space shuttle missions 
presented changes depending on the cell type: while human lymphocytes failed in 
proliferation (Cogoli et al., 1984) and T cells showed a strong and consistent depression 
(Cogoli et al., 1984; Cogoli et al., 1993-2 and Pippia et al., 1996), humans neutrophils 
exhibited an increased number (Stowe et al., 1999 and Kaur et al., 2004). Some 
influences on the cell cycle were observed (e.g. Thiel et al., 2012). Microgravity seems to 
lead to a different gene expression (e.g. Paulsen et al., 2010, Thiel et al., 2012), which can 
result in alterations in all processes of the cell. Different studies found an apoptosis 
induction after the subjection of cells to simg on RPMs (Kossmehl et al., 2002 and UVA et 
al., 2002). Especially changes of adhesion and cell cell communication molecules seem to 
occur in immune cells and in turn influence whole cascades of following processes. L-
selectin, an adhesion molecule, was found to be significantly increased in peripheral blood 
samples from astronauts after  8 - 15 d on space shuttle missions (Stowe et al., 1999). The 
same study showed a significant decrease in Mac-1 as complement receptor. For a 
detailed overview over the main foci of influences on the MMS caused by simg or real µg 
please refer to the following section “2.6 Effects of altered gravity on the monocyte-
macrophageal-system (MMS)”, especially table 2.1.
After 46 - 72 h on a space shuttle mission, the aggregate formation of human lymphocytes 
and monocytes as accessor cells was smaller (Cogoli-Greuter et al., 1996), presenting an 
impaired cell interaction.
Adaptive immune cells also exhibited severe impairments, e.g. a decreased activation of T 
cells after subjection to µg (Crucian, 2008-2). A significantly reduced activation of T cells 
by mitogens was found in post-flight blood analysis of nine astronauts (Kimzey, 1977). NK 
cells of astronauts showed a decreased activity after landing (Crucian 2008-2). Cytokines 
secretion in T cells exhibits strong alterations (Bräucker et al., 2002, Cogoli and Cogoli-
Greuter, 1997). 
The cytoskeleton seems to be severely altered by µg (Lewis et al., 1998, Hughes-Fulford, 
2003), which influences cells’ locomotion abilities (Meloni et al., 2006, Meloni et al., 2008) 
and phagocytic capabilities as well as the inner cellular transport of organelles. All these 
processes are needed in every human cell for a proper function. It is therefore obvious that 
much needs to be done in this field of research to understand the principle mechanisms 
and provide countermeasures against the occurring defects.
The respective section in the APPENDICES presents a more detailed overview over the 
main foci of influences of simg and real µg on the immune system, describes the 
respective observations, microgravity types, cell types and duration of exposure to µg / 
simg using examples from the literature.
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2.4 The monocyte-macrophage-system (MMS) in microgravity (µg)
The MMS belongs to the innate immune system and is part of the body’s first line of 
defence. The innate immune system is characterized by a fast but unspecific immune 
reaction and activates the adaptive immune response, mainly through interaction of a 
antigen-presenting cells (APCs) with T lymphocytes. APCs are mainly dendritic cells but 
also macrophages (Murphy, 2012).
In case of a macrophage as matured monocyte, the specific development starts with the 
common myeloid progenitor which generates a granulocyte / macrophage progenitor still 
based in the bone marrow (Murphy, 2012). This granulocyte / macrophage progenitor 
forms the granulocytes, unknown precursors of mast cells and monocytes in the blood. 
Monocytes  circulate in the blood stream, enter tissues and differentiate into their mature 
form, the macrophages (Murphy, 2012).
Monocytes and macrophages both have the ability to engulf pathogens (phagocytosis), 
however more infections occur in the tissue than in the blood, therefore macrophages fulfil 
the main protective function (Murphy, 2012). Both together are one of three phagocyte 
types of the immune system, with the other two being granulocytes (neutrophils, 
eosinophils, basophils) and dendritic cells specialised in antigen-presentation (Murphy, 
2012). 
In general, antigen-presenting cells interact with CD4+ T helper cells via the APC’s ICAM-1 
forming a tight adhesion with the CD4+ T helper cells’ LFA-1, the APC’s B7 interacting with 
the CD4+ T helper cells’ CD28 for signal transduction, and the APC’s MHCII reacting with 
the CD4+ T helper cells’ Toll-like receptor (TLR) for antigen recognition.
In addition to the immunostimulants created by a pathogen, the immune response itself 
also increases the phagocytes destructiveness by putting it into a state of alert in which it 
will release cytokines in order to attract more leukocytes to the infection site (Alberts et al., 
2008).
Macrophages are relatively long-lived, survive phagocytosis and can phagocyte again in 
contrast to neutrophils which live only a few days, phagocyte and usually die at the 
infection site. They make up the main part of pus in acutely infected wounds, giving it its 
green color by the copper-containing oxidative burst enzyme myeloperoxidase (Alberts et 
al., 2008). Macrophages reside in tissues in the whole body, especially in tissues prone to 
infections, e.g. the intestinal or respiratory tract, but also in the liver, the spleen and 
connective tissues (Alberts et al., 2008).
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Figure 2.3. Generalised overview over all cellular elements of the blood, including the immune 
system cells, arising from one pluripotent hematopoietic stem cell.
In the bone marrow, a pluripotent hematopoietic stem cell can originate all types of blood cells in contrast to 
the following developmental stages of cells, hence the name pluripotent stem cell. This type of cell provides 
the basis for two types of stem cells, the common lymphoid progenitor and the common myeloid progenitor. 
The common lymphoid progenitor gives rise to B cells, T cells, natural killer (NK) cell and lymphoid-derived 
dendritic cells, all of them leukocytes (white blood cells). The common myeloid progenitor containing the 
other leukocytes (granulocytes, mast cells, monocytes and myeloid derived dendritic cells), the erythrocytes 
(red blood cells) and platelets with their respective progenitors. credit: Murphy, 2012
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2.5 Phagocytosis and oxidative burst reaction
Macrophages as well as neutrophils carry a variety of surface receptors, pattern 
recognition receptors, e.g. TLRs, receptors for antibodies produced by the adaptive 
immune system or receptors for complement component C3b (Alberts et al., 2008), 
compare fig. 2.4.. If binding at one of these receptors occurs, actin polymerises at the site 
where the pathogen has bound and causes the phagocyte’s plasma membrane to enclose 
the pathogen, followed by an engulfing of the pathogen in a large membrane enclosed 
phagosome (Alberts et al., 2008). During this progress of phagocytosis, an arsenal of 
killing agents is released (Alberts et al., 2008). The granules, membrane-enclosed 
organelles and lysosomal derivates containing the antimicrobial peptides (defensis) merge 
with the phagosomes containing enzymes, e.g. lysozyme or acid hydrolases which can 
degrade the pathogen’s cell wall and proteins (Alberts et al., 2008). 
 
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Figure 2.4. Macrophages express receptors allowing them to 
engulf pathogens by phagocytosis.
First panel: Macrophages carry cell-surface receptors to bind 
pathogens or their constituent parts and start the process of 
phagocytosis. Second panel: Examples of surface receptors 
directly interacting with the components of the pathogen, especially 
carbohydrates or lipids. Complement receptors internalise 
complement-coated bacteria. Third panel: Binding of pathogens 
(e.g. a bacterium or yeast) to any of these receptors sets the 
process of phagocytosis in motion. The pathogen is engulfed into 
an intracellular phagosome. This phagosome fuses with 
lysosomes, resulting in an acidified phagolysosome. Inside the 
phagolysosome, the engulfed material is broken down by 
lysosomal hydrolases. credit: Murphy, 2012
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Another process taking place in line with the engulfment is the assembly of enzyme 
complexes called the reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase 
(NADPH oxidase) complexes on the phagolysomal membrane (Mizrahi et al., 2006, 
Alberts et al., 2008). These complexes catalyse the production of oxygen-derived, highly 
reactive and toxic compounds, e.g. superoxide (O2-), hypo-chloride (HOCl), hydroxyl 
radicals (•OH) or hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (Alberts et al., 2008). These compounds are 
called reactive oxygen species (ROS) and are powerful microbial agents (Groemping and 
Rittinger, 2005). All ROS are generated from O2- which is itself derived by the NADPH-
derived one-electron reduction of molecular oxygen (O2; Dahan and Pick, 2012). The 
production of these ROS is accompanied by a transient increase in oxygen consumption 
by the phagocytic cell and is called oxidative burst or respiratory burst (Alberts et al., 
2008), compare fig. 2.5.. 
 
Apart from the ROS production, the action of the NADPH oxidase transports electrons into 
the phagolysosome which leads to a compensatory movement of K+ along with the 
electron which leads to a raise in the pH inside the phagolysosome (Alberts et al., 2008). 
This high pH in turn activates a group of strong neutral proteases which had been kept 
inactive by the low pH before the lysosomes fusion with the phagosome took place 
(Alberts et al., 2008). These proteases have their share in the destruction of the enclosed 
pathogen (Alberts et al., 2008). 
The NADPH oxidase is a multicomponent complex which is unassembled and inactive in 
resting phagocytes. In consequence of phagocyte activation, it assembles in the plasma or 
phagosomal membrane (Nauseef, 2004). The process of its assembly is reviewed by 
Dahan and Pick, 2012, Groemping and Rittinger, 2005, Mizrahi et al., 2006 and Nauseef, 
2004. The components of the oxidase include an integral membrane heterodimer called 
flavocytochrome b558, made up of gp91phox also called Nox2 and p22phox, and three 
cytosolic proteins,  p47phox, p67phox and - depending on the phagocytic cell and species 
- the small GTPase Rac1 or Rac2 (Nauseef, 2004).
In the resting phagocyte, the different components show conformations which mask 
potentially interactive structural domains which could induce productive intermolecular 
bondings and oxidative assembly. Stimulation leads to post-translational modifications of 
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Figure 2 .5 . Oxidat ive burst in 
phagocytes, proton pathways and 
proton transport proteins.
A phagocytes engulfes a bacterium into a 
phagolysome. The NADPH oxidase is 
assembled and becomes active in the 
phagosomes membrane. NOX2 is highly 
active and electrogenic. It transports 
electrons from cytoplasminc NADPH 
across the membrane to reduce O2 to 
O2-. The electron flux is compensated for 
electrically by voltage-gated proton 
channels. Not only do they prevent large 
pH changes in the phagosome as well as 
the cytoplasm, they also minimise the 
osmotic consequences of charge 
compensation and make up a substrate 
for the production of H2O2 and HOCl. 
credit: DeCoursey and Hosler, 2014
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the components which leaves potential interfaces accessible and interactive and causes 
the the translocation of the cytosolic components to the membrane where the assembly 
and activation of the oxidase take place (Nauseef, 2004). 
Nox2 consists of six transmembrane alpha-helices connected via three external and two 
cytosol-facing loops plus a long cytosolic part (compare fig 2.6.). Nox2 contains all the 
redox stations needed for the flow of electrons from NADPH to O2 and catalyses this 
reaction. The NADPH-binding site as well as non-covalently bound FAD are situated on 
the cytosolic part while two hemes are associated with histidine pairs on the 2nd and 5th 
membrane helices. The binding of p67phox to Nox2 results in a conformational change of 
flavocytochrome b558 inducing an electron flow (Mizrahi et al., 2006). p47phox also binds 
to Nox2 but also interacts with p22phox whereas Rac1 or Rac2 only interact with Nox2 
(Nauseef, 2004). p47phox, p67phox and Rac1 or Rac2 are under physiological in vivo 
conditions indispensable for the induction of  production, while the role of another cytosolic 
compound p40phox, is still to be elucidated (Nauseef, 2004). 
 
Figure 2.6. The assembled phagocyte NADPH oxidase.
Nox2 (or gp91phox) and p22phox form a membrane-associated heterodimer, flavocytochrome b558. The 
cytosolic components p67phox and Rac1 (or in other cell types or species Rac2) bind to Nox2, while 
cytosolic p47phox binds to Nox2 as well as to p22phox. src homology 3 domains (SH3), proline rich regions 
(PRR), tetratricopeptide repeats  (TPR) and the phox homology domains (PX) are relevant for binding 
processes. In an active state, Nox2 catalyses the electron transfer from NADPH to O2, resulting in the 
primordial ROS product O2-. O2- is the basis for all other ROS generated during the oxidative burst. credit: 
Dahan and Pick, 2012
2.6 Effects of altered gravity on the monocyte-macrophageal-system (MMS)
Immune cells are highly sensitive to altered gravity (e.g. Thiel et al., 2012, Bakos et al., 
2001, Bräucker et al., 2002, Boonyaratanakornkit et al., 2005, Burakova et al., 2004, 
Cogoli et al., 1984, Cogoli et al., 1992, Cogoli, 1993, Cogoli, 1996, Cogoli and Cogoli-
Greuter, 1997, Cubano and Lewis, 2000, Hashemi et al., 1999, Hatton et al., 2002, 
Hughes-Fulford et al., 2008, Kaur et al., 2005, Kossmehl et al., 2002, Nakamura et al., 
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2003, Ohnishi et al., 1999, Schmittt et al., 1996, Schwarzenberg et al., 1999, Uva et al., 
2002, Walther et al, 1998). Under µg or space conditions, the MMS has shown to be 
seriously impaired (for reviews see Guéguinou et al., 2009, Ullrich et al., 2008, 
Sonnenfeld, 2002) as described in paragraph the “2.7 Molecular and cellular 
consequences of altered gravity in monocytes and macrophages”. 
However, with the MMS being part of the first line of defense and space missions having to 
rely on the full accountability of the astronauts (mentally as well as physically) it becomes 
clear that it is very important to try to ensure this accountability by the best possible 
protection against immune failures. In addition, with the MMS being responsible for 
triggering the adaptive immune response it is obvious that a failure in this primary system 
could endanger a whole mission. Such a failure could become life threatening especially 
on long term missions with no medical care (as known from ground) is available for long 
periods of time, e.g. in case of a Mars mission for a period longer than a year. The next 
paragraph (“Molecular and cellular consequences of altered gravity in monocytes and 
macrophages”) clarifies the molecular and cellular consequences of altered gravity in 
monocytes and macrophages known so far. The paragraph “Aims and scope to investigate 
the macrophageal system in microgravity (µg)” gives an overview of the main foci and 
aims of current science.
Molecular and cellular consequences of altered gravity in monocytes and 
macrophages
Monocyte as well as macrophage function has shown to be impaired under µg conditions 
(for reviews see Guéguinou et al., 2009, Ullrich et al., 2008, Sonnenfeld, 2002).
The gene expression of monocytes in µg presented significant changes in gene induction 
associated with the differentiation of monocyte into macrophage during a KUBIC 
experiment on a Soyuz taxi flight to the ISS subjecting the cells to 3 or 24 h of µg or 1g on 
the KUBIC centrifuge (Hughes-Fuford et al., 2008).
As described in paragraph “2.2 Experiments with cells of the immune system in 
microgravity (µg)”, studies performed on 1- to 11-day space shuttle missions showed that 
the number of monocytes did not differ significantly but their ability to engulf Escherichia 
coli, produce an oxidative burst reaction and degranulate had decreased (Kaur et al., 
2005). The decrease in phagocytosis was resembled by an altered expression of the two 
phagocytosis surface markers CD32 and CD64.
In addition, their response to lipopolysaccharides (LPS), gram-negative endotoxins, was 
altered by spaceflight-associated factors as found in the blood specimen of astronauts 
participating in 10- to 13-d space shuttle flights (Kaur et al., 2008). LPS can be 
encountered during an infection and should initiate an immune response in order to ward 
off the pathogens.
An increase in the number of monocytes as well as CD4+ T cells in blood and urinary 
samples was found after a 9-day space flight in contrast to a 16-day space flight with 
unchanged CD4+ T cell numbers and lower monocyte numbers (Stowe et al., 2003). In 
parallel, the concentration of cortisol was lower after 9 days and higher after 16 days in 
space. Changes in epinephrine and norepinephrine led to the conclusion that sympathetic 
nervous system reactions might be dominating after short space flights while 
glucocorticoid-mediated changes might be the determining factor after long duration 
flights. A correlation between increased epinephrine and norepinephrine concentrations 
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and the number of white blood cells, monocytes and B cells was found after five 4- to 16-
day space flights on space shuttles (Mills et al., 2001).
 
Figure 2.7. Hypothetical model of mitogenic signal transduction in T-lymphocytes by A. Cogoli.
T-cell activation takes place in three phases (A, B, C). A: ConA binds to membrane glycoproteins (MPG), G 
protein (G) gets induced and activates phospholipase C (PLC). Cleavage of phosphoinositoldiphosphat 
(PIP2) into diacylglycerol (DG) and inositoltriphosphat (IP3). Endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) releases calcium 
ions. Cytoplasmic kinase gets activated. Synthesis of interleukin 2 (IL-2) gets triggered after expression of 
the oncogenes c-fos and c-myc. B: IL-2 secretion, interaction between T cell and accessory cell, e.g. a 
monocyte, triggering of production and secretion of interleukin 1 (IL-1) , protein kinase C (PKC) activation 
upon interaction with IL-1. Probably synergistic effect of DG, cytoplasmic protein activation, production of 
IL-2 receptors (IL-2R) followed by their integration into the cell membrane. Amplification of synthesis and 
secretion. C: Triggering of full T cell activation. Beginning division in two populations, the effector and the 
memory cells. credit: Cogoli, 1993
Compared to the increased phosphorylation of the MAP kinases ERK-1 / 2 and MEK and 
the decrease of the nuclear translocation of NF-kappaB as dominating responses to 
simulated gravity (simg) in stimulated as well as non-stimulated human Jurkat T cells  after 
5 min of clinorotation in a fast rotating 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (Paulsen et al., 2010), the 
reaction of human monocytic U937 cells was partially stimulation-dependent. Non-
stimulated U937 cells revealed an enhanced overall tyrosine phosphorylation together with 
an activation of c-jun while 12-O-Tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (PMA)-stimulated U937 
cells reacted with a reduction in tyrosine phosphorylation and a reduction in the activation 
of c-jun after 5 min of clinorotation in a fast rotating 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (60 rpm, 
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Paulsen et al., 2010; for a summary of the inhibitions of the early oncogene expression of 
c-fos, c-myc and c-jun see Bräucker et al., 2002). 
Amongst others, one hypothesis states that a reduction of the monocyte-T cell-interaction 
could be one cause of the observed depression in the mitogenic in vitro activation of 
lymphocytes in µg or simg (Meloni et al., 2006).
Interleukin 1 (IL-1) levels in primary human monocytes during clinorotation at 30 rpm in 
cryovials (1.2 ml) were not different from the 1g controls, leading to the conclusion that 
intercellular interactions and signaling between monocytes and T cells did occur during 
simg (Hashemi et al., 1999).
During an experiment on the biosatellite Cosmos 2044, an interaction of human THP1-
monocytes with human leukemic Jurkat T cells was possible when T cells were triggered 
with monoclonal antibodies against the CD3 / T cell receptor resulting in a normal IL-2 and 
IL-1 production (Limouse et al., 1991). However, when cells were stimulated individually by 
soluble substances including a protein kinase C (PKC) activating phorbol ester, Il-2 and 
IL-1 production during µg were significantly decreased. It was therefore proposed that µg 
might affect the cellular target of phorbol ester (Limouse et al., 1991). 
During Spacelab SLS-1, an IL-1 production of nearly nil in resuspended monocytes was 
described while T cell activation in attached cells was nearly doubled. A malfunction of the 
monocytes as accessory cells as cause for the strong inhibition of the activation of T cells 
in space was suggested (Cogoli et al., 1993).
The locomotion capabilities of human adherent J-111 monocytes attached to colloidal gold 
particles on coverslips and subjected to simg on a random positioning machine (RPM) was 
found to be highly depressed and accompanied by an alteration of the structures of actin, 
tubulin and vimentin. After 24 hours of exposure, a reorganisation of the actin and tubulin 
network comparable to 1g conditions occurred, however the functional state of the cells 
remains unclear (Meloni et al., 2006). A follow-up experiment could verify a serious 
impairment of locomotion ability of monocytes on board the ISS (Meloni et al., 2008). Even 
though interaction between the APC and the lymphocyte was not altered, the lymphocyte 
function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) and the intracellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) 
protein expression seemed to be gravisensitive. These molecules tether the APC to the 
lymphocyte which in turn gets activated and starts proliferation in response to the 
presented antigen and other (co-)activation pathways (Meloni et al., 2008).
J-111 monocytes subjected to the antimicrotubule agent nocodazole and then to simg on 
an RPM for 1 - 4 hours exhibited remarkable changes in microtubule pattern 
reorganisation. After 24 hours, the beta-tubulin filaments appeared evidently recovered 
although not completely reorganised compared to 1g. This might be an adaptive 
mechanism to the gravitational unloading (Meloni et al., 2009).
Cells need an intact microtubule network for their structure, the transport of organelles and 
the process of cell division (Meloni et al, 2009). As phagocytosis requires cell motility and 
restructuring of the cytoskeleton in a way similar to cell locomotion, it can be assumed that 
phagocytosis will show an impairment as well (Huber, 2007). 
Unspecific phagocytosis of pathogens is performed by macrophages. A reduction of 
phagocytosis and ROS-production in stimulated rat macrophages during clinorotation (60 
rpm) could be shown, while non-stimulated macrophages exhibited an increase in the 
stress-induced ROS-production (Huber, 2007). 
Using weak electric fields to monitor bone marrow-derived mouse macrophages spreading 
in µg during KC-135 PFs, a response was observed within 8  sec (Armstrong et al., 1995). 
The response ended shortly after return to 1g or hypergravity (hyperg). Hyperg (1.7 - 1.8g) 
showed no effect and no adaptation was visible with the macrophages reacting to 68.5 % 
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of all µg phases. Space flight during space shuttle mission STS-157 and STS-160 
enhanced proliferation but inhibited differentiation shown as a decrease of interleuktin 6 
(IL-6) in bone-marrow derived macrophages (cell line B6MP602). IL-6 is a marker for cell 
differentiation, as it is produced in large amounts in differentiated bone-marrow derived 
macrophages in comparison to the undifferentiated macrophages (Armstrong et al., 1995).
Inconsistent changes in rat macrophage TNF-alpha secretion, blood cell distribution, bone 
mass and bone structure was visible after an 8 day space flight in two groups of six rats 
each (Chapes et al., 1999-2). Individual variability as well as flight profile variations might 
play a role in such differences and some studies have a very low number of subjects / 
samples (Guéguinou et al., 2009).
Upon activation with LPS the anchorage-dependent bone marrow-derived macrophage 
cell line B6MP102 secreted significantly more IL-1 and tumor necrosis factor during  two 
space shuttle flights (STS-37, STS-43) lasting 6 and 9 days (Chapes et al., 1992). 
However, the cells were kept at ambient temperature in the middeck of the space shuttle 
and the results must therefore be interpreted with caution (Cogoli et al., 1993).
Taken together, monocytes as well as macrophages show a variety of molecular and 
cellular consequences caused by space flight or altered gravity. However the exact 
mechanisms remain to be elucidated. Table 2.1 gives an overview over the main foci of 
influences of simg and real µg on the MMS and respective observations from the literature. 
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Table 2.1. Overview over the main foci of influences on the MMS caused by simg or real µg.
NIZEMI: Slow Rotating Centrifuge Microscope of DLR.
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Table 2.1. Overview over the main foci of influences on the MMS caused by simg or real µg. - 
continued
NIZEMI: Slow Rotating Centrifuge Microscope of DLR.
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Table 2.1. Overview over the main foci of influences on the MMS caused by simg or real µg. - 
continued
NIZEMI: Slow Rotating Centrifuge Microscope of DLR.
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Aims and scope to investigate the monocyte macrophageal system in microgravity 
(µg)
Regarding all the alterations of the MMS described it becomes clear that many possible 
starting points for different kinds of immune system failures lie within this specific cell 
system. The main starting points are listed below.
1. Should a monocyte be unable to locomote properly, e.g. due to a disturbance of the 
cytoskeleton, it might not be able to reach and tether the T cell. 
2. Should a monocyte not be able to secrete IL-1, the T cell activation would not be 
executed normally.
3. Should cell-cell-interaction molecules on site of the APC (usually dendritic cells but 
could be macrophages as well) be altered, T cell activation might be affected. 
> A decrease or failure in T cell activation could prevent the normal adaptive 
immune response. 
> Without T cell activation, no effector and no memory cells would be 
generated. 
> No effector cells would lead to a failure in the present immune 
defence maybe causing a dangerous or even fatal infection. 
> No memory cells would leave the body vulnerable for the same type 
of infection. 
As a long-term space mission is bound to take place in the closed 
compartment of a space craft, the on-going presence of a pathogen 
and thereby risk of a reinfection has to be assumed.
4. Should the proliferation be decreased, e.g. due to a cell cycle arrest or different gene 
expression, the number of cells might be too low to execute a normal or sufficient immune 
reaction, e.g. not enough monocytes differentiating in macrophages or not enough 
monocytes to activate T cells. The number of cells might be too low to control or end the 
infection.
5. Should the differentiation from monocytes into macrophages be affected, e.g. due to a 
different gene expression, the number of phagocytes might be too low to control or end an 
infection.
All the points listed above are therefore foci of the current research in the field of innate 
immunity in µg or space environments. In addition, knowledge gained about underlying 
molecular principles would not only provide targets for pharmaceutical or pharmacological 
therapeutic intervention but would also help to understand and treat immune related 
diseases or immune suppressions, e.g. caused by the HI-virus or chemotherapy, in 
patients on ground. 
Apart from possible future treatment of immunological problems, the high sensibility of 
immune cells to µg (e.g. Bakos et al., 2001, Bräucker et al., 2002, Boonyaratanakornkit et 
al., 2005, Burakova et al., 2004, Cogoli et al., 1984, Cogoli et al., 1992, Cogoli, 1993, 
Cogoli, 1996, Cogoli and Cogoli-Greuter, 1997, Cubano and Lewis, 2000, Hashemi et al., 
1999, Hatton et al., 2002, Hughes-Fulford et al., 2008, Kaur et al., 2005, Kossmehl et al., 
2002, Nakamura et al., 2003, Ohnishi et al., 1999, Schmittt et al., 1996, Schwarzenberg et 
al., 1999, Uva et al., 2002, Walther et al, 1998) renders them ideal model cells to 
investigate basic molecular and cellular mechanisms of gravisensing (Thiel et al., 2012). 
They can also help to clarify the question “if” and “how much” gravity is needed for normal 
cell function, or how the cells general function is impaired by altered gravity.
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2.7 Effects of altered gravity on plants and unicellular organisms
Unicellular organisms like Paramecium or Loxodes need gravisensing in order to respond 
to their fluctuating environment (Ullrich and Thiel, 2012). Different unicellular organisms 
exhibit different gravity thresholds: 0.35 g for Paramecium (Hemmersbach et al., 1996, 
Hemmersbach et al., 1998), 0.16 and 0.12 g for Euglena (Häder et al., 1996, Häder et al., 
1997) and less than 0.15 g for Loxodes (Hemmersbach et al., 1998). A special focus in 
unicellular organisms lies on ciliates (Paramecium, Loxodes) and flagellates (Euglena), 
because they show gravitaxis and gravikinesis. Gravitaxis is a swimming behaviour 
oriented along the gravity vector, positive or negative. Gravikinesis is a gravity-induced 
change in swimming velocity. The listed organisms are easy to handle and observe and 
the gravitaxis and gravikinesis makes them ideal unicellular model system (Planel et al., 
1981, Planel et al., 1982, Machemer et al., 1991, Häder et al., 1996, Hemmersbach et al., 
1998, Hemmersbach and Häder, 1999). Apart from the obvious gravity-induced changes, 
other alterations like an increased growth rate and increased cell volume of Paramecium 
tetraurelia cultivated aboard the Soviet orbital station Salyut 6 (Planel et al., 1982) were 
described. A decrease in the overall protein content per cell and a decrease in the cells P, 
K, Ca and Mg levels (in contrary to an extracellular increase of these elements) could also 
be shown for Paramecium tetraurelia during space flight (Tixador et al., 1981). The effect 
on cell proliferation shown during the experiment on Salyut 6 was confirmed by a 
stratospheric balloon flight with Paramecium tetraurelia (Tixador et al, 1982).
Plants need to sense gravity in order to grow with the root into the soil towards the nutrient 
and water supply while the stem and leaves have to grow upwards towards the sunlight. If 
gravity is absent, roots start to coil in search for the right direction to grow in and shoots 
grow in multiple directions. Plant cells seem to sense gravity via amyloblasts ot statoliths. 
Gravisensing in plant roots probably takes place via the sedimentation of amyloblasts in 
columella cells of the root cap (Moore and Evans, 1986). This physical stimulus leads to a 
calcium accumulation on the cap’s lower side which in turn leads to gravicurvature. 
Changes in electric potential, cytochemical calcium localisation in gravistimulated root cells 
and the interdependence of calcium and auxin are all influenced by gravity. For more 
details please refer to Moore and Evans (1986), who present a model of possible 
gravisensing.
The strict structural polarity of statocytes found on ground is altered in µg with the 
amyloblasts moving towards the proximal cell half and sometimes the nucleus being 
further away from the proximal membrane. It has thereby been shown that these 
organelles seem to be connected to the actin network, probably via motor proteins (Perbal 
et al.,1997). Another model explains that the statoliths sedimentation results in tension or 
sheer forces. Actin-dependent mechanisms pass these forces on to possible 
mechanosensitive receptors in the plasma membrane or cortical ER membrane (Vagt, 
2010). Arabidopsis thaliana cells are highly gravisensitive, even to transient changes in 
gravity (Vagt, 2010). In characean rhizoids, statoliths need contact with membrane-bound 
receptors for graviperception rather than tension or pressure resulting from the statoliths 
weight (Limbach et al., 2005). Regarding the effects of gravity, the cytoyskeleton seems to 
play an important role, independent of the cells origin, plants or the innate immune system 
of mammals.
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2.8 Gravity
Gravity belongs to one of the four forces of nature, together with the strong and weak 
nuclear forces and the electromagnetic force (ESA on gravity, 2013). It is invisible (ESA on 
gravity, 2013) and omnipresent in space, acts upon all bodies which have a mass and 
consists of the interferences of their gravity fields (Ley et al., 2011). It cannot be shielded 
or otherwise turned off (Ley et al., 2011). As its force decreases with the power of the 
distance, the main influence of gravity in our planetary system comes from the sun with a 
mass 750 times higher than all other planetary bodies counted together (Ley et al., 2011).
Newton’s law of gravity states that there is a force of attraction between any two objects in 
the universe. 
The magnitude of this force (F) is given by:
F = G * m1 * m2 / r2 
with 
m1 / m2 being the respective masses of the two objects, 
r being the distance between them and 
G being a constant (G = 6.672 *10-11 Nm2 / kg2) called the “gravitational 
constant” (ESA on gravity, 2013). 
The mass of an object describes the amount of matter it contains (e.g. the amount of 
molecules a human body contains) and is therefore independent of its environment and 
location in space. The weight of an object however is dependent on its environment and 
location in space as it is a result of gravity. An astronaut has the same mass no matter if 
he walks on the Earth or on the Moon, however his weight changes: on the Moon the 
gravity dependent acceleration is six times lower compared to the Earth, so the astronauts 
weighs six times less, and rather jumps than walks (ESA on gravity, 2013).
2.9 Real microgravity (µg) versus simulated microgravity (simg)
In microgravity research it is very important to distinguish if experiments have been 
conducted in real microgravity or in simulated microgravity. Real microgravity is what is 
defined as “microgravity” / “µg” in the following.
NASA defines µg as “a state in which people or objects appear to be weightless” (Nasa on 
microgravity, 2013).
However, weightlessness does not mean that there are no gravitational forces acting at all 
as this could only be achieved in very rare places in space where no gravitational forces of 
any bodies act or where such forces neutralize each other (Messerschmid and Fasoulas, 
2011).
Taking into consideration that gravity as well as the electrostatic Coulomb-force reach over 
far distances (Ley et al., 2011), it becomes clear that the state of apparent weightless 
floating must be achievable even though weight still exist. 
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Regarding Newton’s law of gravity (compare paragraph “2.8 Gravity”), it becomes obvious 
that the further apart an object is from the Earth, the less it will be attracted: 
F = M * g * (R2 / (R + H)2) 
with 
F as attractive force, 
M as the object’s mass, 
g as the gravitational acceleration at the Earth’s surface (9.81 m / s2), 
R as the mean radius of the Earth of approx. 6400 km and 
H as the altitude of the object (H = 0 being sea level). 
At an altitude of 400 km above the surface of the Earth (approx. altitude of the ISS) a 
stationary object would thereby still have about 89 % of its weight on ground. An astronaut 
of 80 kg (785 Newtons) would weigh about 71 kg (699 Newtons) at the altitude of the ISS 
and would not be weightless at all (ESA on gravity, 2013).
The phenomenon of apparent weightlessness is of dynamic origin and has something to 
do with the reference system from which the object is observed (Ley et al., 2011). 
Newton’s laws of classical mechanics are only valid within one inertial system. For these 
laws to become valid in an accelerated system a force called “fictitious force” (Ff) is 
needed. This Ff is inversely proportional to the acceleration of the reference system in 
relation to the inertial system: 
Ff = - m * f’’ 
with 
m being the mass of the object, 
f’’ being its acceleration. 
Using this equation it is possible to describe the objects motion in an accelerated 
reference system with the objects coordinates r’: 
m * r’ =  m * r + Ff 
with 
r being the objects coordinates in the inertial system. 
If two objects are part of the same inertial system falling towards the Earth (e.g. a camera 
and a metal drop both inside a dropping experiment capsule in a drop tower), 
r’ = - g 
and 
r = - g, 
therefore  
m * r’ = 0 
and the phenomenon of weightlessness is achieved.
This is given for linear as well as parabolic or circular accelerations (Ley et al., 2011). 
In case of circular accelerations, Ff becomes a centrifugal force. In case of space missions 
weightlessness is obtained by using a rocket engine to propel an object with an initial 
velocity parallel to the Earth’s surface, while simultaneously enabling the object to fall 
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freely. This results in a continuous free-fall with the object never hitting ground (ESA on 
gravity, 2013). 
It is important that acceleration and not velocity are the determining factor. Due to this the 
phase of weightlessness in a PF starts already during the increasing slope of the parabola 
(Ley et al., 2011).
Microgravity can be achieved in gravity-free space or during free falling. 
On ground, conditions of weightlessness can be achieved in drop towers, during a 
parabolic or suborbital flight. However, these platforms usually require a cutting back on 
experiment time or quality of the reduction of gravity (Ley et al., 2011).
2.10 Real microgravity (µg) and its methods of investigation
The following section aims at presenting a selection of the main methods of investigation 
regarding µg. The investigation methods, e.g. for natural science experiments, can either 
be operated automatically (Drop Tower or Sounding Rockets, both unmanned) or might 
include human operation (Parabolic Flights (PFs), manned, or Orbital missions, possibly 
manned, described in the following). Figure 2.8. shows a general overview of the 
investigation methods and platforms.
 
Figure 2.8. Overview over the different possibilities of microgravity (µg) research - methods and 
platforms. 
These carriers are either unmanned (left-hand side: drop tower, sounding rocket, satellite) or can but do not 
have to be manned (right-hand side: parabolic flights (PFs), orbital missions, e.g. on the former space shuttle 
or the Soyuz, or long term space flights on the ISS). The SHENZHOU-8 mission was unmanned, though the 
rocket can be manned. The longer the period of µg, the higher the y-value of time and therewith the position 
in the diagram. min: minuets, sec: seconds. credit: Ruyters, DLR, completely modified
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A detailed description of drop towers, sounding rockets and parabolic flights can be found 
in the APPENDICES “Real microgravity (µg) and its methods of investigation - 
supplementary”.
Orbital missions, possibly manned
Orbital missions are missions during which the research platform (e.g. a satellite, a rocket, 
or the ISS) circles the Earth for a certain time. They can be manned or unmanned.In the 
paragraph “2.9 Real microgravity (µg) versus simulated microgravity (simg)” it is stated 
that “In case of space missions weightlessness is obtained by using a rocket engine to 
propel an object with an initial velocity parallel to the Earth’s surface, while simultaneously 
enabling the object to fall freely. This results in a continuous free-fall with the object never 
hitting ground” (ESA on gravity, 2013). NASA defines orbit as “a continuous free fall around 
Earth” (NASA on orbit, 2013). At a certain velocity, the trajectory of the object becomes a 
circle, this is called a circular orbit around the Earth (ESA on gravity, 2013). 
Regarding the fact that the state of weightlessness is influenced by an objects mass and 
acceleration it becomes clear that weightlessness can occur at different altitudes. 
However, the majority of manned missions performed in circular orbit take place in an area 
called thermosphere in the lower earth orbit (LEO), which is reaching up to 1000 km above 
the Earth (Ley et al., 2011). Only 24 astronauts have gone beyond the LEO during the 
Apollo missions (Guéguinou et al., 2009). The area above 500 km is called exosphere. 
The Earth’s thermosphere is reaching from 80 - 500 km above ground (Ley et al., 2011). 
The troposhere is the lowest layer of Earth’s atmosphere and reaches from approx. 5 km 
above the poles to approx. 16 km above the equator. The troposphere is where the 
weather is formed. It is followed by a layer of air called tropopause, which separates it from 
the adjacent stratosphere (UCSB on weather, 2014). In the following mesosphere (50 - 80 
km) the temperature decreases in order to increase again in the thermosphere. The 
respective increase is caused by the enormous velocity of gas molecules, however it is not 
“warm” as the distance between the single gas molecules is so large that they hardly 
interact with each other (Planet Wissen, 2014). This terminology of spheres is based on 
temperature (Ley et al., 2011).
 
The ISS is operated within the thermosphere in the LEO. Until the lift by the ATV-2 
Johannes Keppler in 2011 the ISS has circled the Earth at a height of approximately 350 
km (about 220 statute miles) and was then raised to its normal planned height of 
approximately 400 km (about 248 miles; NASA on ISS altitude, 2013).
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Figure 2 .9 . The space shut t le Endeavour 
photographed by an Expedition 22 crew member 
prior to STS-130 rendezvous and docking operations 
with the International Space Station. 
The orange layer is the troposphere, where the weather 
and clouds are generated and usually contained. This 
orange layer gives way to the white stratosphere and 
then to the mesosphere. In some frames the black color 
is part of a window frame rather than the blackness of 
space. Photograph taken on February 9, 2010. credit: 
Nasa on Endeavour (2013)
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Besides µg, missions in orbital heights or even further in space face an environment 
hostile to life. It is characterised by high vacuum, short wave length solar radiation 
(electromagnetic radiation), ultraviolet, x-ray and gamma radiation from the galactic 
background, high energetic particles (electrons, protons, neutrons, alpha articles), cold 
temperatures, the braking action of the atmosphere in lower orbits and the influences of 
singular oxygen (Ley et al., 2011). All these environmental conditions need to be taken into 
account for mission planning to guarantee a maximum of crew and mission safety. In the 
following, three types of orbital missions shall be described as examples.
 
Short term space flights, possibly manned
Short term flights can be executed using satellites, rockets, e.g. during the SZ-8 mission or 
the Soyuz flights, formerly the space shuttle, the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) or 
other carrier vehicles. Depending on the vehicle and mission, the missions are possibly 
manned. Some missions are used as taxi flights to the ISS. Besides being carriers, some 
of the taxi transporters can stay in space for stays of up to weeks. Usually their taxi flight 
schedule determines the min. / max. duration of their effective stay in µg (Simmet, 2009).
Satellites like Foton (the satellite shown in figure 2.8.) are unmanned, retrievable capsules 
which can stay in space for 12 - 18 days and offer high levels of µg quality (less than or 
equal to 10-5 g). Foton capsules are placed in orbit by Soyuz U rockets (ESA, 2005). Like 
sounding rockets they are retrievable and can carry physical, chemical, biological or 
material science experiments depending on their payload. The main disadvantages are 
that absolute automatisation is needed (Simmet, 2009) and there is only one try / launch 
as well. The main advantages are the long µg time combined with the high µg quality given 
by the fact that they are orbital missions.
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Figure 2.10. The International Space Station 
(ISS) with Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)-2 
and space shuttle Endeavour. 
Europe, the United States of America, Russia, 
Japan and Canada built the ISS as a partnership 
project with ESA being responsible for the 
COLUMBUS laboratory used for scient ific 
experiments and the ATV. The ISS weighs 360 tons 
and offers 820 cubic metres pressurised space for a 
crew of usually six astronauts. In November 2008, 
the construction started with the Russian module 
Zarya and the last major part, the AMS-02 
instrument, was assembled in May 2011. One more 
module, the Russian Nauka Mult ipurpose 
Laboratory Module will be launched to complete the 
space station. credit: ESA on ISS (2013)
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Long term space flights, manned
Long term space flights could also include interplanetary missions, however these are no 
orbital missions and are therefore not considered in this paragraph. They are usually 
observational, physical and technical missions. 
Oribital missions designed as long term space flights use a space station, e.g. formerly the 
MIR-station or currently the ISS, as place to achieve long term weightlessness. 
Experiments are usually brought up using a carrier vehicle (compare paragraph “Short 
term space flights, possibly manned”) and are then integrated into the stations habitat. 
The ISS provides an undisturbed µg quality of 10-6 g, often for a minimal period of 30 days, 
depending on the mission. A typical duration of an experiment is one increment (about 6 
months) (ESA, 2005). The ISS has an orbital period of 92 min and an orbital velocity of 
7.69 km / s. The average research crew time with a crew of six people is about 100 hours 
per week (ESA, 2005).
The main disadvantages are very high costs, a long lead time, low availability and low 
repeatability (Simmet, 2009). The main advantages are that long duration µg experiments 
are possible (days up to years) and there is a permanent presence of a crew to operate 
them or intervene if necessary (Simmet, 2009).
2.11 Simulated microgravity (simg) and its methods of investigations
In accordance with Herranz et al., 2013, the terminology of “simulated microgravity” / 
“simg” is used for PMT-clinostat experiments as well as for other microgravity simulations 
described - in contrast to the term “microgravity” / “µg” used to describe experiments 
conducted in free-fall, during PFs or on space missions, like TRIPLELUX-A (TPLX-A) or 
SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SZ-8. 
In 1992, it was stated that gravity cannot be changed in simulation experiments - only its 
influence or effect can be changed (Briegleb, 1992). Simulators for µg or weightlessness 
therefore might create functional or simulated weightlessness from the perspective of the 
organism / cell (Briegleb, 1992, Herranz et al., 2013).
In case of clinostats, random positioning machines (RPMs) and rotating wall vessels 
(RWV), simg means the gravitational force is still present, however the gravitational vector 
(g-vector) is averaged so that the overall g-vector over a certain amount of time is zero. 
Changing the g-vectors direction while the sample is in rotation results in a certain time 
period until the g-vector is averaged. In biological systems it is crucial that the time of this 
averaging is less than the time the organism / cell needs to sense the gravity change 
(reaction time). Otherwise the constant change might result in a constant stress for the 
organism / cell and the observed results can not be credited to simg with certainty 
anymore but might be stress-related (Herranz et al., 2013, Horn, A, et al., 2011).
A different method to simulate µg / weightlessness compared to clinorotation, using a RWV 
or RPM, is magnetic levitation which uses the characteristic of diamagnetic materials to be 
magnetised (Huber, 2007). This technique is not considered for the present thesis.
The quality of simulated gravity is strongly depending on a variety of factors like the size of 
the sample, type of tissue or cells, reaction time or gravisensing threshold of the biological 
process which is investigated (Herranz et al., 2013). Herranz et al. (2013) review the most 
common techniques currently used in Europe to achieve simg and provide support on how 
to evaluate the most suitable technique for an experiment and which terminology to use. In 
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the following, four methods to create simg should be described further: the 2D-clinostat, 
the PMT-clinostat, the RPM and the RWV.
2D-clinostat
A clinostat creates simg by constant rotation, e.g. around one axis perpendicular to the 
direction of the gravity vector. It is thereby classified as a 1D- or 2D-clinostat in contrast to 
a random positioning machine rotating around more than one axis (Herranz et al., 2013). 
The term 1D-clinostat is less common (Herranz et al., 2013), this thesis will therefore use 
the term 2D-clinostat. The rotational speed is dependent on the biological process studied, 
as the randomisation time (compare paragraph “Simulated microgravity (simg)”) depends 
on the rotational speed and needs to be shorter than the reaction time of the biological 
process. Human or animal cell culture experiments need faster rotational speeds than 
plant cells to achieve simg.
Two examples for clinostats are the fast-rotating DLR 2D-pipet clinostat or the PMT-
clinostat. Both are used for cell culture experiments, rotate at 60 rpm, and were replicated 
for the Institute of Anatomy (Prof. Ullrich) in Zurich.
Photo multiplier tube (PMT)-clinostat 
The PMT-clinostat (Horn, A, et al., 2011) represents the first possibility of measuring a 
complete kinetic oxidative burst reaction (based on a luminescence assay) during simg. 
Such online kinetic measurements give important insight into the cells probable reaction in 
space prior to the actual space mission. The PMT-clinostat is a fast rotating 2D-clinostat 
(60 rpm). One sample can be measured at a time, with the cuvette’s bottom facing towards 
a photo multiplier tube (PMT) which detects photons and the whole clinostat enclosed in a 
light-tight box. Simg (60 rpm) and 1g (no rotation) can be switched on by pressing only one 
button, thereby allowing for the simulation of whole mission profiles (e.g. like during a PFC, 
if hyperg is applied on a centrifuge (Horn, 2011)).  
Random positioning machine (RPM)
A RPM is sometimes referred to as 3D-clinostat because it rotates around at least two, 
instead of one, axis. RPMs can run in different modes. As long as the mode provides a 
running with constant speed at constant directions, the term “3D-clinostat” is correct 
(Herranz et al., 2013). However, the inner and outer frames needed for the two axis can 
also be run in other modes with different directions and speeds. In this case, the term “3D-
clinostat” should not be used, but “RPM” plus a detailed method description (Herranz et 
al., 2013). RPMs were mostly built in Japan and the Netherlands. For a review of RPMs 
please refer to van Loon (2007).
Rotating wall vessel (RWV)
The RWV is a vessel for suspension cell culture. It is optimised for laminar flow production 
and minimisation of mechanical stress on aggregates of cells in culture (Hammond and 
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Hammond, 2001). RWVs were originally invented by NASA and called Rotating Cell 
Culture System (RCCS; Herranz et al., 2013). They can be used for cell cultures (Schwarz 
et al., 1992) as well as aquatic organisms such as zebrafish (Moorman et al., 1999, Li et 
al., 2011). Apart from gravitational studies, RWVs have been used to grow 3D tissues and 
investigate host-pathogen interactions (review: Barilla et al., 2010). For a review on RWVs 
engineering principles and chances as well as boundaries of optimising the conditions for 
suspension culture please refer to Hammond and Hammond (2001).
2.12 Space experiments
The following section aims at giving a brief overview of the basic organisation of  European 
or German space experiments in general, using the two experiments which are described 
in this thesis: “TRIPLELUX-A” and “SITI-2” inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8), for 
examples.
Involved parties, their tasks and position in the organigram
Space agencies (ESA / DLR)
Space agencies are responsible for the funding of space projects and publish calls for 
experiments. They are in charge of the experiment selection, choose an industrial 
company for the hardware development, production and maintenance, buy and provide a 
flight / mission possibility and secure the operation. They also appoint a project scientist 
who keeps in touch with the principal investigator (PI) / science team, e.g. for the set-up of 
certain documents (Clément, 2011; compare paragraph “Time line” and “Principal 
investigator (P.I.) and scientists”).
The “DLR”, the national aeronautics and space research centre of the Federal Republic of 
Germany, gets its money from the state of Germany. The European Space Agency “ESA” 
gets its money from its 20 participating nations. These nations are: Austria, Belgium, the 
Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the 
United Kingdom. In addition, in some projects Canada takes part under a cooperation 
agreement (ESA on ESA, 2014). 
Industry, the Payload Experiment Developer (PED)
Industry is entrusted with the experiment specific hardware development, production and 
maintenance by the space agencies. They are also called Payload Experiments Developer 
(PED), but will be referred to as “industry” hereafter. In case of a DLR project industry is in 
charge of the operation of the mission as well and stands in close contact to the P.I.s, e.g. 
Astrium for SIMBOX on SZ-8 in China. 
Examples for industrial partners are Astrium, KEK GmbH, Kayser Italia, RUAG Space, 
OHB System AG, or Thales Alenia Space. Astrium is the number one industrial partner in 
Europe and the number two worldwide in respect to employees. Astrium is an established 
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leader in space transportation, satellite systems and services and is related to names like 
Ariane, the ISS, Envisat and Mars Express. It will be united with Airbus Military and 
Cassidian in the near future to form “Airbus Defense and Space” (Astrium, 2014). KEK 
GmbH was founded as a development and engineering office in 1993 and started to build 
externally designed custom products in 1994. One of their projects was the construction of 
a parabolic flight rack assembly for automated cell culture experiments in µg for Professor 
Ullrich’s group at the University of Zurich (KEK GmbH, 2014, compare APPENDICES 
“Real microgravity (µg) and its methods of investigation - SUPPLEMENTARY“, section 
“Parabolic Flights (PFs), manned“). Kayser Italia is an Italian private independent 
aerospace system engineering company. Examples on which the payload constructed by 
Kayser Italia flew are the Russian capsules Bion, Foton, Progress, Soyuz, the STS, on the 
Japanese HTV module, the Chinese SZ-8, the European ATV module, and of course the 
ISS (Kayser Italia, 2014). Examples for Kayser Italias payload are experiment containers 
flown as mini-aquaria for tadpoles of Xenopus laevis on the 12-day Soyuz mission 
TMA13/TMA12 “andromède“ to the ISS (Horn and Gabriel, 2011; Dournon et al., 2002; 
Horn and Gabriel, 2014). The RUAG concern has a space devision separated in RUAG 
Space Switzerland, RUAG Space Sweden and RUAG Space Austria. It produces satellites 
and different transport vehicles (RUAG Space, 2014). In cooperation with the Swiss 
Airforce and Professor Ullrich’s group at the University of Zurich, RUAG Space 
Switzerland at the Emmen site is working on the joint “Aircraft-Based-Reduced-Gravity-
Experimental System“ (ARES) project (Ullrich, 2014). The ARES project uses a Northrop 
F-5E military fighter jet to execute PFs and provides a new platform with repeated access 
to µg. OHB System AG belongs to the European space and technology group “OHB AG” 
and is a mid-size German systems provider. Its focal points lie on low-orbit and 
geostationary small satellites for navigation, communications, Earth observation and 
scientific research, leading-edge technologies for human space flight, models and studies 
for exploring our solar system, reconnaissance satellites and instruments for broadband 
wireless transmission of reconnaissance image data for greater security and 
reconnaissance (OHB system AG, 2014). Thales Alenia Space is working on 
communications satellites, platforms and payloads and is in that respect one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers and service providers. Its areas of expertise cover 
telecommunications, space infrastructure and transportation, observation and 
environment, science, navigation, ground systems, equipment and defence and security 
(Thales Alenia Space, 2014). 
Principal investigator (P.I.) and scientists
Experiments are conducted by scientific teams usually led by a principal investigator (P.I.). 
The “Co-I” is the P.I.s representative and usually the leading scientist in the laboratory. The 
P.I. and his / her team design the experiment, write the proposal and conduct the research 
related to the scientific part of the experiment and the feasibility of the hardware provided 
by industry. They carry out the scientific post-flight analysis and publish its results.
Their input is needed for hardware development, respective safety regulations and mission 
planning (e.g. which time line is feasibility for a biological cell culture experiment in case of 
TPLX-A or which temperature is durable for the cells in case of SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on 
SZ-8). The scientist writes regular reports for the space agency and answers questions of 
the launchers, e.g. regarding safety levels of chemicals used. The P.I. keeps regular 
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contact with the agency, the payload manager and the PED, depending ion the kind of 
project (Clément, 2011).
Industrial Operator, only applicable for ESA projects
The industrial operators are responsible for the general operation of the hardware. Astrium 
as the industrial operator of the BLB and COLUMBUS-module (COL) is responsible for 
their operation independent of the experiment using these facilities. The specific 
experiment implementation is done by the User Support and Operations Center (USOCs).
User Support and Operations Center (USOCs)
USOCs are only applicable for ESA projects. Nine USOCs across Europe are responsible 
for the utilisation of European payloads onboard the ISS and offer operational, technical 
and scientific support to P.I.s. Examples for USOCs are MUSC (Microgravity User Support 
Centre) or BIOTESC (Biotechnology Space Support Centre).
USOCs tasks during pre-launch-phase include: procedure development, experiment and 
payload optimisation, ground model operations and crew training support (e.g. BIOTESC 
writing procedures and flow charts for TPLX-A as one part of all its tasks). 
USOCs tasks during mission-phase include: receiving of facility and experiment data, 
carrying out operation and commanding for the assigned payloads (e.g. MUSC for the 
microscope implementation for TPLX-A inside BLB).
Three levels of responsibility can be distinguished based on a USOCs assigned function 
by ESA: 
USOC supporting its national P.I.s, in their experiment preparation and conduction and use 
their input e.g. for the set-up of operational or mission flows. 
USOC being a FSC (Facility Support Centre) supporting specific functions of a multi-user 
facility provided by the agency. 
USOC being a FCR (Facility Responsible Centre) in charge of the complete operation of a 
multi-user facility (BIOTESC, 2013 accessed 03/02/2013).
An overview over the different USOCS can be found on the ESA homepage (ESA on 
USOCs, 2014).
Launchers
The launchers of an experiment (e.g. NASA as planned in case of TPLX-A or GESSA in 
case of SIMBOX on SZ-8) sell a flight / mission opportunity to the respective space agency 
at their conditions and provide the schedule for the flight / mission. Their conditions and 
requirements need to be fulfilled by all parties involved (e.g. NASAs safety rules for levels 
of containment).
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 
Figure 2.11. Organigram showing the parties and their relationships in basic European / German 
space experiments.
Space agencies are funded (by the state of Germany (Bund) in case of the DLR, or the participating 
countries in case of ESA). The group of P.I.s sends experiment proposals to these agencies, depending on 
who published a call for proposals. A form of board in the agencies is responsible for selecting the 
experiments. For a German project, the national agency DLR provides funding to the P.I., no matter if the 
project is a DLR or ESA project. This funding covers research costs like costs for expendable laboratory 
items or labour costs. The space agency running a project entrusts industry (e.g. Astrium, KEK GmbH, 
Kayser Italia, RUAG Space, OHB-System, Thales Alenia Space, ...) with developing, building and 
maintaining the hardware. The respective agency makes contact with a launcher and buys a flight 
opportunity, e.g. ESA contacting NASA or Roskosmos in case of TRIPLELUX-A or the DLR contacting the 
Chinese space agency “China Manned Space Engineering Office” (CMSEO) in case of SIMBOX on SZ-8. 
Regarding operations, ESA has outsourced the operation to two parties, the industrial operator (e.g. Astrium 
in case of the COLUMBUS-module or BIOLAB) and the USOCs responsible for the experiments operation, 
support of the scientist and crew training (e.g. BIOTESC for TPLX-A). For an ESA-project, communication 
between industry and P.I. only takes place via ESA. DLR on the contrary leaves the operations as well as 
hardware development to industry in communication with the P.I., e.g. Astrium being in China for all matching 
tests for SIMOBX on SZ-8 (operation) and for mission support. A close communication between the main 
parties (black) significantly increases work efficiency and the chances of success for the project.
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Time line
Figure 2.12. demonstrates a standard time line for a European / German Space 
experiment, including the main steps in hardware development and testing as well as the 
activities conducted by the responsible science team. A scientist in charge of the 
respective project is called “P.I.”, the principal investigator (compare paragraph “Principal 
investigator (P.I.) and scientists”). In this chapter, the scientific team including the “P.I.” will 
be referred to as “P.I.”.
 
A space project is usually divided in to different phases: 0, A, B, C, D, E and F. Every hase 
is completed by a certain review to guarantee a high quality progression. Due to the 
different parties working on the project with different tasks, a natural overlap of some 
phases occurs. Where the activities are logically linked together, the phases are therefore 
sometimes combined, e.g. to phase B / C (ESA on project phases, 2011).
The start of a mission is marked by the phase 0, the analysis of the mission, aiming at its 
identification and characterisation. It is secluded by the Mission Definition Review (MDR; 
Ley et al., 2011). The following phase A, “Feasilbility”, completes the mission 
characterisation and contains the conceptual planning of possible solutions ans necessary 
requirements, different system concepts and functional standards. Every space 
experiments is usually started by an agency publishing a call for experiments and a the 
P.I.s writing proposals. During phase A, the P.I. is supposed to define the overall 
experiment plan (ESA on project phases, 2011). The end of phase A is marked by the 
“Preliminary Requirement Review” (PRR; Ley et al., 2011).
After a proposal has been selected for the definition phase B, a project scientists is 
nominated by the respective space agency will arrange for a detailed “Experiment 
Scientific Requirements document” (ESR) to be written together with the P.I.. This 
document contains 1) a summary of the science objectives, 2) equipment mass, size, 
power, interfaces and thermal control of the experiment, 3) whether usage of equipment is 
prior to, during, or after flight and 4) how equipment will be used regarding command, data 
management, software, data analysis and man-machine interfaces. The ESR is approved 
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Figure 2.12. A general time 
line for a European / German 
space experiment.
The work of the P.I. is marked 
blue and below the time axis. 
The tasks above the time axis 
are performed by industry if not 
stated otherwise. The boxes 
resemble verification processes 
and the mission, which are 
performed involving several 
parties. For the black box 
( P O D F - v a l i d a t i o n ) , t h e 
presence of the scientist is 
desired but not required. For 
the blue boxes, all involved 
par t ies (space agenc ies , 
industry, P.I. and, if applicable, 
USOCs and industrial operator) 
take part.
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by the space agency, signed by the P.I. and serves as a basic documentation for the 
experiment which will get updated and adjusted along the process of experiment 
progression through the different phases. These phases are usually 1) study, 2) 
manufacture, 3) testing, 4) launch, 5) on-orbit-operations and 6) exploitation (Clément, 
2011). In its first part, Phase B, the “Preliminary Definition” assigns technical solutions to 
the system concept chosen in the PRR and defines the project and products further. This 
is documented by the “System Requirements Review” (SRR). In the second part of phase 
B, detailing and choosing of and agreement on methods, resources and products follows. 
This includes the estimation of efforts and planing the execution. Phase B is finalised by 
the “Preliminary Definition Review” (PDR; Ley et al., 2011). In the described phase B, the 
hardware development begins. Industry starts building the first hardware and the P.I. 
performs the first biocompatibility tests. After those tests industry performs a set of stress 
test with the same hardware. The first model for scientific experiments is build, called the 
“SM” (science model) for the P.I.. In former times the next model built after the SM was 
usually an “EM” (engineering model). Today, this is not common procedure in the life 
science area anymore due to financial reasons, however it is still done for satellites for 
example. The engineering model is only for the engineer to test its proper functionalities, 
e.g. if mobility of certain satellite parts is still guaranteed after the electric wiring has been 
installed. Based on the results from phase B which were confirmed in the SRR, the key 
accountant is contracted to execute the following phases. Therefore, the PDR is already 
taking place in the “Detailed Definition”, phase C. Phase C embodies detailed investigation 
of the chosen solutions for realisation as well as the production and qualification of 
representative elements and the confirmation of the feasibility to fulfil the demands. The 
completing review is called “Critical Design Review” (CDR; Ley et al., 2011). 
The subsequent phase D, the production or “Manufacturing, Assembly, Integration, 
Testing” (MAIT)-phase, involves the acquisition of components and the verification of the 
production methods for the hardware. In this first part of phase D, the “QM” (qualification 
model) is build by industry, after the SM from phase B had been 1) successfully used for 
the first biological tests, and 2) undergone a verification process. The QM is used to 
perform a series of “qualification tests” regarding its design and utilisability. The results are 
written down in the “Qualification Review” (QR; Ley et al., 2011) and part 1 of phase D is 
completed. 
In case of an ESA-project planned for the ISS like TPLX-A, the QMs are used for a 
process called “payload operation data file” (PODF)-validation. During this validation, the 
different procedures and schedules written for the operation of BIOLAB (BLB) on the ISS 
are tested for their functionality and feasibility. The whole experiment process is performed 
in real time, only that in case of a biological experiment like TPLX-A water instead of real 
biology and cells is used.
After a successful PODF-validation, the next step is to test the whole procedure by 
performing the actual experiment with biology in order to see if technique and biology 
function together and are able to provide results. This test is called “science verification 
test” (SVT) for an ESA-project like TPLX-A and was called “matching test” for the 
experiments inside SIMBOX on the first German-Sino-space mission SZ-8. Actually, three 
matching tests were performed for SIMBOX on SZ-8 with varying scientific and technical 
requirements, thereby partially representing a kind of PODF-validation as well. If this 
science verification is passed successfully, the last test before the approval for the mission 
is called “experiment sequence test” (EST) in case of an ESA-project like TPLX-A and was 
called “rehearsal test” in case of SIMBOX on SZ-8. In contrast to the SVT / matching test, 
during which the main aim was to see if science and hardware interact properly and 
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successfully and some procedures could therefore be tested separately, the EST / 
rehearsal test requires every step to be performed in the correct sequence using again 
real scientific material and hardware. If this test is accomplished successfully, it clears the 
way for the mission and a launch date is allocated (if this had not been done beforehand 
due to planning purposes). 
Once the QR of phase D is passed, industry builds the “FMs” (flights models) and 
“GMs” (ground models) in part 2 of phase D. The FMs are for the actual mission and need 
to pass an acceptance testing with tests similar to the qualification tests but at lower levels 
and without the high peaks to spare the material. For the GMs, the acceptance testing can 
be performed but is not mandatory. The last model type created by industry is the 
“TM” (training model) for astronauts. The TM is only used to practice the handling of the 
experiment and could therefore be a block of wood with switches glued to it to represent 
an EC (experiment container). The QM can be destroyed in the qualification tests due to 
the testing with high peaks up to the upper load limit. However, if it is not destroyed, it can 
be turned into a GM or theoretically even a FM, depending on its state and the experiment 
specific requirements. After the orderly production and proof of functionality and 
operational readiness the FMs are cleared for transport to the launch site. The phase D is 
concluded by the “Acceptance Review” (AR; Ley et al., 2011). 
Some of the processes of acquisition and development of the components described 
actually already start in phase C, with results from components and quality measures 
being checked on system level in the CDR.
During the first part of phase E or the “Launch and Early Operation Phase” (LEOP), the 
functionality of the system as a whole (space and ground segment) are checked and 
documented in the “Operational Readiness Review” (ORR). The second part contains the 
preparation and implementation of the launch campaign, finalised in the approval for 
launch and recorded in the “Flight Readiness Review” (FRR). LEOP is completed by the 
third part, the implementation of the space experiment and the whole system and its 
utilisation in operation. There is no further review.
The end of a space project is marked by Phase F, the “Disposal Phase”, in which the life 
cycle of the project comes to en end, the complete system is turned down and operations 
are ended (Ley et al., 2011). Post-flight analysis and then publication of the results follow.
Table 2.2. summarises the main project phases detailed in their parts plus the related 
reviews.
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Table 2.2. Overview over the main space project phases and related reviews.
SIMBOX on SZ-8 time line
Figure 2.13. illustrates the SIMBOX on SZ-8 time line, including the main steps of 
hardware development and testing as well as P.I.’s activities and the the timeframe 
covered in this thesis. 
 
Figure 2.13. SIMBOX on SZ-8 time line.
The work of the P.I. is marked blue and below the time axis. The tasks above the time axis are performed by 
industry if not stated otherwise. The boxes resemble verification processes and the mission, which are 
performed involving several parties. The black boxes (matching test 1 and 2) were performed w/o the 
scientist by DLR and Astrium with CMSEO and GESSA. For the blue boxes, all involved parties (space 
agencies, industry, P.I. and launcher) took part. The red line shows Dana M. Simmet’s work on the project 
(straight line: leading scientist Dana M. Simmet, dotted line: leading scientist Dr. K. Paulsen).
name of the phase review at the end of the phase / part of 
the phase 
phase 0 Mission Analysis MDR (Mission Definition Review)
phase A Feasibilty PRR (Preliminary Requirement Review)
phase B Preliminary Definition SRR (System Requirement Review)
PDR (Preliminary Definition Review)
phase C Detailed Definition CDR (Critical Design Review)
phase D MAIT-Phase 
(Manufacturing, Assembly, Integration, Testing)
QR (Qualification Review)
AR (Acceptance Review)
phase E LEOP and Operation Phase
(LEOP: Launch and Early Operation Phase)
ORR (Operational Readiness Review)
FRR (Flight Readiness Review)
implementation, no review
phase F Disposal Phase end of project, no review
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TPLX-A time line
Figure 2.14. demonstrates the TPLX-A time line, including the main steps of hardware 
development and testing as well as P.I.’s activities and the the timeframe covered in this 
thesis.
 
2.13 Two real µg innate immune system (IIS) research projects as basis of this 
thesis
Regarding the different research platforms described in paragraph “2.10 Real microgravity 
(µg) and its methods of investigation” it becomes obvious that the MMS can be 
investigated using very different approaches. The following section describes two projects 
investigating the MMS under different µg conditions; both aiming at getting a better 
understanding of the influences of microgravity and a space environment on the innate 
immune system. In TPLX-A, the effect caused by µg or simg on the oxidative burst 
reaction, a reaction produced by macrophages as a result of phagocytosis, is observed in 
rat macrophages (NR8383). In SITI-2, human monocytic U937 were differentiated in a 
macrophage-like state, subjected to space conditions for 5 days during the SZ-8 mission, 
and then stained for migration- and adhesion-associated surface molecules, cell 
interaction and antigen-presentation-associated molecules and also phagocytosis-
associated molecules.
The alteration of molecular processes like the phagocytosis of macrophages, the migration 
/ adhesion of macrophage-like cells or their communication with the adaptive immune cells 
by different gravity conditions would lead to significant immune impairments. Changes in 
molecular processes are a proof that mammalian cells are able to sense gravity. If the 
influence of gravity on these processes would be understood, it could firstly lead to a better 
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Figure 2.14. TPLX-A time line.
The work of the P.I. is marked 
blue and below the time axis. 
The tasks above the time axis 
are performed by industry if not 
stated otherwise. The boxes 
resemble verification processes 
and the mission, which are 
performed involving several 
parties. For the black box 
( P O D F - v a l i d a t i o n ) , t h e 
presence of the scientist was 
not required but given. For the 
blue boxes, all involved parties 
(space agencies, industry, P.I., 
USOCs and industrial operator) 
took or will take part. The red 
line shows Dana M. Simmet’s 
work on the project (straight 
line: leading scientist Dana M. 
Simmet, dotted line: leading 
sc ien t i s t Dr. G. Bradacs 
followed by Dr. C. Thiel).
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understanding of these basic molecular mechanisms and secondly lead to possible 
countermeasures against the negative effects caused by µg in humans and mammals, like 
bone loss or muscle atrophy. In the future, it might even lead to the development of new 
medications applicable to patients with related diseases (e.g. osteoporosis) or immune 
problems or deficiencies on ground.
TRIPLELUX-A (TPLX-A) experiment and mission scenario
The TPLX-A experiment and mission investigate the influence of real µg on the capacity of 
mammalian macrophages to perform an oxidative burst reaction in order to degrade 
foreign particles after phagocytosis (compare paragraph “2.5 Phagocytosis and oxidative 
burst reaction”). TPLX-A measures the effect µg exerts on this reaction, however not the 
mechanism of the reaction itself. The aim of this observation of the effect is to understand 
the properties of phagocytosing macrophages under space conditions in order to gain a 
better understanding of the immune problems occurring in space and their possible 
causes. A deeper understanding could provide molecular targets for therapeutic 
interventions and might lead the development of pharmacological countermeasures. 
These might then in turn help solving the immune problem in space (compare paragraph 
“2.1 Clinical impairments of the immune system under spaceflight conditions - The 
“immune problem” in space”) as well as immune-related problems for patients on ground.
TPLX-A was designed for BLB (see figure 2.16.) inside the European COLUMBUS-module 
(see figure 2.15.) of the ISS (see figure 2.10.). 
   
Figure 2.15. The European COLUMBUS-module (COL) of the ISS. 
The COLUMBUS laboratory represents ESAs biggest single contribution to the ISS. With a diameter of 4.5 
metres it offers 75 cubic metres of space and is equipped with several payload racks. Those are, amongst 
other things, serving as specialised laboratories. One of them is BIOLAB, the European space laboratory 
specialised in biological or biomedical experiments. COL was launched on 07/02/2008 with Space Shuttle 
Atlantis on mission STS-122. credit: ESA on COLUMBUS (2013)
The right part of the picture shows astronaut Paolo Nespoli inside COL while working on the hardware of the 
experiment “Neurospat” in January 2011. credit: ESA, P. Nespoli (2013)
The facility of BLB represents an automatic laboratory for biological or biomedical 
experiments and contains a BioGlovebox (BGB) for sterile working, different temperature 
control units including an incubator with a 1g-reference centrifuge and an automatic 
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Handling Mechanism (HM) which can transfer liquids within or between temperature 
compartments (ESA on BIOLAB, 2013, Ullrich et al., 2011).
 
Frozen NR8383 rat macrophages are thawed just before the experiment and left to 
recover in different dilutions. They are then stimulated by zymosan, a particle of the yeast 
cell wall. Their oxidative burst reaction following the phagocytosis of the zymosan is 
detected using a luminescence assay (Huber, 2007, modified after Allen, 1986). 
In the luminescence assay, the reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced during the 
oxidative burst react with the chemical luminol in presence of the catalyst horse-radish 
peroxidase (HRP) under the emission of blue light. This light is detected by PMTs and the 
amplified signal results in a curve representing the ROS-production and thereby the 
phagocytosis rate of the cells. 
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Figure 2.16. Biolab (BLB) inside the 
European COLUMBUS-module (COL) 
of the ISS. 
BLB is an automatic laboratory for 
biological or biomedical experiments. It 
contains a BioGlovebox (BGB) for sterile 
working, different temperature control 
units including an incubator with a 1g-
reference centrifuge and an automatic 
handling mechanism (HM) which can 
transfer liquids within or between 
temperature compartments. BLB was 
launched on board Space Shuttle Atlantis 
with the COLUMBUS laboratory on 07/ 
02/2008.
credit: ESA on BIOLAB, 2013; text: ESA 
on BIOLAB, 2013, Ullrich et al., 2011
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Figure 2.17. Principle block diagram of TRIPLELUX-A (TPLX-A) inside BIOLAB (BLB) after the 
assembly of the advanced experiment container (AEC), handling mechanism interface plate (HM-I/F-
Plate) and stock culture bag (SCB) inside the BioGlovebox (BGB) and after the installation of the 
complete AEC on the rotor inside the BLB incubator.
The automatic handling mechanism (HM) of BLB transfers cells from the SCB into the cultivation bag (CB) 
pre-filled with working media, where they are left to reconstitute for about 30 minutes before the first viability 
test (HM takes an aliquot, mixes it with Trypan blue in the viability test experiment container (VT-EC) and 
injects it into the microscope cassette). Concentrated chemicals (zym (zymosan), HRP (horse radish 
peroxidase) and lum (luminol)) are transferred from the external liquid bags (ELBs) inside the automatic 
ambient stowage (AAS)-insert to the internal filling bags (IFs) pre-filled with buffers by the HM. A cell aliquot 
is taken from the CB and half of it is transferred into measurement bag (MB) 1, half into MB 2. The same is 
repeated for MB 3 and 4. The HM-I/F-Plate is also called handling mechanism plate unit (HMPU). After an 
incubation period of about 3 hours, luminol is pumped into the 4 MBs by the HMPUs pumping system and a 
background measurement is started followed by the pumping of zymosan and HRP (via the HMPU pumping 
system) and then the actual luminescence measurement for 2 hours. The photo multiplier tubes (PMTs) 
detect the luminescence signal. The syringes inside the AAS-insert are used by the HM for the transfers. 
The experiment onboard the ISS is performed once in µg and once with 1g applied on a 
rotor, both inside the BLB incubator (37 °C). The data is downlinked and compared to an 
additional parallel on ground control. The three experiments permit a clear discrimination 
of influences caused by µg compared to other space environmental influences (e.g. 
radiation).
Extensive previous studies (e.g. Huber, 2007, Horn, 2011) have shown a significant effect 
of simg on the ROS production of zymosan-stimulated macrophages during 2D- or 
PMT-2D-clinorotation. This effect equally appeared for experiments performed in real 
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microgravity (µg) during PFCs (Horn, 2011). TPLX-A will validate all previous experiments 
onboard the ISS. The variable and compact advanced experiment container (AEC) system 
might also be used to test any kind of toxic influence on immune cells which results in a 
decrease of ROS-production and could function as a portable device in field work.
SITI-2 - space experiment inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
One possible hypothesis for the immune system break down in space is an impairment of 
cell-cell-interaction between monocyte and T cell, leading to an impaired T cell activation 
(Limouse et al., 1991). This could be caused by a locomotion impairment of the monocytes 
(Meloni et al., 2006, Melonie et al., 2008, Meloni et al., 2009). 
The experiment SITI-2 (SIgnal Transduction In microgravity, part 2) aimed to investigate 
the influence of long-term µg on macrophage-like human monocytic U937 cells, in 
particular in regards to surface molecules responsible for bacteria recognition and cell-cell-
communication as well as the cytoskeleton. 
Cells were differentiated into a macrophageal state on makrolon slides by 25 nM 
phorbolmyristylacetate (PMA) over 72 hours. The slides were then inserted into the 
hardware specifically developed for this experiment by Astrium and subjected to µg for 5 
days during the mission. After 5 days, cells were fixated using a PFA/sucrose-solution, 
which was exchanged for PBS after 2 hours to avoid over-fixation. In post-flight analysis, 
slides were cut by a water-jet technique especially developed to suit the experiment, cells 
were divided into living and dead (apoptotic/necrotic) cells before fixation and then stained 
for actin, vimentin, alpha-tubulin, migration- and adhesion-associated surface molecules 
CD54, CD18, CD11a and CD11b, cell interaction and antigen-presentation-associated 
molecules MHC-I, MHCII and CD86 as well as phagocytosis-associated molecules CD36 
and CD64. SITI-2 was launched on the first German-Sino space mission SZ-8 inside 
SIMBOX, a specialised type of the BIOBOX constructed by Astrium, in autumn 2011.
 
Figure 2.18. The plunger unit of the experiment SITI-2, of Prof. Ullrich’s group, as flown inside 
SIMBOX during the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) space mission in autumn 2011.
The figure shows one plunger with its three independent compartments, each one having its own two 
plungers (bellows) underneath, that can provide two automated fluid exchanges. Cells get adhered on the 
makrolon specimen slides which are then fixated inside the housing.
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2.14 The tasks of this thesis - research aims within the projects TRIPLELUX-A and 
SITI-2
The aims of this thesis can be divided in three major tasks related to two projects. Task 1 
and 2 belong to the TPLX-A project, task 3 to the SITI-2 project on the SZ-8 mission. 
The author of this thesis also participated in the work on the 14th and 16th PFC in Professor 
Ullrich’s group (compare APPENDICES “Parabolic flights (PFs) and the immune system 
(IS)”). However, as this work was on the immune system under µg conditions but not 
closely related to the projects TPLX-A and SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SZ-8, it was decided 
that regarding the scope of this thesis, the work on the PFCs shall not be included. For 
more details, please refer to Simmet et al., 2013. 
This section aims at summarising the main tasks of this thesis. For a detailed description 
of all tasks, please refer to the APPENDICES “The tasks of this thesis - research aims 
within the projects TRIPLELUX-A and SITI-2 in detail”).
Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project
The TPLX-A space experiment designed for BLB on the ISS investigates the influence of 
µg on the kinetic oxidative burst reaction of NR8383 rat macrophages. It aims at validating 
previous results obtained in simg in laboratory experiments (fast clinorotation, 60 rpm) and 
in real microgravity during PFCs. In those experiments, simg as well as µg seemed to 
inhibit the oxidative burst reaction within seconds. Such an inhibition could lead to an 
insufficient degradation of pathogens and could be one possible explanation for the 
immune problem astronauts face in space (compare paragraph “2.1 Clinical impairments 
of the immune system under spaceflight conditions - The “immune problem” in space”).
In addition to the mission and its preparation, further experiments under simg conditions 
should provide further insight and data about the rat macrophages oxidative burst 
reactions.
Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations
Task 1 included all space preparations such as the mission relevant preparatory tests, the 
PODF-validation, the Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR, the SVT (compare APPENDICES) as well 
as the respective laboratory experiments, biological testing and adjusting of procedures 
and time lines.
Examples for such laboratory experiments were the tests prior to the SVT, the optimisation 
of the freezing protocol, the space time line test(s), the PreMini-SVT (simulation of the 
actual MiniSVT), the confirmation whether the scheduled timeline was feasible for use in 
the FT-GSE from the time point of CB-incubation onwards (using cell culture cells) or the 
development of the TRIPLELUX-A - On-Ground Filling procedure. For details on these 
tasks, please refer to the APPENDICES “The tasks of this thesis - research aims within the 
projects TRIPLELUX-A and SITI-2 in detail”.
Another part of task 1 was the communication with the other parties involved, comprising 
industry and especially the space agencies (compare paragraph “Involved parties, their 
tasks and position in the organigram”, especially figure 2.11.). 
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Task 2 - TRIPLELUX-A - simg in the PMT-clinostat
Task 2 investigated the influence of simg on the kinetic oxidative burst reaction of NR8383 
rat macrophages in the TPLX-A project and focussed specifically on the establishment of 
an adapted PMT-clinostat in order to be able to measure the kinetics of the oxidative burst 
reaction of NR8383 rat macrophages while simg (60 rpm) was applied. 
The PMT-clinostat was therefore adapted to new requirements (compare Material and 
Method section), new cuvettes were constructed and tested and the ideal PMT-clinostat 
measurement conditions were evaluated. All adaptations were then validated.
Task 3 - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
Task 3 consisted of the partial preparation of the space experiment SITI-2 inside SIMBOX, 
an adapted BIOBOX, flown on the first German-Sino-space mission SZ-8. 
One hypothesis states that the immune system’s malfunction in space is caused by a 
defective cell-cell-interaction between monocytes and T cells which in turn would lead to 
an insufficient T cell activation thereby preventing a normal adaptive immune response 
(Limouse et al., 1991). SITI-2 investigated the influence of µg on differentiated 
macrophage-like human U937 cells, particularly the influence on adhesion and cell-cell-
interaction molecules as described in the preceding paragraph “SITI-2 - space experiment 
inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”.
An important part of task 3 was supporting the SITI-2 hardware development in close 
cooperation with Astrium. This comprised assisting in modifying and partially developing 
the hardware for the space experiment as well as for laboratory experiments. 
Additionally, the mission conditions with U937 cells were tested and the SITI-2 “matching 
test” as well as the actual space mission (SITI-2 on the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission) 
were executed in China.
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 List of materials
Laboratory equipment
2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (fast rotating, 60 rpm) DLR Cologne-Porz, built by 
Dr. Jens Hauslage 
autoclave for cleaning Systex VX-100
autoclave for disposal Systex VX-150
automatic gas system for incubators H. Lüdi and Co AG
burner IBS Integra Biosciences 
cell counting chamber (Neubauer) Brand; Labor Optik
centrifuge Heraeus Megafuge 2.0 R, 
Eppedorf 5810 R
centrifuge tube rotator Heto Rotamix RK
confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica, SP5) Leica
drying closet Binder ED240
extraction system A. Hartenstein Laborbedarf GmbH
freezing box “Mr. Freeze” Carl Roth AG AC96.1
freezer -20 °C Sibir
freezer - 80 °C Sanyo MDF-U73V
freezer -150 °C Sanyo MDF-C2156VAN
frequency counter BK Precision, 1856D, 3.5 GHz
fridge Liebherr
gas cartridges CV360 PanGas 780.6636
Graph Pad Prism 5 (statistical software) Graph Pad, San Diego, CA, USA
ice machine Kibernetik AG, micro-cube
incubator (cell culture) SANYO MCO-18AIC
incubator (FT-GSE TPLX-A) Heraeus HERAcell 240
incubator INE 600 (for PMT-clinostat) Memmert 
E 612.0102 (first incubator, big)
incubator INE 400 (for PMT-clinostat) Memmert
E 412.1044 (second incubator, 
small)
Imaris software (digital picture analysis software) Bitplane
laboratory glassware cleaner Renggli Laboratory Systems
microscope Leica DMIL
pH-meter “Seven Easy” Mettler Toledo
pipette 2-20 µl Gilson P20 F123600
pipette 50-200 µl Gilson P200 F123601
pipette 200-1000 µl Gilson P1000 F123602
reaction tube centrifuge Gilson Capsulefuge PMC-880, 
Eppendorf 5424
variable pipette Research plus 0.1 - 2.5 µl Eppendorf 3120 000.011
variable pipette Research plus 0.5 - 10 µl Eppendorf 3120 000.020
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variable pipette Research plus 2 - 20 µl, 
20 - 200 µl, 100 - 1000 µl Eppendorf 3120 000.917 12-channel 
pipette Research plus 30 - 300 µl Eppendorf 3122 000.060
pipette assistant IBS Integra Biosciences Pipetboy 
acu
plate reader BioTek Synergy 2 
plate reader programm BioTek Gen5
PMT inside the PMT-clinostat (see below)  Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, 
Japan
PMT-clinostat (2D, fast rotating, 60 rpm) DLR Cologne-Porz, built by Dr. Jens 
Hauslage
PMT-cuvette thick glass bottom Menzel-Gläser / 
Thermo Scientific S02-04-03
PMT-cuvette thin glass bottom Menzel-Gläser / 
Thermo Scientific 10.0360.52
racks for parabolic flights KEK GmbH, Bad Schmiedeberg
scale Denver Instrument S-603
scalpel blades Braun BB523
special accuracy weighing machine Denver Instrument SI-114
sterile flow bench Labculture ESCO Class II Type A2
test tube shaker Heidolph Reax top
vacuum system Qivac 24 plus Qiagen 19413
(including sterile connective pieces)
water bath GFL Gesellschaft für Labortechnik 
mbH 1005
Expandable materials (glassware, plastic ware, etc.)
aluminium foil Tangan, no. 42
canulas 0.6 * 25 mm, 23 G * 1’’ BBraun, Sterican 4657667
canulas 0.8 * 50 mm, 21 G * 2’’ BBraun, Sterican 4665503
canulas 0.9 * 40 mm, 20 G * 1 1/2 BBraun, Sterican 4657519
canulas 1.2 * 40 mm, 18 G * 1 1/2 BBraun, Sterican 4665120
cell culture flasks 25 cm2 TPP 90025
cell culture flasks 75 cm2 TPP 90076
cell culture flasks 150 cm2 TPP 90151
cell culture flasks 175 cm2 BD Falcon 353112 / 
Bioswisstech 71175 by SPL 
LifeSciences 
cell culture flask 500 cm2, triple flask Nunc, ThermoScientific 132913
cell lifter Corning Incorporated 3008
cell scraper 38 cm, swivelling blade TPP 99004
cell scraper 24 cm, swivelling blade TPP 99002
centrifuge tubes 15 ml TPP 91015
centrifuge tubes 50 ml TPP 91050
cover slips round Menzel-Gläser / Thermo Scientific 
10.0360.52
cryovials 1.5 ml TPP 89020
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cryovials 1.8 ml Nunc 177280
cryovials 4.5 ml TPP 89050
ELASTOSIL LR 3066 Wacker (Silicones)
gloves Latex, XS, S IVF Hartmann 872 960 
lab marker Aspen Surgical 1400-13-PDC
makrolon slides ASTRIUM
microscope slide Menzel-Gläser / Thermo Scientific 
S02-04-03
microtiter plates (white) Nunc PolySorp C96 437842, 
Greiner bio-one 655061
Corning Incorporated, costar 3917
parafilm Sigma P7668
pasteur pipettes Hilgenberg 31 501 02
pipette tips blue 100-1000 µl Starlab S1111-2021
pipette tips white 0.5-10 µl Starlab S1111-3000
pipette tips yellow 1-200 µl Starlab S1111-0006
reaction tubes 1.5 ml Sarstedt 72.706
reaction tubes 2 ml Sarstedt 72.695.500
serological pipette 1 ml BD Falcon 357521
serological pipette 2 ml TPP 94002
serological pipette 5 ml TPP 94005
serological pipette 10 ml TPP 94010 / 
Falcon/Milan FA-357551
serological pipette 25 ml TPP 94024
Falcon/Milan FA-357525
serological pipette 50 ml TPP 94550 /
Falcon/Milan FA-357550
sterile filter Millex, Millipore SLGP033RB
syringes 3 ml BBraun Omnifix Solo 4616025 V
syringes 5 ml BBraun Injekt Solo 4606051V
syringes 10 ml BBraun Injekt Solo 4606108V
syringes 20 ml (SITI-2)
syringes (Luer-lock), (SITI-2) 
tissue culture dish (100 * 20 mm)  (SITI-2) BD Falcon
8-well plates (SITI-2) Huber-Scientific
Cell lines
NR8383 (rat macrophages) ATCC, CRL-2192TM
U937 (human monocytic cell line) ATCC, CRL-1593.2TM
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Chemicals
0.4 % (w/v) Trypan blue solution Sigma T8154
0.9 % (w/v) sodium chloride solution Merck 1.06404 in A. bidest, 
autoclaved
2-Mercptoethanol (ME) Invitrogen / Gibco 31350010
actin (SITI-2) Invitrogen
Alexa-Fluor405 (fluorochrome, SITI-2) Invitrogen
Alexa-Fluor568 (fluorochrome, SITI-2) Invitrogen
Allopurinol (TPLX-A) Sigma 8003
alpha-tubulin (SITI-2) Sigma
Antibiotic-antimycotic solution (100x) stabilized Sigma A5955
(TPLX-A)
Apocynin (TPLX-A) Roth 7884.1
Aqua bidest. (A. bidest.) University of Zurich
Aqua bidest. (A. bidest.), sterile University of Zurich, autoclaved
borate buffer (TPLX-A) see buffers
boric acid (H3BO3) Merck 1.00165
CD11a (SITI-2) Abcam 
CD11b (SITI-2) Abcam
CD18 (SITI-2) Acris
CD36 (SITI-2) Abcam
CD54 (SITI-2) Cellsignaling
CD64 (SITI-2) Novus Biological
CD86 (SITI-2) Abcam
CellMask-deep red plasma membrane stain (SITI-2) Invitrogen
Customer formulation 
macrophage detachment solution (SITI-2) PromoCell C-97154
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma D2650
di-Sodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate
(Na2HPO4 * 12 H2O; TPLX-A)  Merck 1.06579 
di-Sodium tetraborate decahydrate
(Na2B4O7 x 10 H2O; TPLX-A) Merck 1.06308 
Donor horse serum (TPLX-A) Biochrom S9135
ethanol with MeOH 94 % (v/v) Materialzentrum ZH 7001701
fetal calf serum (TPLX-A) Biochrom S0113/5
fetal calf serum (FBS superior; SITI-2) Biochrom S0615, Lot. no. 0302W
glutamine (200 mM; SITI-2) PromoCell
Ham's F-12 (without L-Glutamin; TPLX-A) Biochrom F 0815
Ham's F-12 (with L-Glutamin; TPLX-A) Biochrom FG 0815
HEPES Sigma H0887, H3375
Hoechst Stain Immuno Chemistry 500056, 556, 
600039 and 639
HRP (TPLX-A) Merck 1.16216
human serum (SITI-2) HS, Biowest
isopropanol Materialzentrum ZH 7000221
L-Alanyl-L-Glutamin (SITI-2) Biochrom K0302
luminol sodium salt (TPLX-A) Sigma A4685
MHC-I (SITI-2) Abcam
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MHCII (SITI-2) Abcam
paraformaldehyde Fluka 76240 (Sigma)
Penicilline / Streptomycine Biochrom A2212?
Penicilline / Streptomycine (SITI-2) Gibco 15140-163
PBS see buffers 
PBS Dulbecco (w/o Ca2+, Mg2+) Biochrom L1820
Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) Sigma P8139
Propidiumiodide Fluka 81845, 
Immuno Chemistry 557, 638
ROS inhibitor, YCG063 (TPLX-A) Calbiochem 557354
RPMI 1640 (SITI-2) Biochrom FG 1215
RPMI 1640 (with 20 mM HEPES) (TPLX-A, in SCB) Biochrom FG 1235
silicon (SITI-2) Wacker
Sodium chloride (NaCl)  Merck 1.06404
Sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate
(NaH2PO4 * H2O; TPLX-A) Merck 1.06346
Sterilium Hartmann, UZH, Switzerland
sucrose (SITI-2)  Sigma Aldrich
TUNEL reagent (Fluorescein-12-dUTP; SITI-2) Roche
Ultra pure water Biochrom L 0015
Vectashield Mounting Media for Fluorescence Vector Laboratories
vimentin (SITI-2) Abcam
zymosan (TPLX-A) Sigma Z4250
4-6-Diamidino-2-phenylindol-d-hydochlorid (DAPI) Sigma D9542
3.2 Buffers and Solutions
Glass bottles used for solutions were previously sterilised at 180 °C for 3 h. Work was 
performed under a sterile flow bench.
Buffers
Borate buffer (acc. to TPLX-A)
pH 9
1.24 g/l H3BO3 (= 20 mM; M = 61.83 g/mol); Merck 1.00165
7.63 g/l Na2B4O7 x 10 H2O (= 20 mM; M = 381.32 g/mol); Merck 1.06308
ad 1l dH2O / Ultra Pure Water; Biochrom L 
0015, 1404 W/
0913 W
pH-adjustment was followed by autoclavation (121 °C, 15 min, 1 bar high pressure 
saturated steam)
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0.9 % (w/v) NaCl solution
8.50 - 9 g/l NaCl (= 145-154 mM; M = 58.44 g/mol); Merck 1.06404
ad 1l dH2O / Ultra Pure Water; Biochrom L 
0015, 1404 W/
0913 W
Autoclavation (121 °C, 15 min, 1 bar high pressure saturated steam).
PBS (acc. to TRIPLELUX-A)
pH 7,6
1.38 g/l NaH2PO4 * H2O (= 10 mM; M = 137.99 g/mol); Merck 1.06346
12.46 g/l Na2HPO4 * 12H2O (= 35 mM; M = 358.14 g/mol); Merck 1.06579 
8.50 g/l NaCl (= 154 mM; M = 58.44 g/mol); Merck 1.06404
ad 1l dH2O / Ultra Pure Water Biochrom L 
0015, 1404 W/
0913 W
pH-adjustment (with 2 N or 10 N NaOH) is followed by autoclavation (121 °C, 15 min, 1 
bar high pressure saturated steam)
Solutions
Luminol in borate buffer (acc. to the current TPLX-A scenario)
200 mM luminol (M = 199.14 g/mol); Sigma A4685 
in DMSO (M = 78.13 g/mol); Sigma D2650
39.82 mg luminol were dissolved in 1 ml DMSO. For the ELB-concentration, they were 
dilute 1:8 in borate buffer (see paragraph “Buffers”), overall pH = 9. For the IFB#1 
concentration, the ELB-concentration was diluted 2.5 : 3.5 in borate buffer.
Luminol in borate buffer (for PMT-clinostat experiments)
10 mM luminol (M = 199.14 g/mol); Sigma A4685
in DMSO (M = 78.13 g/mol); Sigma D2650
Luminol was diluted 1:10 in borate buffer (see paragraph “Buffers”) just before the 
experiment (40.5 µl borate buffer + 4.5 µl luminol stock).
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HRP solution (acc. to the current TPLX-A scenario)
3 vials HRP (powder in vials, 10’000 units/vial); Merck 1.16216 
1.3 ml PBS (acc. to TPLX-A, protocol s. paragraph “Buffers”)
1 set equaled 3 vials in 1.3 ml PBS resulting in 23000 U/ml. For TPLX-A, two sets were 
prepared at a time. For PMT-clinostat experiments, one set was prepared at a time.
Three vials of HRP were prepared together by adding 1.30 ml sterile PBS (s. below).
700 µl sterile PBS were added to the first vial, the HRP-rest taken off the lid using the pipet 
tip, and the components mixed until a solution was achieved. The whole amount was 
transferred into the second vial, the HRP-rest taken off the lid using the pipet tip, and the 
components mixed until a solution was achieved. The whole amount was transferred into 
the third vial, the HRP-rest taken off the lid using the pipet tip, and the components mixed 
until a solution was achieved. 300 µl sterile PBS were added to each empty vial to cleanse 
it and then transferred all into the third vial. The components were mixed until a solution 
was achieved. Aliquots were prepared in 1.5 ml reaction tubes (caution: 1.5 ml reaction 
tubes were used for aliquots, smaller PCR-reaction tubes were not accessible by all tips of 
Eppendorf pipettes.) Aliquots were labelled and frozen at -20 °C. To obtain concentrations 
used for the PMT-clinostat experiments (500 U/ml), a dilution in PBS (see paragraph 
“Buffers”) was executed respectively.
3 % PFA (w/v) / 2 % (w/v) sucrose - solution for SHENZHOU-8 / SITI-2
pH 7.4
3 % (w/v) paraformaldehyde (= 100 mM ; 
M = 30.03 g/mol (as monomer)); Fluka 76240 (Sigma)
2 % (w/v) sucrose (= 58 mM ; M = 342.30 g/mol); Sigma
in PBS
Preparation of 500 ml:
15 g PFA and 10 g sucrose were added to 450 ml PBS. Dilution was achieved by stirring 
at 50 - 60 °C over night. The pH 7.4 was adjusted using 1N NaOH and the volume filled 
up to 500 ml. 35 ml aliquots were prepared and stored at - 20 °C.
PMA solution for SHENZHOU-8 / SITI-2
1 mg PMA (powder, M = 616.83 g/mol) was diluted in 1 ml DMSO inside the original vial to 
obtain a stock solution of 1 mg/ml.
100 µM PMA-solution for laboratory use:
1 mg/ml PMA with M = 616.83 g/mol equaled 1.621 mM. To obtain 1 ml 100 µM PMA: 62 
µl stock solution (1 mg/ml) were mixed with 938 µl DMSO. This mixture was used 1:1000 
in cell culture to obtain an overall concentration of 100 nM for differentiation.
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25 µM PMA-solution for the SZ-8 mission:
To obtain 10 ml 25 nM PMA: 155 µl mg/ml stock solution (1 mg/ml) were mixed with 
9845µl DMSO. 500 µl aliquots were prepared. They were labelled with date, concentration, 
chemical, LS (for launch site) and Ullrich. This mixture was used 1:1000 in cell culture to 
obtain an overall concentration of 25 nM for differentiation.
Trypan blue Solution
components of Sigma T8154 (M = 960.81 g/mol):
98.73 % (v/v) Water
 0.81 % (w/v) Sodium Chloride  
 0.40 % (w/v) Tetrasodium 3,3'-[(3,3'-dimethyl[1,1'-biphenyl]-4,4'-diyl)bis(azo)]bis
[5-amino-4-hydroxynaphthalene-2,7-disulphonate]
 0.06 % (w/v) Dipotassium hydrogenorthophosphate
Opsonify Zymosan A (to gain 18.4 mg/ml) 
 
zymosan A Sigma Z4250
donor horse serum Biochrom S9135
0.9 % (w/v) NaCl-solution (= 145-154 mM; M = 58.44 g/mol); Merck 1.06404
in Ultra Pure Water Biochrom L 
0015, 1404 W/
0913 W, 
see above
Zymosan A gained from Saccharomyces cerevisiae was boiled in 100 ml physiological 
NaCl-solution 250 mg/dl for 20 min in a water bath. It was cooled down to RT on a 
laboratory bench (alternatively: 30 min at 4 °C, subsequently by 15 min at RT). 
Centrifugation (300 g, 1 min), discarding the supernatant, and resuspending the residue in 
200 ml donor horse serum (four 50 ml centrifuge tubes) followed. It was pivoted for 20 min 
at RT (centrifuge tube rotator) and again centrifuged (300 g, 10 min). The last two steps 
were repeated and the supernatant discarded. The residue was washed in 500 ml NaCl-
solution to remove proteases (4 pellets were taken up in 50 ml NaCl-solution, distributed to 
10 centrifuge tubes (à 5 ml) in total and filled up with 45 ml NaCl-solution each). 
Centrifugation (300 g, 10 min) followed and the supernatant was discarded. The residue 
was washed again in 500 ml NaCl-solution. After another centrifugation step (300 g, 10 
min), the supernatant was discarded except a small rest to resuspend pellets (all pellets 
had to be resuspended in about 5 ml and to get pipetted in one centrifuge tube). The 9 
empty centrifuge tubes were cleaned with about 45 ml NaCl-solution and pipetted onto the 
5 ml resuspended pellet solution in the last centrifuge tube. The tube was centrifuged (300 
g, 10 min) and the supernatant, except for < 10 ml, aspired. It was resuspended 
thoroughly. By usage of a Gilson / Eppendorf pipet, the solution was transferred in one of 
the empty 9 centrifuge tubes and filled up to 13.59 ml. 2 ml and 0.5 ml aliquots were 
prepared and stored at - 20 °C. To obtain concentrations used for the PMT-clinostat 
experiments (250 mg/ml), the solution was diluted in NaCl-solution (see paragraph 
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“Buffers”) respectively. Protocol according to Allen, 1986, modified according to Huber, 
2007.
3.3 Media
TPLX-A
Standard cell culture / working media as used in the laboratory
90.8 % (v/v) Ham’s F12 cell culture media Biochrom FG 0815
 9.8 % (v/v) FCS Biochrom S0113/5
 0.09 % (v/v) ME (= 0.045 mM; 
pure substance: 50 mM); Gibco 31350-010
50 ml FCS and 0.5 ml ME were added to 500 ml of Ham’s F12.
Current freezing media (as recommended by ATCC (ATCC, 2013))
95 % (v/v) cell culture / working media (see above)
 5 % (v/v) DMSO (= 703.9 mM; M = 78.13 g/mol); Sigma D2650
Freezing media was prepared freshly according to need.
Former freezing media
68.6 % (v/v) any media 
19.6 % (v/v) FCS Biochrom S0615 or 
S0113/5
11.8 % (v/v) DMSO (= 1.689 M; M = 78.13 g/mol); Sigma D2650 
 0.1 % (v/v) ME (= 50 µM; 
pure substance: 50 mM); Gibco 31350-010
Example for prepared volumes:
70 ml RPMI 1640 cell culture media Biochrom FG 1235
20 ml FCS Biochrom S0615 or 
S0113/5
12 ml DMSO (= 1.689 M; M = 78.13 g/mol); Sigma D2650
0.1 ml ME (= 50 µM; 
pure substance: 50 mM); Gibco 31350-010
Freezing media was prepared, frozen and thawed repeatedly according to need.
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Current flight scenario cell culture / working media
90.01 % (v/v) Ham´s F12 cell culture media Biochrom FG 0815
 9.00 % (v/v) FCS Biochrom S0113/5
 0.90 % (v/v)  Antibiotic-antimycotic solution (100x)
(= 90 U/ml penicillin; 
= 0.09 g/ml streptomycin; 
pure substance: 
10’000 U/ml penicillin; 
10 g/ml streptomycin) Sigma A5955
 0.09 % (v/v) ME (= 45 µM; 
pure substance: 50 mM); Gibco 31350-010
20mM HEPES (crystalline; M = 238,30 g/mol) Sigma H3375
Current stock culture bag media
75.70 % (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media Biochrom FG 1235
15.14 % (v/v) FCS Biochrom S 0113/5
 0.08 % (v/v) ME (= 40 µM; 
pure substance: 50 mM); Gibco 31350-010
 9.08 % (v/v) DMSO (= 1.278 M; M = 78.13 g/mol); Sigma D2650
SITI-2
Cell culture / working media as used in the laboratory and primary flight 
scenario cell culture / working media
100 % (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media 
(without additives) Biochrom FG 1215
10 % (v/v) FCS Biochrom S0615
 1 % (v/v) Pen / Strep (100 U/ml;
pure substance: 10’000 U/ml) Gibco 15140-163
 1 % (v/v) L-Glutamin (= 2 mM; 
pure substance: 200 mM) Gibco 25030-081
Freezing media SITI-2
65 % (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media 
(without additives) Biochrom FG 1215
25 % (v/v) FCS Biochrom S0615
10 % (v/v) DMSO (= 1.408 M; M = 78.13 g/mol); Sigma D2650 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Primary media for differentiation
88 % (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media 
(without additives) Biochrom FG 1215 10 
10 % (v/v) human serum HS, Biowest
 1 % (v/v) Pen / Strep (100 U/ml;
pure substance: 10’000 U/ml) Gibco 15140-163
 1 % (v/v) L-Glutamin (= 2 mM; 
pure substance: 200 mM) Sigma G7513
Secondary fight scenario cell culture / working media
100% (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media 
(without additives) Biochrom FG 1215
or potentially, depending on the follow-up experiments:
100 % (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media
(with 20 nM HEPES) Biochrom
plus:
alternatively, depending on the follow-up experiments:
10 % (v/v) FCS Biochrom
or
10 % (v/v) human serum HS, Biowest
 1 % (v/v) Pen / Strep (100 U/ml;
pure substance: 10’000 U/ml) Gibco 15140-163
 1 % (v/v) glutamine (= 2 mM; 
pure substance: 200 mM) PromoCell
Final differentiation media for SZ-8
100 % (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media 
(without additives) Biochrom FG 1215
10 % (v/v) human serum HS, Biowest
 1 % (v/v) Pen / Strep (100 U/ml;
pure substance: 10’000 U/ml) Gibco 15140-163
 1 % (v/v) glutamine (= 2 mM; 
pure substance: 200 mM) PromoCell
Final flight media for SZ-8
100 % (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media 
(without additives)
fully CO2 saturated Biochrom FG 1215
10 % (v/v) human serum HS, Biowest
 1 % (v/v) Pen / Strep (100 U/ml;
pure substance: 10’000 U/ml) Gibco 15140-163
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 1 % (v/v) glutamine (= 2 mM; 
pure substance: 200 mM) PromoCell
 0,1 % (v/v) amphotericin (= 0.25 µg/ml; 
pure substance: 0.25 mg/ml) PromoCell
Filling of bellow 1, 3 and 5 for SZ-8
100 % (v/v) RPMI 1640 cell culture media 
(without additives)
fully CO2 saturated Biochrom FG 1215
10 % (v/v) human serum HS, Biowest
 1 % (v/v) Pen / Strep (100 U/ml;
pure substance: 10’000 U/ml) Gibco 15140-163
 1 % (v/v) glutamine (= 2 mM; 
pure substance: 200 mM) PromoCell
 0,1 % (v/v) amphotericin (= 0.25 µg/ml; 
pure substance: 0.25 mg/ml) PromoCell
 1 % (w/v) PFA (= 0.33 M; 
M = 30.03 g/mol (as monomer)) Sigma-Aldrich
 0.6 % (w/v) sucrose (= 17.5 mM; M = 342.30 g/mol) Sigma-Aldrich
Filling of bellow 2, 4 and 6 for SZ-8
100 % (v/v) PBS Biochrom
 1 % (v/v) Pen / Strep (100 U/ml;
pure substance: 10’000 U/ml) Gibco 15140-163
 0,1 % (v/v) amphotericin (= 0.25 µg/ml; 
pure substance: 0.25 mg/ml) PromoCell
Preparation of aerated differentiation media for flight plunger units
Differentiation media (s. “Media for differentiation”) was placed into an incubator with 5 % 
CO2, 37 °C, 95 % relative humidity in between 5 and 48 h prior to the insertion of the 
slides. Subsequently, media was pipetted into a 50 ml centrifuge tube and immediately 
taken up into a syringe so no gas could leak from the solution. The flask with the remaining 
media was immediately closed again and placed back into the incubator. 100 ml aerated 
differentiation media was prepared for the insertion of the slides.
3.4 Cell culture
All cells were cultured at 37 °C with 5 % CO2 and 95 % relative humidity if not stated 
otherwise.
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TPLX-A - NR8383 rat macrophages
The NR8383 alveolar rat macrophages (derived from Rattus norvegicus, Sprague Dawley 
strain) were chosen by Dr. Kathrin Huber for the project TPLX-A because they showed a 
distinct high oxidative burst besides other characteristics like phagocytosis, ICAM 1 and 
low MHC II expression. They exhibit mixed culture properties of adherent (about 30 %) 
and suspended cells.
The very first cells were kindly provided by Dr. Kathrin Huber, who had obtained them 
from Dr. Diabaté, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, in 2005.
In October 2010, fresh NR8383 cells were ordered from ATCC (in partnership with LCG 
Standards; ATCC-CRL-2192, p0, no. 710052084). All subsequent experiments were 
performed using these cells.
NR8383 cell culture until 2012
Thawing (quickly):
Cells were taken out of the -150 °C freezer. Cells (still with ice clot) were tilted into 20 ml 4 
°C cold media. After 10 min, centrifugation followed (300 g, 5 - 8 min, RT). Cells were 
resuspended in pre-warmed media (37 °C) and transferred into a flask. After 18 to 24 h, 
media was exchanged completely in order to remove excess DMSO (freezing media 
component) that had diffused out of the cells and into the media. Cells were cultivated 
according to Huber, 2007.
Culturing:
Media was exchanged every two to three days. Cells were seeded with 0.15 - 0.2 * 106 
cells/ml if media (current laboratory cell culture / working media) was exchanged after two 
days. If media was exchanged after 3 days, the seeding density was 0.1 - 0.15 * 106 cells/
ml. Media could either be exchanged completely (scraping the cells or hitting the flask in 
order to have the adherent cells come off and then centrifuge at 300 g for 6 - 8 min) or 
partially (part of the cells thereby getting diluted in fresh media, either following scraping 
or hitting as described, or by transferral of only suspended cells into a new flask). A cell 
density of 0.4 * 106 cells/ml should not be exceeded. Cells were cultivated according to 
Huber, 2007.
Freezing (slowly): 
Freezing media was prepared and cooled down to 4 °C. A freezing box with isopropanol to 
cooled down 4 °C. Cryovials were labelled with cell line, density, passage number and 
name. The cells were observed and judged via the microscope. Cells were scraped. Cell 
suspension as pipetted into 50 ml centrifuge tube(s). An aliquot for a cell count via the 
“Trypan blue-method” (dilution depending on density : 1:5, 1:10, 1:20, compare 
“Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”) was 
taken. After the centrifugation (300 g, 5 - 8 min, RT), the supernatant was aspired 
completely. The respective amount of freezing media was added to adjust the desired 
concentration (0.5 - 10 * 106 cells/ml) and it was resuspended. It was important to work 
quickly as freezing media contains DMSO which could have otherwise harmed the cells. 
The suspension was pipetted into cryovials. The cryovials were placed into the freezing 
box and stored at - 80 °C over night. The subsequent day, they were transferred to -150 
°C.
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Current cultivation protocol (used from 2012 onwards)
Day 1 - thawing
A 25 ml media aliquot was prepared in a 50 ml centrifuge tube and incubated at 37 °C. 
Cells were taken out of -150 °C and immersed in a 37 °C warm water bath until the cell 
suspension started to thaw. Cells were pipetted into the media and the remaining ice clot 
was bathed in warm media to thaw. After incubation for 10 min at RT, centrifugation 
followed (200 - 210 g, 5 min, RT). The supernatant was aspired, cells resuspended in 5 ml 
fresh media, and seeded in T 25 / T75 / T175 (depending on cell density during freezing) 
and filled up with media. Cell concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml.
Table 3.1. Laboratory volumes per flask.
Day 2 - media exchange (washing out of DMSO)
Cells were observed and judged under the microscope. Thoroughly, a flask was hit 10 
times on an ethanol cleansed bench top for the adherent cells to come off. Cells were 
again observed and judged under the microscope, 95 % should be in suspension. The cell 
suspension was pipetted (not scraped) in 50 ml centrifuge tube(s). After centrifugation (200 
- 210 g, 5 min, RT), the supernatant was aspired completely. Cells were pooled in 10 ml 
and resuspended. After dilution (depending on density : 1:5, 1:10, 1:20, 1:50, 1:100), cells 
were counted and adjust to 0.2 * 106 cells/ml. Cells were seeded in a new flask and filled 
up with new media depending on the flask (e.g. filled up to 60 ml in case of a T175).
Day 3 - feeding
Cells were fed with an equal volume of fresh media (60 ml in case of a T175).
Day 4 - cell splitting
Cells were observed and judged under the microscope. The cap of the flask was replaced 
by a new cap before hitting the flask in order to have the cells come off; this prevented the 
membrane inside the cap from getting wet and thereby posing a contamination risk. The 
new cap could be used for all flasks to hit of the same charge. Thoroughly, a flask was hit 
10 times on an ethanol cleansed bench top for cells to come off. Cells were again 
observed and judged under the microscope, 95 % should be in suspension. The cell 
suspension was pipetted (not scraped) in 50 ml centrifuge tube(s). 10 ml fresh media were 
pipetted in the now empty flask and incubated at 37 °C; this flask was used again for cell 
seeding later on. After centrifugation of the 50 ml centrifuge tube(s) (200 - 210 g, 5 min, 
RT) the supernatant, except for 2 - 5 ml, was aspired. Cells were resuspended and pooled. 
After diltution (depending on density : 1:2, 1:5, 1:10), cells were counted. In order to 
expand the cells they were adjusted to 0.1 * 106 cells/ml - 0.15 * 106 cells/ml. Cells were 
seeded in the previous flask (plus new flask if needed) and filled up with fresh media (filled 
up to 60 ml in case of a T175).
Day 5- feeding
Cells were fed with an equal volume of fresh media (60 ml in case of a T175; compare 
section “Day 3 - feeding”).
volume T25 T75 T175
optimum 5 - 10 ml 10 - 30 ml 40 - 60 ml
maximum 20 ml 60 ml 120 ml
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Day 6 - cell splitting
Cells were seeded (compare section “Day 4 - cell splitting”).
Cells were continuously treated acc. to this plan until the number of desired flasks was 
reached.
For experiment (burst measurement):
Two days before the experiment, cells were seeded at a density of 0.25 * 106 cells/ml - 3 * 
106 cells/ml. Cells were than left untreated until the experiment (in contrast to an older 
version of the cell culturing protocol, when cells had been fed the day before the 
experiment).
Freezing (slowly): 
Freezing media was prepared and cooled down to 4 °C. A freezing box with isopropanol to 
cooled down 4 °C. Cryovials were labelled with cell line, density, passage number and 
name. The cells were observed and judged via the microscope. The cap of a flask was 
replaced by a new cap before hitting the flask in order to have the cells come off; thus 
preventing the membrane from getting wet and thereby posing a contamination risk. The 
new cap could be used for all flasks to hit of the same charge. Thoroughly, the flask was 
hit 10 times on an ethanol cleansed bench top for cells to come off. The cells were 
observed and judged under the microscope, 95 % should be in suspension. Cell 
suspension was pipetted into 50 ml centrifuge tube(s). An aliquot for a cell count via the 
“Trypan blue-method” (dilution depending on density : 1:5, 1:10, 1:20, compare 
“Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”) was 
taken. After the centrifugation (300 g, 5 - 8 min, RT), the supernatant was aspired 
completely. The respective amount of freezing media was added to adjust the desired 
concentration (0.5 - 10 * 106 cells/ml) and it was resuspended. It was important to work 
quickly as freezing media contains DMSO which could have otherwise harmed the cells. 
The suspension was pipetted into cryovials. The cryovials were placed into the freezing 
box and stored at - 80 °C over night. The subsequent day, they were transferred to -150 
°C.
SITI-2 - U937 human monocytic cells
U937 cells are human monocytic cells which had been derived from a 37 year old 
caucasian male with hystiocytic lymphoma. The cells could be differentiated into a 
macrophageal state using PMA over three days. The very first cells had been kindly 
provided by Dr. Katrin Paulsen. In March 2012, fresh U937 were ordered from ATCC in 
partnership with LCG Standards (ATCC-CRL-1593.2, Lot/Batch number: 57622191). All 
subsequent experiments including the mission were performed using these cells.
Laboratory standard cell culture of U937
Thawing (quickly):
Contents of one cryovial were suspended in 19 ml pre-warmed (37 °C) media in a 50 ml 
centrifuge tube. After an incubation for 10 min (in the sterile bench), centrifugation (300 g, 
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4 - 5 min, RT) followed. Media was aspired completely (by pipetting) and the pellet 
resuspended in 20 - 30 ml fresh pre-warmed (37 °C) media. Cells were pipetted into this 
flask and incubated at 37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity.
Culturing:
Cells were fed or seeded every 2 - 3 days. Cell suspension was diluted 1:5 - 1:10 with 
fresh pre-warmed (37 °C) media. The seeding density was 0.1 * 106 cells/ml - 0.2 * 106 
cells/ml, volumes applied per flask were T25: 5 - 8 ml; T75: 10 - 20 ml; T175: 40 - 60 ml 
(max.150 ml).
Freezing (slowly): 
Freezing media was prepared and cooled down to 4 °C. 
A freezing box with isopropanol to cooled down 4 °C. Cryovials were labelled with cell line, 
density, passage number and name. The cells were observed and judged via the 
microscope. Cell suspension was pipetted into 50 ml centrifuge tube(s). An aliquot for a 
cell count via the “Trypan blue-method” (dilution depending on density : 1:5, 1:10, 1:20, 
compare “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-
method”)”) was taken. 
After the centrifugation (300 g, 5 min, RT), the supernatant was aspired completely. The 
respective amount of freezing media was added to adjust the desired concentration (0.5 - 
10 * 106 cells/ml) and it was resuspended. It was important to work quickly as freezing 
media contains DMSO which could have otherwise harmed the cells. The suspension was 
pipetted into cryovials. The cryovials were placed into the freezing box and stored at - 80 
°C over night. The subsequent day, they were transferred to -150 °C.
Mission
The following section on cell culture during the SHENZHOU-8 / SITI-2 mission is based on 
the internal handbook “SIMBOX / SHENZHOU-8 Mission; 08.10.2011 - 20.11.2011; 
Experiment 15; INTERNES HANDBUCH VERSION 2.0.; DIENSTANWEISUNG; 
VERTRAULICH” of Prof. Ullrich. U937 from ATCC, CRL-1593.2, Lot/Batch-No: 57622191, 
p5, were used.
Cell culture for the mission in China (Beijing and JSLC) - general information
Four batches of cells were cultivated in parallel (T75 or T175 flasks), two at Beihang 
University in Beijing, two at the JSLC. Every day, only two batches were treated 
(alternating with the following day).
Thawing:
Contents of one cryovial were suspended in 9 ml pre-warmed (37 °C) media in a 15 ml 
centrifuge tube. After an incubation for 10 min (inside the sterile bench), centrifugation 
(300 g, 5 min) followed. The media was aspired completely (by pipetting). The pellet was 
resuspended in 10 ml fresh pre-warmed (37 °C) media. 20 ml fresh pre-warmed (37 °C) 
media were pipetted into a T75 flask. Cells were pipetted into this flask and incubated at 
37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity.
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Splitting:
Cells were centrifuged at RT (300 g, 5 min, RT) and the supernatant aspired (by pipetting). 
The cell pellet was resupsended in fresh pre-warmed (37 °C) media (1/5 of the original 
volume before centrifugation). A cell count via Trypan blue was performed (compare 
paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-
method”)”): two separate aliquots were taken and counted by two persons independently; 
in case of a variance > 10 % two fresh aliquots were taken and counted again. Cells were 
adjusted to the desired concentration and amount of cells.
Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-
method”)
The number of cells in suspension was determined using Trypan blue staining in a 
Neubauer cell counting chamber. Trypan blue is a stain which cannot stain living cells, as 
their cell membrane and membrane transport mechanisms are still intact. In dead cells 
however, it penetrates the cell membrane and stains them dark blue, in contrast to the 
living cells which appear clear under the microscope. A distinction between apoptotic and 
necrotic cells cannot be made using this method.
A cell aliquot was carefully mixed with a 0.4 % (w/v) Trypan blue solution. Depending on 
the estimated density, the dilution factor varied in between 1:2 - 1:100. 10 µl were injected 
in to a Neubauer cell counting chamber. Usually, all 4 big quadrates of the chamber were 
counted and the average was calculated. Depending on the cell density, a guidance level 
of 100 cells counted could also be applied. The volume of one big quadrate was 1 * 10-4 
ml. The average of cells per big quadrate equaled the numbers of cells counted in big 
quadrates d the ivided by number of big quadrates counted. The cell concentration per ml 
equaled the average of cells per big quadrate times the dilution factor times 104.
3.5 TRIPLELUX-A
TRIPLELUX-A - real microgravity
The following section describes the TPLX-A space project preparations. It includes 
descriptions of the hardware used in flight and for on-ground testings as well as 
preparatory tests (e.g. compare paragraph “Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, 
DLR”) and mission specific experiments and testings on ground (e.g. paragraph “Task 1.5 - 
TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol”). The part of the TPLX-A project 
dealing with simg is described in section “TRIPLELUX-A - simulated microgravity (simg)”.
Hardware of TRIPLELUX-A
The TPLX-A hardware predominantly consists of an AEC with 4 PMTs and all electrical 
supply needed to transmit the signal. The PMTs detect photons which are released during 
the luminol assay measuring the oxidative burst of NR8383 rat macrophages. When these 
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cells engulf pathogens (e.g. zymosan, a particle of the yeast cell wall, in case of this 
experiment) they produce reactive oxygen species which in turn react with luminol under 
the presence of HRP as catalyst.
 
Figure 3.1. TPLX-A hardware assembly.
The stock culture bag is thawed and inserted into the HMPU which in turn is inserted into the AEC. credit: 
ASTRIUM
The stock culture bag (SCB) contains frozen cells in freezing media. After the thawing they 
are transferred into the culture bag (CB) via the BLB HM were they have time to 
reconstitute. The BLB HM also transfers them into the measurement bags (MBs), were the 
actual luminol assay is performed. The HMPU contains 4 MBs, the AEC provides 4 PMTs 
next to the MBs. The chemicals are injected into the internal filling bags (IFBs); IFB#1 
containing luminol, IFB#2 containing zymosan and HRP. The chemicals will be uploaded 
frozen in so called external liquid bags (ELBs) which will be inserted into the AAS insert 
before the experiment. The HMPU contains a pumping system which is able to supply all 4 
MBs with chemicals from the IFBs at the same time. First, IFB#1 is added and a 
background measurement is recorded by the PMTs. Then, IFB#2 is pumped in order to 
start the actual phagocytosis and luminol assay.
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 
Figure 3.2. TPLX-A HMPU.
The 4 MBs contain the cells during the measurement, IFB#1 contains luminol and IFB#2 is filled with 
zymosan and HRP. Before the measurement, cells are thawed in the SCB from which they get transferred 
into the CB for reconstitution. The BIOLAB Handling Mechanism (BLB HM) transfers them into the MBs. The 
chemicals needed for the oxidative burst measurement via the luminol assay are pumped into the MBs. 
credit: ASTRIUM
Experimental methods
For task 1 of this thesis within the TPLX-A project, several laboratory methods and 
protocols were used. These methods and protocols shall be described in this paragraph. 
The subsequent paragraph “Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations” will present the 
subdivisions of task 1.
Plate reader experiments
Luminescence kinetics were measured for at least 50 min (up to 120 min) in the plate 
reader with as many measurement points as possible. Sensitivity was set to 190 - 255, 
depending on the cells, and the emission was set to to “whole”.
Attention: After zymosan and cells had been mixed, work had to be performed quickly due 
to the start of the phagocytosis / reaction.
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Experimental conditions used acc. to the current TRIPLELUX-A scenario (six-well-
plate)
IFB#1 and IFB#2 solutions were prepared as needed prior to experiment. IFB#1-solution 
consisted of 2.5 ml luminol (ELB-concentration of 200 mM) plus 1 ml borate buffer (see 
paragraph “Buffers”), resulting in a total volume of 3.5 ml. IFB#2-solution contained 2.5 ml 
zymosan (ELB-concentration of 18.4 mg/ml), 2 ml 0.9 % (w/v) NaCl-solution (see 
paragraph “Buffers”) and 0.1 ml HRP-solution (see paragraph “Solutions”), resulting in a 
total volume of 4.6 ml.
For a plate reader test, the following amounts were applied per well in white six-well-
plates: 170 µl cell suspension (concentration 2 * 106 cells/ml), 50 µl IFB#1 solution 
(luminol (8.9 mM) in borate buffer) and 80 µl IFB#2 solution (peroxidase (500 U/ml) and 
zymosan (10 mg/ml) in NaCl and PBS), resulting in a total volume of 300 µl and 0.34 * 106 
cells per well.
Experimental conditions used previously for PMT-clinostat measurements, adapted 
to 300 µl (six-well-plate)
For a plate reader test, the following amounts were applied per well using white six-well-
plates: 170 µl cell suspension (concentration 0.7 * 106 cells/ml), 50 µl luminol (1 mM), 10 
µl peroxidase (500 U/ml) and 70 µl zymosan (2.5 mg/ml), resulting in a total volume of 300 
µl and 0.119 * 106 cells per well. Experimental conditions used previously for PMT-
clinostat measurements can be found in Horn et al., 2011.
Science Model (SM)
All experiments using the SM together with the FT-GSE or together with the reproduction 
of BLB in Cologne were performed according to the TRIPLELUX Payload and GSE 
Operations Manual, 2010-1 or TRIPLELUX Payload and GSE Operations Manual, 2010-2 
and the TRIPLELUX Ground User Manual, 2010.
External Culture Bag (CB)
For experiments using only the CB, e.g. to test the sedimentation inside the CB, an 
external CB could be used. This provided the possibility of observing the CB and possible 
cell clots inside during the experiment while the SM could be used for a different 
experiment (e.g. a time line experiment) in parallel. The stirrer inside the external CB could 
be activated by an external stirrer motor (compare TRIPLELUX Ground User Manual, 
2010, p. 20).
Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations
As described in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”, the 
TPLX-A project was subdivided in two main tasks. The first task was to accompany the 
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mission preparation of the TPLX-A ISS space experiment with all required processes and 
tests.
 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Time line: Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations.
The time line represents the sequence of tests and respective subtasks of the TRIPLELUX-A space 
preparations during this thesis in a chronological order. The tests performed or to be performed at MUSC, 
DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany, are marked in black squares. The tests performed at the University of Zurich, 
Switzerland, are marked in blue squares. The actual mission is marked in a green square.
The respective subtasks will be described in more detail in this paragraph. Figure 3.3. 
shows a chronicle overview of these subtasks. The second task investigated the influence 
of simg on the kinetic oxidative burst reaction of NR8383 rat macrophages and will be 
described in paragraph “Task 2 - TRIPLELUX-A - simg in the PMT-clinostat”. Figure 3.5. 
shows a chronicle overview of the subtasks related to task 2.
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Task 1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation and PODF-validation
As task 1.1, several TPLX-A SM tests were performed at the University of Zurich to show 
that biology and hardware worked together smoothly and were capable of providing the 
expected results. In general, this first testing presents a very crucial step at the beginning 
of a space experiment preparation. The FT-GSE and SM are a copy of the hardware used 
in BLB on the ISS with the FT-GSE simulating BLB and the SM simulating the FM. The 
experiments were performed in a SM AEC similar to the AEC used in the FM.
The expected results for TPLX-A were distinctive burst curves as known from common 
plate reader measurements.
Additionally, the PODF-validation at MUSC. DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany, was 
accompanied. A PODF-validation validates the mission procedures and gives way to the 
first tests with biology and mission equivalent hardware, like the engineering model of BLB 
at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany. 
NR8383 survival
According to the at that time current mission scenario, the viability test in space could take 
up to 120 min with the second cell sample remaining mixed with Trypan blue for 40 min 
before observation. It was therefore necessary to determine the survival rate of NR8383 in 
Trypan blue in order to be able to judge the number of living cells within the experiment in 
space appropriately. The test was instantly performed at the UZH, Switzerland, before the 
Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR took place. The cells were treated acc. to the following protocol.
Cells were thawed and incubated at 37 °C with 10 % (v/v) or 100 % (v/v) freezing media 
for 5 h or with 10 % (v/v) freezing media for 5.5 h, always in comparison to cells incubated 
under the same circumstances without freezing media as controls. Cells were incubated 
1:2 with Trypan blue in a cell counting chamber (overall volume 10 µl) over the time period 
of the experiment: 
- experiment 1: 35 - 40 min for cells which had been incubated at 37 °C with 10 % 
(v/v) freezing media for 5.5 h.
- experiment 2: 60 min for cells which had been incubated at 37 °C with 10 % (v/v) 
freezing media for 5 h.
- experiment 3: 120 min for cells which had been incubated at 37 °C with 100 % (v/
v) freezing media for 5 h.
Cells were counted every 5 - 10 min. The experiment was performed by Steffi Engeli in 
collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
Task 1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR
Simulating the mission and working with the engineering model of BLB at MUSC, DLR, 
Cologne-Porz, Germany, for the first time brought some unknown characteristics with it, 
e.g. the period required for thawing of an SCB inside the BGB was unknown. In order to 
get an insight into those characteristics and in order to be prepared for official tests like the 
SVT, a series of experiments was performed on site at MUSC dissociated from and before 
any official tests. 
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The tests were performed by Dana M. Simmet, partially in cooperation with Josefine 
Biskup and MUSC personnel. The following section is based on and partially quoted from 
the TRIPLELUX-A SVT Preparation Report, 2011.
Task 1.2.1 Layered freezing / thawing of SCBs at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, 
Germany
The experiments “Layered freezing / thawing of SCBs at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, 
Germany”, run 1 - 3 were a row of experiments which had been performed to test the 
thawing behaviour of the SCBs. The main focus lay on cell viability with the layered 
freezing configuration and on the positioning of the SCBs inside the BGB during the 
thawing process. It remained unclear if the AEC, HM-plate and other material inside the 
BGB might have an influence on the temperature and thawing velocity of the SCBs by 
blocking the BGB fan’s air flow. All cell counts were performed acc. to paragraph 
“Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”.
Layered freezing of NR8383 cells in four SCBs took place at the UZH, Switzerland, and 
the four frozen SCBs were shipped to MUSC, DLR where they were stored at - 80 °C 
(overnight). One SCB was thawed, following the times and procedures in the experimental 
setup for the actual experiment in space.
Experiment run 1 and 2 are presented in the APPENDICES “Task 1.2.1 Layered freezing / 
thawing of SCBs at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany- SUPPLEMENTARY”, 
experiment run 3 is described in detail in the following.
Experiment run 3 
Thawing of one SCB was performed according to “SCB thawing procedure from Astrid 
Horn_vial mail 15.09.2010” inside the BGB (compare APPENDICES) for 37 min plus an 
extra hour (potential time for assembling the AEC and HM-plate, delays etc.) and then 
continued inside a 37 °C incubator to simulate the BLB incubator (as a higher temperature 
enhanced the cells metabolism and thereby decreased the cells long viability); alterations: 
step 10: 50 µl instead of 100 µl were used and then diluted with 950 µl of media in a first 
step (simulating the CB-dilution). In a second step, 10 µl of this suspension were diluted 
with 80 µl Trypan blue (simulating the dilution of CB-liquid for the microscope).
During the whole thawing process of the SCB in the BGB, temperatures were measured 
as follows:
- “smart buttons” were programmed to measure the temperature for about 30 h. One smart 
button was placed next to the SCB-housing (using tape). This one was later transferred to 
the incubator together with the SCBs. Two more smart buttons were placed inside the 
BGB as a reference. 
During all three experiment runs, temperatures of the septum and the housing of the SCB 
were measured in the BGB over the whole time period of 37 min using an infrared-
thermometer. 
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Task 1.2.2 SCB to CB transfer inside the BGB, MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, 
Germany
NR8383 cells were frozen acc. to the layered-freezing procedure (TRIPLELUX Payload 
and GSE Operations Manual, 2010-1) inside SCBs at MUSC (DLR) together with Astrid 
Horn and stored at - 80 °C (at least overnight). The SCBs were thawed, following the times 
and procedures in the experimental setup for the actual experiment in space: 
During each experiment run, one SCB was thawed inside the BGB for 37 min, assembled 
with the HM-plate and AEC and installed in the pre-heated (37 °C) BLB incubator. During 
experiment run 1, the SCB was not shaken. The run was performed on 29/09/2010. During 
experiment run 2 however, assembly followed 1 min of shaking the SCB. Shaking was 
performed by hand, first in a horizontal direction for 30 sec, then in a vertical direction for 
30 sec. Experiment run 2 was performed on 30/09/2010.
After the assembly, samples were withdrawn from the SCB and CB over time to monitor 
the cell number and viability. The SCB samples were diluted using 50 µl from the SCB to 
be diluted with 950 µl of media in a first step (simulating the CB-dilution). In a second step, 
10 µl of this suspension were diluted with 80 µl Trypan blue (simulating the dilution of CB-
liquid for microscopy). The SCB mixing and withdrawal were calculated in percent and 
each withdrawal following the first one was adjusted to the same percentage resulting in 
the following mixings / withdrawals: first mixing: 1000 µl / 600 µl withdrawal, second 
mixing: 813 µl / 406 µl withdrawal, third mixing: 686 µl / 343 µl withdrawal, fourth mixing: 
578 µl / 289 µl withdrawal. The CB samples (50 µl each time) were diluted using 10 µl of 
this suspension with 80 µl Trypan blue (simulating the dilution of CB-liquid for microscopy).
During the whole thawing process of the SCB in the BGB, temperatures of the septum and 
the housing of the SCB were measured using an infrared-thermometer over the whole time 
period of 37 min. 
Task 1.2.3 Sedimentation inside the CB, MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany
Samples were withdrawn from the CB over time to monitor the cell number (showing a 
possible sedimentation) and cell viability. A calculated CB-concentration of viable cells 
(taken directly from the cell culture) was used. The CB samples (50 µl each time) were 
diluted using 10 µl of the extracted suspension to be diluted with 80 µl Trypan blue 
(simulating the dilution of CB-liquid for the microscope). The experiment was performed on 
30/09/2010.
Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT 
As described in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”, 
task 1.3 was the SVT-preparation. A test plan addressing the issues of cell preparation, the 
minimum cell concentration to still obtain a burst signal, cell sedimentation, layered 
freezing, the chemical decay over time, the preparation of the SCBs and the bio 
compatibility of new BLB syringes was developed and implemented. The following section 
describes the different tests and gives an additional example of the always ongoing cell 
stock testing and selection in the laboratory (compare paragraph “Task 1.3.8 - 
TRIPLELUX-A cell stock selection”).
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Task 1.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A cell preparation
Due to the high number of cells needed the preparation of cells took more time than usual. 
This had to be investigated regarding possible influences on the cells and the experiment 
by using the exact number of cells that would be used for the following SCB freezing. 
Furthermore, the preparation procedure had to be optimised in order to minimise and 
standardise the time line during preparation (e.g. waiting times inside the sterile flow 
bench, centrifugation times, etc.).
After the preparation, a small amount of cells had to be tested in the plate reader before 
the freezing process. Additionally, the viability of the cells had to be checked acc. to the 
Trypan blue-method (compare paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and 
experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”). The main part of cells had to be frozen in the 
layered freezing configuration and had to be tested after thawing. In oder to standardise 
the cell preparation, a procedure was developed as described in the following. For the 
exact protocol of the TPLX-A cell preparation as distributed to the different parties involved 
in TPLX-A, please see APPENDICES.
This paragraph describes the calculations performed prior tot the development of the 
actual protocol described in the subsequent paragraph. As one SCB should have been 
frozen at a time, all step refer to the amounts required for one single SCB. Per SCB, 1 * 
108 cells/ml were needed, equaling 3.2 * 108 per SCB as the total volume per SCB was 3.2 
ml. The layered configuration consisted of 1 ml working media, 1 ml freezing media with 
3.2 * 108 cells, working media filling up the remaining volume on top: (about 1 ml). In order 
to gain a safety margin, a total amount of 4 * 108 cells per SCB was used for the 
calculations. A cell culture density of 0.3 * 106 cells/ml was assumed. Two types of flasks 
were commonly used in laboratory cell culture: T175-flasks and T300-flasks. For a T175-
flask filled with 170 ml, this density resulted in a total of 0.51 *108 cells per T175-flask (170 
ml per T175-flask * 0.3 * 106 cells/ml = 0.51 *108 cells in total per T175-flask). For a T300-
flask filled with 300 ml, the assumed density resulted in a total of 0.9 * 108 cells per T300-
flask (300 ml per T300-flask * 0.3 * 106 cells/ml = 0.9 * 108 cells in total per T300-flask). 
In case of the usage of T175-flasks, 8 T175-flasks were needed for the freezing of one 
SCB (4 * 108 cells / 0.51 * 108 cells per T175 flask = 7.8 T175-flasks = 8 T175-flasks per 
SCB). In case of the usage of T300-flasks, 5 T300-flasks were needed for the freezing of 
one SCB (4 * 108 cells / 0.9 *108 cells per T300 flask = 4.4 T300-flasks = 5 T300-flasks per 
SCB). The flask type could also be mixed, e.g. using 4 T300-flasks (0.9 * 108 cells in total 
per T300-flask * 4 = 3.6 * 108 cells in 4 T300-flasks) plus 1 T175-flask (0.51 * 108 cells in 
total per T175-flask), also resulting in a sufficient number of cells to freeze one SCB.
To optimise the centrifugation times, the required centrifugation steps were calculated. For 
a centrifuge with 16 places for 50 ml-falcons, and 170 ml per T175-flask, 4 T175-flasks 
could be centrifuged per centrifugation step using only one centrifuge (170 ml / 50 ml = 4 
falcons à 50 ml per flask). In case of T300-flasks used in cell culture and a centrifuge with 
16 places for 50 ml-falcons, 2.7 T300-flasks could be centrifuged per centrifugation step 
using only one centrifuge (300ml / 50 ml = 6 falcons à 50 ml per flask).
The following paragraph describes the actual step-by-step preparation procedure for 
TPLX-A SCB layered freezing as developed on the basis of the calculations noted in the 
preceding paragraph. First, flasks were checked under the microscope for cell density and 
viability (5 min). Secondly, one sample was taken per flask for a potential cell count and to 
plate reader test (10 - 15 min). Thirdly, then plate reader test was prepared and performed 
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(1.5 h exclusive preparation of substances). Fourthly, the results from the plate reader 
were checked (20 min). Fifthly, an SCB was prepared acc. to the TRIPLELUX-A On-
Ground Filling Procedure, 2011, up to the point when the first layer had been filled in and 
frozen (at least 30 min). Sixthly, 4 * 108 cells from the respective flasks were transferred 
into 50 ml falcons for centrifugation (10 min). A centrifugation at 37 °C, 300 g, for 8 min 
followed (10 min). Subsequently, the old media was discarded while attention was paid to 
the pellets not to desiccate (5 min). All pellets were covered with a little fresh media and 
resuspension was started immediately until the pellets were completely dissolved, using a 
total amount of 25 ml for all 16 falcons from one centrifugation step and transferring all in 
one 50ml-falcon which was then stored in the incubator with the lid slightly turned open for 
gas exchange (15 min). Steps 6 to 9 were repeated with the remaining respective flasks 
for this one SCB and the cell solution was transferred into the same falcon (40 min). A 
sample was taken to perform a plate reader test after the cell suspension was frozen and 
waiting time began as described in the following (5 min). A centrifugation at 37 °C, 300 g, 
for 8 min followed (10 min). Resuspension in 1 ml ice-cold freezing media per SCB was 
executed, the suspension taken to the - 80 °C freezer and pipetted on top of the working 
media layer, followed by a waiting period of at least 30 min for this layer to freeze before 
continuing (5 min plus 30 min waiting time). After the 30 min waiting period, a first layer of 
0.5 ml ice-cold working media was added on top of the cell layer inside the - 80 °C-freezer 
without thawing the cells, again followed by a waiting period of at least 30 min for this layer 
to freeze (5 min plus 30 min waiting time). This first layer of working media formed an 
insulating layer on top of the cells. After at least 30 min, the second layer of ice-cold 
working media was added on top of the insulating layer inside the - 80 °C-freezer without 
thawing the cells (5 min). The freezing was proceeded with acc. to the TRIPLELUX-A On-
Ground Filling Procedure, 2011 (compare „1. SCB/ELB Filling“, „1.2 Layered filling“, step 
14 until the layered freezing was completed (15 min)). The resulting total time for freezing 
one SCB was 3 h 35 min (exclusive the plate reader test with 2 h 10 min). 
Task 1.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A minimal cell concentration needed to produce a signal 
Due to sedimentation it was possible that only a small amount of cells was transferred 
from SCB to CB, or from CB to MBs. Therefore, the necessary minimal amount of cells 
needed to produce a sufficient signal to be detected by the PMTs had to be determined. 
The experiment was split in two parts. 
A detailed description of the material an methods can be found in the APPENDICES “Task 
1.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A minimal cell concentration needed to produce a signal - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”. In the first part of the experiment (“Task 1.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: 
Latest time point possible to get a representative sample out of the SCB”), SCB-cylinders 
at a concentration of 5 x 106 cells/ml and 1 * 108 cells/ml were simulating the SCB and 
samples were withdrawn over time via a syringe. In the second part of the experiment 
(“Task 1.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A: Minimal amount of cells needed to produce a sufficient 
signal”,), a plate reader test was performed to figure out the lowest amount of cells needed 
to still be able to detect a signal.
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Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB
It was crucial for the on-ground testing of the TPLX-A experiment inside BLB that a signal 
output in form of the known burst curve of the NR8383 macrophages would be achievable. 
Therefore, the cell transfer from CB to the MBs by the HM arm had to contain enough cells 
to produce a signal output not only in space but also during the on-ground tests, even 
though cells might sediment on ground. This potential sedimentation could occur within the 
bags as the BLB procedures foresaw times with the bags HM plate septa facing upwards, 
e.g. right before the withdrawals. This was unavoidable because the HM-arm of BLB is 
installed above the rotors and therefore it can only access the septa when they are turned 
upwards. However, assuming a possible sedimentation, the cells in this position would 
have sedimented away from the rotor (which could have led to a further suspension). A 
rotor was only installed on the side of the bag facing the HM plate septum. In space, this 
issue of sedimentation is completely irrelevant as no sedimentation occurs in 
weightlessness. On ground however, a potential sedimentation might have resulted in a 
smaller number of cells transferred from one bag to another, which could have biased the 
results during the burst measurement: a smaller amount of cells would have produced a 
lower burst curve. In the FT-GSE used for tests in the laboratory, the AEC was installed 
with the HM septa facing downwards. Should sedimentation have occurred, it would have 
led to a sedimentation towards the stirrer which would have probably kept the cells in 
motion and therefore in suspension. The orientation might have played a crucial role on 
the occurrence of sedimentation. To prevent problems occurring during the tests inside the 
BLB engineering model caused by a potential sedimentation, this matter was to be 
investigated, including ways to prevent a potential sedimentation e.g. by increasing the 
speed of the stirrers which kept the NR8383 suspension in motion inside the CB. 
The experimental runs (1-5) differed from each other as they were adjusted to the needs of 
the experiment along the process of investigation. They are therefore described separately 
and in detail in the APPENDICES “Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB 
- SUPPLEMENTARY”. 
The mutual component was the usage of an external CB, filled with cells at CB-
concentration and (partially) incubated the HM plate septum facing upwards, the appliance 
of an external stirrer (at varying speeds of either 130 or 180 rpm) and the taking of 
samples from the CB. The experiment was performed by Josefine Biskup in collaboration 
with Dana M. Simmet.
Task 1.3.4 - TRIPLELUX-A layered freezing
To ensure a sufficient oxidative burst reaction after the layered freezing and a long storage 
period at - 80 °C, a thawing test with burst signal measurement had to be performed. For 
this test several samples were frozen, thawed and tested in the plate reader. Samples 
were tested with n = 3 once before the SVT and should then be subsequently tested with n 
= 3 every month for at least six following month. Tests were performed acc. to the exact 
time line of freezing and thawing for the space experiment.
Cells were frozen in reaction tubes at a concentration of 1 * 108 cells/ml acc. to the layered 
freezing procedure (TRIPLELUX Payload and GSE Operations Manual, 2010-1). The 
preparation was executed acc. to the cell preparation procedure (same concentration and 
time line but less volume) described in the previous paragraph “Task 1.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A 
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cell preparation”. Layer 1 consisted of 100 µl working media, layer 2 consisted of 100 µl 
cell suspension and layer 3 consisted of 90 µl working media.
Cells were thawed at 37 °C, incubated at 37 °C for 37 min and subsequently, a viability 
test was performed every 10 min for 3 h acc. to paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for 
cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”. A plate reader test was executed 
every 60 min for 3 h.
For test details of the plate reader please refer to section “Experimental conditions used 
according to the current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)” in paragraph “Plate reader 
experiments”. The experiment was performed by Eva Hürlimann in collaboration with Dana 
M. Simmet.
Task 1.3.5 - TRIPLELUX-A chemical decay over time
According to the at that time current mission flow provided by BIOTESC, the chemicals 
were to be at 37 °C for several h before the start of the experiment. The ESR stated they 
were only stable for a maximum of 4 h at 37 °C. Therefore, the decay of the chemicals 
(luminol, zymosan, HRP) over time had to be verified.
The experiment was divided in three parts “Task 1.3.5.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: stability of 
luminol, zymonsan and HRP after a 0 - 8 h incubation at 37 °C”, “Task 1.3.5.2 - 
TRIPLELUX-A: stability of luminol, zymonsan and HRP after a 8 - 12 h incubation at 37 
°C” and “Task 1.3.5.3 - TRIPLELUX-A: stability of luminol, zymonsan and HRP after a 36 h 
incubation at 37 °C”, as at first, only 8 hours were requested to be tested by the other 
parties involved int he TPLX-A space project, these 8 hours were then increased to 12 
hours and later on an even later time point of at least 24 hours was necessary due to 
current mission constraints.
Chemicals were incubated at 37 °C. In “Task 1.3.5.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: stability of luminol, 
zymonsan and HRP after a 0 - 8 h incubation at 37 °C”, three parallel tests in the plate 
reader were performed every 60 min for 8 h, with always one chemical incubated at 37 °C, 
the other substances used freshly. The starting point of incubation at 37 °C was referred to 
as “T0”. Each chemical was tested with n = 5, plus media control for each chemical with n 
= 5, resulting in a total of 30 wells per TP. The number of cells was 7 * 104 cells/well. When 
an additional time periods of up to 12 hours were requested, “Task 1.3.5.2 - TRIPLELUX-
A: stability of luminol, zymonsan and HRP after a 8 - 12 h incubation at 37 °C” was 
performed. The time point 8 to 12 hours were measured as described for “Task 1.3.5.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A: stability of luminol, zymonsan and HRP after a 0 - 8 h incubation at 37 °C”. 
For “Task 1.3.5.3 - TRIPLELUX-A: stability of luminol, zymonsan and HRP after a 36 h 
incubation at 37 °C”, an additional test was performed after 36 hours in the same way as 
the ones for the other TPs after another time point of at least 24 hours was requested.
For test details of the plate reader please refer to section “Experimental conditions used 
according to the current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)” in paragraph “Plate reader 
experiments”. The experiment was performed by Svantje Tauber in collaboration with 
Dana M. Simmet.
Task 1.3.6 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation of the SVT SCBs 
This task was the preparation of the actual SCBs for the SVT. Cells were to be prepared 
acc. to the preparation procedure (compare section “Task 1.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A cell 
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preparation”, material and method section “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the 
SVT”) and frozen acc. to the layered freezing procedure (TRIPLELUX Payload and GSE 
Operations Manual, 2010-1).
On the day of freezing, a viability test and a test in the plate reader were to be performed 
before the preparations and after the whole preparation, immediately before the freezing of 
the cells. Apart from the two (QM) SVT SCBs, a third (SM) SCB was to be frozen in 
parallel with the same batch of cells. This SCB had to be thawed and tested in the plate 
reader before the SVT. For test details of the plate reader please refer to section 
“Experimental conditions used according to the current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)” in 
paragraph “Plate reader experiments”. Viability was tested with Trypan blue (compare 
paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-
method”)”).
Task 1.3.7 - TRIPLELUX-A test of biocompatibility of the new BLB syringe plungers
The new biochemical syringes provided by ASTRIUM had to be tested for biocompatibility. 
The syringes contained a new silicon, ELASTOSIL LR 3066, as plunger material. Cells 
were incubated at 37 °C for two days in tissue culture dishes at a cell concentration of 0.2 
* 106 cells/ml in two groups. Group 1 was incubated with a plunger sample, group 2 
without a plunger sample as control, n = 3 for each group. After two days of incubation the 
cell viability of the samples was compared. Viability was tested with Trypan blue (compare 
paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-
method”)”). The difference in cell viability of the sample should be < 20 % compared to the 
control.
Task 1.3.8 - TRIPLELUX-A cell stock selection
NR8383 cells loose their ability to burst over time (with increasing passage number and 
age of the cells), which makes a constant cell culture control (as described in detail in the 
APPENDICES paragraph “Task 1.3.8 - TRIPLELUX-A cell stock selection - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”) an inevitable routine. Cells were to be raised in high number several 
times in the run of the TPLX-A project and the highest number of SCBs possible should be 
frozen after the SVT for further testings. An exemplified cell culture control is shown in the 
result section.
Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR
As described in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”, the 
SVT as task 1.4 was an important milestone in the process of the TPLX-A project. It 
provided the first change to test the biology in the actual hardware, the BLB engineering 
model, including the HM and the BGB. The BLB engineering model stood at MUSC site, 
DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany. The SVT aimed at verifying the current experiment 
scenario for the ESR and mission later on as required by ESA.
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The SCBs were filled at the UZH, Switzerland, and transported to MUSC, DLR, Cologne-
Porz, Germany. Additional frozen cell aliquots with 5 * 106 cells/ml were sent to MUSC. 
Their culture was started at MUSC 5 days prior to the SVT. The BLB-measurement was 
the main SVT-experiment. Further experiments were performed in the frame of the SVT to 
gain a better insight in the cell’s reactions as well as the interaction of biology and 
hardware.
A detailed material and method description of all experiments performed can be found in 
the APPENDICES “Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR - SUPPLEMENTARY”.
__________________________________________________________________
All experiments described so far were performed with the former concentrations 
for the TPLX-A space project: 
SCB 1 * 108 cells/ml, 
CB 5 * 106 cells/ml, 
MB 4 * 105 cells/ml. 
All experiments described hereafter were performed with the current 
concentrations for the TPLX-A space project: 
SCB 50 * 106 cells/ml, 
CB 2.5 * 106 cells/ml, 
MB 0.2 * 106 cells/ml. 
__________________________________________________________________
Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol
A series of three experiments was performed to define the best freezing media (see 
paragraph “Task 1.5.1 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing media”), the best 
freezing concentration (see paragraph “Task 1.5.2 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the 
freezing concentration”) and the best freezing method, layered or non-layered (see 
paragraph “Task 1.5.3 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing procedure, comparison 
of the layered vs. the non-layered freezing procedure”) for the SCBs containing NR8383 
rat macrophages for the TPLX-A experiment, as described in the introduction paragraph 
“Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”. 
The following section is based on and partially quoted from the report “TRIPLELUX‐A: 
Determination of the optimal SCB freezing conditions for NR8383”, 05/04/2011. The 
experiment of optimal SCB freezing conditions for TPLX-A was a collaboration of Dr. 
Susanne Wolf, Dr. Gesine Bradacs and Dana M. Simmet. For test details regarding the 
plate reader please refer to section “Experimental conditions used according to the current 
TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)” in paragraph “Plate reader experiments”. Viability was 
tested with Trypan blue (compare paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture 
and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”).
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Task 1.5.1 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing media
First, the former media (a) was compared to the equivalent media composition containing 
only 5 % (v/v) DMSO (b) instead of the former 9 % (v/v) and to a freezing media 
composition recently recommended by the distributor of the cell line ATCC, (c). Each test 
was performed with two biological replicates (n = 3).
The previous freezing media (a) contained RPMI 1640, 15 % (v/v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES, 1 
% (v/v) ME and 9 % (v/v) DMSO. The previous freezing media with reduced DMSO (b) 
consisted of RPMI 1640, 15 % (v/v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES, 1 % (v/v) ME and 5 % (v/v) 
DMSO. The media recommended by ATCC with HEPES instead of sodium bicarbonate (c) 
was made up of Hams F12K (Biochrom FG0815 with stable glutamine), 15 % (v/v) FCS, 
20 mM HEPES and 5 % (v/v) DMSO.
Task 1.5.2 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing concentration
The best concentration of the cells was investigated for both freezing methods by 
comparing the concentration of cells used so far (100 * 106 cells/ml) to 1/2 of this 
concentration (50 * 106 cells/ml) and 1/8 of the former concentration (12.5 * 106 cells/ml).
Three different concentrations (C1-3) were tested. One batch was frozen according to the 
layered-freezing procedure (a), the other one according to the non-layered freezing 
protocol (b).
For the layered freezing, a suspension of 50 µl in the (optimal) freezing media was frozen 
between 55 µl at the bottom and 55 µl at the top of the cryovial. One biological replicate 
was used for each test (n = 2). For the non-layered freezing, the cells were resuspended in 
160 µl (optimal) freezing media in a cryovial. One biological replicate was applied for each 
test (n = 2).
The following concentrations were applied: 
C1: 12.5 * 106 cells/ml equaling 0.625 * 106 cells/50 µl. With layered / non-layered (and 
two biological replicates, n = 2, for each one) freezing a total of 2.5 * 106 cells was 
required. 
C2: 50 * 106 cells/ml equaling 2.5 * 106 cells/50 µl. With layered / non-layered (and two 
biological replicates, n = 2, for each one) freezing a total of 10 * 106 cells was required. 
C3: 100 * 106 cells/ml equaling 5 * 106 cells/50 µl. For layered / non-layered (and two 
biological replicates, n = 2, for each one) a total of 20 * 106 cells was required.
Task 1.5.3 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing procedure, comparison of 
the layered vs. the non-layered freezing procedure
The two freezing methods were tested for their ability to withstand the thawing according 
to the space time line in order to choose the best suitable one according to the cells’ 
viability and ability to burst.
Two samples (layered and non-layered frozen sample in comparison) of the optimal 
concentration were thawed according to the space time line. The test was biologically 
replicated once (n = 2). The following concentrations were determined: CB-concentration: 
after 37 min RT (TP: 37 min) and repeatedly after another hour at 37 °C (TP: 1 h 37 min); 
MB-concentration: repeatedly after an hour at 37 °C (TP: 2 h 37 min), repeatedly after 
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another hour at 37 °C (TP: 3 h 37 min), repeatedly after another hour at 37 °C (TP: 4 h 37 
min).
Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line 
The at that point of time current TPLX-A space time line (provided by BIOTESC and 
MUSC on 29/06/2011) needed to be tested according to the viability and burst capacity of 
NR8383 cells in order to confirm its feasibility as described in the introduction paragraph 
“Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”. 
The experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, 
Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet. This section is based on and partially quoted from 
the experiment report “TRIPLELUX Time line, a) Stability of vital cells according to time 
line conditions (provided by BIOTESC and MUSC on 29th June 2011), b) Stability of vital 
cells according to previous time line conditions, c) Stability of vital cells in SCB-
concentration (25 °C)” prepared by Dr. Gesine Bradacs in June 2011. For test details 
regarding the plate reader please refer to section “Experimental conditions used according 
to the current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)” in paragraph “Plate reader experiments”. 
Viability was tested with Trypan blue (compare paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for 
cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”). One SCB was used for all 
experiments.
Task 1.6.1 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to current time line 
conditions, (experiment a)
The SCB was frozen acc. to the current non-layered freezing protocol (TRIPLELUX-A On-
Ground Filling Procedure, 2011) at a concentration of 50 * 106 cells/ml. For the positive 
control, NR8383 cells at a conc. of 0.25 * 106 cells/ml were seeded with 2 ml/well in a six-
well-plate for 15 hours.
The SCB was treated acc. to the scheduled time line for the TPLX-A experiment. In a 
sequence of eleven experiments - following the current time line for the TPLX-A 
experiment in space (provided by BIOTESC and MUSC) - samples were taken from SCB, 
CB or MB, at certain time points (TPs) and the oxidative burst reaction, cell viability and 
stress level were investigated. For details, please refer to “TRIPLELUX Time line, a) 
Stability of vital cells according to time line conditions (provided by BIOTESC and MUSC 
on 29th June 2011), b) Stability of vital cells according to previous time line conditions, c) 
Stability of vital cells in SCB-concentration (25 °C)”, 2011.
Task 1.6.2 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to previous time line 
conditions, (experiment b) 
It was to be clarified if the cells could survive a longer time at CB-concentration (290 min 
instead of 245 min) as it was the case in the previous time line. The viability of the cells 
and their ability to produce an oxidative burst during the test procedure (acc. to the 
previous time line scheduled for the space experiment) were determined. For this, an 
aliquot of cells remained in CB-concentration for an additional 60 min to get as close as 
possible to the conditions prevalent in the previous time line. 
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Additionally, the viability of cells extracted from the CB was determined in order check the 
feasibility of the second viability test scheduled after either the actual experiment or rather 
between TP 829 and 937 min. At the TP when the dilution from CB to MB took place three 
aliquots (n = 3, biological replicates) of the CB were not diluted to MB-concentration but 
incubated for another 60 min and tested together with experiment “Task 1.6.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to current time line conditions, (experiment 
a)”.
Task 1.6.3 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells in SCB-concentration (25 °C), 
(experiment c)
 
The viability of the cells in SCB-concentration at 25 °C (similar time intervals as in 
experiment “Task 1.6.1 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to current time 
line conditions, (experiment a)”) was examined in order to determine the maximum 
possible incubation period of the SCB at RT. This was crucial to determine the maximum 
time span possible for the cells between retrieval of the SCB from MELFI and reaching a 
constant temperature optimum of 37 °C. Therefore, a second aliquot of the SCB remained 
at RT and was tested at similar TPs compared to experiment “Task 1.6.1 - TRIPLELUX-A 
stability of viable cells according to current time line conditions, (experiment a)”.
Table 3.2. Time schedule of the TPLX-A time line experiment.
‘: minutes.
location of cells / 
concentration (cells/ml) 
Temperature (°C) Duration (‘ / h) TP of 
measurement 
in ‘ / h 
TP (task 1.6.2) of 
measurement 
in ‘ / h 
SCB / 5 * 107 cells/ml 25 75’ / 1 h 15’ 
SCB / 5 * 107 cells/ml 37 75’ / 1 h 15’ 150’ / 2 h 30’ 
Total cells in SCB: 150’ / 2 h 30’ 
CB / 2.5 * 106 cells/ml 37 110’/1h50’ 260’/4h20’ 
CB / 2.5 * 106 cells/ml 37 60’/1h 320’/5h20’ 
CB / 2.5 * 106 cells/ml 37 75’/1h15’ 395’/6h35’ 
Total cells in CB: 245’ / 4 h 05’, Task 1.6.1 (305’ / 5 h 05’, task 1.6.2) 
MB / 2.5 * 105 cells/ml 37 60’ / 1 h 455’ / 7 h 55’ 455’ / 7 h 55’ with 
cells from CB 
(task 1.6.2) 
MB / 2.5 * 105 cells/ml 37 80’ / 1 h 20’ 535’ / 8 h 55’ 
MB / 2.5 * 105 cells/ml 37 60’ / 1 h 595’ / 9 h 55’ 
MB / 2.5 * 105 cells/ml 37 60’ / 1 h 665’ / 10 h 55’ 
MB / 2.5 * 105 cells/ml 37 60’ / 1 h 725’ / 11 h 55’ 
MB / 2.5 * 105 cells/ml 37 60’ / 1 h 785’ / 12 h 55’ 
MB / 2.5 * 105 cells/ml 37 60’ / 1 h 845’ / 13 h 55’ 845’ / 13 h 55’: 
viability test: cells 
from CB (task 
1.6.2) 
Total cells in MB: 440’ / 7 h 20’ 
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As a positive test control, NR8383 cell culture cells, passage 9, were used. In six-well-
plates 2 ml of a cell suspension with a concentration of 0.25 * 106 cells/ml were seeded in 
each well and incubated for 15 h. These cells were used as a positive test control (control 
for the functionality of the luminol assay). Both experiments followed the time schedule as 
described in table 3.2..
The critical TPs were the transfer from SCB to CB: Adjusting the CB-concentration (2.5 * 
106 cells/ml) for the experiment followed by the transfer from CB to MB and adjustment of 
the MB-concentration (0.25 * 106 cells/ml) for the experiment. Each plate reader test was 
performed in triplicates and repeated twice.
Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual MiniSVT)
As described in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”, a 
sufficient cell viability as well as burst capacity of NR8383 macrophages following the 
scheduled space time line (latest version, 08/08/2011) inside the FT-GSE hardware at the 
UZH, Switzerland, was the prerequisite for the proceeding investigations along the time 
line for the TPLX-A space experiment. The consequential step along the time line for the 
TPLX-A space experiment following the Pre-MiniSVT, was to be the actual MiniSVT (the 
test for sufficient cell viability as well as burst capacity of NR8383 macrophages following 
the scheduled space time line (latest version, 08/08/2011) inside the BLB engineering 
model at MUSC, Cologne). The Pre-MiniSVT was executed in order to minimise the risk of 
a failure during the actual MiniSVT by any unknown variable, as the functional interaction 
of biology and hardware were not well known yet. It was the test for sufficient cell viability 
as well as burst capacity performed inside the FT-GSE hardware at the UZH, Switzerland, 
to simulate the BLB procedures (compare “Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: 
Confirmation whether the scheduled time line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, 
(experiment a)”), with the only difference that cells were transferred manually (compare 
table 3.3) from SCB to CB or CB to MBs, respectively, as the FT-GSE did not contain an 
automated BLB HM. In addition, the influence of dying / dead cells on the viability and 
stimulated oxidative burst reaction of viable NR8383 macrophages should be investigated 
(compare “Task 1.7.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Determination of the influence of dead 
cells on viable NR8383 macrophages, (experiment b)”).
The experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Josefine Biskup 
and Dana M. Simmet. The following section is based on and partially quoted from the 
experiment reports “TRIPLELUX Pre-MiniSVT, a) Confirmation whether the scheduled time 
line is feasible for application in the FT-GSE, b) Determination of the influence of dead 
cells on living NR8383 macrophages” prepared by Dr. Gesine Bradacs in October 2011 
and from and the report “TPLX-A: FT-GSE Space Time Line Simulation Summary” written 
by Dana M. Simmet, 19/08/2011. For test details regarding the plate reader please refer to 
section “Experimental conditions used according to the current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-
plate)” in paragraph “Plate reader experiments”. Viability was tested with Trypan blue 
(compare paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan 
blue-method”)”).
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Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation whether the scheduled time 
line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment a)
This part of the TPLX-A Pre-MiniSVT was the test for sufficient cell viability as well as burst 
capacity performed inside the FT-GSE hardware at the UZH, Switzerland, to simulate the 
BLB procedures, with the only difference that cells were transferred manually (compare 
table 3.3) from SCB to CB or CB to MBs, respectively, as the FT-GSE did not contain an 
automated BLB HM. 
The SCB had been frozen acc. to the TRIPLELUX Payload and GSE Operations Manual 
(2010-2), chapter 7.2.3.2, with the only difference, that the SCB had been filled completely 
in step no. 11, and step no. 5 and 13 had been skipped, as the non-layered filling 
procedure had been executed. It contained 3.2 ml with 5 * 107 cells/ml (in total: 1.6 * 108 
cells/SCB).
At TP 0 the SCB was retrieved from - 80 °C and put at RT. At TP 75 the SCB was placed 
into the incubator (37 °C). The SCB was clinorotated in order to simulate microgravity 
present during the real experiment in space and exclude possible cell death and thereby 
viability decline caused by cell sedimentation (as a result of gravitational forces present on 
earth). At TP 150, which represents the latest transfer time according to the current time 
line, cells were manually transferred from SCB to CB following the procedure performed in 
BLB (see table 3.3.). 
At TP 199, 0.2 ml of the cell suspension were withdrawn from the CB to perform the first 
viability test sequence, part 1 (TP 199 represents the time when cells are extracted from 
EC1 in space) and added to 1.6 ml Trypan blue at TP 201. Viability was then determined 
at TP 207 and 242 to monitor the situations present at the beginning as well as at the end 
of the microscopy sequence performed in space. At TP 289, 0.2 ml of the cell suspension 
were again withdrawn from the CB to perform the first viability test sequence, part 2 (TP 
289 represents the time when cells are extracted from EC2 in space) and added to 1.6 ml 
Trypan blue at TP 291. Viability was then determined at TP 297 and TP 332 to monitor the 
situations present at the beginning as well as at the end of the microscopy sequence 
performed in space.
At TP 398, which represents the latest transfer time according to the current time line, cells 
were manually transferred from CB to the MBs following the procedure performed in BLB 
(see table 3.3.). 
Chemicals were then automatically transferred following the pre-programmed FT-GSE 
time line schedule. Between TP 660 and TP 780 the luminescence assay took place in the 
FT-GSE and was measured automatically.
At TP 819, 0.2 ml of the cell suspension were withdrawn from the CB to perform the 
second viability test sequence, part 1 (TP 819 represents the time when cells are extracted 
from EC1 in space) and added to 1.6 ml Trypan blue at TP 821. Viability was then 
determined at TP 827 and TP 862 to monitor the situations present at the beginning as 
well as at the end of the microscopy sequence performed in space. At TP 911 0.2 ml of the 
cell suspension were withdrawn from the CB to perform the second viability test sequence, 
part 2 (TP 911 represents the time when cells are extracted from EC2 in space) and added 
to 1.6 ml Trypan blue at TP 913. Viability was then determined at TP 917 and TP 952 to 
monitor the situations present at the beginning as well as at the end of the microscopy 
sequence performed in space.
As described in the results section “Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation 
whether the scheduled time line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment 
a)”, the experiment run was executed two times as several problems with the schedules 
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occurred during experiment run 1, resulting in the stirrers being switched off for hours 
during the CB-incubation. During the second run, the cells were clinorotated within the 
SCB during the incubation time in the SCB (placed on the fast rotating 2D-DLR-pipette-
clinostat (60 rpm), first at 37 °C in an incubator and then at RT) to simulate µg and exclude 
any potential cell death caused by sedimentation due to gravity. During the first experiment 
run, the cells were left lying in the SCB during the incubation time in the SCB, and stirred 
up by shaking it thoroughly like it will be done in space once (but during the 37 °C 
incubation period).
The following table 3.3 describes the activity schedule of experiment “Task 1.7.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation whether the scheduled time line was feasible for 
application in the FT-GSE, (experiment a)”. 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Table 3.3. Activity schedule of experiment “Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation 
whether the scheduled time line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment a)”.
green: SCB, red: CB, blue: MBs.
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Task 1.7.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Determination of the influence of dead cells on viable NR8383 
macrophages, (experiment b)
The aim of this experiment was to estimate or quantify the influence of dying / dead cells 
on the viability and stimulated oxidative burst reaction of viable NR8383 macrophages. 
This was of special interest as during the whole process of the space experiment, the 
viable NR8383 macrophages would unavoidably be subjected to the presence of dead or 
dying cells resulting from the freezing and thawing process inside the SCB.
Table 3.4. Activity schedule of experiment “Task 1.7.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Determination of 
the influence of dead cells on viable NR8383 macrophages, (experiment b)”.
green: SCB, violet: additional samples.
At TP 660 minus 15 min, a sample was taken from each MB and fractionated into cells and 
supernatant. According to the at that point of time current time line version (dated 
08/08/11), the start point of the luminol assay was TP 660 and pumping of the chemicals 
took place at about TP 657. Therefore, samples were taken 15 min before the start of the 
experiment to make sure all transfers were finished before the chemicals were pumped. 
Viable NR8383 cells from cell culture were then incubated for 660 min (same time as cells 
Time point [min] Activity Detailed information
0 SCB put on ambient 
75 SCB put on 37 °C 
150 manual transfer of cells from SCB to CB 
for this experiment the latest transfer time was chosen to simulate the 
worst case scenario; 
real times in space acc. to current time line: 
1st SCB: 120 – 135  
2nd SCB: 135 – 150 
Mixing:  
999 µl withdrawal SCB (1 min),  
999 µl injection in SCB (1 min), 
(repeated twice) 
Transfer:  
499 µl withdrawal SCB (1 min),  
499 µl injection in CB1 (1 min)
660 minus 15 min withdrawal of 1.45 ml from each MB before chemicals from IFB#1 and 
IFB#2 were added
660 determination of cell viability of cell suspension withdrawn from MB 
fractionation of MBs into supernatant and cells 
incubation of fresh cell culture cells with supernatant or cells
1320 performance of burst- and viability assay 
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in the experiment are exposed to dead / dying cells) either with the cell fraction or the 
supernatant sample and the extent of the stimulated oxidative burst reaction as well as cell 
viability was determined. Table 3.4. shows the detailed activity schedule. In order to 
provide enough biological material in the MBs to perform the Pre-MiniSVT and this part of 
the experiment simultaneously, all MBs were filled up to reach 5 ml with 0.2 * 106 cells/ml 
(regular amount: 3.55 ml + additional 1.45 ml which represents the volume of chemicals 
added from IFB I and II). Each MB was pre-filled with 4.48 ml (regular amount :3.15 ml + 
additional 1.33 ml) and during the transfer, 0.52 ml (regular amount: 0.4 + additional 0.12 
ml) were added. 15 min before the luminescence experiment was scheduled, 1.45 ml of 
the cell suspension were retrieved from each MB. The cell suspension was processed as 
follows. 0.51 ml (3 x 170 µl) were removed from the cell suspension and the oxidative 
burst reaction was determined. 0.02 ml were used for a viability test. The remaining 0.92 
ml were fractionated into supernatant and cell suspension for a plate reader burst 
measurement and incubated in a 24-well plate for 660 min as described in the following. 
SPL 1 - 4: viable NR8383 in a concentration of 0.2 * 106 cells/ml in 0.9 ml fresh media / 
well (control). SPL 5 - 8: viable NR8383 in a concentration of 0.2 * 106 cells/ml in 0.9 ml 
supernatant from fractionation step described above/well (supernatant). SPL 9 - 11: viable 
NR8383 in a concentration of 0.2 * 106 cells/ml in 0.9 ml fresh media containing cells from 
fractionation step described above / well (cells). Each sample was investigated in 
duplicates (a and b; n = 2 biological replicates). 
After the incubation, a plate reader burst measurement and a viability assay were 
performed. For the plate reader experiment, every sample was measured with 3 technical 
replicates for the respective experiment plus three technical replicates for a stress test 
(PBS instead of zymosan). Media (instead of cell suspension) was used as one control for 
both with sets with a total of three technical replicates.
Task 1.8 - TRIPLELUX-A confirmation whether the scheduled time line was 
feasible for use in the FT-GSE from the time point of CB-incubation onwards 
(using cell culture cells) 
The TPLX-A experiment followed a pre-determined time line dependent on BLB 
procedures and special assignments on the ISS. Previous experiments (please refer to 
paragraph “Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual MiniSVT)” for 
the experiment description and paragraph “Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT 
(simulation of the actual MiniSVT)” for the respective results) had shown that the cells 
were not able to withstand the at that point of time current version of the time line (dated 
08/08/11) as no burst signal could be detected inside the FT-GSE. One possible cause 
could have been the incubation time of 150 min inside the SCB (75 min at 25 °C followed 
by 75 min at 37 °C) after thawing, with the cells at an extremely high concentration of 50 * 
106 cells/ml while still being inside the freezing media. The experiment described here 
eliminated this incubation period inside the freezing media as well as the freezing 
procedure itself to provide information on the role of those two possible causes for the 
viability / burst capacity of the cells inside the FT-GSE. It was supposed to investigate 
whether the cells were able to survive the conditions during the scheduled time line (dated 
08/08/11) from the CB-incubation onwards and whether they were able to produce a 
measurable burst signal inside the FT-GSE under these conditions. 
Viability was tested with Trypan blue (compare paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for 
cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”).
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NR8383 rat macrophages from the standard laboratory cell culture were adjusted to the 
most CB-like concentration (3.125 * 106 cells/ml) in 8 ml media for the injection into the CB 
(pre-filled with 2 ml media, resulting in a final concentration of 2.5 * 106 cells/ml) for the 
start of the incubation. Starting from the CB-incubation onwards, the cells were treated 
according to the scheduled time line for the TPLX-A experiment inside the FT-GSE. 
At the TP when the dilution from CB to MB took place, the cells were transferred with a 2 
ml standard laboratory syringe, 0.9 mm cannula and spacer acc. to BLB protocol. 
According to the current space time line, the chemicals were pumped into the MBs and the 
luminol measurement took place.
For the preparation of the HMPU, all bags were rinsed with Aqua dest. once before the 
start of the filling. All bags were filled acc. to the TRIPLELUX-A On-Ground Filling 
Procedure, 2010. The CB was pre-filled with 2 ml media, the MBs with 3.15 ml media 
each. IFB I was filled with 3.5 ml, consisting of 2.5 ml ELB luminol (luminol 12.5 mM) and 1 
ml borate buffer. IFB II was filled with 4.6 ml, consisting of 2 ml NaCl solution plus 100 µl 
HRP (23’000 U/ml) and 2.5 ml zymosan (18.4 mg/ml). The tubes connecting IFBs and 
MBs were pre-filled with 0.2 ml media each.
Task 1.9 - TRIPLELUX-A On-ground filling procedure
In order to guarantee a qualified, air bubble-free filling of the whole TPLX-A hardware, an 
on-ground filling procedure was needed as described in paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The 
TRIPLELUX-A project”. The procedure was to be developed over the course of 
experiments performed at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz and at the UZH, Switzerland.
TRIPLELUX-A - simulated microgravity
In contrast to the immediate preparations of the TPLX-A space experiment described in 
paragraph “TRIPLELUX-A - real microgravity”, this paragraph describes a laboratory 
project dealing with simg only, which was part of the whole TPLX-A project. It focussed 
specifically on the establishment and adaptation of a fast-rotating 2D PMT-clinostat to the 
TPLX-A needs at the UZH, Switzerland. It should be able to measure the kinetics of the 
oxidative burst reaction of NR8383 rat macrophages while simg (60 rpm) was applied and 
new requirements were met. This was defined as task 2 of this thesis (compare paragraph 
“Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”).
The PMT-clinostat hardware
The PMT-clinostat has already been described briefly in the introduction in paragraph 
“Photo multiplier tube (PMT)-clinostat”. The PMT-clinostat’s fundamental design is 
described by Horn et al., 2011. This paragraph describes the hardware in the finalised end 
configuration as it had been established at the UZH, Switzerland, while the adaptations 
made are described in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 3.4. PMT-clinostat with its main parts at the University of Zurich (UZH), Switzerland.
The cuvette was inserted into the shaft until its flat bottom was in line with the shaft end. It was fixated with 
the screw and the shaft was pulled towards the photo multiplier until it touched the protective cap. The motor 
got fixated in this position by tightening the screw on top of the motor block. It turned the sample at 60 rpm. 
Straight before the start of the measurement, the protective cap was removed and the lid immediately closed 
and fixated by the two screws. The measurement was started directly afterwards.
The PMT-clinostat used in this work was a fast-rotating (60 rpm) 2D-clinostat with one 
cuvette which was adjusted to the same inner diameter as the pipets for the DLR pipet 
clinostat. The PMT-clinostat contained a PMT which was able to detect luminescence at 
wavelengths between 300 and 650 nm (Horn et al., 2011). The PMT-clinostat was 
connected to a frequency counter which was itself connected to a computer running the 
respective software to count and save the incoming amount of electrons. Only the sum of 
electrons was saved. In order to get the relative light units per time, an additional computer 
operation was needed. 
The new standard cuvette was made of glass, had a flat bottom (which faced the PMT 
during measurements) and was closed by a silicon plug. Cuvette, plug and PMT-clinostat 
shaft with its screws (aluminium) could be sterilised at 180 °C for 3 h to eliminate possible 
LPS residues. For the development, please refer to paragraph “Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A 
simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to new requirements” and the results paragraphs 
“TRIPLELUX-A simg - size and construction of the new small cuvettes”, and “TRIPLELUX-
A simg - construction of the new shafts”.
Task 2 - TRIPLELUX-A - simg in the PMT-clinostat 
As described in paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”, task 2 of the TPLX-
A project dealt with the required adaptations and the establishment of the adapted PMT-
clinostat. Figure 3.5. shows a chronological overview of the related subtasks. The required 
adaptations are described in section “Task 2.1 - The adaptation of the PMT-clinostat to 
new requirements”. The adaptations of the, at that point in time “current” TPLX-A 
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concentrations and literature values are described in paragraph “Task 2.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-
A simg adaptations of the concentrations and amounts of the at that time point “current” 
TPLX-A concentrations and literature values (Horn, A, et al., 2011) to the new cuvette 
volumina”. The establishment with subsequent experiments / experiment series is 
described in section “Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the 
adapted PMT-clinostat”. 
 
Figure 3.5. Time line: Task 2 - TRIPLELUX-A - simg in the PMT-clinostat.
The time line represents the sequence of space preparation related tests and parallel subtasks of the 
TRIPLELUX-A simg project (task 2) performed at the University of Zurich, Switzerland in a chronological 
order. The space preparation test performed at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany, is marked in a black 
square. The space preparation test to be performed performed at the University of Zurich, Switzerland, is 
marked in a blue square.
Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to new requirements
Three different requirements were given for the PMT-clinostats adaptations. Requirement 
1 was the inner diameter adjustment to the fast rotating 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (3 mm), 
requirement 2 stated that the cuvette, plug and shaft should allow for a sterilisation 
destroying possible LPS-residues and requirement 3 was the optimisation of the conical 
cuvette bottom to reduce the possibility of stray light. 
A detailed explanation and description of the developmental processes of the new 
cuvettes and shafts and the respective experiments can be found in the APPENDICES 
“Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to new requirements - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”. 
All required adaptations for the new cuvettes were established successfully. The maximal 
residual force of the PMT-clinostat was aligned to the 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (8 * 10-3 g 
for the formerly used big cuvettes to 1.2073 * 10-2 g) by adjusting the adjusting the inner 
diameter to 3 mm. The conical cuvette bottom was replaced by a flat cuvette bottom to 
reduce stray light. The new cuvettes were constructed to withstand a sterilisation process 
of 180 °C for 3h eliminating possible LPS residues which might influence the cells’ 
reactions. New shafts fitting the newly constructed cuvettes were constructed out of 
anodised aluminium, thereby also allowing for the same sterilisation process as the 
cuvettes. Cuvettes blown out of one piece were chosen (out of three new different cuvette 
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types tested) for all follow-up experiments in the PMT-clinostat and different cuvettes from 
the same new cuvette type (small cuvette blown from one piece) did not seem to influence 
the PMT-clinostat results of the burst measurements. Follow-up experiments which should 
be compared against each other could therefore be performed in different small cuvette s 
blown from one piece. A standard positioning of the shaft end touching the protective cover 
of the PMT (while the PMT was still covered) was established for all future PMT-clinostat 
experiments at the UZH, Switzerland, to reduce stray light.
The following table 3.5. shall provide an overview over the main features of the big 
cuvettes used at the DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany, compared to the small cuvettes, as 
established at the UZH, Switzerland. 
Table 3.5. Comparison of cuvettes for the PMT-clinostat. 
The big cuvette had been used at the DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany. The small cuvette was developed at the 
University of Zurich (UZH), Switzerland (Simmet et al., 2013).
Task 2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and determination 
of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions
The standard protocols for PMT-measurements were to be adapted to the new cuvette 
volumina of 250 µl using the TPLX-A concentrations and literature values (Horn, A, et al., 
2011). The different media conditions and cell conditions were compared in order to define 
the one condition providing best results in the PMT-clinostat. For a detailed explanation 
and descriptions of these adaptations and the respective experiments, please refer to the 
APPENDICES “Task 2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and 
determination of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions - SUPPLEMENTARY”.
The following paragraph summarises the main adaptations.
First, the at that point in time current concentrations and amounts of the TPLX-A space 
experiment and literature values (Horn et al., 2011) were adjusted to the volume of the 
PMT-clinostat for future PMT-clinostat experiments at the UZH, Switzerland. Cell culture 
media showed to be better suitable for PMT-clinostat experiments in comparison to 
the potential TPLX-A flight media. The antibiotic-antimycotic solution could be clearly 
identified as main negative influence on the NR8383s burst capacity in previous 
big cuvette, used at the DLR, 
Cologne-Porz, Germany
small cuvette, established at 
the UZH, Switzerland
filling volume 988 µl 250 µl
inner diameter 4 mm 3 mm
bottom conical (Horn, 2011, Horn et al., 
2011)
flat (Simmet et al., 2013)
maximal residual force at border 
of cuvette
8 * 10-3 g 1.2073 * 10-2 g
rotational speed 60 rpm 60 rpm
sterilisation method EtOH-sterilisation 180 °C for 3 hours possible 
(destroying potential LPS 
contaminations)
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experiments. The addition of HEPES to the cell culture media actually seemed to have a 
positive influence on the cells burst capacity. Comparing the conditions previously used 
(condition 1, Horn et al., 2011) to the at that point in time current TPLX-A flight conditions 
(condition 2) resulted in choosing condition 1 for all future PMT-clinostat experiments 
at the UZH, Switzerland: peroxidase (500 U/ml), zymosan (2.5 mg/ml), luminol (1 
mM), cell suspension before insertion into the cuvette: 0.7 mio. cells/ml. The TPLX-A 
conditions had been: IFB 1 solution (luminol (8.9 mM) in borate buffer), IFB 2 solution 
(peroxidase (500 U/ml) and zymosan (10 mg/ml) in NaCl and PBS), plus media, cell 
concentration before the insertion into the cuvette: 2.5 mio. cells/ml).
TPLX-A conditions had been: IFB 1 solution (luminol (8.9 mM) in borate buffer), IFB 2 
solution (peroxidase (500 U/ml) and zymosan (10 mg/ml) in NaCl and PBS), plus media, 
cell concentration before the insertion into the cuvette: 2.5 mio. cells/ml). A pre-test in the 
plate reader before a PMT-clinostat experiment series was considered using the same 
conditions as the PMT-clinostat (condition 1). It was not established due to the high 
variation of the conversion factor from condition 1 into condition 2.
Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the adapted PMT-
clinostat
As described in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”, 
task 2.3 consisted of the establishment and testing of the new adapted PMT-clinostat 
system with three different experiment series. Task 2.3.1 investigated the influence of 
additional luminol shots after a standard burst reaction had already been started (see 
“Task 2.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or two additional luminol injections after the 
start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction”), task 2.3.2 comprised the testing of 
kinetic burst measurements series with changing intervals of 1g and simg in order to 
investigate the possibility of an internal control (see “Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 
testing of kinetic burst measurements with alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-
clinostat”) and task 2.3.3 formed the basis for further investigations into the origin of ROS 
produced during the oxidative burst in the frame of the TPLX-A project (see “Task 2.3.3 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - ROS-inhibitor pre-tests for concentration-toxicity in NR8383 rat 
macrophages”). 
Task 2.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or two additional luminol injections 
after the start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction
The question if one or two additional luminol injection could enhance the burst reaction of 
NR8383 macrophages was investigated as described in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 
and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”.
Task 2.3.1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one additional luminol injection after the 
start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction
The question if a second shot of luminol (IFB#1 in TPLX-A) after the peak of a standard 
plate reader run could enhance the burst reaction of NR8383 macrophages was 
investigated.
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One sample was measured in experiment run 1. In experiment run2, three plate reader 
runs with n = 14, n = 10, n = 10, biological samples measured in three technical replicates 
(t = 3) were performed acc. to the protocol “Experimental conditions used according to the 
current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)”.
The experiments were stopped in the first experiment run approx. 30 minutes after the 
beginning of the burst reaction and in the second experiment run after the peak of the 
burst reaction had been reached, 50 µl of IFB#1 (luminol) were added to each well (blanks 
and samples) and the next plate reader measurement was started with a duration of 60 
min.
All cells were seeded in T25-flasks (4 ml, 0.1 * 106 cells/ml), left for 2 - 3 days, hit 10 times 
(95 % should have detached, otherwise repeated hitting until 95 % were achieved), and 
then taken in to the experiment, compare “Experimental conditions used according to the 
current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)”.
Task 2.3.1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of two additional luminol injections after the 
start of a standard NR8383 oxidative burst reaction
The question if two shots of luminol (IFB#1 in TPLX-A) after a standard plate reader run 
(60 min) could enhance the burst reaction of NR8383 macrophages was investigated.
One plate reader run with n = 10 biological samples measured in three technical replicates 
(t = 3) was performed acc. to the protocol “Experimental conditions used according to the 
current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)”.
The duration of the first experiment run was 60 min. 50 µl of IFB#1 (luminol) were added to 
each well (blanks and samples) immediately afterwards and the next plate reader run was 
started, again with a duration of 60 min. Again, 50 µl of IFB#1 (luminol) were added to 
each well (blanks and samples) immediately after the run and a subsequent plate reader 
run was started, again with a duration of 60 min.
All cells were seeded in T25-flasks (4 ml, 0.1 * 106 cells/ml), left for 2 - 3 days, hit 10 times 
(95 % should have detached, otherwise repeated hitting until 95 % were achieved), and 
then taken in to the experiment, compare “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small 
cuvette as used previously”.
Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic burst measurements with 
alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat
As explained in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”, 
measuring 1g and simg within one burst reaction of one cell sample would have provided 
the possibility of an internal control and elimination of disturbing factors such as day time, 
cell batch variations, etc.. In addition, it would have proven the cells ability to sense a 
change in g-conditions. Several experiments series were conducted to test this possibility 
as described in the following. At first, one series without changing the g condition during 
rotation was performed (see “Task 2.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete 
and separate measurement runs in the PMT-clinostat”) to get an impression if the cells 
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would react similar to results previously shown (compare Horn, 2011, and Horn et al., 2011 
and Huber, 2007). Then, the possibility of interval measurements was investigated in the 
preliminary experiments described in “Task 2.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating 
gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 10 minutes)”, 
“Task 2.3.2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat 
(1g / simg in alternating intervals of 5 minutes)” and “Task 2.3.2.4 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 
rapidly alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals 
of 2 minutes)”.
Task 2.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete and separate 
measurement runs in the PMT-clinostat
This series was conducted to clarify if a difference in burst height would be visible if a 
whole run in 1g was compared to a whole run in simg. 
Three runs in 1g and three runs in simg were performed acc. to paragraph “Task 2.2.1.1 - 
Standard protocol for small cuvette as used previously”.
All cells were seeded in T25-flasks (4 ml, 0.1 * 106 cells/ml), left for 2 - 3 days, hit 10 times 
(95 % should have detached, otherwise repeated hitting until 95 % were achieved), and 
then taken in to the experiment, compare “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small 
cuvette as used previously”.
Task 2.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-
clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 10 minutes) 
The influence of on- and off-set of simulated microgravity (in alternating 10 min-intervals) 
on the burst reaction of NR8383 macrophages was investigated.
NR8383 cells were seeded at 0.2 * 106 cells/ml, 2 days prior to the experiment. Per 
experiment run, 0.09919 * 106 cells were measured for 60 min in 250 µl inside the small 
cuvette made from one piece acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette as 
used previously”.
Measurements were performed acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette 
as used previously” with alternating intervals of 1g - simg - 1g …. For the first 5 min, 1g 
was applied. After 5 min, a button on the PMT-clinostat (compare fig. 3.4.) was pressed, 
thereby starting its rotation at 60 rpm. This simulation of microgravity continued for 10 min. 
The button was pressed again and 1g-conditions were applied for 10 min. These 
conditions were now switched in 10 min-intervals for the time period of the experiment.
Task 2.3.2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-
clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 5 minutes)
The influence of on- and off-set of simulated microgravity (in 5 min-intervals) on the burst 
of NR8383 macrophages was investigated.
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NR8383 cells were seeded at 0.2 * 106 cells/ml, 2 days prior to the experiment. Per 
experiment run, 0.09919 * 106 cells were measured for 60 min in 250 µl inside the small 
cuvette made from one piece acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette as 
used previously”.
Measurements were performed acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette 
as used previously” with alternating intervals of 1g - simg - 1g …. For the first 5 min, 1g 
was applied. After 5 min, a button on the PMT-clinostat (compare fig. 3.4.) was pressed, 
thereby starting its rotation at 60 rpm. This simulation of microgravity continued for 5 min. 
The button was pressed again and 1g-conditions were applied for 5 min. These conditions 
were now switched in 5 min-intervals for the time period of the experiment.
Task 2.3.2.4 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - rapidly alternating gravity conditions in the 
PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 2 minutes)
The influence of on- and off-set of simulated microgravity (in 2 min-intervals) on the burst 
of NR8383 macrophages was investigated.
NR8383 cells were seeded at 0.2 * 106 cells/ml, 2 days prior to the experiment. Per 
experiment run, 0.09919 * 106 cells were measured for 60 min in 250 µl inside the small 
cuvette made from one piece acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette as 
used previously”.
Measurements were performed acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette 
as used previously” with alternating intervals of 1g - simg - 1g …. For the first 2 min, 1g 
was applied. After 2 min, a button on the PMT-clinostat (compare fig. 3.4.) was pressed, 
thereby starting its rotation at 60 rpm. This simulation of microgravity continued for 2 min. 
The button was pressed again and 1g-conditions were applied for 5 min. These conditions 
were now switched in 2 min-intervals for the time period of the experiment.
3.6 SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
As presented in paragraph “2.14 The tasks of this thesis - research aims within the 
projects TRIPLELUX-A and SITI-2”, task 3 of the present thesis was the partial preparation 
of the project SITI-2 for the SHENZHOU-8 mission. The following section describes the 
space experiment hardware (see “Hardware of SITI-2”), its development (see results 
section “Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications and development”), the preparation and 
execution of the matching test in China (see results section “Task 3.3 - The matching test - 
Mission preparatory hardware and biology test in Beijing, China”) and the actual space 
mission (compare results section “Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 on SHENZHOU-8”).
Hardware of SITI-2
The plunger unit provided complicated and precise technique in a very small space 
(compare fig. 3.6.).
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 
Each plunger unit contained three separated chambers to reach n = 3 biological replicates 
per experiment (compare fig. 3.7.). On top of the plunger was the culture chamber covered 
by a makrolon slide (min. surface: 21.8 x 19 mm) on which cells can be adhered (compare 
fig. 3.7.). Underneath this culture chamber (volume culture compartment: 213 µl) was a 
supply system with two separate supply units (bellows) with a max. volume of 620 µl each. 
These bellows could be activated as they were kept from injecting their liquids into the 
chamber by the use of a melting ring. This melting ring could be melted automatically 
resulting in a two spring system pushing the bellow onto a pre-positioned needle which 
penetrated the septa on the bellow bottom and transferred the liquids into the cell 
chamber, thereby pushing the liquid from the cell chamber into the waste compartment 
arising where the bellow had been before. Like this, two liquid exchanges per chamber 
could be performed, e.g. media exchanges, stop solution injections or fixative injections. 
During the mission, the activation was executed by U = 5 V, I = 310 mA, t = 2.5 s. For 
manual activations please refer to paragraph “Activation of supply units in the plunger 
unit”. The plunger unit is described in the ASTRIUM Space Biology Catalogue, see 
Kuebler, 2012.
 
Experimental methods
Apart from the U937 cell culture described in paragraph “SHENZHOU-8 / SITI-2 - U937 
human monocytic cells”, a few experimental methods like the differentiation of U937 on 
makrolon slides with PMA (compare paragraph “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon 
slides with PMA”), the assembly of the plunger unit (compare paragraph “Assembly of the 
plunger unit before an experiment”) including the plunger unit filling and closing (compare 
paragraph “Filling of the culture chambers and closing the plunger unit”) or the activation of 
the supply units (compare paragraph “Activation of supply units in the plunger unit”) were 
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Figure 3.7. SITI-2 plunger unit as flown on 
SHENZHOU-8.
A plunger unit consisted of 3 separate chamber 
systems with a culture chamber for cells adhered 
on slides on the top and two supply units 
underneath. The supply units could be activated 
automatically to flush the chamber with liquid, 
e.g. fresh media or fixative. credit: ASTRIUM
Figure 3.6. SITI-2 plunger unit inside EC housing as flown 
on SHENZHOU-8.
A plunger unit fitted exactly into an EC with the ECs lid being 
connected to the plunger unit power system. credit: ASTRIUM
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needed throughout the whole SITI-2 project and are therefore described in this section. 
Note that mission relevant methods are listed separately in the section “Task 3.4 - The 
mission - SITI-2 on SHENZHOU-8”.
Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides with PMA
Slides were prepared by autoclavation in a glass tissue culture dish (120 °C, about 1 hour, 
1 bar vapour pressure) and subsequently dried in a drying closet. For adhering of the cells, 
the area was the determining factor: the area of big tissue culture dishes (100 * 20 mm) 
with diameter = 8.5 cm and radius (r) = 4.25 cm was calculated. Cell concentration * area 
= amount of cells needed per tissue culture dish; with the area = π * r2 = π * 4.25 cm2 = 
56.75 cm2 and a desired concentration of 0.5 * 105 cells/ml; resulting in (0.5 * 105) * 56.75 
cm2 = 2.83 * 106 cells/tissue culture dish.
The amount of cell suspension needed was calculated: the cell concentration in X1 * 106 
cells/ml was determined via the Trypan blue-method (refer to paragraph “Adjustment of 
cell number for cell culture and experiments (Trypan blue-method)”).
For all 6 TCCs, 6 * 3 slides = 18 slides were needed plus 3 slides as reserve = 21 slides to 
differentiate. One tissue culture dish could hold 3 slides, resulting in 21 / 3 = 7 tissue 
culture dishes needed for one experiment with all TCCs. 2.83 * 106 cells/tissue culture dish 
* 7 = 19.81 * 106 cells needed in total. 
One tissue culture dish was holding 20 ml cell suspension, resulting in (2.83 * 106 cells/
tissue culture dish) / (X2 * 106 cells/ml) = X3 ml cells/tissue culture dish, with 20 ml total 
volume - X3 ml cells/tissue culture dish = X4 ml media to add.
Differentiation was performed as described in the following. The ideal cell concentration for 
U937 differentiation was 0.56 * 105 cells/cm2 (ideal concentration for suspended U937: 
0.15 * 106 cells/ml). A maximum of 3 slides per tissue culture dish were inserted. 
Differentiation was obtained by incubation with PMA for 72 h (3 days). After 72 h, media 
was exchanged against fresh PMA-free media. PMA 1 mg/ml (M = 616.83 g/mol, molarity 
1.621 mM) was taken out of the freezer (- 20 °C) and diluted in media which was later on 
given to cells (best distribution amongst samples). In order to obtain 1 ml of 100 µM PMA, 
62 µl stock solution (1 mg/ml) were mixed with 938 µl media (or DMSO). This was used 
1:1000 in cell culture to differentiate with 100 nM. 20 µl of the 100 µM PMA solution were 
needed per tissue culture dish with 20 ml. PMA-solution and cell suspension were mixed 
before adding all into the tissue culture dishes and onto the slides to gain the most equal 
distribution of PMA as well as cells. It was ensured that slides did not swim. Within about 
20 sec, air bubbles could form underneath the slides. Therefore, after waiting the 
respective time, air was removed by pressing the slide towards the tissue culture dish 
bottom if necessary. Incubation for 72 h at 37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity 
followed. Slides were checked after 72 h.
Other differentiations were later on performed using six-well-plates (4 ml cell suspension 
per well), with the amount of cells adjusted respectively: area of a well in a six-well-plate = 
9.6 cm2 with 0.5376 * 106 cells/well, thereby resulting in about 0.5 * 106 cells/well.
After differentiation it was crucial to prevent the slides from desiccation. It was also crucial 
to use Hamilton needles and no cannulas for the filling of the TCCs, as other cannulas 
could punch tiny cylinders out of the septa thereby blocking the fluid flow channels and 
causing leakage due to tiny holes left in the septa.
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TCC were prepared as follows. The sterilised TCC housing was prepared up to the TP 
when slides would be inserted in line to the preparation of the plunger units (compare 
paragraph “Assembly of the plunger unit before an experiment”). Septa screws were 
prepared by inserting silicon into the screw. They were screwed into the TCC housing. The 
silicon frame was placed onto the housing and the metal cover and corresponding screws 
were placed at hand for complete assembly.
Cell preparation was executed as follows. Cells were checked under the microscope and 
photographed depending on the experiment. PMA-media was rinsed off. A tissue culture 
dish (100 * 20 mm) was filled with fresh media. One slide at a time was taken out of its 
incubation tissue culture dish using sterile tweezers, dipped once into the tissue culture 
dish with fresh media and immediately placed onto the prepared TCC. After three slides 
were placed onto the CC, it was closed with the prepared metal cover and screws and 
immediately, fresh media was added through the septa using a Hamilton needle (EtOH 
soaked tissue placed underneath the TCC) as described in the following. Two sterile 
Hamilton needles and one Luer lock syringe (10 ml) were used. Two septa screws on 
opposite sides underneath one culture chamber belonged to the culture chamber above. 
The TCC was turned with one septa screw facing upwards. This septa screw was 
penetrated by one Hamilton needle as an air and pressure outlet while the second needle 
was attached to the syringe which had been filled with media. Media was injected through 
the alternating septa screw on the bottom of the TCC (in this orientation air bubbles could 
be avoided most efficiently). The chamber was filled until media exited from the Hamilton 
needle used as air and pressure outlet. The Hamilton needles were removed and the 
experiment started. This protocol was created in cooperation with Josefine Biskup.
Assembly of the plunger unit before an experiment
The filling of the plunger unit could be divided into the support structure preparation with 
several subdivisions (compare paragraph “Support structure preparation of the plunger 
unit of SITI-2”) and the filling of the culture chambers (compare paragraph “Filling of the 
culture chambers and closing the plunger unit”). The details are based on and partially 
quoted from the “SIMBOX Experiments, Exp. Ullrich, Operations And User 
Manual” (ASTRIUM, 2013), kindly provided by ASTRIUM.
Both, the support structure preparation and the filling of the culture chambers were 
performed acc. to these protocols in the laboratory experiments as well as during the 
mission.
Support structure preparation of the plunger unit of SITI-2
Figure 3.8. shows the parts as they are delivered and necessary for assembly of one 
EUE. 
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The parts are indicated by numbers and correlating with the numbers in the table 3.6..
Table 3.6. List of parts of the plunger unit (EUE 15).
Parts Number Amount
metal cover 1 1
makrolon slides (minimum surface: 28.1 x 19 mm) 2 3
sealing 3 1
housing 4 1
septum for housing 5 6
screws 6 12
bellow with O-ring (9,25 x 1,14) and septum screws 7 6
fixation screw with septa screw and 2x O-ring (10 x 1,0) 8 6
spring pack 9 6
melting ring 10 6
needle cup with 2x O-ring (4,0 x 1,0) 11 6
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Figure 3.8. Parts of the 
plunger unit (EUE 15). 
credit: ASTRIUM
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Septa screws for Cultivation Chambers
The following table 3.7. shows the septa screw integration into the plunger unit as the first 
step of assembly.
Table 3.7. Septa integration into the plunger unit (EUE 15). credit: ASTRIUM
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As next step, the needle-cup integration followed.
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Needle-cup integration
The following table 3.8. describes the needle-cup integration as second step of the plunger 
unit assembly.
Table 3.8. Needle-cup integration into the plunger unit (EUE 15). credit: ASTRIUM
The next step consisted of the bellow assembly, filling and integration.
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Bellow assembly, filling and integration
Table 3.9. presents the assembly, filling and integration of the bellows as part of the supply 
unit.
Table 3.9. Bellow assembly, filling and integration into the plunger unit (EUE 15). credit: ASTRIUM
Using these protocols, the plunger unit had been assembled so far that the culture 
chambers could be filled and the unit closed as described in the following paragraph.
Filling of the culture chambers and closing the plunger unit
This section describes the time constrained part of the plunger unit assembly in which the 
cells were inserted. Once the unit was closed, it could immediately be taken into an 
experiment.
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Interstices, sealing and specimen slides
Table 3.10. describes the filling of the culture chambers and the insertion of the makrolon 
slides.
Table 3.10. Filling of the culture chambers of the plunger unit (EUE 15). credit: ASTRIUM
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After this integration, the plunger unit was ready to be closed as described in the following 
paragraph “Closing CCs with the metal cover”.
Closing CCs with the metal cover
As last step of the plunger unit assembly, the unit was closed as described in table 3.11..
Table 3.11. Closing the plunger unit (EUE 15). credit: ASTRIUM
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After these steps, the plunger unit was ready and should be taken into an experiment 
immediately.
Activation of supply units in the plunger unit
The following section “Activation of supply units” is based on and partially quoted from the 
“SIMBOX Experiments, Exp. Ullrich, Operations And User Manual” (ASTRIUM, 2013), 
kindly provided by ASTRIUM.
To activate the plungers and give power to the different melting rings the following set-up 
(see fig. 3.9.) was build and the external power supply adjusted to a power of 5 V. The 
current was restricted to 310 mA. A multimeter (set on resistance) was connected to 
monitor the resistance of the different melting rings in parallel. For this, the GSE had to be 
set to 'Test' (switch turned to the left side position).
For the activation, the EUE had to be connected with the blue plug to the GSE. Then, the 
left switch had to be turned to the plunger which was meant to be activated, the switch in 
the middle had to stand on the 'Scharf' position and following, the 'Schießen' button had to 
be pressed. This resulted in the chosen melting ring getting power for 10 sec. In this time 
period the GSE was not allowed to be anyhow changed. Nothing was touched until the 10 
sec were over and a 'click' from the GSE was heard. The switch could then be turned to 
the next plunger and the activation of the plungers could be continued.
 
It was important that the equipment was connected exactly as shown in fig. 3.9. and the 
power settings were adjusted to 5 V and 310 mA. Further, it was recommended to 'Test' 
the resistance of the melting rings first to assure that all plungers could be activated 
through to electrical connection between plug and melting ring. 
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After the testing of the melting rings was completed, the plungers were selected by turning 
the switch to ‘Scharf’ and later activated by pushing the 'Schießen'/Activate button. It was 
important not to turn to the next plunger before the 10 sec were over and the GSE 
stopped to power the EUE, otherwise the next plunger would have gotten some power 
which would have blurred the result and could have led to a premature injection by 
premature melting of the respective melting ring. Table 3.12. shows the general set-up as 
well as the main steps of activating one plunger with respective photographs as 
illustrations.
Table 3.12. Activation of the supply units of the plunger unit (EUE 15). credit: ASTRIUM
GSE, external power supply and multimeter were 
used for supply unit activation.
Special caution was taken working with current. The 
GSE was to be used in the foreseen operation only. 
The switching board, cable and plug were not to be 
opened or modified.
All equipment as connected as shown in fig. 3.9. 
above or the set-up picture on the right.
For activation the left switch was turned to the 
required plunger number and the middle switch was 
placed on 'Scharf'.
Then, the 'Schießen' button was pressed once to 
activate power for 10 sec.
During these following 10 sec special care was taken 
not to change or touch anything.
!
!  
!
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Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) 
mission
As described in more detail in the introduction paragraph “Task 3 - The SITI-2 project 
inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission”, task 3 of this thesis was the partial 
mission preparation of the SITI-2 project. This paragraph presents the different subtasks of 
hardware development (compare paragraph “Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications and 
development”), the respective testing and further biological experiments (compare 
paragraph “Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions”), the planing 
and execution of the matching test (compare paragraph “Task 3.3 - The matching test - 
Mission preparatory hardware and biology test in Beijing, China” ) and the mission 
(compare paragraph “Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 
(SZ-8)”). 
Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications and development
The plunger unit used in the SITI-2 experiment was a completely new development to suit 
the experiments requirements. It needed extensive testing and developing efforts. As 
stated in paragraph “Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 
(SZ-8) mission”, task 3.1 was, in close cooperation with ASTRIUM, to assist in modifying 
and partially developing the hardware for the space experiment as well as to execute 
laboratory experiments. The main points of task 3.1 are described in the following. 
Task 3.1.1 - SITI-2 bellow supply unit
After the balloon system for the supply units had proven to leak liquid and to be unable to 
guarantee constant amounts, a new system had to be developed. 
Task 3.1.2 - SITI-2 melting rings
After the melting ring had proven not to melt reliably, a respective adaptation had to be 
found. 
Task 3.1.3 - SITI-2 spring pack
After the spring system had proven not to have sufficient power to inject the bellow reliably, 
a respective adaptation had to be engineered. 
Task 3.1.4 - SITI-2 liquid flow
After the liquid flow had proven not to be even, respective adaptations had to be invented. 
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Task 3.1.5 - SITI-2 development of TCCs
After it showed that only end point measurements in the CCs were slowing down the 
scientific experiment process and daily observations would be helpful, a respective 
hardware invention was needed. 
Task 3.1.6 - SITI-2 construction of a microscopy chamber for living U937 cells on 
makrolon slides
After it showed that U937 cells adhered to the slides could not be observed e.g. according 
to their viability because cells were subjected to desiccation and were drying out on the 
slide, a microscopy chamber for the slides was built in order to be able to observe living 
cells. 
Task 3.1.7 - SITI-2 slide cutting technique
As the highest number of stainings possible should be applied to the slides, a slide cutting 
technique had to be found in order to increase the number of technical replicates. 
For the developments please refer to the results section “Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware 
modifications and development”.
Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions
As explained in the introduction paragraph “Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on 
the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission”, task 3.2 contained the biological testing of the SITI-2 
hardware along with its modifications as well as biological experiments to test the mission 
conditions and the starting development of a mission scenario. Task 3.2 is described in 
more detail in this section.
For SITI-2, the laboratory experiments were planned by Dana M. Simmet and partially 
executed by master students. Experiments performed in collaboration with student 
Josefine Biskup are marked with §, experiments performed in collaboration with student 
Lisa Mutschler are marked with §§.
Task 3.2.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells in plunger units over time (3 and 7 
days)
In order to determine how long U937 cells were able to survive inside the plunger units, 
two related experiments with a different incubation period were performed as described in 
the following.
U937 cells were differentiated with 0.56 * 105 cells/cm2 by incubation with 100 nM PMA for 
72 h (acc. to “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides with PMA”). After 72 h, 
media was exchanged against fresh PMA-free media, cells were checked and U937 cells 
were incubated inside the plunger units (compare “Assembly of the plunger unit before an 
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experiment”) or tissue culture dishes (controls) over 3 or 7 days at 37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % 
relative humidity.
Task 3.2.1.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 inside plunger units over 3 days§§
U937 were differentiated according to protocol for 72 h (compare “Task 3.2.1 - Survival of 
differentiated U937 cells in plunger units over time (3 and 7 days)”). Slides were inserted 
into plunger units (compare “Assembly of the plunger unit before an experiment”) or tissue 
culture dishes for control respectively. Incubation at 37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative 
humidity for 3 days followed. After 3 days, plunger units were disassembled and cells 
counted using the Trypan blue-method (compare paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for 
cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”). 
Task 3.2.1.2 - Survival of differentiated U937 inside plunger units over 7 days§§
U937 were differentiated according to protocol for 72 h (compare “Task 3.2.1 - Survival of 
differentiated U937 cells in plunger units over time (3 and 7 days)”). Slides were inserted 
into plunger units or issue culture dishes for control respectively. Incubation at 37 °C, 5 % 
CO2, 95 % relative humidity for 7 days followed. After 7 days, plunger units were 
disassembled and cells counted using the Trypan blue-method (compare paragraph 
“Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”).
Task 3.2.2 - Survival of not differentiated and differentiated U937 cells in well plates 
at 23 °C compared to 37 °C§§
As it became known that the SIMBOX would only get enough power to provide 23 °C 
during the mission, temperature tests were required to check whether 23 °C were feasible 
for the cells. In order to determine the optimal differentiation temperature, 37 °C and 23 °C 
during differentiation were compared in addition. For the investigation of the influences 
caused by media exchanges, the positive control batch got fresh media every three days, 
another batch got fresh media on day 6 and the negative control batch did not get fresh 
media at all.
U937 cells (5 * 106 cells/well in 4 ml) were differentiated by incubation with 100 nM PMA 
for 72 h (acc. to “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides with PMA”). After 72 h, 
media was exchanged against fresh PMA-free media, cells were checked and taken into 
the experiment by the respective type of incubation in 4 ml/well in six-well-plates. Not 
differentiated U937 cells were filled into the well plates at a concentration of 0.15 * 106 
cells/ml in 4 ml on day “0”. U937 were observed for 12 days. The cells viability on the 
slides was checked on different days acc. to “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and 
experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”. Positive control: one six-well-plate with not 
differentiated U937 at RT, one six-well-plate with U937 differentiated and incubated at RT, 
one well plate with U937 differentiated at 37 °C and then incubated at RT.
Media exchange after 6 days: one six-well-plate with not differentiated U937 at RT, one 
six-well-plate with U937 differentiated and incubated at RT, one six-well-plate with U938 
differentiated at 37 °C and then incubated at RT.
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Negative control: one six-well-plate with not differentiated U937 at RT, one six-well-plate 
with U937 differentiated and incubated at RT.
Task 3.2.3 - Dedifferentiation of U937 (differentiated with 100 nM PMA over 72 
hours) on SITI-2 makrolon slides over time§§
Without the presence of PMA in the media, U937 cells started to detach after a certain 
amount of time. However, as PMA can become toxic for the cells over time (depending on 
the concentration) it had to be tested how long the cells would stay attached without the 
presence of PMA.
U937 cells (5 * 106 cells/well in 4 ml) were differentiated by incubation with 100 nM PMA 
for 72 h (acc. to “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides with PMA”). After 72 h, 
media was exchanged against fresh PMA-free media, cells were checked and taken into 
the experiment by the respective type of incubation in six-well-plates (4 ml/well). One plate 
was incubated at 23 °C, one at 37 °C. Media was exchanged every third day. Daily 
observations for detachment of the cells and media exchange followed. As soon as 
detachment occurred, cell counting (acc. to “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and 
experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”) was started on a daily basis and executed 
continuously for 4 days. Cells were scraped on day 4, counted as beforehand and the 
results were evaluated.
Task 3.2.4 - Not differentiated vs. differentiated U937 inside TCCs over time§§
The plunger unit could principally house suspended as well as adhered cells. Due to 
operational mission characteristics like the temperature being only 23 °C , it was of special 
interest to investigate whether not differentiated cells would show any advantage 
compared to differentiated cells and thus be more appropriate for the mission.
Two TCCs with not differentiated and two TCCs with differentiated U937 (compare 
“Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides with PMA”) were incubated at 37 °C, 5 % 
CO2, 95 % relative humidity. Not differentiated cells were inserted into the TCCs with 0.15 
* 106 cells/ml on day 0, differentiated U937 cells were differentiated with 2.83 * 106 cells/
tissue culture dish (3 slides per dish). On day 4, one TCC with not differentiated and one 
TCC with differentiated U937 cells were disassembled and counted using the Trypan blue-
method (compare paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments 
(“Trypan blue-method”)”). On day 7, the second TCC with not differentiated and the 
second TCC with differentiated U937 cells were disassembled and counted using the 
Trypan blue-method (compare paragraph “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and 
experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”).
Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for tightness of previous (silicon balloon bladder) supply unit
The supply units (balloons) of the plunger unit had to be checked to be leak proof. Supply 
units were filled and weighted over a period of 15 days. 
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This experiment was performed by Lisa Mutschler before the time period of this thesis, 
however it was the reason for a technical specification employed later by ASTRIUM and 
science during this thesis and shall therefore be presented shortly.
Task 3.2.6 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells (in six-well-plates and test culture 
chambers (TCCs)) without CO2 at 23 °C§
During the SHENZHOU-8 mission the cells were in a closed compartment without any gas 
exchange for a period of several days at a temperature of 23 °C, in contrast to the 
common laboratory conditions (incubator with 37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity). It 
was therefore crucial to test the effect of these different conditions on the cells in order to 
check the feasibility of the experiment.
A pre-stage experiment was performed in order to get a first insight before performing an 
experiment inside the TCCs. The following paragraphs list the protocols for each 
experiment separately.
Task 3.2.6.1 - Pre-stage experiment on survival of differentiated U937 (in six-well-
plates) without CO2 at 23 °C§
U937 differentiation was executed acc. to “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides 
with PMA” (in 4 ml with 100 nM PMA for 72 hours). Cell counts were taken from the 
supernatants after differentiation. After differentiation, all wells were filled completely up to 
the rim with media and the plate was closed with parafilm, except for the controls. As 
samples, one batch was observed at 37 °C as follows: one six-well-plate with not 
differentiated U937 at RT, one six-well-plate with U937 differentiated and incubated at RT, 
one six-well-plate with U937 differentiated at 37 °C and then incubated at RT. One batch 
was observed at 23 °C as follows: one six-well-plate with not differentiated U937 at 37 °C, 
one six-well-plate with U937 differentiated at 23 °C and incubated at 37 °C, one six-well-
plate with U937 differentiated and then incubated at 37 °C.
Controls were incubated at 37 °C in the incubator (5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity) 
without being closed off by parafilm. As controls, one six-well-plate with not differentiated 
U937 and  one six-well-plate with differentiated U937 were used.
Cells were observed daily until cell death.
Task 3.2.6.2 - Follow-up experiment on survival of differentiated U937 cells (in test 
culture chambers (TCCs)) without CO2 at 23 °C§
Differentiation was executed acc. to “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides with 
PMA” (in 4 ml with 100 nM PMA for 72 hours). After differentiation, all cells in tissue culture 
dishes were filled completely up to the rim with media and the plate was closed with 
parafilm, except for controls. The samples in the TCCs (3 slides per TCC) were incubated 
as follows: not differentiated U937 at RT, not differentiated U937 at 37 °C, differentiated 
U937 at RT, differentiated U937 at 37 °C. In tissue culture dishes (area = 21.2 cm2, n = 3) 
the cells were incubated as follows: not differentiated U937 at RT, not differentiated U937 
at 37 °C, differentiated U937 at RT, differentiated U937 at 37 °C. In tissue culture dishes 
(area = 21.2 cm2, n = 3) without slides as a control the incubation batches were: not 
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differentiated U937 at RT, not differentiated U937 at 37 °C, differentiated U937 at RT, 
differentiated U937 at 37 °C. 
The samples at 37 °C served as temperature controls. The samples without slides served 
as biocompatibility controls. Cells were observed daily for 3 days.
Task 3.2.7 - The impact of no HEPES vs. 20 mM HEPES vs. 25 mM HEPES on 
differentiated U937 cells at 23 °C over 15 days in 2 TCCs each§
As the cells were subjected to no gas exchange during the mission, the usual CO2-buffer 
system of the media was bound to fail. It was therefore necessary to check for alternative 
buffer systems. HEPES was a common buffer system known to work well under low 
temperatures. It was therefore to be investigated if HEPES could prolong cell viability 
under these conditions.
Differentiation was executed acc. to “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides with 
PMA” (in 4 ml with 100 nM PMA for 72 hours). U937 were observed for 15 days at 23 °C 
(RT). The samples were differentiated U937 without HEPES in 2 TCCs (3 slides per TCC), 
with 20 mM HEPES in 2 TCCs (3 slides per TCC) and with 25 mM HEPES in 2 TCCs (3 
slides per TCC). Cells were observed daily.
Task 3.2.8 - SITI-2 activation of the new (teflon bellow) supply units
The change from the balloon to the bellow as supply unit as well as the modifications of 
the melting ring required testing if the new activation system for liquid exchange worked 
reliably. The plunger units were therefore assembled and filled according to protocol 
(compare paragraph “Support structure preparation of the plunger unit of SITI-2” and 
paragraph “Filling of the culture chambers and closing the plunger unit”), the resistance of 
the melting rings was measured and the units were shot as follows. 
Power supply, GSE, multimeter and plunger unit were connected as described in section 
“Activation of supply units in the plunger unit”, see especially fig. 3.9.. The resistance was 
measured (multimeter was switched on, resistance should have been around 11 Ω).
Activation for the 1st liquid exchange (e.g. feeding with fresh media): SU 01, up to 4 times 
if it should not have worked straight away, followed by SU 03, up to 4 times if it should not 
have worked straight away, SU 05, up to 4 times if it should not have worked straight 
away. If it should not have worked, they were tried in row for the fifth time (SU 01 - SU 03 - 
SU 05).
Activation for the 2nd liquid exchange (e.g. fixation): SU 02, up to 4 times if it should not 
have worked straight away, SU 04, up to 4 times if it should not have worked straight 
away, SU 06, up to 4 times if it should not have worked straight away. If it should not have 
worked, they were tried in row for the fifth time (SU 02 - SU 04 - SU 06).
Task 3.3 - The “matching test” - mission preparatorily hardware and biology test in 
Beijing, China
The so-called “matching test” executed at the PITC in Beijing, China, and prepared at the 
Beihang University in Beijing, China, was the first test of hardware and biology together 
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organised by GESSA and the DLR. Task 3.3.1 included the biological planing and parts of 
the organisational planing at site (compare paragraph “Task 3.3.1 - The biological planing 
of the matching test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC” in the 
APPENDICES), while task 3.3.2 was the planing and biological preparation of the 7-day 
test and 20-day test as described in the following.
Task 3.3.2 - The 7-day test and 20-day test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for 
SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC
As depicted in paragraph “Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission”, the biological planing and preparation of the 7-day test 
and 20-day test made up task 3.3.2. These tests of different durations were requested 
from the Chinese side should evaluate if hardware and biology would work together 
smoothly, especially in regards to the complete execution of all experiments in parallel 
inside SIMBOX. The output of these tests would provide information about the feasibility of 
the experiments regarding a shorter (7 days) vs. longer (20 days) mission duration.
The cells were cultured acc. to protocol “Laboratory standard cell culture of U937” and 
differentiated onto makrolon slides acc. to protocol “Differentiation of U937 cells on 
makrolon slides with PMA”. The assembly of the plunger units was performed acc. to 
protocol “Assembly of the plunger unit before an experiment”. The plunger units were 
inserted into the ECs and placed into the SIMBOX for 7 and 20 days, respectively. They 
were shot after a defined time period mimicking the mission scenario, the plunger units 
taken out of the SIMBOX and disassembled by specially trained ASTRIUM personnel. The 
removal of the slides after the tests and further incubations are shown in the following 
table 3.13.. The reaction tubes with the slides in PBS were transported back to EADS 
ASTRIUM, Germany, and then to the UZH, Switzerland, for evaluation.
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Table 3.13. Plunger unit (EUE 15) disassembly after the 7-day and 20-day test.
credit:ASTRIUM
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Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
As described in paragraph “Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission”, task 3.4 consisted of work on the actual space mission. 
The main part of the work was rearing of the cells for the mission and performing previous 
differentiation experiments. 
During the mission, operations in China began on 09/10/2011 at Beihang University and 
the PITC and on 15/10/2011 at JSLC. They ended on 01/11/2014 at JSLC, on 09/11/2011 
at Beihang University and on 18/11/2011 at the PITC.
For the mission, cells were differentiated in 8-well plates as described in paragraph 
“Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides in 8-well plates for the mission”. The flight 
plunger units were assembled by Maria Birlem, ASTRIUM, as specially trained personnel. 
The insertion of the slides is described in paragraph “Insertion of makrolon slides with 
differentiated U937 cells in flight modules for the mission”, for a general illustrated plunger 
unit assembly procedure refer to paragraph “Assembly of the plunger unit before an 
experiment”. The bellows were filled acc. to “Bellow assembly, filling and integration”. 
Bellow 1, 3 and 5 of each EUE were filled with RPMI 1640, 10 % human serum, 1 % 
penicillin / streptomycin (10’000 U/ml), 0.1 % amphotericin (0.25 mg/ml), 1 % glutamine 
(200 mM), 1% PFA and 0.6 % sucrose. Bellow 2, 4 and 6 of each EUE were filled with 
PBS, 1 % penicillin / streptomycin (10’000 U/ml) and 0.1 % amphotericin (0.25 mg/ml). For 
further details, please refer to refer to Paulsen et al., 2013 and Paulsen et al., submitted 
2014. The following paragraphs “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides in 8-well 
plates for the mission”, “Insertion of makrolon slides with differentiated U937 cells in flight 
modules for the mission” and “Biological and statistical post-flight analysis of SITI-2 
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samples from space and ground control” describe the SITI-2 immediate mission 
preparations and the respective evaluation.
Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides in 8-well plates for the mission
Cell differentiation was performed in media with human serum instead of FCS. The human 
serum was always added freshly to the media and only the required amount was prepared. 
Media rests were to be accumulated in empty flasks or 50 ml centrifuge tubes for 
discarding.
Sterile slides were placed into the 8-well plates using tweezers. 8-well plates were labeled 
and cells centrifuged at RT (300 g, 5 min, RT). Supernatant was aspirated by pipetting and 
the cell pellet resuspended in fresh pre-warmed (37 °C) media (1/5 of the original volume 
before centrifugation). Cell count was performed via Trypan blue (compare paragraph 
“Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”): the 
person working under the sterile bench took two separate aliquots which were then 
counted by both persons independently; in case of a variance > 10 % two fresh aliquots 
were taken and counted again. Cells were adjusted to the desired concentration and 
amount of cells, the rest of the cells was taken into culture again. The cell pellet for 
differentiation was to be as dry as possible. It was resuspended in differentiation media at 
a concentration of 0.5 * 106 cells/ml and 1:1000 PMA from a 25 µM stock solution were 
added to the cell suspension (resulting in an overall concentration of 25 nM PMA). 5.5 ml 
were pipetted onto each slide in a well of the 8-well plates. If a slide started swimming it 
was immediately pressed on the bottom of the well using a pipette tip. Waiting for 
approximately 30 sec followed, in order to check for air bubbles which might have occurred 
underneath the slides within 20 sec. In case of air bubbles, the bubbles were removed by 
pressing the slide on the well bottom using a pipette tip. The 8-well plates were incubated 
at 37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity and were not moved for the next three days until 
the differentiation process was completed.
Insertion of makrolon slides with differentiated U937 cells in flight modules for the 
mission
The insertion of the slides was performed by Maria Birlem, ASTRIUM, in a sterile lamina 
flow bench. Two sterile OP tissues were placed in the sterile bench. Maria Birlem was 
wearing OP gloves and kept her hands in the sterile bench at all times. All sterile 
components were to be poured out of their containers onto the sterile OP tissue without 
making any other contact in between. All differentiated slides were checked under the 
microscope. The ones with the most dense and evenly distributed cells and lowest number 
of apoptotic cells visible were chosen: 9 slides were needed for the FMs, 3 slides were 
needed for controls; these were placed in the incubator for the duration of the mission but 
got the same treatment as the flight samples (stopping with media PFA / sucrose on day 5 
and washing with PBS Pen / Strep / AmphotericinB on day 8). The chosen slides were 
carefully pivoted in a tissue culture dish with 6 ml aerated differentiation media and then 
placed into a tissue culture dish with 4 ml aerated differentiation media. Before the 
insertion, a photograph was taken of each slide and it was documented exactly where it 
was placed in the FM (position). Pictures of the slides were to be taken as late as possible 
before the insertion. Controls were photographed and labelled so they could not be mixed 
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up. Again, pictures were to be taken as late as possible before the insertion. Slides were 
placed into the incubator with 5 % CO2, 37 °C, 5 % relative humidity until Maria Birlem was 
ready to insert them in the FMs acc. to section “Filling of the culture chambers and closing 
the plunger unit”.
Biological and statistical post-flight analysis of SITI-2 samples from space and 
ground control
Using the developed water-jet technique, the makrolon slides were cut into 16 T-shaped 
pieces each. Staining was executed individually on each T-shaped piece. Cells were 
stained using CellMask-deep red plasma membrane stain and TUNEL reagent 
(Fluorescein-12-dUTP) in order to distinguish living cells from dead (necrotic / apoptotic) 
cells prior to on-orbit fixation. According to the manufacturers’s protocols, the U937 were 
labeled with different mono- and polyclonal primary antibodies against phagocytosis-
associated molecules: CD36 and CD64; components of the cytoskeleton: actin, vimentin 
and alpha-tubulin; migration- and adhesion-associated surface molecules: CD54, CD18, 
CD11a and CD11b; as well as against cell interaction and antigen presentation-associated 
molecules: MHC-I, MHCII and CD86.
Following a blocking with 1 % (w/v) BSA in PBS for 1 h, the primary antibodies were 
labeled by species specific secondary antibodies with the fluorochromes Alexa-Fluor405 or 
Alexa-Fluor568, at a dilution of 1:1000 in 0.5% (w/v) BSA in PBS. Confocal laser scanning 
microscopy was used to observe the cells. Only the cells which had been alive prior to the 
on-orbit fixation were taken into further analysis. The applicable cells were positive for 
CellMask and negative for TUNEL. Imaris software was utilised for the digital image 
analysis. For statistical analysis, groups containing 200 - 1000 cells were formed. The 
results are shown in box plot-diagrams (compare results section “Scientific SITI-2 results 
flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”). A Wilcoxon-test, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 
0.01, *** = p < 0.001, was applied using Graph Pad Prism 5.
Results of task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 
(SZ-8)
The SZ-8 mission provided many results, not only the scientific biological results, but 
results on the actual mission execution such as the exact times or results on the 
functionality of the hardware as well as of the plunger units, e.g. on the number of 
successful deployments. The results “Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” are therefore split in three main parts. “Mission-related results for 
SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” describes the results from the 
mission, for which no “material and method-part” would be applicable. “Plunger unit 
activation-related results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” 
explains the results from the deployment of the plunger unit, for which there would also be 
no “material and method-part” applicable. “Scientific SITI-2 results flown inside SIMBOX 
on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”, with the two paragraphs “Mac-1 (consisting of CD11b and 
CD18) results obtained from SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” and 
“CD36 and MHC-II results obtained from SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 
(SZ-8)”, describes the results obtained from the biological experiment.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations 
As explained in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project” and 
the material and methods description, the TPLX-A project is subdivided in two main tasks. 
This section of the results presents the results based on the immediate preparation of the 
TPLX-A space experiment (task 1).
The TPLX-A space experiment aimed at investigating the oxidative burst reaction of 
NR8383 rat macrophages during an experiment on the ISS. The macrophages would be 
fed with zymosan, a particle of the yeast cell wall, while being subjected to µg. The 
resulting burst reaction showing the phagocytosis of zymosan would be measured via a 
luminol assay in the presence of HRP as a catalyst. The luminol assay would produce a 
light signal. The more free radicals, the more relative light units would be produced, 
thereby allowing an indirect conclusion regarding the cells’ burst reaction. 
The engulfment of pathogens by macrophages is a crucial first step of the innate immune 
response and is therefore of high interest for scientists investigating the immune 
impairment under microgravity conditions.
Task 1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation and PODF-validation
As already described in the Materials and Methods section, task 1.1 consisted of the 
performance of several TPLX-A SM tests at the University of Zurich to show that biology 
and hardware worked together smoothly and were capable of providing the expected 
results. The FT-GSE and SM are a copy of the hardware used in BLB on the ISS with the 
FT-GSE simulating BLB and the SM simulating the FM. The experiments were performed 
in a SM AEC similar to the AEC used in the FM. The expected results for TPLX-A were 
distinctive burst curves as known from common plate reader measurements. 
In addition, the PODF-validation at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz was accompanied.
During the first runs with the FT-GSE and AEC at the UZH, Switzerland, a disturbed signal 
output (displaying a noise of unclear origin) was observed. These problems with the signal 
output were solved by ASTRIUM. A failure of the g-sorter program could be worked out by 
ASTRIUM and the data were recovered. A commercial connector between the PMT PBCs 
and the central board of the internal frame had become loose and had caused noise within 
the output signal. The problem was already known with ASTRIUM as it had occurred 
previously and had been solvable (usually by cleaning and reconnecting of the connector). 
However, these connectors were not used for the GMs or FMS and were therefore not 
able to cause problems during a following mission.
Summarising, the SM and the biological cell system with NR8383 rat macrophages have 
shown to be able to work together and produce a detectable burst signal. During several 
runs, the PMTs 1, 2 and 4 showed that they were able to clearly detect a signal, even if it 
was very low (around 400 - 500 RLU). The problems with PMT 3 were solved by 
ASTRIUM and identified as described in the paragraph above (compare discussion section 
“Task 1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation and PODF-validation”).
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For more details please refer to the APPENDICES “Task 1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation 
and PODF-validation - Supplementary” and the TRIPLELUX SM Bio-Test Report (Part A), 
2010. 
The PODF-validation was successfully performed. It was the validation of the TPLX-A crew 
and ground Payload Operations Data Files.
NR8383 survival
In space, acc. to the at that time current mission scenario, the viability test could take up to 
120 min with the second cell sample remaining mixed with Trypan blue for 40 min before 
observation. It was therefore crucial to determine the survival rate of NR8383 in Trypan 
blue in order to be able to judge the number of living cells within the experiment in space 
appropriately.
The survival of freshly thawed NR8383 compared to cell culture NR8383 (without freezing 
media) in Trypan blue over time should be monitored. Cells were incubated 1:2 with 
Trypan blue in a cell counting chamber (overall volume 10 µl) over the time period of the 
experiment: 
- experiment 1: 35 - 40 min for cells which had been incubated at 37 °C with 10 % 
(v/v) freezing media for 5.5 h.
- experiment 2: 60 min for cells which had been incubated at 37 °C with 10 % (v/v) 
freezing media for 5 h.
- experiment 3: 120 min for cells which had been incubated at 37 °C with 100 % (v/
v) freezing media for 5 h.
Cells were counted every 5 - 10 min.
A detailed description of the experiments can be found in the APPENDICES, section 
“NR8383 survival - Supplementary”.
Incubation of up to approx. 120 min did not lead to a significant decrease in the 
percentage of living NR8383 cells independent of their previous treatment (freshly thawed 
and incubated in freezing media or directly derived from cell culture). The percentage of 
living cells for the cells taken from the cell culture stayed at approx. 94 - 99 %. The 
percentage of living cells for the freshly thawed cells started at approx. 65 - 69 % and 
decreased minimally to approx. 64 - 68 %.
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Task 1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR
The TPLX-A SVT preparation as task 1.2 consisted of a series of experiments conducted 
at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany, to prepare the upcoming SVT. MUSC provided a 
BLB model accessible for the science team for the first time. Working with this model 
brought some unknown characteristics with it, e.g. the period required for thawing of an 
SCB inside the BGB was unknown and the automated transfers of the BLB automated 
HM-arm had never been tested before. In order to get an insight into those characteristics 
and in order to be prepared for official tests like the SVT, a series of experiments was 
performed on site at MUSC, dissociated from and before any official tests as already 
described for the material and methods “Task 1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT at MUSC, 
DLR”. For a detailed procedure and test execution description please refer to the 
TRIPLELUX-A SVT Preparation Report, 2011. The following section is based on and 
partially quoted from this report. The scientific part of this report had been written by Dana 
M. Simmet (if not stated otherwise).
Task 1.2.1 Layered freezing / thawing of SCBs at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, 
Germany
As freezing/thawing experiments (for an example see results section “NR8383 survival”) 
performed at the UZH, Switzerland, had shown a decrease in viability after the process of 
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation and PODF-validation
• SM and the biological cell system (NR8383 rat macrophages) showed 
to be able to work together and produce a detectable burst signal
• PODF-validation (validation of the TPLX-A crew and ground Payload 
Operations Data Files) was successfully performed at MUSC, DLR, 
Cologne-Porz (30/08/2010 - 03/09/2010)
• cell counting tests with Trypan blue: incubation of up to approx. 120 
min in up to 100% freezing media did not lead to a significant decrease 
in the percentage of living NR8383 cells
• results were independent of the cells’ previous treatment: freshly thawed 
and incubated in freezing media or directly derived from cell culture
• percentage of living cells for the cells taken from the cell culture stayed 
at approx. 94 - 99 %
• percentage of living cells for the freshly thawed cells started at approx. 
65 - 69 % and decreased minimally to approx. 64 - 68 %
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freezing and thawing, ASTRIUM provided the TPLX-A science team with an alternative 
freezing procedure called “the layered freezing”. 
The following experiment series had been performed to test the functionality of this layered 
freezing procedure during the thawing of the SCBs (final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/
ml) regarding the cell viability and burst capability of the thawed NR8383 macrophages.
The experiment was performed three times with differing amounts of liquid withdrawn and 
re-injected in to SCB, different waiting times before the experiment start and different 
positions of incubation for the cells before the sample withdrawal (experiment run 1: 
reaction tube, experiment run 2 and 3: SCBs). The different experiment runs are therefore 
described separately. Experiment run 1 and 2 are depicted in the APPENDICES “Task 
1.2.1 Layered freezing / thawing of SCBs at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany- 
SUPPLEMENTARY”, while experiment run 3 is described in the following. 
The reason for the experiment series to be performed at MUSC was the idea of testing the 
process directly in a real running BGB, as the on ground experiment was to be performed 
in the BLB engineering model as well and therefore, as well as for the experimental 
planning overall, it would have been good to get an impression of the real surroundings 
(e.g. how long it would take for the SCBs to thaw inside the BGB, or how to perform the 
shaking of the SCB as there was not much space inside the BGB). 
Experiment run 3
One SCB (final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml) was thawed acc. to the SCB thawing 
procedure generated by ASTRIUM, compare APPENDICES, with some alterations in the 
amounts of liquid (compare “Experiment run 2” in section “Task 1.2.1 Layered freezing / 
thawing of SCBs at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany”) and thawing environment: 
Thawing was executed for 37 min inside the BGB, plus an extra hour (potential time for 
assembling the AEC and HM-plate, delays etc.) of incubation time. The experiment was 
then continued inside a 37 °C incubator to simulate the BLB incubator (as a higher 
temperature enhanced the cells metabolism and thereby decreased the cells long 
viability).
After the whole thawing process, samples were taken out of the SCB from 41 min - 3 h 11 
min after the extraction from - 80 °C. The results of the cell counts are shown in the 
following diagrams (compare fig. 4.1.). 
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     
Figure 4.1. SCB-count of overall cells per withdrawal over time (original SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 
cells/ml) and calculated cell concentration in cells/ml over time for SCB 102. 
From the red marker onwards, the SCB was incubated at 37 °C. The number of overall cells withdrawn 
showed a variation of about 150 cells, resulting in a calculated concentration varying in between 0.2 * 108 
cells/ml and 0.8 * 108 cells/ml.
As it becomes obvious in figure 4.1., the number of cells withdrawn from SCB 102 ranged 
from about 47 - 204 cells per withdrawal, equaling a calculated concentration of about 0.21 
* 108 cells/ml - 0.92 * 108 cells /ml (SCB-concentration should have been 1 * 108 cells/ml). 
No obvious decrease in the cell number is detectable over time. The following figure 4.2. 
shows the cell viability. 
 
Figure 4.2. clearly shows the drop in cell viability. For SCB 102 the viability dropped from 
about 80 % in the beginning to about 17 % during the last withdrawal after 3 h and 11 min 
after the extraction from the - 80 °C freezer. 
Task 1.2.2 SCB to CB transfer inside the BGB, MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, 
Germany
The aim of the experiment was to investigate whether the transfer from SCB (final SCB-
concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml) to CB (ideal final CB-concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml) worked 
smoothly and a sufficient number of cells would be transferred by the automated HM-arm 
of BLB from the SCB into the CB. It was also to be investigated whether a shaking process 
of the SCB by hand before the insertion of the SCB into the AEC and the withdrawal from 
the SCB would increase the number of withdrawn cells. In addition, as the on ground 
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Figure 4.2. SCB-percentage of living cells over 
time for SCB 102 (original SCB-concentration: 1 
* 108 cells/ml). 
From the red marker onwards, the SCB was 
incubated at 37 °C. An overall decrease in cell 
viability is detectable.
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experiments of the SVT and EST were to be performed at the BLB-facility at MUSC as 
well, the exact facility should get tested. 
As described in the respective material and method section, SCBs were frozen acc. to the 
layered freezing procedure, thawed inside the BGB for 37 min and then integrated into the 
AEC. During the whole thawing process of the SCBs in the BGB, temperatures of the 
septum and the housing of the SCB were measured using an infrared-thermometer over 
the whole time period of 37 min. In experiment run 1, the SCB was not shaken, while in 
experiment run 2, the SCB was shaken, as described in the respective material and 
method part, prior to the insertion into the AEC. Due to this difference, the experiment runs 
are described separately in the APPENDICES, section “Task 1.2.2 SCB to CB transfer 
inside the BGB, MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany - SUPPLEMENTARY”. After the 
assembly of the AEC and integration onto the rotor, samples were withdrawn from the SCB 
and CB over time to monitor the cell number and viability.
After the number of cells withdrawn in experiment run 1 dwindled over time, a 5-times-
mixing instead of the usual 3-times-mixing before the withdrawal of the cells was tried for 
the last time point of run 1. For run 2, an alternating scheme of of 3-times-mixing, 5-times-
mixing, 3-times-mixing, … before each SCB withdrawal was tried.
As main results, an increase in the number of cells withdrawn could be achieved by 
increasing the 3-times-mixing before the withdrawal to a 5-times-mixing, however, this in 
turn seemed to decrease the cell’s viability. In run 1, the 5-times-mixing was able to 
withdraw 1.8 times the cells withdrawn at the first time point (3-times-mixing). The shaking 
prior to the integration into the AEC in run 2 seemed to have a positive influence on the 
overall distribution of the cells as the number of cells withdrawn at time point 1 was more 
than twice as high as the number of cells withdrawn at time point 2, while without the prior 
shaking in experiment run 1, the number of cells was decreasing for the first three 
withdrawals. The cell viability inside the SCB of run 1 increased from the first to the second 
time point and decreased for time point 3 and 4 to approx. to the same level as detected at 
time point 1. Apart from one potential outlier, the cell viability inside the SCB of run 2 
showed a decrease over time. The cell viability inside the CB of run 1 increased from the 
first to the second time point and then decreased for time point 3 to approx. half the level 
detected at time point 1. The cell viability inside the CB of run 2 presented extremely high 
variations, however a trend of an overall decrease was detectable. 
As the stirrers inside the CBs were accidentally set at a speed 16 times higher that the 
mission speed, the results cannot be considered meaningful (please refer to the respective 
discussion section for details). 
The temperatures of housing and septum rose in a very similar curves.
Task 1.2.3 Sedimentation inside the CB, MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany
The purpose of this experiment was to test if the sedimentation occurring on ground inside 
the CB (ideal final CB-concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml) might cause problems (meaning if 
the amount of cells withdrawn would be too low) using a defined cell concentration. This 
was crucial to investigate as even though sedimentation would not play any role during the 
space experiment, it could possibly occur during tests like the SVT or EST on ground and 
might have a significantly negative influence on the experiment and thereby test outcome. 
This experiment was also performed at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany, as the HM-
arm can only be tested inside the BLB facility. 
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A calculated CB-concentration of viable cells (taken directly from the cell culture) was 
inserted into the CB. The stirrer inside the CB should have been adjusted to the mission 
speed (60 rpm). However, it turned out only during the evaluations that the speed had 
been set at a default value of 960 rpm (16 times faster than mission speed). The 
consequences are discussed in “Sedimentation in the CB, MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, 
Germany”. Samples were taken out of the CB for 40 min. The following figure 4.3. shows 
the cell counts from the CB. 
Figure 4.3. shows an decrease from 97 to about 10 withdrawn cells over time, a clear 
negative trend already occurring within the first seven min between withdrawal 1 and 2, 
with the cells dwindling from 97 to 40. Those values equalled a calculated concentration of 
about 2.18 * 106 cells/ml during withdrawal 1 and 0.05 * 106 cells/ml at the end (CB-
concentration should be 5 * 106 cells/ml). The steep drop in the cell number detectable 
right at the beginning equalled a change in cell concentration from 2.18 * 106 cells/ml to 
0.2 * 106 cells/ml within 7 min.
   
Figure 4.3. CB-count of overall cells per withdrawal over time (ideal CB-concentration: 5 * 106 cells/
ml) and calculated cell concentration in cells/ml over time. 
Overall, a clear negative trend in the cells counted (from 97 to about 10 withdrawn cells) was visible over 
time, resulting in a drop of the calculated concentration from about 2.18 * 106 cells/ml to about 0.05 * 106 
cells/ml at the end.
The following figure 4.4. shows the cell viability. 
 
The viability showed a rather constant negative tendency from a starting value of 98 % to 
about 60 % during the second last and 80 % during the last withdrawal. However, the 
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Figure 4.4. CB-percentage of living cells over 
time (ideal CB-concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml). 
The three CB percentage of living cells over time 
displayed a negative tendency from 98 to values 
between about 60 and about 80 percent during the 
last withdrawals. The values for the third last and 
last time points lie about 10 % higher than values for 
the neighbouring last time points.
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second last and last withdrawal were both outliers (about 10 % higher then the rest of the 
values). 
Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT
A SVT preparation test plan was set up together with Dr. A. Horn of ASTRIUM in order to 
prepare the TPLX-A experiment for the SVT. For a detailed procedure and test execution 
description please refer to the TRIPLELUX-A SVT Plan, 2010. The scientific experiments 
and results are described in the report „Triplelux-A Overall Report of the TPLX-A SVT 
preparation - First version“, 2010. The following section is based on and partially quoted 
from this report.
Task 1.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A cell preparation
As described in detail for the material and methods “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to 
the SVT”, paragraph “Task 1.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A cell preparation”, a protocol for the cell 
preparation procedure before the layered-freezing of the SCBs (final SCB-concentration: 1 
* 108 cells/ml) for TPLX-A had to be developed in order to standardise the process and 
thereby provide constant conditions for the cells frozen at different times. The single steps 
of the procedure were optimised in order to minimise and standardise the time line during 
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR
• all experiment runs investigating the layered freezing / thawing of SCBs at 
MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany: 
• after 37 min inside the BGB the cells were definitely thawed 
• SCBs could and should be used straight away in order to dilute the 
DMSO contained in the freezing media as soon as possible
• underlying experiments were a strong indicator that layered freezing of 
the SCBs significantly increased the long viability of the cells 
compared to non-layered-freezing of the SCBs and would therefore 
be more suitable for the TPLX-A project than the non-layered freezing 
of the SCBs
• experiment run 3: 
• cells were first incubated at 21 °C for 37 min plus one additional hour 
and were then transferred to 37 °C, at which they were incubated for 
another two hours in total
• cells showed a viability of > 20 % after one, but not after two hours at 37 
°C
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preparation, e.g. waiting times inside the sterile flow bench, centrifugation times, etc.. The 
amount of cells and the respective amount of culture flasks needed for the freezing of one 
SCB at a time was calculated and times were allocated to each preparatory step. This 
detailed protocol was later on used for the cells in the SVT (please refer to the 
APPENDICES “Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR - SUPPLEMENTARY”). For 
details, also refer to the version which had been sent to the different parties involved in 
TPLX-A included in the APPENDICES.
Task 1.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A minimal cell concentration needed to produce a 
signal
On ground, sedimentation of cells could have possibly resulted in a smaller amount of cells 
transferred from SCB (final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml) to CB (ideal final CB-
concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml), or from CB to MBs (ideal final MB-concentration: 4 * 105 
cells/ml), than planned. It was therefore crucial to investigate the minimal amount of cells 
needed to produce a detectable burst signal. The experiment was divided in two parts as 
described in the following.
Task 1.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: Latest time point possible to get a representative 
sample out of the SCB
The latest time point possible to get a representative sample out of the SCB should be 
determined applying two different concentrations for the SCB in experiment run 1 (SCB-
cylinder with a cell concentration of 5 * 106 cells/ml) and 2 (SCB-cylinder with a cell 
concentration of 0.81 * 108 cells/ml). For the exact sample preparation, please refer to the 
APPENDICES “Task 1.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: Latest time point possible to get a 
representative sample out of the SCB - SUPPLEMENTARY”. 
In general, fig. 4.5 shows that the original concentration showed a negative trend over 
time, even though it showed variations for the concentrations of 5 * 106 cells/ml and even 
higher variations for the concentrations of 0.81 * 108 cells/ml. Within the first 5 to 10 
minutes, a major sedimentation occurred, during which almost all the cells at the 
concentrations of 0.81 * 108 cells/ml and a majority of the cells at the concentrations of 5 * 
106 cells/ml sedimented.
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Figure 4.5. Percentages of living cells over time and numbers of overall cells over time in the SCB-
cylinders (original concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml and 0.81 * 108 cells/ml). 
SCB-cylinder: graduated cylinder simulating the SCB with its filled-in cell suspension. Original concentration: 
5 * 106 cells/ml: cells from cell culture. Sample heights: 5.8 cm. Original concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml: cells 
frozen at this concentration, actual concentration after thawing: 0.81 * 108 cells/ml. Sample heights: sample 
SCB 01: 4.0 ml = 5.3 cm, sample SCB 02: 4.2 ml = 5.7 cm, sample SCB 03: 4.3 ml = 5.7 cm. SCB-cylinder 
percentages of living cells over time - original concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml: The percentage of living cells 
varied in sample SCB 01 and showed a drop after 40 min. A loss in viability of approx. 30 % for sample SCB 
02 and approx. 50 % for sample SCB 03 showed after 40 min.. SCB-cylinder percentages of living cells over 
time - original concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml: The percentage of living cells varied from approx. 18 - 65 % for 
sample SCB 01, from approx. 0 - 80 % for sample SCB 02 and from approx. 5 - 30 % for sample SCB 03. 
SCB-cylinder numbers of overall cells over time - original concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml: The numbers of 
cells dwindled drastically within the first 5 - 20 min and then slowly reached a very low steady state. SCB-
cylinder numbers of overall cells over time - original concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml: The numbers of cells 
dwindled drastically within the first 5 - 10 min and then slowly reached a very low steady state. The 
experiment was performed by Steffi Engeli in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
Task 1.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A minimal amount of cells needed to produce a sufficient 
signal 
As explained in “Task 1.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A minimal cell concentration needed to produce 
a signal”, it would have been possible that only a small amount of cells was transferred 
from SCB (final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml) to CB (ideal final CB-concentration: 5 
* 106 cells/ml), or from CB to MBs (ideal final MB-concentration: 4 * 105 cells/ml), due to 
sedimentation. Therefore the minimal necessary minimal amount of cells needed to 
produce a sufficient burst signal detectable by the PMTs had to be determined.
Cells were tested in the plate reader in different concentrations, starting with the highest 
concentration (C) possible inside the MB: C1 = 4 * 105 cells/ml (assuming all cells had 
original concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml original concentration: 0.81 * 108 cells/ml
SCB-
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tages of 
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been transferred correctly and were viable), followed by C2 = 3 * 105 cells/ml, C3 = 2 * 105 
cells/ml, C4 = 1 * 105 cells/ml, C5 = 0.5 * 105 cells/ml and C6 = 0.25 * 105 cells/ml.
The mean values from the plate reader samples are illustrated in figure 4.6.. The wells A1, 
B1 and C1 were not considered as they did not get enough IFB#2-liquid (not the required 
80 µl due to loss during pipetting). The wells G1-G3 were accidentally only filled with 
media and without IFB#1-fluid and IFB#2-fluid and were therefore not used as blank.
 
Figure 4.6. Mean of all samples measured. 
Sample A: 4 x 105 cells/ml, sample B: 3 x 105 cells/ml, sample C: 2 x 105 cells/ml, sample D: 1 x 105 cells/ml, 
sample E: 0.5 x 105 cells/ml, sample F: 0.25 x 105 cells/ml, sample G: only media (300 µl, without addition of 
chemicals). Each sample had been tested with n = 3 and with 7 * 104 cells/well (except G). The wells A1, B1 
and C1 were not considered as they did not get enough IFB#2-liquid (not the required 80 µl due to loss 
during pipetting). The wells G1-G3 were accidentally only filled with media and without IFB#1-fluid and 
IFB#2-fluid and were therefore not used as blank. All measurements were taken without a blank for 
comparison. The decrease in signal with the decrease in concentration can be seen clearly. Even the lowest 
concentration (sample F: 0.25 x 105 cells/ml) with 1/16th of the original concentration showed a visible burst 
reaction (also compare figure 4.31.). The experiment was performed by Steffi Engeli in collaboration with 
Dana M. Simmet.
Even with the lowest concentration, which was 1/16th of the highest concentration 
possible, the plate reader was able to detect a clear signal (compare fig. 4.6.). The data 
did show a decrease in signal height with a decrease in cell concentration as expected.
A graph presenting the plate reader measurements separately can be found in the 
APPENDICES “Task 1.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A minimal amount of cells needed to produce a 
sufficient signal - SUPPLEMENTARY”.
Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB
It was crucial that the cell transfer from CB (ideal final CB-concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml) 
to the MBs (ideal final MB-concentration: 4 * 105 cells/ml) by the HM arm contained 
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enough cells to produce a signal output during the on-ground tests even though cells could 
sediment. The experimental set-up is described in “Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A 
sedimentation inside the CB” of the material and method section “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A 
tests prior to the SVT”.
An external CB was used to investigate the sedimentation. The experimental runs (1-5) 
differed from each other as they were adjusted to the needs of the experiment along the 
process of investigation. They are therefore described separately in the APPENDICES 
“Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB - SUPPLEMENTARY”. The main 
results are presented in the following.
The mutual component in all runs was the usage of an external CB, filled with cells at CB-
concentration and (partially) incubated the HM plate septum facing upwards, the appliance 
of an external stirrer (at varying speeds) and the taking of samples from the CB (compare 
“Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB” of the material and method 
section “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT” for details). Experiment run 1 
included a dilution from CB to MB-concentration plus respective cell counts and a planned 
plate reader experiment for the cells’ burst capabilities. During experiment run 2 - 5, only 
samples from the CB were counted, without a subsequent dilution to MB-concentration.
The main aims, main results and distinguishing factors of the different experiment runs are 
presented in the following table 4.1..
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Table 4.1. TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB - Overview over experiment runs, main aims 
and results and distinguishing factors. 
exp.: experiment. h: hours. min.: minutes. The experiment was performed by Josefine Biskup in collaboration 
with Dana M. Simmet.
exp. 
run
main aim incuba-
tion time 
(with 
running 
stirrer 
inside 
CB)
stirrer 
speed 
[rpm]
shaking / turning main result
1 number of cells, their 
viability and burst capacity 
after the incubation and 
dilution to MB-
concentration (ideal final 
MB-concentration: 4 * 105 
cells/ml) were to be 
examined after 5 h of 
incubation
5 h 130 - / - cell number too low to proceed acc. 
to the exp. plan: only 0.065 * 106 
cells/ml in the CB-sample after 5 h; 
samples from the MBs contained 
no or two cells (MB 2) in total, no 
plate reader test was executed
2 examined the 
sedimentation processes 
only inside the CB but in 
more detail, including 
different incubation times;
after 3 h, an additional test 
was conducted by shaking 
the CB by hand, 
withdrawing and counting a 
sample
3 h 130 shaking after 3 h / - cell numbers dwindled over time 
white cell pellet became visible on 
the bottom of the CB; 
shaking was able to increase the 
number of cells withdrawn approx. 
3.25 - 6.5 times for the last 
withdrawal
3 document the 
sedimentation inside the 
CB by photography
3 h 130 shaking after pellet 
formation / -
sedimentation was documented 
(pellet formation after 30 - 40 min.);
a simple shaking by hand was able 
to dilute the cell pellet; 
stirrer did not seem to affect the 
sedimentation in this experimental 
set-up
4 investigate whether a 
higher stirrer speed would 
suffice to keep the cells in 
suspension and prevent 
pellet formation;
(frozen NR8383 cells)
40 min. 180 samples were taken 
> CB was shaken as 
a control before 
another sample was 
taken and cell counts 
were to be repeated / 
-
shaking increased the number of 
cells in both sequences of taking 
samples;
first experiment run 4: more or less 
dense cell pellet, second 
experiment run 4: no cell 
accumulation / no cell pellet
5 examine whether a simple 
rotation of the CB, septum 
facing downwards for 10 
min. before the cell 
withdrawal, would be able 
to dilute the cells;
(frozen NR8383 cells)
40 min. 180 shaking as a control 
after the withdrawal 
following the turning / 
turning: septum 
facing downwards for 
10 min before cell 
withdrawal 
shaking had no distinct influence on 
the number of cells withdrawn
130 shaking had no distinct influence on 
the number of cells withdrawn;
no accumulation / cell pellet visible;
chosen for the SVT
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Task 1.3.4 - TRIPLELUX-A layered freezing
The layered freezing was tested acc. to its influence on the cells over a longer storage 
period at - 80 °C. Such a longer period could be applied on the ISS and had therefore to 
be tested in advance. For details, please refer to “Task 1.3.4 - TRIPLELUX-A layered 
freezing”, in the material and methods description “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to 
the SVT”. This experiment was to be performed with the exact cells used for the SVT. 
Several samples were frozen in layered configuration (in SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/
ml) acc. to the cell preparation procedure (same concentration and time line but less 
volume) described in the previous paragraph “Task 1.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A cell preparation”. 
They were to be thawed at 37 °C, incubated for 37 min and subsequently tested for 
viability and burst capacity in the plate reader over a period of 3 h. Tests were to be 
executed with n = 3 once before the SVT and in the following with n = 3 every month for at 
least six following month. Tests were performed acc. to the exact time line of freezing and 
thawing for the space experiment.
However, the following optimisation of the freezing process led to different cell 
concentrations and media components to be used for the space experiment (compare 
materials and methods description “Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing 
protocol” and results description “Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing 
protocol”) rendering the experiment inapplicable and it was not pursuit further than the 
thawing. 
Task 1.3.5 - TRIPLELUX-A chemical decay over time
Due to changes in mission requirements, the stability of the chemicals luminol, zymosan 
and HRP needed to be tested over time (compare “Task 1.3.5 - TRIPLELUX-A chemical 
decay over time” in the material and methods description “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests 
prior to the SVT”). The at that point in time current mission flow required incubation times 
longer than the 4 hours maximum incubation period at 37 °C stated in the ESR.
Task 1.3.5.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: stability of luminol, zymonsan and HRP after a 0 - 8 h 
incubation at 37 °C 
At first, only a time period of 8 h was requested to be tested by the other parties involved 
in the TPLX-A space project. Chemicals were incubated at 37 °C. Four parallel tests in the 
plate reader were performed every 60 min for 8 h, with always one chemical incubated at 
37 °C, the other substances used freshly plus one sample with all chemicals used freshly. 
The starting point of incubation at 37 °C was referred to as “T0”. The experiment was 
executed acc. to “Task 1.3.5 - TRIPLELUX-A chemical decay over time” in the material and 
methods description “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT”.
The following fig. 4.7. shows the results from the plate reader tests using zymosan which 
had been incubated at 37 °C for the stated number of hours prior to the experiment.
The direct values for the max. burst intensity of zymosan varied from roughly 4’100 RLU to 
8’800 RLU, however they did not follow a clear trend (e.g. showing a negative tendency 
related to proceeding time). Normalised to the experiments with all reagents used freshly, 
the variation was only between 98 and 129 RLU. The values are displayed in table 4.2.. All 
experiments showed a clear burst curve.
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Figure 4.7. Kinetic measurements of oxidative burst reaction using zymosan which had been 
incubated at 37 °C for the indicated times before the assay was started. 
Reactions were performed 5-fold. The 5 curves in each diagram represent these 5 measurements. All 
experiments showed a clear burst curve. The max. burst intensity (peak of curves) varied from 4’100 - 8’800 
RLU. No negative tendency related to proceeding time was visible. Experiments performed by Svantje 
Tauber in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
The following fig. 4.8. shows the results from the plate reader tests using luminol which 
had been incubated at 37 °C for the stated number of hours prior to the experiment. 
hours burst curve [RLU] hours burst curve [RLU]
1 5
2 6
3 7
4 8
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Figure 4.8. Kinetic measurements of oxidative burst reaction using luminol which was incubated at 
37 °C for the indicated times before the assay was started. 
Reactions were performed 5-fold. The 5 curves in each diagram represent these 5 measurements. All 
experiments showed a clear burst curve. The max. burst intensity (peak of curves) varied from 2’400 - 8’000 
RLU. No negative tendency related to proceeding time was visible. Experiments performed by Svantje 
Tauber in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
The direct values for the max. burst intensity of luminol varied from roughly 2’400 RLU to 
8’000 RLU, however they did not follow a clear trend (e.g. showing a negative tendency 
related to proceeding time). Normalised to the experiments with all reagents used freshly, 
the variation was only between 57 and 125 RLU. The values are displayed in table 4.2.. All 
experiments show a clear burst curve.
hours burst curve [RLU] hours burst curve [RLU]
1 5
2 6
3 7
4 8
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The following fig. 4.9. shows the results from the plate reader tests using peroxidase which 
had been incubated at 37 °C for the stated number of hours prior to the experiment. 
Figure 4.9. Kinetic measurements of oxidative burst reaction using peroxidase which was incubated 
at 37 °C for the indicated times before the assay was started. 
Reactions were performed 5-fold. The 5 curves in each diagram represent these 5 measurements. All 
experiments showed a clear burst curve. The max. burst intensity (peak of curves) varied from 3’500 - 6’500 
RLU. No negative tendency related to proceeding time was visible. Experiments performed by Svantje 
Tauber in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
hours burst curve [RLU] hours burst curve [RLU]
1 5
2 6
3 7
4 8
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The direct values for the max. burst intensity of peroxidase varied from roughly 3’500 RLU 
to 6’500 RLU, however they did not follow a clear trend (e.g. showing a negative tendency 
related to proceeding time). Normalised to the experiments with all reagents used freshly, 
the variation was only between 91 and 123 RLU. The values are displayed in table 4.2.. All 
experiments show a clear burst curve.
The direct values for the max. burst intensity of all reagents use freshly varied from roughly 
3’500 RLU to 6’800 RLU, however they did not follow a clear trend (e.g. showing a 
negative tendency related to proceeding time). The values are displayed in table 4.2.. All 
experiments show a clear burst curve.
Table 4.2. Luminescence intensity at the maximum of the reactions, resulting from the diagrams in 
figures 4.36. - 4.39.. 
A: luminescence in relative light units (RLU). B: luminescence normalised to “all fresh” reactions at the same 
time point. 37 °C zymosan: zymosan incubated at 37 °C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C luminol: luminol 
incubated at 37 °C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C peroxidase: peroxide incubated at 37 °C prior to the 
plate reader run. all fresh: all reagents (zymosan, luminol, peroxidase) prepared freshly prior to the plate 
reader run. h: hours. Experiments performed by Svantje Tauber in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
Table 4.2. displays variations of up to 50 % within a single chemical, however, as already 
mentioned above, no clear trend pointing to a lower luminescence intensity after the 37 
°C-incubation of any of the reagents was detectable.
Fig. 4.10. shows the results from the plate reader tests using all reagents freshly w/o a 
prior incubation at 37 °C.
A 1 h 2 h 3 h 4 h 5 h 6 h 7 h 8 h
37 °C zymosan 5300 5000 4400 4100 4300 8800 7500 6800
37 °C luminol 4300 5000 4000 2400 3500 8000 6200 5000
37 °C peroxidase 5000 4900 3500 4000 3700 6200 6500 6200
all fresh 4900 4000 3500 4200 3800 6800 6500 6500
B 1 h 2 h 3 h 4 h 5 h 6 h 7 h 8 h
37 °C zymosan 108 125 126 98 113 129 115 105
37 °C luminol 88 125 114 57 92 118 95 77
37 °C peroxidase 102 123 100 95 97 91 100 95
all fresh 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Figure 4.10. Kinetic measurements of oxidative burst reaction using all fresh reagents. 
Reactions were performed 5-fold. The 5 curves in each diagram represent these 5 measurements. All 
experiments showed a clear burst curve. The max. burst intensity (peak of curves) varied from 3’500 - 6’800 
RLU. No negative tendency related to proceeding time was visible. Experiments performed by Svantje 
Tauber in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
The following fig. 4.11. visualises the results from the plate reader tests shown in table 
4.2.. Zymosan, luminol and peroxidase incubated at 37 °C prior to the experiment were 
compared to all reagents used freshly in the experiment, all experiments performed over a 
time period of 8 hours as hourly measurements. 
hours burst curve [RLU] hours burst curve [RLU]
1 5
2 6
3 7
4 8
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 
Task 1.3.5.2 - TRIPLELUX-A: stability of luminol, zymonsan and HRP after a 8 - 12 
h incubation at 37 °C 
In a second step, a time period of 12 hours was requested to be investigated by the other 
parties involved in the TPLX-A project due to mission constraints. 
Chemicals were incubated at 37 °C. Four parallel tests in the plate reader were performed 
every 60 min for 8 h, with always one chemical incubated at 37 °C, the other substances 
used freshly plus one sample with all chemicals used freshly. The starting point of 
incubation at 37 °C was referred to as “T0”. The experiment was executed acc. to “Task 
1.3.5 - TRIPLELUX-A chemical decay over time” in the material and methods description 
“Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT”.
The following fig. 4.12. shows the results from the plate reader tests using zymosan, 
luminol or peroxidase which had been incubated at 37 °C for the stated number of hours 
prior to the experiment in comparison to all reagents prepared freshly over all 4 time 
points.
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Figure 4.11. Luminescence activity (in 
percent of “all fresh”) of the different 
chemicals at the respective time points, 
representing the peaks of their burst 
curves (maximum burst height).
37 °C zymosan: zymosan incubated at 37 
°C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C 
luminol: luminol incubated at 37 °C prior to 
the plate reader run. 37 °C peroxidase: 
peroxide incubated at 37 °C prior to the 
plate reader run. all fresh: all reagents 
(zymosan, luminol, peroxidase) prepared 
freshly prior to the plate reader run. Values 
are normalised to “all fresh” reactions at 
the same time point. No negative tendency 
related to proceeding time was visible. 
Experiments performed by Svantje Tauber 
in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
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Figure 4.12. Kinetic measurements of oxidative burst reaction using zymosan, luminol and 
peroxidase which were incubated at 37 °C for the indicated times [h] before the assay was started. 
37 °C zymosan: zymosan incubated at 37 °C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C luminol: luminol incubated 
at 37 °C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C peroxidase: peroxide incubated at 37 °C prior to the plate reader 
run. all fresh: all reagents (zymosan, luminol, peroxidase) prepared freshly prior to the plate reader run. 
Reactions were performed 5-fold. The 5 curves in each diagram represent these 5 measurements. All 
experiments showed a clear burst curve. The max. burst intensity (peak of curves) for zymosan varied from 
26’000 - 50’000 RLU. The max. burst intensity (peak of curves) for luminol varied from 25’000 - 40’000 RLU. 
The max. burst intensity (peak of curves) for peroxidase varied from 26’000 - 44’000 RLU. The max. burst 
intensity (peak of curves) for all reagents prepared freshly varied from 26’000 - 45’000 RLU. No negative 
tendency related to proceeding time was visible for any sample type. Experiment performed by Svantje 
Tauber in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
All plate reader outputs showed a clear burst curve. In the reactions with zymosan 
incubated at 37 °C, the maximum of the light intensity appeared earlier at all tested time-
points, and there was another small peak even before the maximum (compare figure 
4.12.).
The direct values for the max. burst intensity of zymosan varied from roughly 26’000 RLU 
to 50’000 RLU, however they did not follow a clear trend (e.g. showing a negative 
tendency related to proceeding time). Normalised to the experiments with all reagents 
used freshly, the variation was only between 100 and 125 RLU. The direct values for the 
max. burst intensity of luminol varied from roughly 25’000 RLU to 40’000 RLU, and also 
did not follow a clear trend. Normalised to the experiments with all reagents used freshly, 
the variation was only between 98 and 106 RLU. The direct values for the max. burst 
h 37 °C zymosan 37 °C luminol 37 °C peroxidase all reagents fresh
8
9
10
11
12
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intensity of peroxidase varied from roughly 26’000 RLU to 44’000 RLU, also not following a 
clear trend. Normalised to the experiments with all reagents used freshly, the variation was 
only between 96 and 114 RLU. The direct values for the max. burst intensity of all reagents 
use freshly varied from roughly 26’000 RLU to 45’000 RLU and also did not follow a clear 
trend. The values are displayed in table 4.3..
Table 4.3. Luminescence intensity at the maximum of the reactions, resulting from the diagrams in 
figure 4.12.. 
A: luminescence in relative light units (RLU). B: luminescence normalised to “all fresh” reactions at the same 
time point. 37 °C zymosan: zymosan incubated at 37 °C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C luminol: luminol 
incubated at 37 °C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C peroxidase: peroxide incubated at 37 °C prior to the 
plate reader run. all fresh: all reagents (zymosan, luminol, peroxidase) prepared freshly prior to the plate 
reader run. h: hours. Experiments performed by Svantje Tauber in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
Table 4.3. reveals variations of up to 25 % within a single chemical, however, as already 
mentioned above, no clear trend pointing to a lower luminescence intensity after the 37 
°C-incubation of any of the reagents was detectable.
 
Fig. 4.13. visualises the results from the plate reader tests shown in table 4.3.. Zymosan, 
luminol and peroxidase incubated at 37 °C prior to the experiment are compared to all 
reagents used freshly in the experiment, all experiments performed over a time period 
from 8 to 12 hours as hourly measurements.
In a third step, a time period of at least 24 hours was necessary to be examined due to 
current mission constraints. 
An additional plate reader test was performed after 36 hours of incubation time for the 
chemicals in the same way as the ones for the other TPs described above or in “Task 1.3.5 
A 8 h 9 h 10 h 11 h 12 h
37 °C zymosan 26000 45000 50000 40000 39000
37 °C luminol 25000 40000 40000 37000 35000
37 °C peroxidase 26000 43000 44000 40000 37000
all fresh 26000 45000 40000 35000 36000
B 8 h 9 h 10 h 11 h 12 h
37 °C zymosan 100 100 125 114 108
37 °C luminol 96 89 100 106 97
37 °C peroxidase 100 96 110 114 103
all fresh 100 100 100 100 100
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Figure 4.13. Luminescence intensity of 
the d i f f e ren t chemica ls a t the 
respective time points representing the 
peaks of their burst curves.
37 °C zymosan: zymosan incubated at 37 
°C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C 
luminol: luminol incubated at 37 °C prior to 
the plate reader run. 37 °C peroxidase: 
peroxide incubated at 37 °C prior to the 
plate reader run. all fresh: all reagents 
(zymosan, luminol, peroxidase) prepared 
freshly prior to the plate reader run. Values 
are normalised to “all fresh” reactions at 
the same time point. No negative tendency 
related to proceeding time was visible. 
Experiments performed by Svantje Tauber 
in collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
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- TRIPLELUX-A chemical decay over time” in the material and methods description “Task 
1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT”, comparing the single chemical previously 
incubated at 37 °C to all chemicals prepared freshly.
Fig. 4.14. shows the results from the plate reader test using zymosan, luminol or 
peroxidase which had been incubated at 37 °C for 36 hours prior to the experiment in 
comparison to all reagents prepared freshly.
Figure 4.14. shows that the reactions with 37 °C-incubated luminol, peroxidase or 
zymosan did not differ in their maximum light intensity from the reactions in which all 
reagents were prepared freshly. All max. burst heights were approx. 14’000 RLU. 
Therefore, this single experiment showed that the chemicals did not loose their capacity 
for the performance of an oxidative-burst-assay within 36 hours of incubation at 37 °C.
Figure 4.14. Kinetic measurements of oxidative burst reaction using zymosan, luminol and 
peroxidase which were incubated at 37 °C for 36 hours (h). 
37 °C zymosan: zymosan incubated at 37 °C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C luminol: luminol incubated 
at 37 °C prior to the plate reader run. 37 °C peroxidase: peroxide incubated at 37 °C prior to the plate reader 
run. all fresh: all reagents (zymosan, luminol, peroxidase) prepared freshly prior to the plate reader run. 
Reactions were performed 5-fold. The 5 curves in each diagram represent these 5 measurements. All 
experiments showed a clear burst curve. All curvets showed a max. burst height of approx. 14’000 RLU. No 
negative tendency in max. burst height was visible in any sample type with a chemical previously incubated 
at 37 °C for 36 h compared to all chemicals prepared freshly. Experiment performed by Svantje Tauber in 
collaboration with Dana M. Simmet.
Task 1.3.6 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation of the SVT SCBs
Task 1.3.6 was the preparation of the actual SCBs (final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/
ml) for the SVT. Cells were to be prepared acc. to the preparation procedure (compare 
section “Task 1.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A cell preparation”, material and method description 
“Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT”) and frozen acc. to the layered freezing 
procedure (TRIPLELUX Payload and GSE Operations Manual, 2010-1).
37 °C
zy-
mo-
san
37 °C 
per-
oxi-
dase
37 °C 
lumi-
nol
all 
fresh
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On the day of freezing, a viability test and plate reader tests were to be performed along 
with the freezing process in order to check the cells status regarding viability and burst 
capacity. Apart from the two (QM) SVT SCBs, a third (SM) SCB was to be frozen in 
parallel with the same batch of cells in order to be thawed and tested in the plate reader 
before the SVT.
Due to time constraints resulting from the mission given time schedule determining the 
already set and upcoming SVT date, it was decided by all parties involved in the TPLX-A 
project that this experiment should not be performed and cells would be used directly for 
the SVT and tested at MUSC site, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany (please refer to the 
results description “Task 1.4 - The Science Verification Test (SVT)” for details) instead of 
delaying the SVT.
Task 1.3.7 - TRIPLELUX-A test of biocompatibility of the new BLB syringe 
plungers
New plungers with the silicon ELASTOSIL LR 3066 were applied for the BLB syringes and 
had therefore to be tested regarding their biocompatibility. The experiment was conducted 
as described in “Task 1.3.7 - TRIPLELUX-A test of biocompatibility of the new BLB syringe 
plungers” of the material and methods description “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to 
the SVT”. Two groups of cells were incubated at 37 °C in tissue culture dishes for 2 days. 
Group 1 was incubated with a plunger sample, group 2 without a plunger sample as 
control. After the incubation, the cell viability of the samples was compared. Table 4.4. 
shows the results.
Table 4.4. Overview over biocompatibility test results. 
The cells which had been incubated with the plunger showed a viability 11.08 % higher than the control cells.
The experiment was successfully completed as the success criteria, the difference in cell 
viability of the sample being < 20 % compared to the control viability was fulfilled. The 
sample incubated with the plunger actually revealed a cell viability 11.08 % higher than the 
control viability as shown in figure 4.15..
cell viability [%] after incubation difference in mean in cell viability [%]
tissue culture dish 74.67 %
75.38 %
91.04 %                            mean: 80.37 %
- 11.08%
tissue culture dish 
with plunger sample
97.37 %
84.21 %
92.73 %                            mean: 91.44 %
+ 11.08 %
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 
The comparison of the means shows that the new plunger material exerts no negative 
influence on the cells and the cultivation inside the tissue culture dishes also had no 
negative influence ale the cell culture control (standard laboratory flask inside the same 
incubator for 2 days) did not provide a higher viability than sample and control mean. Apart 
from the viability of the cells, the actual number was also investigated in order to see if the 
plungers would exert any influence on the number of cells (compare figure 4.16.).
 
As figure 4.16. shows, the incubation with the plunger sample of the new BLB-syringe 
does not have an influence on the number of cells at all as sample and control mean 
provided exactly the same number of cells counted. The number of cells incubated user 
normal cell culture conditions inside a flask was almost twice as high compared to sample 
and control mean. This result needs to be interpreted with caution though, as only one cell 
culture flask was used as control.
Task 1.3.8 - TRIPLELUX-A cell stock selection
As explained in the respective material and method section, the loss of the ability to burst 
over time with increasing passage number and age of the cells made a constant control a 
necessary laboratory routine. Figure 4.17. presents an example of such a control 
measurement. For details, please refer to the detailed description in the APPENDICES 
“Task 1.3.8 - TRIPLELUX-A cell stock selection - SUPPLEMENTARY”.
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Figure 4.15. Mean percentage of living NR8383 in 
sample, control and cell culture (laboratory 
control) after the incubation with BLB-syringe 
plungers.
The cell viability with the plunger samples was 11.08 
% higher than the control viability (each bar showing 
the mean n = 3). The cell culture was only an n = 1 
and observed for comparison. The cell culture was 
performed in a standard flask and not inside a tissue 
culture dish inside the same incubator.
Figure 4.16. Mean of number of overall cells 
counted for control (n = 3), sample (n = 3) and 
cell culture (n = 1). 
The cell culture was only observed for comparison. 
The cell culture was performed in a standard flask 
and not inside a tissue culture dish inside the same 
incubator.
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__________________________________________________________________
All experiments described so far were performed with the following 
former concentrations: 
SCB: 1 * 108 cells/ml, CB: 5 * 106 cells/ml, MB: 4 * 105 cells/ml. 
__________________________________________________________________
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Figure 4.17. Mean luminescence 
intensity with error bars of all four 
NR8383 batches (KH3, no. 1 in 
circle, ATCC and EH1) at different 
time points of the reaction. 
The measured values were taken in 5-
minute-intervals. The blank has been 
subtracted from all values. Names of 
the cell batches were laboratory intern 
and only used for discrimination of the 
stocks from the same cell line. “EH1” 
were classified as “extremely well” with 
a burst maximum of > 10’000 RLU 
(26’584 RLU), “ATCC” were classified 
as “very good” with a burst maximum 
of > 5’000 RLU (8’098 RLU), “Nr. 1” 
were classified “good” with a burst 
maximum of > 1’000 RLU (3’200 RLU) 
and “KH3” were classified “bad / 
insufficient” for a burst maximum < 
1’000 RLU (850 RLU). Experiment 
performed by Eva Hürlimann in 
cooperation with Dana M. Simmet.
TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT
• all tests were either completed successfully or postponed due to mission 
time constraints
• a protocol for the cell preparation procedure before the layered-freezing of 
the SCBs (final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml) for TPLX-A was 
established successfully and validated when used for the cell preparation for 
the SVT 
• the minimal amount of cells needed to produce a detectable signal 
within the plate reader showed to be one 16th of the highest possible 
MB concentration (equalling the lowest concentration tested)
• NR8383 cells showed to sediment within 5 - 10 min (depending on the 
concentration) when simulating a CB / SCB resting with the septum facing 
upwards
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Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR
As described in the material and method paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A 
project”, the SVT as task 1.4 was an important milestone in the process of the TPLX-A 
project. It provided the first change to test the biology in the actual hardware, the BLB 
engineering model, including the HM and the BGB. The BLB engineering model stood at 
MUSC site, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany. The SVT aimed at verifying the current 
experiment scenario for the ESR and mission later on as required by ESA. A detailed 
description of the SVT as well as a summary of the main results can be found in the 
APPENDICES “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project - SUPPLEMENTARY”. 
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS (continued):
Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT
• experiment series on sedimentation inside the CB:
• clearly showed that the stirrer running at its normal speed of 130 rpm 
was not able to keep the cells distributed equally when the septum was 
facing upwards (basically impossible to withdraw any cells after an 
incubation period of 5 h)
• experiment run 2: 
• a simple shaking of the CB by hand was able to dilute the cells 
again after a pellet had formed
• procedure with 130 rpm external stirrer speed and rotating the CB 
with the septum facing downwards for 10 min before the cell 
withdrawal as tested in experiment run 5 was chosen for the SVT
• layered-freezing technique was replaced by the non-layered freezing 
technique
• test series on chemical decay showed that no loss in science was to be 
expected for an incubation of the chemicals at 37 °C for up to 36 h prior 
to the experiment
• plunger material of new BLB syringes showed to be biocompatible regarding 
the TPLX-A experiment
• experiments investigating the incubation inside the CB:
• results not meaningful as the stirrer accidentally ran at 960 rpm (16 
times faster than mission speed)
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Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol
After it had been proven during the SVT that the current layered-freezing procedure was 
unsuitable for the NR8383 rat macrophages as they were unable to produce an oxidative 
burst signal afterwards, the TPLX-A science team investigated the freezing procedure in 
order to optimise it as described in this following section.
The following section is based on and partially quoted from the report “TRIPLELUX-A 
Determination of the optimal SCB freezing conditions for NR8383, SCB-Freezing and 
Thawing Experiments at the University of Zurich”, 2011. The experimental methods are 
summarised at the beginning of each following paragraph.
A series of three experiments was performed to define the best freezing media (see “Task 
1.5.1 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing media”), the best freezing concentration 
(see “Task 1.5.2 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing concentration”) and the best 
freezing method, layered or non-layered (see “Task 1.5.3 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of 
the freezing procedure, comparison of the layered vs. the non-layered freezing procedure”) 
for the NR8383 rat macrophage SCBs for the TPLX-A experiment. The final freezing 
conditions of choice are stated in “TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS: Task 1.5 - 
TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol”.
Task 1.5.1 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing media
In order to obtain the ideal freezing media, the former media was compared to a media 
with the same composition only containing 5 % DMSO instead of the former 9 % and to 
another freezing media composition recommended by ATCC (the distributor of the cell line) 
just recently. 
Three biological replicates per media composition were frozen in SCB-concentration (1 * 
108 cells/ml) and then thawed and tested the following day regarding their cell viability and 
burst capabilities 2 hours and 20 hours after the thawing.
The following figure 4.18. shows the cell loss which occurred during the freezing process 
for the three different freezing media. The previous freezing media (a) contained RPMI 
1640, 15 % (v/v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES, 1 % (v/v) ME and 9 % (v/v) DMSO. The previous 
freezing media with reduced DMSO (b) consisted of RPMI 1640, 15 % (v/v) FCS, 20 mM 
HEPES, 1 % (v/v) ME and 5 % (v/v) DMSO. The media recommended by ATCC with 
HEPES instead of sodium bicarbonate (c) was made up of Hams F12K (Biochrom FG0815 
with stable glutamine), 15 % (v/v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES and 5 % (v/v) DMSO.
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The lowest loss of cells occurred with media c (compare fig. 4.18.), the ATCC 
recommended freezing media consisting of Hams F12K (Biochrom FG0815 with stable 
glutamine), 15 % (v/v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES and 5 % (v/v) DMSO.
Figure 4.19. shows the viability test with the three different freezing media, straight after 
the thawing and 20 hours after the thawing.
 
With 100 % viability for media c, the ATCC-recommended freezing media displayed the 
highest viability straight after the thawing as well as 20 hours after the thawing.
Due to the results presenting the smallest loss of cells plus highest cell viability after the 
freezing process using media c (compare fig. 4.18. and 4.19.), this media recommended 
by ATCC lately was chosen to be the freezing media of choice from now on in that TPLX-A 
project.
Task 1.5.2 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing concentration
The best concentration of cells was investigated for both freezing methods (layered and 
non-layered freezing) by comparing the concentration of cells used so far (100 * 106 cells/
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Figure 4.18. Cell loss occurring for media a, b 
and c after 2 hours and 20 hours.
a: previous freezing media (RPMI 1640, 15 % (v/v) 
FCS, 20 mM HEPES, 1 % (v/v) ME and 9 % (v/v) 
DMSO). b: freezing media with reduced DMSO 
(RPMI 1640, 15 % (v/v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES, 1 % 
(v/v) ME and 5 % (v/v) DMSO). c: ATCC-
recommended freezing media (Hams F12K 
(Biochrom FG0815 with stable glutamine), 15 % (v/
v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES and 5 % (v/v) DMSO). 1: 
first sample with the respective freezing media. 2: 
second sample with the respective freezing media. 
Cells had been frozen at a concentration of 1 *108 
cells/ml. Media c showed the lowest cell loss.
Figure 4.19. Viability test for media a, b and c 
straight after the thawing and 20 hours after the 
thawing.
a: previous freezing media (RPMI 1640, 15 % (v/v) 
FCS, 20 mM HEPES, 1 % (v/v) ME and 9 % (v/v) 
DMSO). b: freezing media with reduced DMSO 
(RPMI 1640, 15 % (v/v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES, 1 % 
(v/v) ME and 5 % (v/v) DMSO). c: ATCC-
recommended freezing media (Hams F12K 
(Biochrom FG0815 with stable glutamine), 15 % (v/
v) FCS, 20 mM HEPES and 5 % (v/v) DMSO). 1: 
first sample with the respective freezing media. 2: 
second sample with the respective freezing media. 
Cells had been frozen at a concentration of 1 *108 
cells/ml. Media c showed a viability of 100 %.
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ml) to 1/2 of this concentration (50 * 106 cells/ml) and 1/8 of the former concentration (12.5 
* 106 cells /ml). 
Two samples of 160 µl per cryovial were frozen per concentration (12.5 * 106 cells/ml / 50 * 
106 cells/ml / 100 * 106 cells/ml) and freezing method (layered / non-layered). They were 
later on thawed and tested regarding their viability and burst capabilities.
The following figure 4.20. provides information about the percentage of loss of cells with 
three different freezing concentrations (c1: 12.5 * 106 cells/ml; c2: 50 * 106 cells/ml; c3: 100 
* 106 cells/ml) in layered and non-layered freezing configuration.
The lowest percentage of loss and therewith best concentration were 50 * 106 cells/ml for 
non-layered (62.5 and 41.25 % for the two samples) and 12.5 * 106 cells/ml for layered 
freezing (52 and 60 % for the two samples) as shown in fig. 4.20..
 
Apart from the viability, the cells’ burst capabilities after the thawing was investigated and 
compared between the three different concentrations and two freezing methods as shown 
in fig. 4.21..
The layered freezing, though showing worse results compared to non-layered freezing for 
the viability, clearly depicted a higher signal in the burst output for all three concentrations 
(compare fig. 4.21.). With the non-layered freezing, a clear relationship between 
concentration and signal output could be seen.
The signal for 100 * 106 cells/ml of the layered configuration are very high (48’000 and 
50’000 RLU) compared to the other samples.
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Figure 4.20. Percentage of loss of cells from 
freezing in three different concentrations either 
according to the non-layered freezing or 
according to the layered freezing method.
NLF: non-layered freezing. LF: layered freezing. c1: 
12.5 * 106 cells/ml. c2: 50 * 106 cells/ml. c3: 100 * 
106 cells/ml. a: the first sample of the respective 
concentration. b: the second sample of the 
respective concentration. The lowest percentage of 
loss for non-layered freezing occurred with 50 * 106 
cells/ml (c2a / c2b). The lowest percentage of loss 
for layered freezing occurred with 12.5 * 106 cells/ml 
(c1a / c1b).
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As visible in fig. 4.21., the concentrations which had previously been presenting the best 
results for the cells’ viability (50 * 106 cells/ml for non-layered and 12.5 * 106 cells/ml for 
layered freezing) exhibited max. burst heights which were clearly detectable in the plate 
reader (approx. 12’000 - 13’000 RLU for 50 * 106 cells/ml, non-layered freezing and 28’000 
- 30’00 RLU for 12.5 * 106 cells/ml, layered freezing).
Task 1.5.3 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing procedure, comparison of 
the layered vs. the non-layered freezing procedure
The two freezing methods were tested for their ability to withstand the thawing according 
to the space time line. The one better suitable should be chosen according to the cells’ 
viability and ability to burst. 
Two samples of the layered (optimal concentration: 12.5 * 106 cells/ml) and two samples of 
the non-layered (optimal concentration: 50 * 106 cells/ml) freezing method were frozen and 
later on thawed according to the space time line. They were diluted to CB- and MB-
concentration acc. to the space time line. Along the time line, samples were taken from the 
SCB-concentration, CB- and MB-dilutions and examined in 5 measurements regarding 
their viability and burst capabilities at five time points as presented in table 4.5.. 
Table 4.5. Overview over time points, measurements total and actual time.
Every measurement represents a viability assessment as well as a burst assay performed in the plate 
reader. Data regarding the SCB are marked in brown. Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data 
regarding the CB are marked blue. Data regarding the MB are marked red.
Table 4.6. presents an overview regarding the number of cells, volumes and dilutions 
implemented.
compartment
time 
[min / hours] temperature measurement
total time 
[min] actual time
SCB 37 min ambient 1 37 10:30 o'clock
CB 1 h 37 °C 2 97 11:30 o'clock
MB 1 h 37 °C 3 157 12:30 o'clock
  2 h 37 °C 4 217 14:10 o'clock
  3 h 37 °C 5 277 15:25 o'clock
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Figure 4.21. NR8383 max. burst height 3 hours 
a f t e r t h e t h a w i n g f o r t h r e e d i f f e r e n t 
concentrations either according to the non-
layered freezing or according to the layered 
freezing method.
NLF: non-layered freezing. LF: layered freezing. c1: 
12.5 * 106 cells/ml. c2: 50 * 106 cells/ml. c3: 100 * 106 
cells/ml. a: the first sample of the respective 
concentration. b: the second sample of the respective 
concentration. Within the non-layered freezing, a 
clear relationship between concentration and signal 
output is visible. The layered freezing clearly showed 
a higher signal in the burst output for all three 
concentrations compared to the non-layered freezing.
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Table 4.6. Implemented amount of cells, amount of µl / ml plus dilution.
LF: layered freezing. NLF: non-layered freezing. 1: the first sample of the respective freezing method. 2: the 
second sample of the respective freezing method. Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data 
regarding the CB are marked blue. Data regarding the MB are marked red.
The number of living NR8383 cells counted per measurement is shown in table 4.7.. The 
number of cells dwindled from a range of 83 - 120 in the SCB and  55 - 103 in the CB 
samples to a range of 5 -12 cells in the MB samples.
Table 4.7. Number of living NR8383 cells counted per measurement.
LF: layered freezing. NLF: non-layered freezing. 1: the first sample of the respective freezing method. 2: the 
second sample of the respective freezing method. Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data 
regarding the CB are marked blue. Data regarding the MB are marked red.
The number of dead NR8383 cells counted per measurement is listed in table 4.8.. The 
number of cells dwindled from a range of 36 - 83 in the SCB and  86 - 129 in the CB 
samples to a range of 10-13 cells in the MB samples.
Table 4.8. Number of dead cells counted per measurement.
LF: layered freezing. NLF: non-layered freezing. 1: the first sample of the respective freezing method. 2: the 
second sample of the respective freezing method. Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data 
regarding the CB are marked blue. Data regarding the MB are marked red.
The resulting percentage of living NR8383 cells during the 5 measurements in the different 
freezing methods and samples is depicted in fig. 4.22.. There is no clear trend towards a 
decreasing viability in the CB- and MB-dilutions visible, however the viability in the 
samples taken from the SCB-dilution were higher compared to the viability in the CB- and 
MB-dilutions for 3 of the 4 sample types (LF1, LF2, NLF1). As visible in figure 4.22., the 
viabilities lay above around 30 %. They looked more stable with the non-layered freezing 
with around approx. 45 - 50 % for most time points compared to the layered-freezing with 
around approx. 30 - 40 % for most time points.
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compartment LF2 NLF1 NLF2
SCB
cells applied in 
the freezing
[… * 106] 12.5 12.5 37.5 37.5
volume [µl] 750 750 750 750
CB in … ml 2.5 2.5 7.5 7.5
MB dilution 0.5 ml in 6.25 ml 0.5 ml in 6.25 ml 0.5 ml in 6.25 ml 0.5 ml in 6.25 ml
number of living cells LF1 LF2 NLF1 NLF2
measurement 1 100 87 120 83
measurement 2 88 55 103 77
measurement 3 10 10 15 13
measurement 4 8 11 7 12
measurement 5 7 5 9 12
number of dead cells LF1 LF2 NLF1 NLF2
measurement 1 81 36 83 82
measurement 2 129 86 97 89
measurement 3 12 22 15 11
measurement 4 14 24 18 16
measurement 5 13 10 12 13
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Table 4.9. presents the results of each sample regarding the actual concentration obtained 
within the CB- and MB-dilution. It also lists the percentage of cells lost in the CB-dilution as 
well as the total number of cells in the CB-dilution.
Table 4.9. Concentration of NR8383 cells: as applied for the SCB-dilution freezing, as counted after 
the thawing and as resulting in the CB and MB-dilutions. CB: resulting total number of cells and 
percentage of cells lost.
LF: layered freezing. NLF: non-layered freezing. 1: the first sample of the respective freezing method. 2: the 
second sample of the respective freezing method. Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data 
regarding the CB are marked blue. Data regarding the MB are marked red. CB- and MB-dilution were 
obtained by applying a pre-set dilution factor (compare table 4.6.). For layered-freezing, the ideal CB-
concentration should have been 0.625 * 106 cells/ml, and the ideal MB-concentration 0.05 * 106 cells/ml. For 
non-layered-freezing, the ideal CB-concentration should have been 2.5 * 106 cells/ml and the ideal MB-
concentration 0.2 * 106 cells/ml.
For layered-freezing, the ideal CB-concentration should have been 0.625 * 106 cells/ml, 
and the ideal MB-concentration 0.05 * 106 cells/ml. The actual CB-dilution-concentration 
was much higher (approx. 1.9 * 106 cells/ml instead of 0.625 * 106 cells/ml). The actually 
obtained MB-dilution concentration was also higher (approx. 0.15 * 106 cells/ml instead of 
0.05 * 106 cells/ml), as shown in table 4.9..
For non-layered-freezing, the ideal CB-concentration should have been 2.5 * 106 cells/ml 
and the ideal MB-concentration 0.2 * 106 cells/ml. The actually resulting CB-dilution-
concentration was lower (approx. 2.15 * 106 cells/ml instead of 2.5 * 106 cells/ml). The 
compartment LF1 LF2 NLF1 NLF2
SCB
cells applied in the 
freezing
[… * 106] 12.5 12.5 37.5 37.5
CB
actual 
concentration 
[… *106 cells/ml] 2 1.74 2.4 1.9
total number of 
cells [… *106] 5 4.35 18 14.25
cells lost [%] 60 62 52 62
MB
concentration
[… *106 cells/ml] 0.16 0.14 0.2 0.15
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Figure 4.22. Viability assessment per measurement 
as percentage of living NR8383 cells.
LF: layered freezing. NLF: non-layered freezing. 1: the 
first sample of the respective freezing method. 2: the 
second sample of the respective freezing method. 
measurement 1: 37 min total time, still SCB-
concentration. measurement 2: 97 min total time, in 
CB-dilution. measurement 3: 157 min total time, in MB-
dilution. measurement 4: 217 min total time, in MB-
dilution. measurement 5: 277 min total time, in MB-
dilution. No clear trend towards a decreasing viability in 
the CB- and MB-dilutions is visible. The viability in the 
samples taken from the SCB-dilution were higher 
compared to the viability in the CB- and MB-dilutions for 
3 of the 4 sample types (LF1, LF2, NLF1). Viabilities lay 
approx. around 30 - 40 % for most layered freezing 
time points and approx. around 40 - 50 % for most non-
layered freezing time points.
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actual MB-dilution-concentration was only slightly lower (approx. 0.18 * 106 cells/ml 
instead of 0.2 * 106 cells/ml), as presented in table 4.9..
The cells ability to burst was measured at three time points (1 h, 2 h and 3 h at 37 °C) in 
MB-dilution as described in table 4.5.. The following fig. 4.23. displays the max. burst 
heights measured during these burst assays in the plate reader. 
The max. burst heights for the non-layered freezing (1’100 RLU for sample 1 and approx. 
700 RLU for sample 2) lay slightly above the ones for the layered freezing (approx. 950 
RLU for sample 1 and approx. 625 RLU for sample 2).
 
The burst signal for non-layered freezing was low (ranging from 650 - 1’100 RLU) but still 
clearly detectable. As fig. 4.22. shows, the viability had been good for the cells frozen acc. 
to the non-layered freezing as almost half of the cells survived the space time line process 
of thawing for most time points (layered freezing: mostly time points around 30 - 40 %). 
Thus, it could be assumed that this freezing method of non-layered freezing was suitable 
for the space experiment. It was therefore chosen for all future TPLX-A experiments.
__________________________________________________________________
All experiments described hereafter were performed with the then current TPLX-A 
space concentrations (explained in “TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS: Task 
1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol”): 
SCB: 50 * 106 cells/ml, CB: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml, MB: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml. 
__________________________________________________________________
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Figure 4.23. Max. burst height in RLU (relative 
light units) of the NR8383 cells at MB-
concentration (ideal MB-concentration: 0.05 *106 
cells/ml for layered freezing and 0.2 *106 cells/ml 
for non-layered-freezing) at three time points 
(measurements).
LF: layered freezing. NLF: non-layered freezing. 1: 
the first sample of the respective freezing method. 2: 
the second sample of the respective freezing 
method. measurement 3: 157 min total time, in MB-
dilution. measurement 4: 217 min total time, in MB-
dilution. measurement 5: 277 min total time, in MB-
dilution. The burst signal for non-layered freezing 
was low (ranging from 650 - 1’100 RLU) but still 
clearly detectable. It was slightly higher compared to 
the layered-freezing.
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Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line 
 
The at that point in time current TPLX-A space time line (provided by BIOTESC and 
MUSC) needed to be tested according to the viability and burst capacity of NR8383 cells. 
The following section is based on and partially quoted from the experiment report 
„TRIPLELUX Time Line, a) Stability of vital cells according to time line conditions (provided 
by BIOTESC and MUSC 29th June 2011), b) Stability of vital cells according to previous 
time line conditions, c) Stability of vital cells in SCB-concentration (25 °C)“, 2011.
Due to the large number of experiments, the experiments were numbered. Experiment a 
(see “Task 1.6.1 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to current time line 
conditions, (experiment a)”) investigated the at that point in time current space time line. 
Experiment b (see “Task 1.6.2 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to 
previous time line conditions, (experiment b)”) examined the previous space time line in 
comparison. In addition, the stability of viable cells in SCB-concentration at room 
temperature (25 °C) was observed in experiment c in “Task 1.6.3 - TRIPLELUX-A stability 
of viable cells in SCB-concentration (25 °C), (experiment c)”. Knowledge gained from 
experiment c would have been important in case any abnormality would have occurred on 
the ISS after the cells’ retrieval from MELFI and before the insertion of the AECs onto the 
rotors. Under these circumstances, the SCB would have been subjected to the room 
temperature conditions prevailing on the ISS and thereby also inside the BLBs BGB and 
the AECs. The insertion of the AECs onto the rotors marked the beginning subjection of 
the SCBs / AECs to 37 °C, as the rotors were situated inside the BLB incubator pre-heated 
to 37 °C.
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol
The following freezing details and concentrations were decided to be 
applicable for TPLX-A from this point in time onwards:
• non-layered freezing 
• media as recommended by ATCC 
• SCB: 50 * 106 cells/ml 
• resulting in an ideal …
• CB-concentration of 2.5 * 106 cells/ml 
and an ideal …
• MB-concentration of 0.2 * 106 cells/ml
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“TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS: Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line” 
summarises all partial results from experiment a - c.
A SCB (50 * 106 cells/ml) had been frozen acc. to the non-layered freezing procedure 
(TRIPLELUX-A On-Ground Filling Procedure, 2011) and served as basis for all 
experiments (a - c). The SCB was thawed acc. to the current TPLX-A space time line and 
samples were taken from SCB-, CB- and MB-concentration at different time points. At 
these time points, the viability, burst capabilities and stress level of the time line samples 
was observed. For exact details please refer to „TRIPLELUX Time Line, a) Stability of vital 
cells according to time line conditions (provided by BIOTESC and MUSC 29th June 2011), 
b) Stability of vital cells according to previous time line conditions, c) Stability of vital cells 
in SCB-concentration (25 °C)“, 2011.
Task 1.6.1 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to current time line 
conditions, (experiment a)
The stability of viable cells acc. to the current time line conditions provided by BIOTESC 
and MUSC was to be investigated as experiment a. 
The SCB (50 * 106 cells/ml) was therefore diluted acc. to the current space time line (to 
CB- (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml) and MB-concentration (ideal MB-
concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml), samples were taken at different time points and viability 
and max. burst height assessed. As positive control, NR8383 cells (0.25 * 106 cells/ml) had 
been seeded in six-well-plates for 15 hours prior to the experiment.
 
In the subsequent figure 4.24. and table 4.10. the max. burst height results for 
experiments 1 a to 11 a are displayed. Due to a pipetting mistake in experiment 9 (time 
point 732 min), the luminol assay data was not evaluable and therefore not taken into 
account. 
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Figure 4.24. Max. burst height of NR8383 time line samples in SCB- (50 * 106 cells/ml), CB- (ideal CB-
concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml) and MB-concentration (ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml) 
compared to NR8383 cell culture control cells.
RFU: relative light units. pos. ctrl: dotted line, the average luminescence of the positive control (NR8383 cell 
culture cells). Time Line: grey bars, samples following the current time line. Stress ctrl.: white bars, the stress 
controls. Data regarding the SCB-concentration are marked brown. Data regarding the CB-concentration are 
marked blue. Data regarding the MB-concentration are marked red. The more diluted the cells were, the 
higher the samples max. burst height. In the MB-dilution, max. burst heights were constantly around 2’000 
RLU. The stress controls were hardly above 0. The experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. 
Gesine Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
It could be shown that the cells quickly recovered after being diluted to CB-concentration 
(ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml) by falling max. burst height values in the stress 
control and rising max. burst height values in the time line sample.
Table 4.10. Mean and standard deviation of the max. burst height of the NR8383 time line samples.
The means and standard deviations (SD) of the maximum burst height during the assay are displayed for 
three biological replicates (n = 3). Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data regarding the CB are 
marked blue. Data regarding the MB are marked red. SCB-concentration: 50 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal CB-
concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml. The experiment was performed 
as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
experiment a 
number …
location time 
[min]
max. burst height of time line 
sample [RLU]
max. burst height of stress 
control [RLU]
1 SCB 169 339 ± 36 103 ± 7 
2 CB 260 814 ± 73 73 ± 6 
3 CB 321 799 ± 50 68 ± 8 
4 CB 393 1565 ± 132 56 ± 0 
5 MB 470 1769 ± 104 28 ± 6 
6 MB 541 1969 ± 181 4 ± 0 
7 MB 601 1627 ± 66 33 ± 8 
8 MB 674 1967 ± 28 27 ± 9 
9 MB 732 pipetting mistake 35 ± 7 
10 MB 788 2348 ± 70 81 ± 35 
11 MB 854 2116 ± 42 2.5 ± 0.7 
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The time line samples reached levels of around 2’000 RLU max. burst height, which 
remained stable for the whole time period (compare fig. 4.24.).
According to the previous time line version, the luminol experiment had been scheduled to 
start at time point 845 min (150 min at SCB-concentration (50 * 106 cells/ml) + 290 min at 
CB-concentration (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml) + 405 min at MB-
concentration (ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml)). To simulate this, experiment 11 
a was started at time point 854 min and reached a value of 2116 ± 42 RLU max. burst 
height, with cells only minimally stressed (max. burst height of stress control 2.5 ± 0.7 
RLU, compare table 4.10.).
Table 4.11. Calculated time values of the previous time line version provided by MUSC and BIOTESC.
SCB-concentration: 50 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 
* 106 cells/ml.
Table 4.11. depicts the previous time line as it had been provided by BIOTESC and MUSC 
for comparison to the at that point in time current time line version shown in table 4.12. 
According to the current time line version provided by MUSC and BIOTESC, the luminol 
experiment is scheduled to start at time point 680 min (150 min at SCB-concentration (50 * 
106 cells/ml) + 245 min at CB-concentration (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml) + 
285 min at MB-concentration (ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml)). To simulate this, 
experiment 8 a was started at time point 674 min and reached a value of 1967 ± 28 RLU 
max. burst height, with cells only minimally stressed (max. burst height of stress control 
27± 9 RLU, compare table 4.10.).
Table 4.12. Calculated time values of the current time line version provided by MUSC and BIOTESC 
(on 29/06/2011).
Changes compared to the previous time line (see table 4.11.) are marked in orange. SCB-concentration: 50 * 
106 cells/ml. Ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml.
According to the at that time current version of the space time line the first viability assays 
would have taken place at TP 212 min (sample 1.1) and TP 307 min (sample 1.2) and the 
second viability assay would have taken place at TP 842 min (sample 2.1) and TP 937 min 
number calculated values 
(max. transfer times considered, not averages) 
time 
[min] 
1 SCB retrieval from - 80 °C until end of luminescence measurement 980
2 Cells in SCB (from MELFI retrieval until transfer to CB) 150 
3 Cells in SCB at RT 75 
4 Cells in SCB at 37 °C 75 
5 Cells in CB 290
6 Time between cell injection in first and last MB 30 
7 Cells in MB (until start of luminescence measurement) 405
number calculated values 
(max. transfer times considered, not averages) 
time 
[min] 
1 SCB retrieval from - 80 °C until end of luminescence measurement 815 
2 Cells in SCB (from MELFI retrieval until transfer to CB) 150 
3 Cells in SCB at RT 75 
4 Cells in SCB at 37 °C 75 
5 Cells in CB 245 
6 Time between cell injection in first and last MB 30 
7 Cells in MB (until start of luminescence measurement) 285 
8 Start luminescence measurement 680 
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(sample 2.2). In all cases, the samples were to be taken from the CB bag. Figure 4.25. 
shows the viabilities of the NR8383 samples.
 
Figure 4.25. Viability results of NR8383 time line samples at different time points in SCB- (50 * 106 
cells/ml), CB- (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml) and MB-concentration (ideal MB-
concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml).
Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data regarding the CB are marked blue. Data regarding the MB 
are marked red. Viability showed a clear negative tendency over time, with less than around 20 % in the MB-
dilution. The experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, Josefine 
Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
The viability of the cells steadily decreased from 75 % at time point 0 to around 30 % in the 
SCB and further to around 25 % in the CB-concentration, finally reaching values of around 
10 % in the MB-concentration at the time point the luminol experiment was scheduled 
(compare table 4.13.). 
The viability tests performed in experiments 2 a and 3 a (TP 260 min or TP 321 min, 
respectively) reflected the situation present in viability test I in space, which would have 
taken place at TP 212 min and TP 307 min. For these time points, 28 % and 27 % viable 
cells were reached (compare table 4.13.).
Table 4.13. Viability results of the NR8383 time line samples.
Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data regarding the CB are marked blue. Data regarding the MB 
are marked red. SCB-concentration: 50 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal MB-
concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml. The experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, 
Sonja Krammer, Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
experiment a number … location time [min] living cells [%] dead cells [%]
0 SCB 0 75 25
1 SCB 169 33 67
2 CB 260 28 72
3 CB 321 27 73
4 CB 393 17 83
5 MB 470 19 81
6 MB 541 16 84
7 MB 601 17 83
8 MB 674 10 90
9 MB 732 9 91
10 MB 788 11 89
11 MB 854 10 90
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Task 1.6.2 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to previous time 
line conditions, (experiment b) 
In contrast to experiment a investigating the stability of viable cells acc. to the new time 
line conditions provided by BIOTESC and MUSC; experiment b examined the influence of 
the previous time line on the NR8383 cells. In experiment b, an aliquot of cells remained at 
CB-concentration (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml), when the cells of experiment 
a were diluted to MB-concentration (ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml), in order to 
simulate the situation present in the previous time line. Samples were taken at different 
time points and viability and max. burst height were assessed.
Regarding the burst capabilities, no real differences between experiments 5 a and b were 
found: exp. 5 a, examining the actual time line, presented max. burst heights of 1565 ± 
132 RLU for the time line sample and 56 ± 0 RLU for the stress control, while exp. 5 b, 
investigating the previous time line showed max. burst heights of 1729 ± 77 RLU for the 
time line sample and 7 ± 0 RLU for the stress control (compare table 4.14.).
Table 4.14. Mean and standard deviation of the max. burst height of the NR8383 time line samples 
following the previous time line.
The means and standard deviations (SD) of the maximum burst height during the assay are displayed for 
three biological replicates (n = 3). Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data regarding the CB are 
marked blue. SCB-concentration: 50 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. The 
experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, Josefine Biskup and 
Dana M. Simmet.
In both cases, cells gradually recovered from the high stress level of the cells in SCB-
concentration (50 * 106 cells/ml), when diluted to CB- (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 
cells/ml) and MB-concentration (ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml). Regarding the 
cell viability, experiments 5 a and b did also not display real differences (see table 4.13. 
and table 4.15.) after 470 min: exp. 5 a investigating the actual time line showed 19 % 
viable and 81 % dead cells, compared to exp. 5 b examining the previous time line which 
presented 15 % viable and 85 % dead cells.
experiment b 
number …
location time 
[min]
max. burst height of 
time line sample [RLU]
max. burst height of 
stress control [RLU]
1 SCB 169 339 ± 36 103 ± 7 
2 CB 260 814 ± 73 73 ± 6 
3 CB 321 799 ± 50 68 ± 8 
4 CB 393 1565 ± 132 56 ± 0 
5 CB 470 1729 ± 77 7 ± 0 
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Table 4.15. Viability of NR8383 cells at CB-concentration (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml).
Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. Data regarding the CB are marked blue. SCB-concentration: 50 
* 106 cells/ml. The experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, 
Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
In a second part of the experiment, the cells in CB-concentration (ideal CB-concentration: 
2.5 * 106 cells/ml) were counted in parallel to experiment a (TP 854 min) in order to 
determine the cell viability to be expected for a second viability assay. This second viability 
assay was to be performed subsequently to the luminol assay (TP 842 min or 937 min, 
respectively). The cells displayed only 5 % viability (see table 4.15. and figure 4.26.) 
compared to a previous viability of around 10 % (see table 4.13.) at the corresponding MB-
concentration (ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml).
 
Task 1.6.3 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells in SCB-concentration (25 °C), 
(experiment c)
This experiment was performed to test the influence of temperature (25 °C) and high 
concentration (SCB-concentration: 50 * 106 cells/ml) on the viability of the NR8383 cells in 
order to define the maximum time span possible before warm-up to 37 °C after retrieval of 
the cells from MELFI. This time span represented the time period after the withdrawal from 
- 80 °C (MELFI), including the insertion of the SCB into the AEC inside the BGB up to the 
integration of the AEC onto the rotor, which was situated inside the BLB incubator at 37 
°C.
An SCB-sample (50 * 106 cells/ml) was therefore left at RT, samples were taken at 
different time points and viability and max. burst height were assessed. 
experiment b 
number …
location time 
[min]
living cells 
[%]
dead cells 
[%]
1 SCB 169 75 25
2 CB 260 33 67
3 CB 321 28 72
4 CB 393 27 73
5 CB 470 15 85
11 CB 854 5 95
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Figure 4.26. Viability of NR8383 cells at CB-
concentration (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 
106 cells/ml) as percentage of the total cell 
count.
Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. 
Data regarding the CB are marked blue. SCB-
concentration: 50 * 106 cells/ml. Viability was 
constantly decreasing with only about 5 % viable 
cells left after 732 min in CB-concentration. The 
experiment was performed as a collaboration of 
Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, Josefine 
Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
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 The viability reached a value of approx. 35 % after about 225 min at room temperature 
(25 °C, compare table 4.16.). This viability value did not change much over time and was 
in the same range as the viability of cells at CB-concentration (ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 
* 106 cells/ml) after 260 min at 37 °C (28 % viable cells, see table 4.13.). At time point 520 
min, the SCB at RT gave even better results with 30 % viable cells (see table 4.16.) than 
at the corresponding time point in experiment a with 16 % viable cells (see table 4.13.).
Table 4.16. Viability of cells at SCB-concentration (50 * 106 cells/ml) at room temperature (25 °C).
Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. The experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine 
Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
Additionally, the burst capabilities of the NR8383 cells at certain time points were 
determined. The zymosan-induced burst capabilities were falling over time while stress 
levels were rising, reaching the same level as the zymosan-induced burst with approx. 90 
RLU as max. burst height after 520 min (see table 4.17.).
Table 4.17. Oxidative burst levels of cells in SCB-concentration (50 * 106 cells/ml) at room 
temperature (25 °C).
The means and standard deviations (SD) of the maximum burst height during the assay are displayed for 
three biological replicates (n = 3). Data regarding the SCB are marked brown. The experiment was 
performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Sonja Krammer, Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
experiment c number … location time [min] living cells [%] dead cells [%]
0 SCB at RT 0 75 25
1 SCB at RT 225 36 64
2 SCB at RT 280 37 63
3 SCB at RT 335 34 66
5 SCB at RT 440 28 73
6 SCB at RT 520 30 70
experiment c 
number …
location time 
[min]
max. burst height of 
time line sample [RLU]
max. burst height of 
stress control [RLU]
2 SCB at RT 280 278 ± 6 93 ± 14 
3 SCB at RT 335 130 ± 11 39 ± 13 
5 SCB at RT 520 92 ± 4 91 ± 27 
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Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual MiniSVT)
 
After another new space time line (compare the following table 4.19.) was provided by 
BIOTESC and MUSC, the burst capabilities of the NR8383 macrophages was to be 
investigated following this new time line inside the FT-GSE hardware at the UZH, 
Switzerland, as first part of this experiment (see “Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: 
Confirmation whether the scheduled time line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, 
(experiment a)”). 
As cells unavoidably die during the freezing and thawing process and these cells cannot 
be removed in the space experiment, it was crucial to test if these dead cells or their 
products would somehow influence the viable NR8383 rat macrophages and their burst 
capabilities. This was explored in the second part of this experiment “Task 1.7.2 - 
TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Determination of the influence of dead cells on viable 
NR8383 macrophages, (experiment b)”. 
The following section is based on and partially quoted from the experiment reports 
“TRIPLELUX Pre-MiniSVT, a) Confirmation whether the scheduled time line is feasible for 
application in the FT-GSE, b) Determination of the influence of dead cells on living 
NR8383 macrophages”, 2011 and the report “TPLX-A: FT-GSE Space Time Line 
Simulation Summary” (compare APPENDICES).
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line
• NR8383 cells, after being diluted to CB-concentration (ideal CB-
concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml): 
• quickly recovered their burst capabilities
• stress levels were falling
• burst levels were rising (reaching a max. burst height of around 2’000 
RLU, stable over time)
• however, cell viability was only 10 % at the time point when the 
luminol assay would have been scheduled in the space experiment 
(table 4.13.)
• NR8383 cells were able to survive a longer time period (290 min instead of 
245 min as it had been the case in the previous time line
• question if a second viability test was feasible (after the luminol assay had 
been performed) could not be answered yet 
• temperature did not have a strong influence on the NR8383 cells’ viability
• high stress levels were found (resulting in approx. the same max. burst 
height as the zymosan-induced max. burst height at 520 min)
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A SCB (50 * 106 cells/ml) had been frozen non-layered. It was thawed acc. to the current 
space time line. In experiment run 1 of experiment a, the cells were left lying in the SCB 
and stirred up by shaking it thoroughly like it will be done in space once (but during the 37 
°C incubation period). During experiment run 2 of experiment a, the SCB was incubated 
on the fast rotating 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (60 rpm) before the withdrawal for the CB in 
order to simulate µg and prevent sedimentation as a possible cause of cell death. 
Experiment a was performed in the FT-GSE hardware to simulate BLB procedures with the 
only difference, that cells were transferred manually from SCB to CB and CB to MBs. At 
several time points, samples were withdrawn and investigated regarding their viability and 
burst capability. For experiment b, a sample was withdrawn from each MB at TP 660 min 
minus 15 min. These MB-samples were fractionated in supernatant and cells. Viable 
NR8383 cells from the laboratory cell culture were then incubated for 660 min either with 
the cell fraction or the supernatant of the sample withdrawn from the MB. This incubation 
time was equivalent to the time cells in the space experiment would be exposed to dead / 
dying cells as these dead /B dying cells cannot be withdrawn in space. After 660 min, the 
NR8383s’ cell viabilities and burst capabilities were determined.
Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation whether the scheduled 
time line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment a)
As described for the results “Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the 
actual MiniSVT)”, the at that point in time new time line provided by BIOTESC and MUSC 
was to be tested as experiment a.
Table 4.18. lists the at this point in time previous space time line as it had been updated 
before the preceding TPLX-A space time line experiment (compare results description 
“Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line”, table 4.12.) for comparison with the at this 
point in time current space time line newly provided by MUSC and BIOTESC (see table 
4.19.) and tested in “Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation whether the 
scheduled time line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment a)”.
Table 4.18. Calculated time values of the previous time line version provided by MUSC and BIOTESC 
as it had been updated before the preceding space time line test (compare results “Task 1.6 - 
TRIPLELUX-A space time line”).
Changes compared to the previous time line (see table 4.11.) are marked in grey. SCB-concentration: 50 * 
106 cells/ml. Ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml. For details 
compare “TRIPLELUX Pre-MiniSVT, a) Confirmation whether the scheduled time line is feasible for 
application in the FT-GSE, b) Determination of the influence of dead cells on living NR8383 macrophages”, 
2011.
number calculated values 
(max. transfer times considered, not averages) 
time 
[min] 
1 SCB retrieval from - 80 °C until end of luminescence measurement 815 
2 Cells in SCB (from MELFI retrieval until transfer to CB) 150 
3 Cells in SCB at RT 75 
4 Cells in SCB at 37 °C 75 
5 Cells in CB 245 
6 Time between cell injection in first and last MB 30 
7 Cells in MB (until start of luminescence measurement) 285 
8 Start luminescence measurement 680 
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As table 4.19. shows, the time until the start of the luminescence measurement 
investigating the NR8383s’ burst capabilities in space had again been shortened, by 20 
min, compared to the previous time line (see table 4.18.).
The experiment a was performed twice. The experiment runs are described in the 
following.
Table 4.19. Calculated time values of the current time line version provided by MUSC and BIOTESC.
Changes compared to the previous time line (see table 4.11.) are marked in orange. SCB-concentration: 50 * 
106 cells/ml. Ideal CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 cells/ml. For details 
compare APPENDICES “TRIPLELUX Pre-MiniSVT, a) Confirmation whether the scheduled time line is 
feasible for application in the FT-GSE, b) Determination of the influence of dead cells on living NR8383 
macrophages”, 2011.
Experiment run 1
During the incubation time in the SCB, the cells were left lying in the SCB and stirred up by 
shaking it thoroughly like it will be done in space once (but during the 37 °C incubation 
period).
The following tables summarise the viability assays which were performed acc. to the 
current space time line (compare “TRIPLELUX Pre-MiniSVT, a) Confirmation whether the 
scheduled time line is feasible for application in the FT-GSE, b) Determination of the 
influence of dead cells on living NR8383 macrophages”, 2011). The second viability assay 
of one set was performed by recounting the sample taken and mixed with Trypan blue 
before the first count of this set, as it would be performed in space.
Table 4.20. NR8383 cell counts and viability of the TPLX-A space time line simulation during 
experiment run 1.
…/1: first sample count per viability assay. …/2: second viability count per viability assay (performed like in 
space: recounting the first sample mixed with Trypan blue).
number calculated values 
(max. transfer times considered, not averages) 
time 
[min] 
1 SCB retrieval from - 80 °C until end of luminescence measurement 780
2 Cells in SCB (from MELFI retrieval until transfer to CB) 150 
3 Cells in SCB at RT 75 
4 Cells in SCB at 37 °C 75 
5 Cells in CB 245 
6 Time between cell injection in first and last MB 20
7 Cells in MB (until start of luminescence measurement) 265
8 Start luminescence measurement 660
viability 
assay
time of measurement 
(approximately)
# of living 
cells
# of dead 
cells
# of overall 
cells
living cells
[%]
dead cells
[%]
1/1 13:27 37.00 545 582 6.36 93.64
1/2 14:12 5.00 536 541 0.92 99.08
2/1 14:59 2.00 89 91 2.20 97.80
2/2 15:33 1.00 94 95 1.05 98.95
3/1 23:48 3.00 100 103 2.91 97.09
3/2 0:23 1.00 129 130 0.77 99.23
4/1 1:20 0.00 115 115 0.00 100.00
4/2 1:53 2.00 112 114 1.75 98.25
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Table 4.20. shows that already from the start onwards, the viability was extremely low, 
never being more than 7 % and mostly around 1 - 2 %.
Table 4.21. shows the total number of cells withdrawn compared to the set point value 
(CB-concentration should be 2.5 * 106 cells/ml).
Table 4.21. Actual cell numbers in millions per ml compared to the set point values of the TPLX-A 
space time line simulation during experiment run 1.
…/1: first sample count per viability assay. …/2: second viability count per viability assay (performed like in 
soace: recounting the first sample mixed with Trypan blue). Actual cell numbers/ml and ideal CB-
concentration in bold.
It becomes obvious that the actual cell number/ml was much higher than expected at the 
beginning (> 13 * 106 cells/ml) but decreased over time and was less than the ideal 
concentration from the second viability assay onwards, with even < 1.5 * 106 cells/ml from 
the third viability assay onwards (compare table 4.21.). 
During experiment run 1 several problems with the schedules occurred, resulting in the 
stirrers being switched off for hours during the CB-incubation. Missing stirrer activity might 
have resulted in the cells’ sedimentation. The stirrer problems were solved in close 
collaboration together with Dr. Astrid Horn (ASTRIUM) so that the actual measurement 
could ultimately run in time.
As the following output figure 4.27. from the FT-GSE shows, no burst curve could be 
detected. As it was uncertain if the pumps had worked, a manual injection of the chemicals 
was performed in order to ensure the transfers of the chemicals, approx. 10 min after the 
pumping, a time frame during which a curve would have been expected to show in case 
the pumping would have worked. As visible in fig. 4.27., a burst reaction could not be 
detected neither after the pumping (first set of peaks), nor after the manual injection 
(second set of peaks). The occurrence of peaks during the chemical injection is a known 
phenomenon.
viability 
assay
time of 
measurement 
(approximately)
# of living cells/
ml
[…* 106 cells/ml]
# of dead cells/
ml
[…* 106 cells/ml]
# of total cells/
ml
[…* 106 cells/ml]
ideal CB-
concentration
[…* 106 cells/ml]
1/1 13:27 0.83 12.26 13.10 2.50
1/2 14:12 0.11 12.06 12.17 2.50
2/1 14:59 0.05 2.00 2.05 2.50
2/2 15:33 0.02 2.12 2.14 2.50
3/1 23:48 0.03 1.13 1.16 2.50
3/2 0:23 0.01 1.45 1.46 2.50
4/1 1:20 0.00 1.29 1.29 2.50
4/2 1:53 0.02 1.26 1.28 2.50
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As no oxidative burst reaction was measurable (see figure 4.27.) the experiment was to be 
repeated to exclude technical problems as underlying cause.
 
Experiment run 2
Experiment run 1 was repeated to exclude some unclear influences like technical 
problems on the cells viability and burst capabilities, e.g. the schedule problems which had 
occurred in experiment run 1. The FT-GSE worked properly in run 2 and all schedules 
were executed according to plan. 
During the incubation time in the SCB, the cells were this time clinorotated within the SCB 
(placed on the fast rotating 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (60 rpm), first at 37 °C in an incubator 
and then at RT) to simulate µg and exclude any potential cell death caused by 
sedimentation due to gravity.
The following tables summarise the viability assays which were performed according to the 
current space time line (compare “TRIPLELUX Pre-MiniSVT, a) Confirmation whether the 
scheduled time line is feasible for application in the FT-GSE, b) Determination of the 
influence of dead cells on living NR8383 macrophages”, 2011). The second viability assay 
of one set was performed by recounting the same sample taken and mixed with Trypan 
blue before the first count of this set, as it would be performed in space.
Table 4.22. displays that, comparable to experiment run 1 (see table 4.20.), from the start 
onwards, the viability was extremely low, dropping from 9 % during the first cell count to 0 - 
3 % during the following cell counts.
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F i g u r e 4 . 2 7 . B u r s t 
m e a s u r e m e n t o f t h e 
NR8383 macrophages acc. 
to the current TPLX-A 
space time line in the FT-
GSE during exp. run 1.
RLU[-]: relative light units. 
SCB-concentration: 50 * 106 
c e l l s / m l . I d e a l C B -
concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/
ml. Ideal MB-concentration: 
0.2 * 106 cells/ml. First set of 
peaks : pump ing o f the 
chemicals. Second set of 
peaks: manual injection of the 
chemicals. No burst reaction 
of the cells was visible at all.
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Table 4.22. Results of the NR8383 viability tests performed during experiment run 2 in relation to the 
viability test sequences and respective ECs in space.
…/1: first sample count per viability assay. …/2: second viability count per viability assay (performed like in 
soace: recounting the first sample mixed with Trypan blue). The experiment was performed as a 
collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
The viability over the time points is depicted in fig. 4.28.. Apart from the first cell count with 
9 % and the second last cell count with 7 % viability, there were always less than 4 % 
viable cells within a sample.
 
time point
[min]
activity living 
cells 
[%]
dead 
cells 
[%]
total value of 
living cells
[… * 106 cells/ml]
(percentage of 
desired value of 
2.5 * 106 cells/ml)
207 cell count 1 (correlates with 
microscopy starting point in time 
line)
9 91 0.23 (9 %) 1st viability 
test 
sequence 
(EC 1 in 
space)242 cell count 2 (correlates with 
microscopy ending point in time line)
2 98 0.06 (2.4 %)
297 cell count 1 (correlates with 
microscopy starting point in time 
line)
4 96 0.08 (3 %) 1st viability 
test 
sequence 
(EC 2 in 
space)332 cell count 2 (correlates with 
microscopy ending point in time line)
1 99 0.02 (0.8 %)
827 cell count 1 (correlates with 
microscopy starting point in time 
line)
2 98 0.02 (0.8 %) 2nd viability 
test 
sequence 
(EC 1 in 
space)862 cell count 2 (correlates with 
microscopy ending point in time line)
1 99 0.01 (0.4 %)
917 cell count 1 (correlates with 
microscopy starting point in time 
line)
7 93 0.07 (2.8 %) 2nd viability 
test 
sequence 
(EC 2 in 
space)952 cell count 2 (correlates with 
microscopy ending point in time line)
0 100 0 (0 %)
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Figure 4.28. Viability of NR8383 cells in CB-
concentration (ideal concentration: 2.5 *106 
cells/ml) as percentage of the total cell count 
along the time line during experiment run 2.
The first cell count gave 9 % and the second last 
7 % living cells, all other cell counts revealed < 4 
% viable cells. The experiment was performed as 
a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Josefine 
Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
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Table 4.23. presents the total number of cells withdrawn compared to the ideal value (CB-
concentration should be 2.5 * 106 cells/ml). 
Table 4.23. Actual cell numbers in millions per ml compared to the set point values of the TPLX-A 
space time line simulation during experiment run 2.
…/1: first sample count per viability assay. …/2: second viability count per viability assay (performed like in 
soace: recounting the first sample mixed with Trypan blue). The experiment was performed as a 
collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Josefine Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
As demonstrated by the first values of table 4.23., the concentration inside the CB at the 
beginning resembled the ideal concentration of 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. However, it becomes 
visible again that over time the concentration decreased. At all time points, only a very low 
viability could be detected and the viable cell concentration was only 0 - 10 % of the 
expected concentration (compare table 4.23.). 
 
In order to simulate the situation present before TP 207 min during the Pre-MiniSVT 
another SCB of the same batch was thawed, aliquots were taken, cells were processed 
according to the time line and counted at four time points (TP 0 min, TP 75 min, TP 150 
min and TP 207 min). It was observed that despite the fact that a percentage of the cells 
was dying within the 207 min, the process ran much slower than it would have been 
expected due to the very low viability of less than 10 % observed in the Pre-MiniSVT (see 
table 4.23.). The viabilities obtained from this second SCB resembled those which had 
been determined in the previous time line assay (compare table 4.24.). 
viability 
assay
time of 
measurement 
(approximately)
# of living cells/
ml
[…* 106 cells/ml]
# of dead cells/
ml
[…* 106 cells/ml]
# of total cells/
ml
[…* 106 cells/ml]
ideal CB-
concentration
[…* 106 cells/ml]
1/1 13:27 0.23 2.28 2.51 2.50
1/2 14:03 0.06 2.25 2.31 2.50
2/1 14:57 0.08 2.07 2.15 2.50
2/2 15:32 0.02 2.06 2.08 2.50
3/1 23:49 0.02 0.91 0.93 2.50
3/2 0:22 0.01 1.16 1.17 2.50
4/1 1:17 0.07 0.97 1.04 2.50
4/2 1:57 0.00 0.90 0.90 2.50
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Table 4.24. Comparison of NR8383 cell viabilities between time line-assay (outside the FT-GSE), Pre-
MiniSVT (inside the FT-GSE) and 2nd run of Pre-MiniSVT with selected values (outside the FT-GSE).
stdev: standard deviation. The experiment was performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Josefine 
Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
Between time point 660 min and 780 min the luminescence measurement was performed. 
As it was uncertain if the pumps had worked comparable to experiment run 1, a manual 
injection was performed in order to ensure the transfers of the chemicals after some time 
during which a potential burst curve would have been expected to show.
As displayed in figure 4.29. no oxidative burst curve could be detected, neither after the 
automated chemical pumping took place in the FT-GSE, nor after the manual injection of 
chemicals. As no signal had occurred in both cases, it was possible to exclude shortage of 
chemicals as a possible cause of the absent burst reaction. The two peaks visible between 
32’500 sec and 33’500 sec indicated the automatic and the manual injections of the 
chemicals.
 
The stimulated burst result of the cells was not significantly higher than the background 
measurement as no reaction (curve) was detectable (compare figure 4.29.).
2nd run Pre-MiniSVT
(only selected values, n 
= 2)
actual Pre-MiniSVT time line assay
time point
[min]
location living cells 
[mean ± 
stdev in %]
dead cells 
[mean ± 
stdev in %]
living cells 
[%]
dead cells 
[%]
living cells 
[%]
dead cells 
[%]
0 SCB 82 ± 0 18 ± 0 - - 75 25
75 SCB 78 ± 0 21 ± 0 - - - -
150 SCB 54 ± 7 51 ± 0 - - 33 67
207 CB 53 ± 2 57 ±1 9 91 -
260 CB - - 28 72
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Figure 4.29. Burst measurement 
inside the TPLX-A FT-GSE during 
experiment run 2.
RLU[-]: relative light units. SCB-
concentration: 50 * 106 cells/ml. Ideal 
CB-concentration: 2.5 * 106 cells/ml. 
Ideal MB-concentration: 0.2 * 106 
cells/ml. First set of peaks: pumping 
of the chemicals. Second set of 
peaks: manual injection of the 
chemicals. No burst reaction of the 
cells was visible.
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Task 1.7.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Determination of the influence of dead 
cells on viable NR8383 macrophages, (experiment b)
As cells unavoidably die during the freezing and thawing process and these cells cannot 
be removed in the space experiment, it was crucial to test if these dead cells or their 
products would somehow influence the viable NR8383 rat macrophages and their burst 
capabilities.
At time point 660 minus 15 min 99 ± 1% dead cells were counted in the four MBs. 
Samples from each MB were fractionated into conditioned supernatant and (dead) cell 
fraction. Fresh cell culture NR8383 macrophages were then incubated either with 
conditioned supernatant or a part of the cell fraction for another 660 min and then checked 
for viability and burst capabilities. The max. burst height for all samples is presented in fig. 
4.30..
 
The conditions prevalent in the MBs (high level of dead cells) at the time point when the 
burst measurement took place did not have any influence on the cellular stress level of 
viable cells (compare figure 4.30.). Furthermore, neither supernatant nor dead cells had a 
significant impact on the burst reaction of viable NR8383 macrophageal cells (compare 
figure 4.30.). 
In fact, conditioned supernatant as well as dead cells were shown to have a significant (p 
< 0.05) positive influence on the viability of NR8383 cells (compare figure 4.31.). The 
viability of the untreated control decreased by nearly 20 %.
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Figure 4.30. Influence of conditioned 
supernatant or (dead) cells, both 
acquired by fractionating MBs after 660 
minus 15 min, on the burst reaction of 
cell culture NR8383 macrophages. 
RFU: relative light units. ctrl.: control. No 
significant influence on the cellular stress 
level was observed neither for cells culture 
cel l incubated with the fractionated 
supernatant or (dead) cells, nor for the 
untreated control cells. The experiment was 
performed as a collaboration of Dr. Gesine 
Bradacs, Josefine Biskup and Dana M. 
Simmet.
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 
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Figure 4.31. Influence of conditioned 
supernatant or (dead) cells (both acquired by 
fractionating MBs after time point 660 minus 
15 min) on the viability of cell culture NR8383 
macrophages. 
RFU: relative l ight units. ctrl.: control. 
Conditioned supernatant as well as dead cells 
showed a significant (p < 0.05) positive influence 
on the viability of NR8383 cells. The viability of 
the untreated control decreased by nearly 20 %. 
The exper iment was per fo rmed as a 
collaboration of Dr. Gesine Bradacs, Josefine 
Biskup and Dana M. Simmet.
TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual MiniSVT)
• testing the new time line provided by BIOTESC and MUSC inside the AEC 
and FT-GSE:
• all schedules in the FT-GSE were executed according to plan
• at all time points only a very low viability could be detected 
• cell concentration was only 0 - 10 % of the expected concentration 
• no burst curve was measurable
• results provided evidence that the NR8383 cells would (generally) 
be unable to produce a burst reaction if they would be first 
frozen acc. to the at that point in time current layered-freezing 
protocol and then secondly handled exactly acc. to the current 
space time line
• testing the conditions prevalent in the MBs (high level of dead cells) at the 
time point when the burst measurement took place:
• conditions did not have any influence on the cellular stress level of 
viable cells
• neither supernatant nor dead cells had a significant impact on the 
burst reaction of viable NR8383 macrophageal cells
• conditioned supernatant as well as dead cells showed to have a 
significant (p < 0.05) positive influence on the viability of NR8383 
cells (viability of the untreated control decreased by nearly 20 %)
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Task 1.8 - TRIPLELUX-A confirmation whether the scheduled time line was feasible 
for use in the FT-GSE from the time point of CB-incubation onwards (using cell 
culture cells) 
It was to be shown if the at that point in time current TPLX-A space time line was feasible 
and able to provide a sufficient burst signal with NR8383 macrophages at all after the 
previous experiments with frozen cells which had been thawed and then treated acc. to 
the respective time lines (compare results description “Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space 
time line” and “Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual MiniSVT)”) 
had failed. To investigate if the current space time line and NR8383 macrophages actually 
could provide scientific output, cells taken from the cell culture were used and the current 
time line was pursued from the CB-incubation onwards. 
NR8383 cells from the standard laboratory cell culture were adjusted to the most CB-like 
concentration (3.125 * 106 cells/ml) in 8 ml media and injected into the CB (pre-filled with 2 
ml media, resulting in a final concentration of 2.5 * 106 cells/ml) for the start of the 
incubation. Starting from the CB-incubation onwards, the cells were treated according to 
the current space time line for the TPLX-A experiment, inside the FT-GSE. According to 
this current space time line, the chemicals were pumped into the MBs and the luminol 
measurement took place.
 
Figure 4.32. presents the first experiment run. Apart from PMT 3, all PMTs showed a clear 
burst signal even though it was low (200 - 800 RLU) and the shape differed from the ideal 
burst curves of NR8383 macrophages as it did not show a pointed peak but a long plateau 
phase, coming roughly back to base level at the end of the experiment run. PMT 3 which 
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Figure 4.32. Experiment run 1: 
Burst measurement of NR8383 
cells inside the SM in the FT-GSE 
at the UZH, Zurich, Switzerland.
RLU [-]: relative light units. PMT 1, 
2, and 4 showed a clear burst signal 
although the overall intensity was 
fairly low (200 - 800 RLU). The 
shape of the curves is rather flat 
with a long plateau, but comes back 
to base level within the experiment 
time frame. PMT 3 showed a 
varying noise around 100 RLU but 
no burst signal.
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did not show a signal had had some connector problems in the past as declared by 
ASTRIUM and was therefore not considered for the evaluations.
 
The second experiment run is shown in fig. 4.33.. PMT3 could indicate a slight rise but 
showed no burst signal, comparable to experiment run 1. All other PMTs did show a burst 
signal, although low at 200 - 800 RLU. The signal of PMT4 was really weak, however a 
slight rise and fall of the curve are detectable. The curves of PMT 1 and 2 show very clear 
burst curves with the characteristic pointed shape with a rather fast and steep increase 
and long tail slowly coming back to the basic values from the beginning within the 
experiment run. As already mentioned for experiment run 1, PMT 3 which did not show a 
signal had had some connector problems in the past as stated by ASTRIUM and was 
therefore not considered for the evaluations.
 
Experiment run 3 is visible in fig. 4.34.. PMT 1, 2 and 4 showed a burst signal, though at a 
low intensity (200 - 800 RLU). As in experiment run 2, PMT3 could indicate a slight rise but 
showed no burst signal. The curves of the other PMTs were less pointed compared to 
experiment run 2, but clearly detectable and returning to base level within the frame of the 
experiment run. PMT 3 not showing a signal had had some connector problems in the past 
as declared by ASTRIUM and was therefore not considered for the evaluations.
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Figure 4.33. Experiment run 2: 
Burst measurement of NR8383 
cells inside the SM in the FT-GSE 
at the UZH, Zurich, Switzerland.
RLU [-]: relative light units. PMT 1, 
2, and 4 show a clear burst signal 
although the overall intensity was 
fairly low (200 - 800 RLU). The 
shape shows a fast and steep 
increase for PMT 1 and 4 (not steep 
but slowly rising for PMT 2) and 
come back to base level within the 
measurement time frame. PMT 3 
showed a varying noise around 200 
- 250 RLU that could indicate a 
slight increase but did not show a 
clear burst signal.
Figure 4.34. Experiment run 3: 
Burst measurement of NR8383 
cells inside the SM in the FT-GSE 
at the UZH, Zurich, Switzerland.
RLU [-]: relative light units. PMT 1, 2, 
and 4 showed a clear burst signal 
although the overall intensity was 
fairly low (200 - 800 RLU). The 
beginning slopes were not very steep 
but the signals came back to base 
level within the measurement time 
frame. PMT 3 showed a varying noise 
around 100 - 150 RLU that could 
indicate a slight increase but did not 
show a clear burst signal.
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 
Experiment run 4 is depicted in fig. 4.35.. PMT 1, 2 and 4 detected clear burst curves. The 
ones for PMT 2 and 4 were low with max. burst heights around 200 - 250 RLU and a slow 
rise and fall of the curve, the one for PMT4 however was higher than it had been in all 
other runs (max. burst height around 1’100 RLU) and showed the characteristic burst 
curve with a fast and steep increase and slowly decreasing tail. All three PMTs came back 
to the base level within the frame of the experiment run. PMT 3 showed the same results 
as for experiment run 2 and 3, a slight increase but no burst curve. As for the other three 
runs, PMT 3 was not considered for further evaluations as it had had some connector 
problems in the past known by ASTRIUM.
The four experiments clearly showed that the TPLX-A hardware and the TPLX-A biology, 
meaning the NR8383 cells, could work together very well as even an extremely low signal 
(with a max. burst height around 200 RLU) was still detectable. The current TPLX-A time 
line therefore was possible with the cells (in general, given the fact they had no stressor 
decreasing their burst capabilities), however the signal height was extremely low (approx. 
200 - 1’100 RLU).
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Figure 4.35. Experiment run 4: 
Burst measurement of NR8383 
cells inside the SM in the FT-GSE 
at the UZH, Zurich, Switzerland.
RLU [-]: relative light units. PMT 1, 
2, and 4 showed a clear burst signal 
although the overall intensity was 
fairly low (200 - 1100 RLU). The 
shapes showed a fast and steep 
increase for PMT 1 and 2 (slow rise 
for PMT 4) and came back to base 
level within the measurement time 
frame rather quickly compared to 
the other experiment runs. PMT 3 
showed a varying noise around 200 
RLU that could indicate a slight 
increase but did not show a clear 
burst signal.
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Task 1.9 - TRIPLELUX-A On-ground filling procedure
In order to guarantee a qualified, air bubble-free filling of the whole TPLX-A hardware, an 
on-ground filling procedure was needed (see material and method paragraph “Task 1.9 - 
TRIPLELUX-A On-ground filling procedure”). The procedure was developed by EADS 
ASTRIUM (compare TRIPLELUX-A On-Ground Filling Procedure, 2010) and modified over 
the course of experiments performed at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz and at the University 
of Zurich, Switzerland, compare APPENDICES.
The scientific input was provided by Dana M. Simmet in collaboration with Josefine Biskup.
TRIPLELUX-A - real vs. simulated microgravity (µg vs. simg)
In preparation of the real space experiment, it was of great interest to get an insight into 
the type of reaction the NR8383 rat macrophages might exhibit under real microgravity. 
This was not only of general scientific interest but also important for the mission planning. 
The question whether microgravity might suppress the cells’ burst reaction was of 
prevalent interest. Should this be the case, it might indicate that astronauts in space could 
have an impaired first line of defence as the innate immune system, the macrophages 
engulfing foreign particles and potential pathogens, might be impaired. Such a fact might 
lead to the invasion of pathogens into the body where they could multiply and / or 
endanger the human’s health.
Previous experiments (see Huber, 2007, Horn, 2011 and Horn et al., 2011) showed an 
impaired burst capability during simg or real µg during parabolic flights. For the space 
mission, this meant that the signal which the luminol assay would produce could be much 
lower than the signal obtained in 1g ground experiments. It was therefore of high interest 
to get an impression how strong the suppression might be and whether the PMTs would be 
able to still detect a signal. 
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 1.8 - TRIPLELUX-A confirmation whether the scheduled time line was 
feasible for use in the FT-GSE from the time point of CB-incubation onwards 
(using cell culture cells)
• the TPLX-A hardware (SM and FT-GSE) and the TPLX-A biology, 
meaning the NR8383 cells, showed to be able to work together very well 
as even an extremely low signal (with a max. burst height around 200 RLU) 
was still detectable for the NR8383 cells applied directly from cell culture 
(instead of originating from frozen SCBs)
• conclusion: the current layered-freezing procedure had to be the reason 
for the cells not bursting if measured acc. to the current space time line 
inside the hardware
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In the past, only end point measurements of the burst reaction under simg were possible, 
e.g. by applying simg in the fast rotating 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (60 rpm) and measuring 
the burst reaction afterwards under 1g-conditions. In order to gain an insight into the burst 
reaction as kinetic measurement while simg was applied, the PMT-clinostat was developed 
(Horn, 2011 and Horn et al., 2011). Its role for the proceeding project at the UZH, 
Switzerland, is described in the following paragraph “4.2 Task 2 - TRIPLELUX-A - simg in 
the PMT-clinostat”.
4.2 Task 2 - TRIPLELUX-A - simg in the PMT-clinostat
As described in “TRIPLELUX-A - real vs. simulated microgravity (µg vs. simg)”, it was of 
crucial interest to gain an insight into the possible reaction of NR8383 macrophages under 
real microgravity (µg) conditions.
In order to be able to measure kinetic burst curves and not only end point measurements 
after simg had been applied on a fast rotating 2D-DLR-pipette-clinostat (60 rpm), the PMT-
clinostat had been developed at the DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany (Horn, 2011 and Horn 
et al., 2011).
The PMT-clinostat was a fast-rotating 2D-clinostat with one cuvette inside a light-tight box, 
the cuvette’s end facing a PMT. For the kinetic measurements, a solution of NR8383 cells, 
luminol, HRP and zymosan was inserted into the cuvette, the box closed light-tight and the 
relative light units were detected via the PMT, counted by a frequency counter and saved 
as a file on a cable-connected computer. For details on the PMT-hardware, please refer to 
the material and method section “The PMT-clinostat hardware”.
As task 2, the PMT-clinostat was to be adapted to new requirements at the UZH, 
Switzerland and the adaptations were to be validated afterwards. The PMT-clinostat’s 
cuvette inner diameter should be adjusted to the diameter used in the fast rotating 2D-
DLR-pipette-clinostat (60 rpm), the cuvette, plug and shaft should be able to withstand 3 
hours of 180 °C in order to destroy possible LPS residues, and the previously conical 
cuvette bottom was to be optimised in order to exclude possible stray light (compare the 
introduction section “Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to new 
requirements”). Task 2.1 is described iIn a next step, the volume proportions of the 
previous conditions used as well as then detail in the APPENDICES “Task 2.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A s img - PMT-cl inostat adaptat ion to new requirements - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”. The current TPLX-A flight conditions needed to be adapted to the 
new cuvette volumina and the ideal conditions were to be determined (compare material 
and method section “Task 2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and 
determination of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions” and “Task 2.2 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and determination of the ideal PMT-
clinostat measurement conditions - SUPPLEMENTARY” in the APPENDICES for a 
detailed description). In the following, the adaptations had to be validated by the execution 
of kinetic burst measurement with the new conditions and new hardware and a possible 
improvement of the reaction by additional laminal shots was tested (compare material and 
method section “Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the adapted 
PMT-clinostat”). This task will be elaborated in the following paragraph. 
As last part of this task, ROS-inhibitor pre-tests for concentration-toxicity in NR8383 rat 
macrophages were executed as basis for future follow-up experiments. These experiments 
are depicted in the APPENDICES “Task 2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new 
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cuvettes and determination of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”.
 
Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the adapted PMT-
clinostat 
As presented in the description of materials and methods applied, the following result 
section deals with the three main experiment series performed to establish the PMT-
clinostat with the new adaptations at the UZH, Switzerland.
Task 2.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or two additional luminol injections 
after the start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction
Experiment series 1 investigated the influence of additional luminol shots after a standard 
burst reaction had already been started (compare material and method section “Task 2.3 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the adapted PMT-clinostat” , paragraph 
“Task 2.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or two additional luminol injections after the 
start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction”).
Task 2.3.1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one additional luminol injection after the 
start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction
It should be investigated if one second shot of luminol (IFB#1 in TPLX-A) after the peak of 
a standard plate reader run could enhance the burst reaction of NR8383 macrophages 
(ATCC).
NR8383 cells were seeded at a density of 0.1 * 106 cells/ml and taken into experiment 2 - 
3 days later. A plate reader burst assay using TPLX-A conditions was performed acc. to 
“Experimental conditions used according to the current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)”. It 
was interrupted at different time points (either after approx. 30 min, see “Experiment run 1 
- TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one additional luminol injection approx. 30 minutes after the 
start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction” or after the first peak of the reaction 
had been observed in the plate reader, see “Experiment run 2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test 
of one additional luminol injection after the first peak of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst 
reaction had been reached”), another 50 µl luminol were added per well and the second 
measurement was started. The results of experiment run 1 and an overview of experiment 
run 2 are presented in the APPENDICES “Task 2.3.1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one 
additional luminol injection after the start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction- 
SUPPLEMENTARY”. An overview over the second experiment run is depicted in the 
following.
In order to get an impression of the variation of burst heights and shapes of the curves, the 
three experiments of run 2 should be visualised individually showing the mean of all 
biological samples per experiment.
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Figure 4.36. visualises the first experiment with 14 biological samples (with 3 technical 
replicates each).
 
Figure 4.36. One additional luminol shot after the peak of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction 
had been reached - mean of all technical replicates (t = 3) per biological sample for experiment 01 (n 
= 14).
RLU: relative light units. min: minutes. average: mean. run 1.1: first experiment of this series. Samples were 
measured using TPLX-A conditions: total volume 300 µl, 80 µl IFB#2 (zymosan + HRP), 50 µl IFB#1 
(luminol), 170 µl cells suspension (0.034 * 106 cells/well). Gap: time between experiment run 1 and 2 
(approx. 6 min) after the second luminol injection (50 µl IFB#1 (luminol)) had been performed, equaling 350 
µl total volume. All samples showed an additional boost of the burst reaction after the second luminol 
injection. The mean max. burst height varied immensely (from approx. 30’000 - approx. 74’000 RLU).
The variation of the biological samples in exp. 01 was high with the mean max. burst 
heights ranging from approx. 30’000 - approx. 74’000 RLU. All curves did show a second 
peak after the second luminol injection had been performed. Depending on the reaction, 
the mean second peak was lower, approx. the same height or even higher than the mean 
first peak of the respective sample.
An additional standard sample (TPLX-A pre-test conditions for PMT-clinorotation) was 
measured during the second experiment presented in fig. 4.37.. Its wells stood a while 
after preparation, while new wells were prepared for the blank and samples of the actual 
experiments. Cells of this additional standard sample reached a mean max. burst height of 
> 200’000 RLU. These wells did not get a second luminol injection, however they did show 
a boost of the reaction.
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 
Figure 4.37. One additional luminol shot after the peak of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction 
had been reached - mean of all technical replicates (t = 3) per biological sample for experiment 02 (n 
= 10). 
RLU: relative light units. min: minutes. average: mean. run 2.1: second experiment of this series. Samples 
were measured using TPLX-A conditions: total volume 300 µl, 80 µl IFB#2 (zymosan + HRP), 50 µl IFB#1 
(luminol), 170 µl cells suspension (0.034 * 106 cells/well). Gap: time between experiment run 1 and 2 
(approx. 6 min) after the second luminol injection (50 µl IFB#1 (luminol)) had been performed, equaling 350 
µl total volume. None of the samples showed an additional boost of the burst reaction after the second 
luminol injection. The mean max. burst height varied (from approx. 80’000 - approx. 140’000 RLU). Black 
curve (on top): additional sample; pre-test for PMT-clinorotation conditions: TPLX-A conditions as described, 
no second luminol injection. These cells did show a second boost of the burst reaction during the second 
run.
Figure 4.38. exhibits the means of 10 biological samples measured with 3 technical 
replicates each as experiment 03.
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Figure 4.38. One additional luminol shot after the peak of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction 
had been reached - mean of all technical replicates (t = 3) per biological sample for experiment 03 (n 
= 10). 
RLU: relative light units. min: minutes. average: mean. run 3.1: third experiment of this series. Samples were 
measured using TPLX-A conditions: total volume 300 µl, 80 µl IFB#2 (zymosan + HRP), 50 µl IFB#1 
(luminol), 170 µl cells suspension (0.034 * 106 cells/well). Gap: time between experiment run 1 and 2 
(approx. 6 min) after the second luminol injection (50 µl IFB#1 (luminol)) had been performed, equaling 350 
µl total volume. None of the samples showed an additional boost of the burst reaction after the second 
luminol injection. The mean max. burst height varied (from approx. 78’000 - approx. 150’000 RLU).
As shown for experiment 03 (see fig. 4.38.), none of the samples did show a boost of the 
burst reaction visible as second peak after the additional laminal injection was performed. 
The variation of mean max. burst heights was again fairly high (from approx. 78’000 - 
150’000 RLU).
Summarising the results, it can be noted that despite the same treatment, two (day 2 and 
3) out of three experiments showed no boost of the burst reaction following the second 
luminol injection while one did show a boost (day 1). The standard sample measured 
additionally during experiment run 2 did show a boost of the reaction even without getting 
a second luminol injection.
Task 2.3.1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of two additional luminol injections after the 
start of a standard NR8383 oxidative burst reaction
After previous experiments on one additional luminol shot after about 30 min / after the 
reaction peak had been reached had shown varying results (compare previous 
paragraphs), it should be investigated in more detail if several shots (here: 2 additional 
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shots) of luminol (IFB#1) after a complete standard plate reader run of 60 min could 
enhance the burst reaction of NR8383 macrophages.
NR8383 cells were seeded at a density of 0.1 * 106 cells/ml and taken into experiment 2 - 
3 days later. A plate reader burst assay using TPLX-A conditions was performed acc. to 
“Experimental conditions used according to the current TPLX-A scenario (six-well-plate)”. 
After the complete run, 50 µl luminol were added to each well (blanks and samples) 
immediately and the next plate reader run was started, again with a duration of 60 min. 
Again, 50 µl of IFB#1 (luminol) were added to each well (blanks and samples) immediately 
after the run and a subsequent plate reader run was started, again with a duration of 60 
min. The results are presented in the following.
 
As the mean values of ten biological samples in fig. 4.39. show, the second and third 
luminol injection after a complete experiment run each time led to no increase in the burst 
reaction (such as an additional second or third peak or shoulder). 
Additional luminol shots (second or third injection) after the standard plate reader run (60 
min) led to no additional boost (compare fig. 4.39. and fig. 4.40.). The time for injection 
from stop of run 1 to start of run 2 and stop of run 2 to start of run 3 was approx. 6 min 
each time. The variation in mean max. burst height of the biological samples was relatively 
high, varying from approx. 14’000 - 28’000 RLU. The shape of the curves represented the 
classically known NR8383 burst curve and was very similar for all samples, however most 
samples showed a small shoulder in the upward slope of the curve.
Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic burst measurements with 
alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat
Task 2.3.2 consisted of the preliminary testing of kinetic burst measurements under 
(partially: rapidly) alternating gravity conditions with changing intervals of 1g and simg in 
order to investigate the possibility of an internal control (see material and method section 
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Figure 4.39. Summary of results of two 
additional luminol injection after the 
first and second of a total of 3 complete 
experiment runs (60 min) with NR8383 
cells - mean of all biological samples (n 
= 10). 
RLU: relative light units. min: minutes. 
average: mean. Samples were measured 
using TPLX-A conditions: total volume 300 
µl, 80 µl IFB#2 (zymosan + HRP), 50 µl 
IFB#1 (luminol), 170 µl cells suspension 
(0.034 * 106 cells/well). Gaps: times 
between experiment run 1 and 2 and 
between run 2 and 3 (approx. 6 min) after 
the second / third luminol injection (50 µl 
IFB#1) had been performed, equaling 
350 / 400 µl total volume. Experiment run 
2 and 3 showed no boost of the reaction 
after the second / third luminol (IFB#1) 
injection.
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“Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the adapted PMT-clinostat”, 
paragraph “Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic burst measurements with 
alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat”). Previous data gained from the 
NR8383 macrophages had shown large variations within the burst curves of biological 
samples measured at different days, different day times and even in parallel (compare 
results sections “Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to new 
requirements”, “Task 2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and 
determination of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions” and “Task 2.3.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or two additional luminol injections after the start of a 
NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction”). This led to the conclusion that subsequent 
runs of 1g and simg in the PMT-clinostat might get biased by the different burst heights 
caused by the difference in experiments. It also led to the conclusion that an internal 
control would be of great help in order to determine only the effects caused by simg, while 
excluding any other possibilities for errors or biases like different day times or different 
biological samples. 
In order to gain such an internal control, preliminary experiments first investigated whether 
an overall difference between 1g and simg in the PMT-clinostat was detectable (“Task 
2.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete and separate measurement runs in 
the PMT-clinostat”). In the next step, preliminary experiments examined whether 1g and 
simg could be measured in alternating intervals in the same cell sample (“Task 2.3.2.2 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in 
alternating intervals of 10 minutes)”, “Task 2.3.2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating 
gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 5 minutes)” and 
“Task 2.3.2.4 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - rapidly alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-
clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 2 minutes)”). Different intervals of 10, 5 and 2 
minutes were tested in order to determine the type of interval best suited for future TPLX-A 
PMT-clinostat measurements.
Task 2.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete and separate 
measurement runs in the PMT-clinostat
In order to get a first insight if any obvious change in signal output for 1g compared to simg 
would be detectable in the PMT-clinostat, one experiment day with half of the experiments 
in 1g and the other half under simg conditions was performed (see “Task 2.3.2.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete and separate measurement runs in the 
PMT-clinostat”). The results are depicted in detail in the APPENDICES “Task 2.3.2.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete and separate measurement runs in the 
PMT-clinostat - SUPPLEMENTARY”. Summarising it can be said, that the 1g-curves were 
roughly almost twice as high as the simg-curves.
Task 2.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-
clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 10 minutes)
As described in “Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic burst measurements 
with alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat”, the possibility for an internal 
control within one measurement run in the PMT-clinostat should be investigated to exclude 
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the possibilities of errors caused by a difference in cell reaction due to the different 
experiment rather than due to a difference in gravity condition, e.g. caused by day time, 
etc.. The first preliminary experiments investigated 1g / simg in alternating intervals of 10 
min. 
NR8383 cells were seeded at 0.2 * 106 cells/ml, 2 days before the experiment. Per 
experiment run, 0.09919 * 106 cells were measured in 250 µl inside the small cuvette 
made from one piece for 60 min acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette 
as used previously”. For the first 5 min, 1g was applied. After 5 min, a button on the PMT-
clinostat (compare fig. 3.4.) was pressed, thereby starting its rotation at 60 rpm. This 
simulation of microgravity continued for 10 min. The button was pressed again and 1g-
conditions were applied for 10 min. These conditions were now switched in 10 min-
intervals for the time period of the experiment. 
 
Figure 4.40. Altered gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat - 1g / simg applied in alternating intervals 
of 10 min over a total time period of 60 min.
RLU: relative light units. 1g: normal gravitational force on Earth (1g = 9.81 m/s2). simg / sg: simulated 
microgravity by 2D-clinorotation at 60 rpm. min: minutes. Red lines: time points at which the g-conditions 
were changed by pressing the on / off-button for rotation on the PMT-clinostat. In general, the shape of a 
classical NR8383 burst curve is visible, however it shows a second peak following the first one and the 
decrease after the max. burst height is rather slow with the tail not reaching the basic level during the 
measurement. The maximum burst height of the cells lay in the second 1g-intervall showing a short plateau 
at approx. 90’000 RLU. During the upward slope before the max. burst height at 5 min, the cells first did not 
react to the change in g-conditions (1g to sg), however after a first peak had been reached under simg-
conditions (approx. burst height 75’000 RLU at approx. 14 min), the change from simg to 1g at 15 min 
seemed to trigger a new increase in the burst reaction with the max. burst height following in the is 1g-phase. 
The change from 1g to simg at 25 min, and simg to 1g at 35 min led to a clear decrease in the oxidative 
burst following both time points. 
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Figure 4.40. and fig. 4.41. present two examples of such experiments with 1g / simg 
applied in alternating intervals of 10 min. Two examples are shown to represent the 
different reactions of the NR8383 cells that were observed.
As fig. 4.40. and 4.41. show, the NR8383 were able to sense the gravity changes and 
react to them, in these cases by a decrease in the burst reaction. The first change (1g to 
simg) during the upward slope of the curve towards the max. burst height led to no 
reaction. Notably, a reaction of the NR8383 cells was not detectable for all g-changes and 
showed a decrease in the some changes from 1g to simg as well as for simg to 1g. The 
max. burst height was observed under 1g-conditions during the experiment run presented 
in fig. 4.40. (approx. max. burst height 90’000 RLU) and under simg-conditions for the 
experiment run illustrated in fig. 4.41. (approx. max. burst height 15’500 RLU).
As the cells reaction was not distinct and more data points were desirable to increase the 
scientific return from each experiment run, 1g / simg in alternating intervals of 5 min were 
investigated as follow-up preliminary experiments.
 
Figure 4.41. Altered gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat - 1g / simg applied in alternating intervals 
of 10 min over a total time period of 60 min.
RLU: relative light units. 1g: normal gravitational force on Earth (1g = 9.81 m/s2). simg / sg: simulated 
microgravity by 2D-clinorotation at 60 rpm. min: minutes. Red lines: time points at which the g-conditions 
were changed by pressing the on / off-button for rotation on the PMT-clinostat. In general, the shape of a 
classical NR8383 burst curve is visible, however it shows some variations like extra shoulders not only at the 
points of g-change (e.g. right before and after the max. burst height were reached). The maximum burst 
height of the cells lay in the first simg-intervall at approx. 15’500 RLU. During the upward slope before the 
max. burst height, the cells did not react to the change in g-conditions (1g to simg), however at 15 min (simg 
to 1g) and 35 min (simg to 1g), the burst reaction decreased following the change in g-conditions.
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Task 2.3.2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-
clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 5 minutes)
As explained in “Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic burst measurements 
with alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat”, the possibility for an internal 
control within one measurement run in the PMT-clinostat should be investigated to exclude 
the possibilities of errors caused by a difference in cell reaction due to the different 
experiment rather than due to a difference in gravity condition, e.g. caused by day time, 
etc.. After the experiments described in “Task 2.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating 
gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 10 minutes)”, 
the following preliminary experiments investigated 1g / simg in alternating intervals of 5 
min, thereby shortening the intervals and increasing the possible number of g-changes per 
experiment run from 6 to 11. The more g-changes per experiment run, the higher the 
scientific output gained from each single experiment run (as more data points could be 
investigated per run).
NR8383 cells were seeded at 0.2 * 106 cells/ml, 2 days before the experiment. Per 
experiment run, 0.09919 * 106 cells were measured in 250 µl inside the small cuvette 
made from one piece for 60 min acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette 
as used previously”. For the first 5 min, 1g was applied. After 5 min, a button on the PMT-
clinostat (compare fig. 3.4.) was pressed, thereby starting its rotation at 60 rpm. This 
simulation of microgravity continued for 5 min. The button was pressed again and 1g-
conditions were applied for 5 min. These conditions were now switched in 5 min-intervals 
for the time period of the experiment. 
Figure 4.42. and fig. 4.43. present two examples of such experiments with 1g / simg 
applied in alternating intervals of 5 min. Two examples are shown to represent the 
different reactions of the NR8383 cells that were observed.
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Figure 4.42. Altered gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat - 1g / simg applied in alternating intervals 
of 5 min over a total time period of 60 min.
RLU: relative light units. 1g: normal gravitational force on Earth (1g = 9.81 m/s2). simg / sg: simulated 
microgravity by 2D-clinorotation at 60 rpm. min: minutes. Red lines: time points at which the g-conditions 
were changed by pressing the on / off-button for rotation on the PMT-clinostat. In general, the shape of a 
classical NR8383 burst curve is visible, however it shows some variations like extra shoulders not only at the 
points of g-change. The maximum burst height of the cells lay in the second simg-intervall at approx. 
750’000 RLU. During the upward slope before the max. burst height, the cells did not react to the first 
change in g-conditions (1g to simg) at 5 min, however at 10 min (simg to 1g), 15 min (1g to simg), 20 min 
(simg to 1g), 25 min (1g to simg) and 30 min (simg to 1g), with the burst reaction always decreasing after the 
change in g-conditions. At 35 min, the change from 1g to simg, and at 50 min, the change from simg to 1g, 
both seemed to lead to an increase in the burst reaction. All other time points showed a decrease for the 
burst reaction.
Comparable to the experiment runs executed with 10 min-intervals (compare “Task 2.3.2.2 
- TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in 
alternating intervals of 10 minutes)”), the experiments applying 5 min-intervals also 
showed a variation of reactions of the NR8383 cells. The NR8383 macrophages were 
clearly able to detect gravity changes and react to them immediately, however the  type of 
reaction was different as changes from 1g to simg as well as simg to 1g could lead to a 
decrease (fig. 4.42. and fig. 4.43.) as well as an increase of the burst reaction (fig. 4.42.) 
and as the type of reaction differed from no reaction to an immediate reaction reversing 
the trend of the curve and leading to a up- or down-regulations of the oxidative burst 
reaction by up to approx. 100’000 RLU within 5 min.  
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Figure 4.43. Altered gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat - 1g / simg applied in alternating intervals 
of 5 min over a total time period of 60 min.
RLU: relative light units. 1g: normal gravitational force on Earth (1g = 9.81 m/s2). simg / sg: simulated 
microgravity by 2D-clinorotation at 60 rpm. min: minutes. Red lines: time points at which the g-conditions 
were changed by pressing the on / off-button for rotation on the PMT-clinostat. The cells showed very strong 
reactions to the g-changes resulting in immediate up- or down-regulations of the oxidative burst reaction by 
up to approx. 100’000 RLU within 5 min. The upward slope of the curve is clearly visible, however the cells 
remain at a heigh burst height from 20 min onwards and the curve does not show the classical decrease but 
rather a very slowly decreasing plateau phase not returning to basic levels within the measurement frame. 
The maximum burst height of the cells lay at the end of the third simg-interval at approx. 310’000 RLU. 
During the upward slope before the max. burst height, the cells did not react to the change in g-conditions 
(1g to simg) at 5 min, however at 10 min (simg to 1g) a slight decrease is visible, even more prominent at 15 
min (1g to simg) and actually reversing the trend of the curve at 20 min (simg to 1g). From the g-change at 
20 min (simg to 1g) onwards, every g-change immediately reversed the trend of the curve, with changes 
from simg to 1g leading to a down-regulation and changes from 1g to simg to an up regulation of the burst 
reaction.
The strength of the cells response to the change in the g-stimulus differed, e.g. when 
comparing the change at 30 min from simg to 1g with a decrease of approx. 80’000 RLU 
(from approx. 580’000 to 500’000 RLU) to the g-change at 40 min from simg to 1g showing 
a decrease of approx. 20’000 RLU (from approx. 460’000 to 440’000 RLU), see fig. 4.42. 
The max. burst heights lay at approx. 750’000 RLU in the second sim-interval for the 
experiment run depicted in fig. 4.42. and at approx. 310’000 RLU during the third simg-
interval for the experiment run shown in fig. 4.43..
As the cells reaction was not distinct but showed such a great variety of reactions and still 
more data points were desirable to increase the scientific return from each experiment run, 
1g / simg in alternating intervals of 2 min were investigated as the next follow-up 
preliminary experiments. 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Task 2.3.2.4 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - rapidly alternating gravity conditions in the 
PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 2 minutes)
As “Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic burst measurements with 
alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat” explains, the possibility for an internal 
control within one measurement run in the PMT-clinostat should be investigated to exclude 
the possibilities of errors caused by a difference in cell reaction due to the different 
experiment rather than due to a difference in gravity condition, e.g. caused by day time, 
etc.. After the experiments described in “Task 2.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating 
gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 10 minutes)” 
and “Task 2.3.2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat 
(1g / simg in alternating intervals of 5 minutes)”, had been conducted, the following 
preliminary experiments investigated 1g / simg in alternating intervals of 2 min, thereby 
again shortening the intervals and increasing the possible number of g-changes per 
experiment run to 29. The more g-changes per experiment run, the higher the scientific 
output gained from each single experiment run (as more data points could be investigated 
per run).
NR8383 cells were seeded at 0.2 * 106 cells/ml, 2 days before the experiment. Per 
experiment run, 0.09919 * 106 cells were measured in 250 µl inside the small cuvette 
made from one piece for 60 min acc. to “Task 2.2.1.1 - Standard protocol for small cuvette 
as used previously”. For the first 2 min, 1g was applied. After 2 min, a button on the PMT-
clinostat (compare fig. 3.4.) was pressed, thereby starting its rotation at 60 rpm. This 
simulation of microgravity continued for 2 min. The button was pressed again and 1g-
conditions were applied for 2 min. These conditions were now switched in 2 min-intervals 
for the time period of the experiment. 
Figure 4.44. and fig. 4.45. present two examples of such experiments with 1g / simg 
applied in alternating intervals of 2 min. Two examples are shown to represent the 
different reactions of the NR8383 cells that were observed.
As already shown in the previous preliminary experiments with 5 min- and 10 min-intervals 
of alternating 1g / simg, the NR8383 macrophages were obviously clearly able to sense 
gravity changes and react to them. Again, the reaction types differed from no reaction 
(especially at the beginning of the burst reaction during the first part of the upward slope of 
the curve), to reactions so strong that they reversed the trend of the curve (compare fig. 
4.44. and fig. 4.45.). In both experiment runs shown, the intensity of the reaction 
decreased towards the end of the measurement and was the strongest around the peak of 
the reaction curve. The maximum burst heights of the cells lay at the end of the eights 1g-
interval at approx. 231’000 RLU for the experiment run presented in fig. 4.44. and at the 
end of the fourth simg-interval at approx. 800’000 RLU for the experiment run depicted in 
fig. 4.45.. Around the reaction peak, decreases in burst reaction actually reversing the 
trend of the curve were detected for g-changes from 1g to simg in the experiment run 
illustrated in fig. 4.44.. In contrast, the experiment run shown in fig. 4.45. displayed 
decreases in the burst reaction actually reversing the trend of the curve around the 
reaction peak for g-changes from simg to 1g. In general, a decrease as well as an 
increase in the burst reaction was visible for both types of g-changes in the experiment run 
depicted in fig. 4.44.. In the experiment run depicted in fig. 4.45., a decrease in the burst 
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reaction was also visible for both types of g-changes in, while increases in the burst 
reaction were only visible for 1g to simg.
 
Figure 4.44. Altered gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat - 1g / simg applied in alternating intervals 
of 2 min over a total time period of 60 min.
RLU: relative light units. 1g: normal gravitational force on Earth (1g = 9.81 m/s2). simg / sg: simulated 
microgravity by 2D-clinorotation at 60 rpm. min: minutes. Red lines: time points at which the g-conditions 
were changed by pressing the on / off-button for rotation on the PMT-clinostat. In general, the shape of a 
classical NR8383 burst curve is visible, however the reaction stayed relatively high after the peak had been 
reached and did not return to basic level within the time frame of the measurement, showing a kind of 
plateau phase towards the end. The maximum burst height of the cells lay at the end of the eights 1g-interval 
at approx. 231’000 RLU. During the upward slope before the max. burst height, the cells showed marginally 
visible reactions to the changes in g-conditions until the g-change at 18 min (1g to simg), which showed a 
clear decrease in the burst reaction. The following change again showed hardly any reaction the one after 
that, at 22 min (1g to simg), however again exhibited a clear decrease. The change from simg to 1g at 24 
min led to a small burst increase, followed by a decrease at 26 (1g tom simg), an increase at 28 min (simg to 
1g), a decrease at 30 min (1g to simg) and an increase at 32 min (simg to 1g), with all g-changes from 26 to 
32 min reversing the trend of the curve. The g-change at 34 min (1g to simg) showed a decrease again, only 
that this time the trend of the curve was not reversed but it looks like the curve simply continued at a lower 
level. Notably the g-changes from 34 min (1g to simg) and 36 min (simg to 1g) both led to a decrease in 
RLU, with the g-changes from 1g to simg, which had previously resulted in a decrease in RLU, resulting in 
an increase for the g-changes at 42, 46 and 50 minutes. For the changes at 54 (1g to simg) and 58 min (1g 
to simg) no reaction was detectable.
As the cells’ reactions were clearly visible and a time frame of two min per interval 
therefore considered sufficient, this type of interval was chosen for future PMT-clinostat 
experiments as it provided 29 data points for g-changes (1g to simg and simg to 1g in 
summary) per experiment run of 60 min (compared to only 6 data points for 10 min-
intervals and 11 data points for 5 min-intervals).
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Figure 4.45. Altered gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat - 1g / simg applied in alternating intervals 
of 2 min over a total time period of 60 min.
RLU: relative light units. 1g: normal gravitational force on Earth (1g = 9.81 m/s2). simg / sg: simulated 
microgravity by 2D-clinorotation at 60 rpm. min: minutes. Red lines: time points at which the g-conditions 
were changed by pressing the on / off-button for rotation on the PMT-clinostat. In general, the shape of a 
classical NR8383 burst curve is visible, however it shows a slowly decreasing tail not completely reaching 
basic levels within the time frame of the experiment. Around the peak of the reaction, the cells’ reactions are 
clearly visible, but from 30 min onwards, the reactions were very little to none at all. The maximum burst 
height of the cells lay at the end of the fourth simg-interval at approx. 800’000 RLU. During the upward slope 
before the max. burst height, the cells showed marginally visible reactions to the changes in g-conditions 
until the g-change at 12 min (simg to 1g), which showed a clear decrease in the burst reaction. While the g-
change from 1g to simg at 14 min showed again only marginal effects, the cells presented reversing trends 
in the burst curve resulting from the changes from 16 min until the change at 34 min (with a decrease 
resulting from changes from simg to 1g (16, 20, 24, 28, 32 min) and an increase resulting from a a g-change 
from 1g to simg (18, 22, 26, 30 min)). The change from 1g to simg at 34 min, however, led to a small but 
detectable decrease.
TRIPLELUX-A and SITI-2 - connection and common features
The projects TPLX-A and SITI-2 both investigated the cell type of macrophages, either by 
applying real rat macrophages (NR8383) in TPLX-A or by differentiating human U937 
monocytes into a macrophageal state in SITI-2. Macrophages are crucial effector cells of 
the innate immune response. They reside within tissues throughout the body and patrol it 
for pathogens or any particle they recognise as foreign to the body. If such a particle or 
pathogen is found by a macrophage, it engulfs it and degrades the particle by a respiratory 
burst reaction called oxidative burst, which releases oxygen radicals into the 
phagolysosome containing the engulfed potential pathogen (compare introduction, “2.5 
Phagocytosis and oxidative burst reaction”). Additionally, the macrophage can activate the 
adaptive immune system by presenting particles of a pathogen, e.g. parts of a bacterial 
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cell wall, to cells of the adaptive immune system. The adaptive immune system takes more 
time to react, however it is very potent as it reacts specifically to one pathogen. Given 
these facts it becomes very clear that macrophages play a crucial role in the immune 
system, innate as well as adaptive. These cells are therefore of important interest to 
scientists studying immune dysregulations occurring either during diseases on ground or 
during the subjection to µg in astronauts (or also during simg in cell culture on ground). 
Should the macrophage cell type not function properly, it would certainly lead to a 
malfunction of the immune system. Two main possible dysfunctions of macrophages 
related to the projects TPLX-A and SITI-2 shall be explained. First, if macrophages would 
not be able to execute phagocytosis like they would in a healthy state on ground, the body 
might be invaded by pathogens causing illness or maybe even death. Therefore, TPLX-A 
investigated the oxidative burst reaction of macrophages. Rat macrophages had been 
chosen for TPLX-A as human macrophages exhibited a lower burst reaction not as 
suitable for the experiments as the rat macrophages’ reaction. The oxidative burst reaction 
is a short term effect occurring within about an hour after the stimulus for phagocytosis is 
given. This process might be influenced by microgravity. 
A second possibly dysfunction would occur, if macrophages would not be able to activate 
the adaptive immune system like they would in a healthy state on ground. The body might 
then not be able to fight off an infection sufficiently, resulting in persisting infections which 
might, in the worst case, be endangering life. SITI-2 investigated different molecules, e.g. 
responsible for cell-cell-communication, phagocytosis and antigen-presentation. In SITI-2, 
cell were subjected to µg for 5 days, thereby observing long term effects of µg on 
macrophages compared to the short term effects observed in TPLX-A. 
Taken together, the two projects investigate a range of effects on macrophages as key 
cells in the immune system caused by different durations of µg. To understand the 
influence of gravity and microgravity on immune cells, both short and long term effects of 
µg are of utter importance. While it is still unclear whether and if, to which extent, the 
human body and the immune system might be able to adapt to µg thereby possibly 
compensating short term effects, the effects occurring after long term exposure to 
microgravity are probably persisting effects under µg-conditions in the cellular system and 
might potentially occur within the human bodies of astronauts. The long term effects of µg 
observed in SITI-2 after 5 days of µg are described in the following section “4.3 Task 3 - 
The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission”.
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the adapted PMT-
clinostat
• one or two additional luminol shots were not able to reliably boost the NR8383’s 
burst reaction
• NR8383 cells were clearly able to sense a change in gravity condition (simg 
or 1g) applied on the PMT-clinostat 
• a clear difference in runs executed under 1g- and simg-conditions was 
detectable, even though interval-experiments performed later-on showed that 
the variations in the NR8383 cells max. burst height from one experiment to 
another could be extremely high
• the internal control (changing in travels of simg and 1g) investigated to 
exclude disturbing influences of unclear origin did show reactions of the 
NR8383 cells to changes from 1g to simg and vice versa within one 
experiment run, though not for all changes
• all interval experiments seemed to show a decrease in the respective height 
change over time, caused by a change in g-conditions (starting from the reaction 
curve peak onwards, the strongest changes (partially up to 100’000 RLU 
difference) occurred around the peak of the burst reaction curves)
• during the steep upward slope of the burst curves in the beginning of the 
reactions, the cells did usually not react at all to changes in g-conditions 
• 10-min-intervals, 5-min-intervals and 2-min-intervals seemed to produce the same 
reactions, 2-min-intervals were therefore chosen for future experiments as 
they provided the largest set of data points (g-changes) per burst measurement
• independent from the interval lengths, results were differing strongly: 
• the type of g-change (simg to 1g or vice versa) sometimes lead to an 
increase, sometimes to a decrease in burst height
• sometimes both types of g-change (simg to 1g or vice versa) lead to 
increases and decreases of the burst reaction within the same 
experiment
• a crucial urge resulted to investigate which type of reaction (increase or 
decrease of the burst reaction) would be related to which change in g-type (1g 
to simg or vice versa), and in what manner, and if this relation would be linked to 
the time frame of the reaction curve
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4.3 Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission
The SITI-2 (SIgnal Transduction In microgravity, part 2) project observed macrophage-like 
U937 cells in order to investigate the influences of long-term µg on cell-cell-communication 
molecules, antigen-presentation and the cytoskeleton. Macrophages are part of the body’s 
first line of defence and crucial effector cells of the innate immune system.
The main experiment was conducted during the SHENZHOU-8 space mission in 2011, 
when adherent U937 human histiocytic lymphoma cells were subjected to 5 days of µg 
and analysed by immunohistochemical staining and confocal microscopy upon their return, 
but of course many additional pre-tests proceeded the mission. For the space experiment, 
U937 monocytes were differentiated with PMA for 3 days, thereby adhering to makrolon 
slides and developing a macrophage-like phenotype including some makrophageal 
properties. The slides were then inserted into a specially developed hardware, the plunger 
unit (compare material and method section "Hardware of SITI-2") and subjected to µg. 
After 5 days, cells were fixated by a PFA-solution which was removed by PBS after 2 
hours to prevent damage on the cells caused by the PFA. The cells were stored in PBS 
inside the plunger units until the retrieval of the capsule. The plunger units were taken 
apart at the PITC, Beijing, China, the slides were demounted and stored in 4 °C cold PBS 
until further analysis at the UZH, Switzerland. 
The following paragraphs depict the results of SITI-2, the hardware modifications and 
development (see results description “Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications and 
development”), the biological testing of hardware and mission conditions (see results 
descripton “Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions”), the 
matching test in China (see results description “Task 3.3 - The “matching test” - mission 
preparatorily hardware and biology test in Beijing, China”) and the actual mission results 
(see results description Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 
(SZ-8)”).
The hardware modifications show, how the former silicon bladder bag system for liquid 
exchanges was replaced by a teflon bellow system due to leakage problems. All the 
necessary adaptations along the process of the space preparations are depicted, e.g. the 
development of a double spring pack to provide enough force for the new teflon bellow 
system or the piston evolution to optimise the liquid flow inside the plunger compartment. 
The melting ring of the plunger system was optimised in several steps in order to ensure a 
reliable deployment and thereby liquid exchange during the experiments. To enhance the 
possibilities of biological testing, a test culture chamber with makrolon inlets was 
constructed, thus allowing cell observation via microscopy during an experiment lasting for 
days instead of only being able to gain end point observations as previously when using 
the culture chambers. Additionally, a chamber for living, adherent U937 cell microscopy on 
makrolon slides was constructed. For the purpose of gaining the highest number of 
technical replicates possible, a water-jet slide cutting technique was established which was 
able to cut the makrolon slides so that many different stainings could be performed on 
separate pieces of each biological sample slide.
The biological testing included mission pre-tests such as the optimisation of the media or 
the tests whether the adherent U937 cells would be able to withstand the mission-given 
conditions of no gas exchange or 23 °C only. Activation tests of the plunger units were 
executed following the new hardware modifications.
The matching test required extensive planing to organise the availability of all the 
necessary equipment in China at Beihang University, Bejijng, the PITC, Bejijng and JSLC, 
Inner Mongolia for the mission. A 7-day and a 20-day test were executed to test the 
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interaction of biology and technical equipment while mimicking two possible mission 
duration scenarios. 
The results of the mission are divided in mission-related results (see results description 
“Mission-related results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”), SITI-2 
plunger unit-activation related results (see results description “Plunger unit activation-
related results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”) and scientific 
results of the biological experiment SITI-2 (see results description “Scientific SITI-2 results 
flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”).
The mission related results contain the key events of the mission and ground control 
experiment as well as plunger unit activation times. The part about the plunger-unit 
activation-related results presents more details on the executed plunger activations, e.g. 
how many activations were deployed successfully. The scientific results part abstracts 
some biological results of the mission regarding cell-cell-communication by the binding of 
ICAM-1 on endothelial cells and T cells (Mac-1 consisting of CD11b and CD18), regarding 
the recognition and phagocytosis of apoptotic cells (CD36) and regarding antigen-
presentation (MHC-II), all these presenting indispensable macrophage functions. For 
further scientific results, please refer to Paulsen et al., 2013 and Paulsen et al., submitted 
2014.
Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications and development
A main part of the work on SITI-2 consisted of the collaboration with ASTRIUM in the 
development of the hardware used for this project during the SHENZHOU-8 mission and 
mission preparation (compare introduction section “Task 3 - The SITI-2 project on the 
SHENZHOU-8 mission”). The present section explains the main subsystems and their 
respective adaptations as well as hardware which was required for the biological pre-tests 
in the laboratory regarding their development along the process of the SITI-2 space 
preparations. For the biological testing, please refer to the proceeding section ”Task 3.2 - 
Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions”.
The plunger unit was developed by ASTRIUM under DLR contract for the usage of the 
SITI-2 experiment. The plunger unit as flown during SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 consisted 
of many complex sub-systems which had to be adjusted to each other to result in a 
smooth working unit. As described in the material and method section “3.6 SITI-2 inside 
SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8”, paragraph “Hardware of SITI-2”, the plunger unit contained 
three separate liquid loops: a cell culture chamber on top of the unit with a mountable 
makrolon slide (clear for microscopy) on which cells could be adhered, connected to two 
plungers underneath, able to automatically execute any two liquid exchanges (e.g. 
injection of fixation fluid and removal by PBS). 
The plungers were developed from a previous system using PTFE bladder bellow to the 
system as flown, containing the liquids for the exchanges in teflon bellows (compare “Task 
3.1.1 - SITI-2 bellow supply unit”). In order to inject the liquid into the system, an 
automated system had to be invented which would prevent a premature injection but 
reliably injected the fluids at pre-defined time points. This was solved via melting rings, 
which were improved several times during the injection testing (see “Task 3.1.2 - SITI-2 
melting rings). The force pushing the liquid out of the teflon bellow was exerted first by only 
one spring which was then replaced by a whole spring pack along with the testing process, 
with two springs assuring the necessary force for the injection caused ny the bellows 
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compression and a spring separator guaranteeing the springs extension without 
entangling (compare “Task 3.1.3 - SITI-2 spring pack”). The insertion of a flower-shaped 
piston ensured a minimal resistance for the liquid flow inside the plunger compartment 
during the emptying of the bellow and filling of the (thereby created) waste compartment 
which formally housed the bellow (compare “Task 3.1.4 - SITI-2 liquid flow”). 
In order to increase the number of possible biological pre-tests for the mission, a new 
experiment hardware was needed for application in the laboratory. At the beginning of the 
hardware development, only a closed cell culture chamber was available to execute 
laboratory tests. This cell culture chamber provided the possibility for end point 
experiments, however, a monitoring of the cells status during the experiment was not 
possible. To realise a system enabling a constant monitoring of the cells, science asked for 
a cell culture chamber with a microscopic inlet in the bottom of the housing which was 
consequently constructed by ASTRIUM (see “Task 3.1.5 - SITI-2 development of TCCs”). 
Table 4.25. presents an overview exhibiting how the given subsystems and hardware was 
developed.
Table 4.25. Overview over the main adaptations of the SITI-2 hardware for the usage in SIMBOX on 
the SHENZHOU-8 mission. credit: ASTRIUM
F 
!
old hardware old condition new condition new hardware
PTFE bellow, 12 * 20 
mm; 
0.6 ml
bladder holding liquid
Capa 6520; 
body and wire separate
POM, unit: body, contact 
plate, wire; 
plus pogo pins
culture chamber; 
only end point 
experiments possible
Test Culture Chamber 
(TCC); 
microscopy during 
experiment possible
bladder penetration 
system; 
unstable amounts of 
liquid
spring-bellow-system: 
constant flow volumes
- no spring > one spring spring separator;
two springs 
2-chamber-system;
was already replaced by 
a three-chamber system 
when the work on the 
present thesis was 
started
plunger unit as flown
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“Task 3.1.6 - SITI-2 construction of a microscopy chamber for living U937 cells on 
makrolon slides” summarises how a microscopy chamber was constructed at the UZH, 
enabling an observation of living U937 cells adhered on the makrolon slides without any 
danger of desiccation. 
In order to achieve the highest number of different stainings (post-flight evaluation) 
possible, the makrolon slides were supposed to be cut after the mission and before further 
staining and evaluation processes. “Task 3.1.7 - SITI-2 slide cutting technique” describes 
how this required special cutting technique was developed.
Every single task is described separately in more detail in the underlying section.
Task 3.1.1 - SITI-2 bellow supply unit
The SITI-2 bellow supply unit was formerly a silicon balloon bladder unit. It was required to 
be leak proof, biocompatible, automatically activatable and guarantee constant amounts 
for the liquid transferrals. The supply systems were situated inside the housing of the 
plunger unit, below the cell culture chamber (see fig. 4.46.). 
   
Figure 4.46. Positioning of the supply units (white) inside the plunger unit - explosion.
Six closed supply units (white) are pictured outside their chamber in the PEEK housing (brown) of the 
plunger unit (left side). Three makrolon slides (mountable cell carriers) are placed on silicon sealing (left 
side: dark grey, right side: light grey) on top of the housing which is then fixated by a metal cover on top 
(grey) using screws (right side). Every cell culture chamber formed by this process is connected to two 
plunger systems underneath as an independent liquid loop. Every plunger system consisted of a silicon 
balloon bladder (not visible) inside a POM housing (white) closed by two septa. credit: ASTRIUM
Every plunger unit contained six plungers. They could be filled with any liquid, e.g. media 
for a media exchange providing fresh nutrients in space, fixative for sample fixation or PBS 
for sample storage. Two silicon bladder units plus the cell culture chamber situated above 
them presented an independent liquid loop, thereby providing the possibility of measuring 
three biological samples in parallel inside one EC type I container (81 *40.6 * 20.5 mm), 
having approx. the size of a cigarette pack. Figure 4.47. shows the previous supply 
system, including its components, in detail.
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   
Figure 4.47. Former SITI-2 supply unit (silicon balloon bladder) - closed (left side) and as explosion 
(right side).
Left: Closed silicon balloon bladder supply unit as it could be inserted into the plunger unit’s housing. Right: 
The silicon balloon bladder supply unit consisted of a silicon balloon bladder (yellow) inserted into a POM 
housing (white) and sealed towards the plunger units needle cup by two silicon septa (white disks on the 
right) inserted into a metal screw (grey). The balloon was filled with the respective liquid for the injection. An 
O-ring (black, visible on the left of the explosion but also on the closed plunger unit) prevented liquid from 
leaking to the front of the bellow where the melting was situated. credit: ASTRIUM
After the balloon system for the supply units had proven to leak liquid and to be unable to 
guarantee the transferral of constant amounts (compare results of the experiment “Task 
3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for tightness of previous (silicon balloon bladder) supply unit”), a new 
system had to be developed. It was again required to be leak proof, biocompatible, 
automatically activatable and guarantee constant amounts for the liquid transferrals. 
The former balloon bladder was made out of the silicon providing the at that point in time 
best possible results for biocompatibility. As the liquid contained in this compartment would 
be injected directly onto the cells inside the cell culture chamber it was of special interest 
not to make any compromise regarding the biocompatibility when the system was 
replaced. It was crucial to ensure that no residues of the material could be left inside the 
injected liquid which might in turn influence the cells during the experiment.
The first version of new supply units consisted of a teflon bellow, with two septa inside a 
titan screw that was drilled into a thread which itself was glued into the bellow. The bellow 
was produced by an external provider with a non-cutting manufacturing technique. Teflon 
was chosen as it had proven very good biocompatibility in the past. It was a very stable 
material. By constructing the bellow in this particular form, with its walls shaped like an 
accordion, it was possible to combine stability providing a constant liquid amount and 
flexibility enabling the compression needed for the liquid injection into the system. The 
system originally constructed for the automated activation via melting rings could still be 
used. All requirements were fulfilled.
However, during the first experiments with the new bellows, it became obvious that the 
glue which had been used for inserting the thread was not able to withstand the process of 
autoclavation. The threads fell out of the bellows during the process. 
Therefore, ASTRIUM developed a second version of the bellows in which the thread was 
pinched into the bellow. This version proved to be leakproof and withstand the 
autoclavation process. Additionally, questions of biocompatibility regarding the glue 
became dispensable. These bellows flew during the SHENZHOU-8 mission and are 
shown in fig. 4.48..
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 
Figure 4.48. Teflon bellow supply unit as flown for the SITI-2 experiment on the SHENZHOU-8 space 
mission - closed (left), cross section (middle), explosion (right). 
The supply unit consisted of a teflon bellow (white) which was sealed by two silicon septa (blue disks) inside 
a titanium screw (grey) towards the plunger units needle cup. An O-ring (black, left and middle: on the 
outside of the bellow, right: shown on the left) prevented liquid from leaking to the front of the bellow (here to 
the left) where the melting ring was situated. The bellow was filled with the respective liquid for the injection. 
credit: ASTRIUM
Task 3.1.2 - SITI-2 melting rings
The plunger unit required a system for reliable automated activation at pre-defined time 
points, leading to the injection of the plungers' contents into the cell culture chamber. First, 
a system with a melting fuse (POM-ring) with one pre-determined breaking point had been 
constructed as shown in fig. 4.49.. POM is a thermoplastic with a melting point at 180 °C. 
     
Figure 4.49. First version of the melting fuse (ring) for SITI-2 - melting ring with wiring (left), position 
of the melting ring inside the plunger system (right, marked by red arrow).
Left: The melting ring was made out of POM and had one pre-determined breaking point around which wire 
(yellow) was coiled, the rest of the ring had no extra wiring. Right: The melting ring (red arrow) was clipped 
onto the POM housing of the balloon bladder supply unit at the end which was facing the needle cup. The 
wires had to be inserted into the plunger unit by a whole for connection. credit: ASTRIUM
At the pre-defined time points, a current was applied to heat the wiring and melt the ring at 
the pre-determined breaking point (compare fig. 4.50.).
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     
Figure 4.50. Functional principle of the first melting fuse (ring) for SITI-2 - melting ring before the 
application of current leading to the liquid injection (left), melting ring after the application of current 
leading to the liquid injection (right, melting ring opened).
Left: The melting ring (golden) was clipped onto the POM housing of the balloon bladder supply unit (white) 
at the end which was facing the needle cup. The wires (green) were connected and the closed melting ring 
prevented the spring’s (yellow) pushing of the supply unit onto the needle cup (the needle thereby 
penetrating the septa (grey) and the liquid being injected into the cell culture chamber). Right: By applying a 
certain current at the pre-defined time point for injection, the wire coil (red) around the pre-determined 
breaking point of the POM-ring (golden) was heated. This resulted in melting of the POM-ring at this point, 
the POM-ring opened and the force of the loaded spring (yellow) pushed the supply unit (white) onto the 
needle cup, the needle thereby penetrating the silicon septa (grey) and the liquid being injected into the cell 
culture chamber. credit: ASTRIUM
This first melting ring proved not to melt reliably during several tests. One of the main 
problems which had occurred was a breaking of the wire leading to the pre-determined 
breaking point on the POM-ring. Another problem had been the fact that vibrations could 
change the position of the melting ring in such a way, that the electrical current could not 
be transferred from the pogo pins inside the housing (see fig. 4.51.) to the wiring of the 
melting ring. Vibrations were likely to occur during the mission, e.g. during the start of the 
rocket, so a countermeasure had to be found. 
 
Figure 4.51. Pogo pins (red arrows) inside the SITI-2 plunger unit’s housing.
The pogo pins were the points of contact between the electrical system of the plunger unit connected to the 
SIMBOX and the wire of the melting rings. credit for the photograph: ASTRIUM
The system had to be adapted regarding the problems which had occurred, while again 
fulfilling the requirements: to had to be automatically activatable and it had to lead to the 
injection of the plungers content into the cell culture chamber at pre-defined time points in 
a reliable way. 
A new version of the melting ring was therefore developed by ASTRIUM (see fig. 4.52.).
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             
 
The constantan wire was inserted into a flute inside the ring, for protection against 
breaking (compare fig. 4.52.). To prevent a failure in electrical current transmission, special 
contact plates were developed which were embracing wide parts of the ring to ensure 
contact to the pogo pins been if the ring would have been moved slightly (see fig. 4.52.). 
   
 
In a second developmental step, these contact plates were inserted into the melting ring 
(see fig. 4.53.), thereby ensuring that vibrations could not move the contact plates away 
from the pogo pins as the pogo pins were pushing towards the contact plates embedded in 
the ring and the ring was thereby fixated in position. The details of the flute and pre-
determined breaking point of the third and final version of the melting ring are shown in fig. 
4.54..
    
The third version of the melting ring was flown for the SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the 
SHENZHOU-8 mission. A potential of 5V melted the ring which was produced in a CNC 
machine. The final version of the complete melting ring is pictured in fig. 4.55..
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Figure 4.53. Detail of the contact plates (left) 
and constantan wire connection (right) of the 
third SITI-2 melting ring.
Top: The POM-ring contained two 0.5 mm bores 
and two contact plates made from aluminium in 
respective indentations. The contact plates 
contained a bore of 0.25 mm each to 
accommodate the constantan wire. Bottom: The 
Figure 4.54. Channel for the constantan wire of 
the new melting ring (top) of SITI-2 and pre-
determined breaking point (bottom).
Top: POM-body of the melting ring with semicircular 
flute for the constantan wire, pre-determined 
breaking point and two bores (0.5 mm) for the 
contact plates. 
Bottom: detail of the constantan wire embedded in 
the flute and the coils around the pre-determined 
braking point. credit: ASTRIUM
Figure 4.52. Second version of the melting ring for SITI-2, without (top) and with 
pogo pins (bottom).
The melting ring had a pre-determined breaking point and a constantan wire running 
around the ring. Two contact plates were fixed onto the ring to transfer the electricity 
onto the wire by the use of pogo pins.
Top: The melting ring still had one pre-determined breaking point around which wire 
(yellow) was coiled, however the rest of the wire ran in a flute inside the ring, therefore 
shielded and protected against possible breaking.The orange-brown plates were the 
enlarged contact plates, in this first version of the new melting ring still on top of the 
melting ring. Bottom: Melting ring as described for “Top”, but with the pogo pins from 
the housing showing their positioning on the contact plates. credit: ASTRIUM
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Figure 4.55. Third and final version of the SITI-2 melting ring as flown inside SIMBOX on 
SHENZHOU-8 - top (left) and lateral view (right).
The POM-melting ring measured 12 mm in diameter and had a pre-determined breaking point with 8 coils of 
constantan wire around it. An application of 5V melted the pre-determined breaking point. The constantan 
wire lay inside a flute (for detail compare figure 4.54.). The contact plates were embedded into the ring. The 
constantan wire was glued to the plates by means of an electrical conductive glue (Eccobond 56cTM ). credit: 
ASTRIUM
Task 3.1.3 - SITI-2 spring pack
The spring (or later on the spring pack) were required to exert enough force that, when 
unloaded due to the opening of the melting ring, they would inject the fluid into the cell 
culture chamber by pushing the supply unit onto the fixated needle cup. When the balloon 
bladder system had been used, this meant that the spring had to push the POM-housing 
of the supply unit onto the needle cup, the needle then penetrated the silicon septa and 
the liquid was injected due to the contraction of the balloon bladder (enabled by the 
possibility for the liquid inside the balloon bladder to escape into the needle’s hole). 
During the design of the balloon bladder system, a single spring was applied to the back of 
the POM housing of the supply unit. When the plunger unit was closed, the spring was 
loaded, pressed together between the fixation screw holding it inside the plunger unit’s 
housing and the POM-housing of supply system on the other side. The melting ring 
(details see “Task 3.1.2 - SITI-2 melting rings”) prevented the spring from unloading 
(compare fig. 4.56.).
 
When the supply unit was changed from the silicon balloon bladder system inside the 
POM-housing to the teflon bellow system, one spring was applied like beforehand. The 
first experiments activation the plunger units however showed that often the melting rings 
had worked reliably, however the bellows were not emptied as they had not been pushed 
on the needle cups with sufficient force and the needle’s opening was still sealed by the 
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Figure 4.56. Former SITI-2 plunger unit - 
needle cup, melting ring with wiring, supply 
unit (silicon balloon bladder), spring and 
fixation screw of the plunger housing in 
explosion.
The needle cup was screwed inside the plunger 
units housing. The silicon balloon bladder 
supply unit was filled and the melting ring 
clipped on its end facing towards the needle 
cup. The supply unit was inserted into its 
chamber inside the plunger unit. The spring 
was inserted into the fixation screw of the 
plunger units housing and the housing and the 
fixation screw was tightened. credit: ASTRIUM
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septa. Sometimes the spring’s force had moved the bellows a little towards the needle 
cups, resulting in a slow influx of the bellows contents into the culture chamber, sometimes 
they had not been pushed towards the needle cup at all.
When pushing the bellow towards the needle cup, the forces of friction of the O-ring on the 
walls of the plunger’s unit as well as the penetration force of the needle cup had to be 
overcome (compare figure 4.57.). 
  
The forces needed for the injection were calculated by ASTRIUM and are shown in the 
following tables (table 4.26. and 4.53.).
Table 4.26. Calculation of the spring forces within the six plungers of 3 units by Nino Steinbach, 
ASTRIUM.
Table 4.27. Calculated overall force (friction and penetration taken together) to be overcome during 
the bellow’s injection by Nino Steinbach, ASTRIUM.
Even though the one spring should have theoretically been strong enough, certain 
adaptations were made to certainly fulfil fulfil the requirement of reliably injecting the liquid 
into the cell culture chamber by pushing the teflon bellow completely onto the needle cup 
and compressing it. 
To minimise the friction force VaselineTM was used to lubricate the O-Rings. 
plunger
friction force [10-2 N] penetration force [10-2 N]
#1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3
1 300 300 300 500 600 500
2 200 300 300 600 500 600
3 200 400 250 700 400 550
4 200 300 400 600 500 400
5 300 300 300 500 400 700
6 300 300 400 600 600 500
Friction Force [N] 3 ± 1
Penetration Force [N] 5 ± 2
Sum [N] 8 ± 3
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Figure 4.57. The forces during the 
bellow injection in each plunger 
system of SITI-2.
The spring force (one spring applied until 
that point in time) pushed the bellow onto 
the needle cup, thereby moving the 
needle’s opening from within one septa 
into the bellow lumen and pushing the 
liquid into the culture chamber. The 
friction force caused by the O-ring of the 
bellow and the bellow itself on the plunger 
unit walls and the penetration force of the 
needle cup had to be overcome for the 
injection. credit: ASTRIUM
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Figure 4.58. SITI-2 spring pack consisting of two instead of formerly only one spring - unloaded (left) 
and loaded (right) spring pack.
Left: The inner spring with spring separator (at the bottom) and piston (at the top) is shown on the far left, the 
outer spring (comparable to the one big spring used previously) is visible in the middle and both springs 
packed together (unloaded) on the right of the photograph. Right: The spring pack is loaded inside the 
plunger unit housing. The springs are illustrated in red (cross section: white), the spring separator in yellow, 
the piston in blue, the fixation screw of the plunger unit’s housing in green, the bellow in grey and the plunger 
unit in white. credit: ASTRIUM
Additionally, a second spring was inserted, which turned out to entangle itself with the first 
spring during experiments at the UZH, Switzerland. Therefore, a spring separator (see 
figure 4.58. and fig. 4.59.) was inserted in a second step. It successfully prevented the 
springs entangling.
 
Task 3.1.4 - SITI-2 liquid flow
The liquid injections in the SITI-2 experiment were of crucial importance as they fixated the 
cells and later on removed the fixative which could have otherwise destroyed molecules of 
interest thereby altering the scientific output. If the fixative would not have been distributed 
among all cells at almost the same time, results could have been altered too, as some 
cells might have been subjected to little amounts of fixative causing cell stress but not 
fixating the cells straight away, thereby again posing a possible risk of altering the scientific 
output by biasing the results. It was therefore of crucial importance that the different 
system components explained in the preceding paragraphs worked together flawlessly in 
order to provide the required even and constant liquid flow.
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Figure 4.59. SITI-2 spring pack with spring separator (yellow) 
and flower-shaped piston (blue) - only the spring pack (top) 
and spring pack plus fixations screw of the plunger unit 
housing (bottom).
Top: unloaded spring pack consisting of two springs separated by 
the spring separator and both connected to the blue piston which 
will be placed onto the bellow inside the plunger unit. 
Bottom: unloaded spring pack consisting of two springs separated 
by the spring separator, both connected to the blue piston which 
will be placed onto the bellow inside the plunger unit on one end 
and the big spring inserted into the plunger units fixation screw on 
the other end. For details on the piston, please refer to “Task 3.1.4 
- SITI-2 liquid flow”. credit: ASTRIUM
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Figure 4.60. SITI-2 liquid flow from the previously used silicon balloon bladder supply system (and 
only one spring) - during (left) and after (right) injection of the bladder contents.
Left: When the spring became unloaded due to the opening of the melting ring (green arrows), the spring 
pushed the POM-housing of the supply unit onto the fixated needle cup. The needle penetrated both silicon 
septa (light blue disks) and the liquid (blue) could escape from the bladder (yellow) into the needle hole, 
thereby performing the injection into the cell culture chamber. The lumen of the cell culture chamber was 
pushed into the plunger compartment. Right: after the injection, the silicon septa (light blue disks) had been 
penetrated by the needle of the fixated needle cup, the bladder (yellow) had emptied and was adjacent to the 
part of the inner POM-housing facing towards the needle cup. For details on the liquid flow inside the plunger 
unit, please refer to fig. 4.61.. credit: ASTRIUM
Figure 4.60. and fig. 4.61. illustrate the liquid flow in the previous plunger unit with the 
silicon balloon bladder supply system (and only one spring). As liquid had shown to 
escape from the closed supply unit housings (compare “Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for 
tightness of previous (silicon balloon bladder) supply unit”), a further detailed testing of the 
liquid flow with this system became obsolete, as the system had to be replaced.
 
For details on the replacements and all the adaptations performed please refer to the 
preceding paragraphs of the underlying section “Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications 
and development”. 
During experiments at ASTRIUMs premises measuring the flow with the adapted system 
(including the supply unit system of the teflon bellow and the spring pack with two springs), 
the liquid flow had proven not to be even, again requiring respective adaptations. 
By greasing the O-ring of the bellow system and adapting the spring pack as described in 
the following, the liquid flow became even. As spring pack adaptation, a new piston 
shaped like a flower (compare figure 4.62.) was inserted between the bellow and the 
spring pack, thereby easing the liquid flow during the bellow injection.
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Figure 4.61. SITI-2 liquid flow through the 
whole EUE system with the previously used 
silicon balloon bladder supply system (and 
only one spring).
Cultivation chamber: cell culture chamber. 
Specimen slide: makrolon slide with adhered 
U937 cells. The blue arrows symbolise the flow 
of liquid out of the bladder through the needle of 
the needle cup which had penetrated the two 
silcion septa, into the cell culture chamber; 
thereby moving the liquid from the cell culture 
chamber into the plunger compartment. For 
details on the emptying of the bladder, please 
refer to fig. 4.60.. credit: ASTRIUM
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Figure 4.62. SITI-2 teflon bellow and spring pack system with the new flower-shaped piston enabling 
a constant and even liquid flow during the bellow injection.
Left: The contents of the new plunger supply system: the melting ring (dark grey) clipped onto the mounted 
and filled teflon bellow (green) on which the flower-shaped piston (light grey) rested, holding the double 
spring pack loaded by the closed fixation screw of the plunger unit housing (grey). Middle: the loaded system 
of fixation screw of the plunger unit housing (green), springs (grey) protected against entangling by the 
spring separator (yellow) and inserted into the flower-shaped piston (blue) which will lay upon the bellow 
inside the plunger unit. Right: Cross section of the complete new supply unit system. From left to right: the 
fixation screw of the plunger unit housing (white) with from the outside inserted septa screw (white), the from 
the inside inserted double spring pack (grey) protected against entangling by the spring separator (yellow) 
and inserted on the flower-shaped piston (blue) lying upon the teflon bellow (grey). credit: ASTRIUM
Figure 4.63. presents the final, even and constant liquid flow as executed during SITI-2 
inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 mission.
 
Figure 4.63. The new bellow (grey) and spring pack system (grey, with yellow spring separator) with 
the flower-shaped piston (blue) enabled an even and constant liquid flow when the bellow was 
injected.
When 5 V were applied, the melting ring opened at its pre-determined breaking point, thereby enabling the 
spring pack (protected against entangling of the springs by the spring separator) to exert force (blue arrow) 
on the flower-shape piston set on the teflon bellow, pushing the teflon bellow onto the needle cup, the needle 
penetrating the septa and the liquid from the below escaping via the channels into the cell culture chamber, 
thereby pushing the formerly cell culture contained liquid into the waste compartment which now evolved in 
the plunger compartment where the filled bellow had previously been. The flower-shape piston was of 
importance as it enabled a fluent liquid flow around itself as the liquid could easily flow through the many 
semicircular openings. credit: ASTRIUM
Task 3.1.5 - SITI-2 development of TCCs
For experiments in the laboratory, so called “culture chambers” (CCs, see fig. 4.64.) were 
used. They were constructed acc. to the requirements that they should provide exactly the 
culture chamber as prevalent in the plunger unit, but only the possibility for manual liquid 
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injections / withdrawals, without the necessity of the complex substructure including 
plunger systems and the electrical outlet. Two openings situated laterally, one on each 
side of every culture chamber, and closed by septa screws enabled the manual injection / 
withdrawal of liquids. 
In the first experiments in the laboratory it was important to determine the best time points 
for the two injections during the mission. The CCs however, enabled only end point 
measurements after the whole time period of incubation. If the cells would have died, it 
would have been impossible to determine the point of death. The end point measurements 
in the CCs were slowing down the scientific experiment process and daily observations 
would have been helpful. This led to a new requirement from science side: the chambers 
should enable daily observations via microscopy. Science therefore kindly asked 
ASTRIUM for a CC with an inlet for microscopy in the bottom of the CC. In close 
collaboration, ASTRIUM developed the “test culture chambers” (TCCs, compare figure 
4.64. and 4.122.).
     
Figure 4.64. Culture chamber (CC, left side) vs. test culture chamber (TCC, right side) for the SITI-2 
experiment.
The principle of the chambers was the same: both represented a simplified version of the plunger unit with 3 
separate culture chambers. Instead of the two plunger units per culture chamber, these culture chambers 
had two tubes leading from the culture chamber itself via the respective drilling (same as in the plunger unit) 
to the outside where the bores were closed by silicon septa. These accesses allowed for manual liquid 
injections or withdrawal (outlet) via syringes. The CC presented a completely closed system which only 
enabled endpoint observations of the cells, e.g. at the end of a 5 day incubation period. In order to be able to 
determine the status of cells during an experiment, the TCCs were developed. They had a makrolon inlet on 
the bottom of each culture chamber, thereby allowing microscopy of the cells during an experiment. credit: 
ASTRIUM
Fig. 4.65. shows a schematic and exploded overview of the TCCs.
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 
Task 3.1.6 - SITI-2 construction of a microscopy chamber for living U937 cells 
on makrolon slides
Alive stainings in the laboratory were executed on U937 cells adhered to makrolon slides. 
These experiments required a possibility to observe the cells and determine their status 
via microscopy, without having to stop the experiment. The makrolon slides (compare fig. 
4.66.) could not be examined via the microscope as this would have subjected the cells to 
desiccation. 
 
To fulfill the requirement, a microscopy chamber was built at the UZH, Switzerland. This 
chamber had an inlet exactly fitting the slides (compare fig. 4.67.). The inlet could be filled 
with media and the makrolon slide placed upside down into this inlet (equaling the same 
orientation as inside the culture chamber). In this way, the slides could be observed in a 
tempered inverse microscope with 5 % CO2-atmosphere without any danger of desiccation 
for the cells.
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Figure 4.66. SITI-2 makrolon slide of the plunger unit.
The slide measured 3.3 cm in length and 2.5 cm width with a min. surface of 28.1 
x 19 mm. The cells were adhered to the top part facing upwards in this picture. 
The outer rim with the two cavities for fixative screws was used to position and fix 
the slide on top of the culture chamber inside the plunger unit.
Figure 4.65. Scheme of SITI-2 test culture chamber (TCC) - 
closed (top) and exploded (bottom).
Both parts of the figure depict the inlets in the TCCs bottom. 
Top: TCC closed without septa screws in the housing. 
Bottom: The specimen slides (makrolon) were placed on a silicon 
sealing which was in turn placed on the PEEK housing. The 
slides were fixated by the metal cover screwed to the TCCs 
housing. The septa screws sealed the culture chambers to the 
sides and enabled an injection / withdrawal of liquid. The 
makrolon inlets were tightly fixed into the housings and fixated by 
rings (black), thereby withstanding the process of autoclavation. 
credit: ASTRIUM
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Task 3.1.7 - SITI-2 slide cutting technique
As different staining combinations should be applied to the slides with the adhered U937 
cells after the mission, it was considered useful to be able to cut the slides to obtain single 
specimen from all biological samples for each staining combination. 
It was required that as many pieces as possible should be attained from one slide while at 
the same time the cutting technique should have the smallest impact possible on the 
surrounding cells / slide area next to the cut to prevent an unnecessary loss of cells / 
scientific output. 
In collaboration with the “Centre for Microscopy and Image Analysis” of the UZH, 
Switzerland, a cutting technique was developed that could cut up to 48 T-shaped pieces 
out of one slides inner surface (min. surface: 28.1 x 19 mm) using a water ray (compare 
figure 4.68.). This water-jet slide cutting procedure had showed the smallest impact on the 
ares surrounding the cut while providing a high number of pieces possible. The T-shape 
provided the bottom of the T as a piece which could be used for handling with tweezers, 
while the staining could be applied to the bigger top piece of the T-shape (compare figure 
4.68.). Responsible for developing this technique was Hans-Peter Gautschi from the 
Centre for Microscopy and Image Analysis, UZH, Switzerland.
 
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Figure 4.68. An example makrolon slide showing the T-shape cutting by water 
jet technique. In this case, two times 16 T-shapes were cut.
The T-shape was useful as the bottom of the T could be used for handling with 
tweezers while the staining could be applied to the bigger top piece of the T. 
Responsible for developing this technique was Hans-Peter Gautschi, Centre for 
Microscopy and Image Analysis, University of Zurich, Switzerland.
Figure 4.67. SITI-2 microscopy chamber built for live microscopy of 
adhered U937 cells on makrolon slides at the University of Zurich, 
Switzerland: without (top) and with makrolon slide (bottom).
The microscopic tray offered a space of 8.5 cm length and 5.9 cm in width. 
The chamber measured approx. 5.5 cm in length and 4.5 cm in width. The 
inlet exactly fitted the makrolon slide (3.3 cm in length, 2.5 cm width) and 
had a height of 1 mm. The inlet was filled with media, the slide was placed 
upside down into the inlet (equaling the same orientation as inside the 
EUE’s culture chamber) and cells could likewise be observed alive without 
the risk of desiccation.
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications and development
• many adaptations were necessary, they were implemented and tested:
• a new supply system with teflon bellows providing stability, a constant 
liquid amount and flexibility enabling the compression needed for the 
liquid injection into the system was established (replacing the old silicon 
bladder balloon system which had been unable to provide a constant 
liquid amount)
• a new melting ring (black POM) was developed and implemented: two 
contact plates countersunk into the melting ring were added on its 
bottom side and the wire was not only coiled around the pre-determined 
melting point, but it was connected to the two contact plates via a 
channel cut inside the rings bottom side
• a new spring pack including two springs to increase the combined force 
provided for liquid injection and a spring separator to prevent the springs 
entangling was developed and implemented
• in order to provide a smooth and reliable liquid flow, the O-ring of the 
bellow system was greased before the bellows insertion into the housing, 
the spring pack was adapted as described above and a flower-shaped 
piston was implemented; the flower shaped piston allowing a maximum 
liquid flow from the compartments next to the bellow into the 
compartment emerging behind the bellow during the injection, thereby 
reducing friction as much as possible
• the TCCs, “test culture chambers” were invented: using them, cells could 
be observed during the experiment, instead of only at the end of an 
experiment and the number of experiments run in parallel could be 
increased drastically at fairly low cost
• a special microscopy chamber for alive U937 cells adhered to makrolon 
slides was constructed: it prevented desiccation and allowed for an 
observation of cells during a still running experiment, without the need to 
stop the experiment or fixate the cells first
• in order to to obtain single specimen from all biological sample slides of 
the mission for each desired staining combination, a cutting technique 
that could cut up to 48 T-shaped pieces out of one slides inner surface 
(min. surface: 28.1 x 19 mm) using a water ray was developed in 
collaboration with the “Centre for Microscopy and Image Analysis” of the 
UZH, Switzerland (responsible for the development: Hans-Peter 
Gautschi) 
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Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions
Task 3.2 implemented the biological testing of the SITI-2 hardware along with its 
modifications as well as biological experiments to test the mission conditions and start 
developing a mission scenario (compare material and method description “Task 3.2 - 
Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions”). The laboratory experiments for 
SITI-2 were planned by Dana M. Simmet and partially executed by master students. 
Experiments performed together with student Josefine Biskup are marked with “§”, 
experiments performed in collaboration with student Lisa Mutschler are marked with “§§”.
Task 3.2.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells in plunger units over time (3 
and 7 days)
In order to determine how long U937 cells were able to survive inside the plunger units, 
two related experiments with a different incubation period (3 days and 7 days) were 
performed.
U937 cells were differentiated with 0.56 * 105 cells/cm2 by incubation with 100 nM PMA for 
72 h (acc. to “Differentiation of U937 cells on makrolon slides with PMA”). After 72 h, 
media was exchanged against fresh PMA-free media, cells were checked and taken into 
the experiment by incubation at 37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity, inside the plunger 
unit (compare “Assembly of the plunger unit before an experiment”) or in tissue culture 
dishes (controls). After 3 or 7 days, the plunger units were dissembled and the cells 
viability on the slides checked acc. to “Adjustment of cell number for cell culture and 
experiments (“Trypan blue-method”)”. 
Task 3.2.1.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 inside plunger units over 3 days§§
U937 cells were incubated inside the plunger units over a time period of 3 days as 
summarised in “Task 3.2.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells in plunger units over time 
(3 and 7 days)”. After 3 days, the plunger units were disassembled and the viability 
examined as shown in table 4.28..
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Table 4.28. Final results of 3 days incubation of adhered U937 cells on makrolon slides inside 
plunger units compared to tissue culture dish inside the incubator (controls). 
stdev: standard deviation. For comparative reasons, the results are given in million cells per square cm.
After 3 days of incubation inside the plunger units, about half of the overall cells was left, 
with about the half of them being alive. The overall number of cells on the reference slides 
rose slightly.
The mean (± standard deviation) of million living cells per square cm on the slides in the 
plunger unit rose from 0.052 ± 0.013 to 0.068 ± 0.025 over the time period of the 
experiment while the mean (± standard deviation) number of dead cells per square cm 
declined from 0.192 ± 0.069 to 0.057 ± 0.025. The overall number of million cells per 
square cm calculated from the mean plunger chambers declined from 0.244 to 0.126. 
The mean (± standard deviation) of million living cells per square cm on the reference 
slides rose from 0.032 ± 0.015 to 0.109 ± 0.026 over the time period of the experiment 
while the mean (± standard deviation) number of dead cells per square cm declined from 
0.079 ± 0.020 to 0.064 ± 0.015. The overall number of million cells per square cm 
calculated from the averages per reference slide rose from 0.111 to 0.173.
For the discussion see section “Task 3.2.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells in plunger 
units over time (3 and 7 days)”, or the APPENDICES for the “EXTENDED DISCUSSION”.
final results: cells x 106 / cm2
day 0, start of experiment day 3, end of experiment
sample: living cells dead cells living cells dead cells
plunger chamber 1 0.044 0.128 0.039 0.055
plunger chamber 2 0.067 0.266 0.083 0.083
plunger chamber 3 0.044 0.183 0.083 0.033
mean ±  stdev per 
plunger chamber:
0.052 ± 0.013 0.192 ± 0.069 0.068 ± 0.025 0.057 ± 0.025
overall cell number 
calculated from mean of 
plunger chambers:
0.244 0.126
reference slide 1 0.048 0.053 0.074 0.051
reference slide 2 0.021 0.077 0.103 0.08
reference slide 3 0.041 0.084 0.131 0.051
reference slide 4 0.018 0.101 0.126 0.074
mean ± stdev per 
reference slide:
0.032 ± 0.015 0.079 ± 0.020 0.109 ± 0.026 0.064 ± 0.015
overall cell number 
calculated from mean of 
reference slides:
0.111 0.173
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Task 3.2.1.2 - Survival of differentiated U937 inside plunger units over 7 days§§
U937 cells were incubated inside the plunger units over a time period of 7 days as 
summarised in “Task 3.2.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells in plunger units over time 
(3 and 7 days)”. After 7 days, the plunger units were disassembled and the viability 
examined.
After 7 days, no cells were alive anymore neither in the plunger unit nor in the controls 
(tissue culture dishes with slides).
The plunger unit had lost some of the sealings during autoclavation and was not leakproof 
anymore. Improvised sealings (applied along the experiment process) could not keep it 
leakproof either and some air bubbles became visible.
For the discussion refer to “Task 3.2.1.2 - Survival of differentiated U937 inside plunger 
units over 7 days§§”.
Task 3.2.2 - Survival of not differentiated and differentiated U937 cells in well 
plates at 23 °C compared to 37 °C§§
As the mission temperature was announced to be only 23 °C, these conditions needed to 
be tested in comparison to the ideal laboratory standard conditions, to determine whether 
23 °C were feasible for the cells. In order to define the optimal differentiation temperature, 
37 °C and 23 °C during differentiation were compared in addition. For the investigation of 
the influences caused by media exchanges, the positive control batch got fresh media 
every three days, another batch got fresh media on day 6 and the negative control batch 
did not get fresh media at all. 
U937 cells were differentiated with 100 nM PMA for 72 h. After 72 h, media was 
exchanged against fresh PMA-free media, cells were checked and taken into the 
experiment by insertion into well plates and the respective type of incubation. Not 
differentiated U937 cells were filled into the well plates at a concentration of 0.15 * 106 cell/
ml in 4 ml on day “0”. Cells were observed for 12 days. The cells’ viability on the slides was 
investigated. The results from the cell counts are presented in table 4.29..
From day 6 onwards, all samples exhibited basically only dead cells except the not 
differentiated U937 with media exchange on day 6, which were showing a few viable cells 
even on day 12. In the positive control differentiated at 37 °C, all cells seemed 
dedifferentiated and dead on day 8. On day 8 after the differentiation an unclear formation 
looking like a big cell lump occurred in all well plates. It was the biggest in the positive 
controls and the smallest in the negative controls.
In general, the cells showed high variations under the microscope, sometimes exhibiting 
many, sometimes a few cell rests and dead cells (like in the first count of the sample 
differentiated at 37 °C without media exchange).
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Table 4.29. Cell counts of not differentiated and differentiated U937 cells in well plates at 23 °C 
compared to 37 °C over 12 days.
liv. cells: living / viable cells. diff. = differentiated, n.diff. = not differentiated. stdev = standard deviation. Mean 
and stdev. of six well per sample. With the differentiated cells only the supernatant was counted during the 
experiment. Not differentiated cells were seeded with 0.15 * 106 cells/ml in 4 ml on day 0, differentiated cells 
were differentiated with 5 * 106 cells/well in 4 ml.
Task 3.2.3 - Dedifferentiation of U937 (differentiated with 100 nM PMA over 72 
hours) on SITI-2 makrolon slides over time§§
After a certain time without PMA as activator, adhered and differentiated U937 cells start to 
dedifferentiate. As this was to be avoided for the mission duration, the time point of 
dedifferentiation should be defined and the cells fixated previously during the mission. 
U937 cells were differentiated with 100 nM PMA for 72 h. After 72 h, media was 
exchanged against fresh PMA-free media, cells were checked and taken into the 
experiment by the respective type of incubation in six-well-plates (4 ml/well). One plate 
was incubated at 23 °C, one at 37 °C. Media was exchanged every third day. Daily 
observations for detachment of the cells and media exchange followed. As soon as 
detachment occurred, cell counting was started on a daily basis and executed 
counting method: supernatant scraped supernatant
experiment day day 0 day 3 day 6 day 9 day 12
mean ±  stdev liv. 
cells
dead 
cells
liv. 
cells
dead 
cells
liv. 
cells
dead 
cells
liv. 
cells
dead 
cells
liv. 
cells
dead 
cells
liv. 
cells
dead 
cells
media 
ex-
change 
every 3 
days
23 °C not 
diff.
13.5 
± 
7.0
35.5 
± 
13.3
2.2 
± 
2.1
19.2 
± 4.8
0 ± 
0
53.2 
± 
14.9
0.7 
± 
1.2
61.7 ± 
23.2
23 °C diff. 18.5 ± 
4.9
16.7 
± 6.8
14.3 
± 
5.8
36.2 
± 9.0
0 ± 
0
21.8 
± 5.8
1.7 
± 
2.7
49.8 
± 
16.2
0.2 
± 
0.4
41.7 
± 7.0
diff. at 37 
°C, 
incuba-
ted at 23 
°C
diff.
18.2 
± 
6.2
23.5 
± 
14.7
17.3 
± 
10.7
36.8 
± 
11.9
0 ± 
0
24.3 
± 4.7
0 ± 
0
44. 0 
± 
10.1
2.5 
± 
4.7
49.3 
± 7.7
media 
ex-
change 
after 6 
days
23 °C not 
diff.
2.5 
± 
1.9
42.0 
± 7.3
6.3 
± 
7.7
84.8 ± 
21.2
23 °C diff. 10.2 ± 
3.7
21.5 
± 7.3
0 ± 
0
39.8 
± 
11.9
2.3 
± 
4.1
58.2 
± 
10.5
0.3 
± 
0.5
28.8 
± 7.8
diff. at 37 
°C, 
incuba-
ted at 23 
°C
diff.
24.5 
± 
7.2
21.2 
± 7.0 
0 ± 
0
66.8 
± 
13.2
0.2 
± 
0.4
38.2 
± 9.9
0.8 
± 
2.0
45.5 
± 5.0
no media 
ex-
change
23 °C not 
diff.
0 ± 
0
86.8 
± 
13.6
23 °C diff. 8.2 ± 
3.3
18.0 
± 4.4
0 ± 
0
41.0 
± 
10.5
0 ± 
0
29.7 
± 6.9
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continuously for 4 days. Cells were scraped on day 4, counted as beforehand and the 
results were evaluated.
On day 3 after differentiation all cells were detached from the ground and dead when 
counted at 23 °C. At 37 °C dedifferentiation started on day 6, counting showed about half 
of the cells to be alive and half to be dead, with decreasing overall numbers from day 7 - 9.
Table 4.30. summarises the results from the cell counts.
While on day 3 after differentiation all cells were detached from the ground and dead when 
counted at 23 °C, at 37 °C cells still did look well and healthy.
In general, cell numbers were decreasing over time and on day 9, there were hardly any 
cells left at 37 °C.
Interestingly, on day 6 the cells incubated at 23 °C did exhibit 4 adhered and 3 (2.5) cells 
in the supernatant, even though the had shown no cells on day 4 and 5.
Table 4.30. Mean cell counts (± standard deviation) of supernatant and scraped U937 cells in at 23 
°C / 37 °C to investigate  dedifferentiation over 9 days. 
stdev = standard deviation. Mean and stdev. of six wells per sample. With the differentiated cells only the 
supernatant was counted during the experiment. Differentiated cells were differentiated with 5 * 106 cells/well 
in 4 ml.
Task 3.2.4 - Not differentiated vs. differentiated U937 inside TCCs over time§
The plunger unit was capable to accommodate suspended as well as adhered cells. Due 
to operational mission characteristics like the temperature being only 23 °C, it was of 
special interest to investigate whether not differentiated cells would show any advantage 
compared to differentiated cells and thus be more appropriate for the mission.
mean ± stdev 23 °C 37 °C
counting 
method
day living cells dead cells living cells dead cells
supernatant day 0 0.2 ± 0.4 36.8 ± 11.7 2 ± 1.8 43.8 ± 12.7
day 3 0.5 ± 1.2 21.5 ± 5.9 0.2 ± 0.4 35.3 ± 14.3
day 4 0 ± 0 96.8 ± 25.9
day 5 0 ± 0 19.2 ± 3.7
day 6 4 ± 3.0 14.2 ± 4.1 1.5 ± 2.8 23.2 ± 5.3
scraped 2.5 ± 2.1 17.5 ± 6.3
supernatant day 7 8.5 ± 1.9 22 ± 5.5
day 8 6.3 ± 4.5 17.8 ± 5.9
day 9 0.8 ± 1.2 8.5 ± 6.2
scraped 1.8 ± 1.7 1.5 ± 1.0
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Two TCCs with not differentiated and two TCCs with differentiated U937 were incubated at 
37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity. On each of the incubation days 4 and 7, one TCC 
with not differentiated and one TCC with differentiated U937 cells were disassembled and 
cells were counted. The results from the cell counts on day 4 and 7 are summarised in 
table 4.31..
Table 4.31. Mean cell counts (± standard deviation) of not differentiated vs. differentiated U937 inside 
SITI-2 test culture chambers (TCCs).
stdev = standard deviation. diff. = differentiated, n.diff. = not differentiated. Mean and stdev. of three samples 
per TCC chamber. Not differentiated cells were inserted into the TCCs with 0.15 * 106 cells/ml on day 0, 
differentiated cells were differentiated with 2.83 * 106 cells/tissue culture dish (3 slides per dish). Results 
given in “... * 106 cells”.
The TCCs with differentiated U937 contained more living cells compared to the TCCs with 
the not differentiated U937 cells on day 4 as well as on day 7. The living cells in the 
differentiated samples were basically all in the supernatant on day 4 as well as on day 7.
The not differentiated U037 cells showed hardly any living cells at all after day 4 (0 * 106 
cells/chamber compared to 0.064 * 106 cells/chamber for differentiated cells) as well as 
after day 7 (0.016 * 106 cells/chamber compared to 0.027 * 106 cells/chamber for 
differentiated cells). There seemed to be a great difference between day 4 and 7 days 
within the differentiated cells with 0.064 * 106 living cells/chamber after 4 days and 0.027 * 
106 living cells/chamber after 7 days. However, the ratio of living and dead cells remained 
almost the same with 18.6 % viable cells and 81.4 % dead cells after 4 days and 19.9 % 
viable cells and 80.1 % dead cells after 7 days. 
The handling of the suspended cells was found to be more complicated than the 
differentiated cells. When subtracting the suspended cells, it was always unsure if the 
concentration really resembled the concentration present in the hardware or if cells were 
sticking to the hardware during the liquid removal thereby influencing the counted 
concentration.
day 4 day 7
mean ± stdev average mean ± stdev average
TCC 
chamber
sample 
type
living 
cells
dead 
cells
overall 
cells
TCC 
chamber
sample 
type
living 
cells
dead 
cells
overall 
cells
1 n.diff. 0 ± 0 0.193 ± 
0.091
0.193 ± 
0.091
2 n.diff. 0.016 ± 
0.008
0.061 ± 
0.024
0.077 ± 
0.032
3 diff., sum 
of ad-
herent + 
super-
natant
0.064 ± 
0.008
0.28 ± 
0.052
0.344 ± 
0.050
4 diff., sum 
of ad-
herent + 
super-
natant
0.027 ± 
0.030
0.11 ± 
0.045
0.136 ± 
0.002
diff., only 
adherent 
(scraped 
slide)
0 ± 0 0.208 ± 
0.014
0.208 ± 
0.014
diff., only 
adherent 
(scraped 
slide)
0 ± 0 0.047 ± 
0.031
0.047 ± 
0.031
diff. only 
super-
natant
0.064 ± 
0.008
0.072 ± 
0.056
0.136 ± 
0.055
diff. only 
super-
natant
0.027 ± 
0.029
0.063 ± 
0.005
0.089 ± 
0.034
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Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for tightness of previous (silicon balloon bladder) supply 
unit
The at that point of time current SITI-2 supply units (silicon balloon bladder, compare “Task 
3.1.1 - SITI-2 bellow supply unit” and “Task 3.1.4 - SITI-2 liquid flow”) of the plunger unit 
should be tested for tightness (see material and method description “Task 3.2 - Biological 
testing of hardware and mission conditions”, paragraph “Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for 
tightness of previous (silicon balloon bladder) supply unit”). This experiment was 
performed by Lisa Mutschler from 16 - 30/03/2009, however it was the reason for a 
technical specification employed by ASTRIUM and science during the time of the 
underlying thesis and shall therefore be mentioned. 
Supply units were filled and weighted over a period of 15 days. The empty weight of the 
supply units is presented in table 4.32..
Table 4.32. Empty weight of SITI-2 supply unit number 1 - 6.
To calculate the actual fluid weight within each supply unit, the empty weight was 
subtracted from the daily measured total weight. Figure 4.69. visualises the resulting fluid 
weight of all six supply units over time (15 days).
 
SITI-2 supply unit number empty weight [gramm]
1 2.024
2 2.029
3 2.035
4 2.035
5 2.018
6 1.992
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Figure 4.69. Difference in fluid 
weight contained in six plunger 
supply units over 15 days.
Six containers were filled and 
w e i g h t e d e v e r y d a y o n a 
microgram-scale. All containers 
showed a decrease in weight. 
Container 5 and 6 had been visibly 
leaking after the filling.
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As fig. 4.69. shows, all weights were decreasing over time. The overall difference varied 
between 0.008 g (fluid in supply unit 4) and 0.037 g (fluid in supply unit 6, which had been 
visibly leaking after the filling).
Regarding the handling, it was basically impossible to fill the supply units with exactly the 
same amount of liquid as the content spurted out slightly when the needle was withdrawn. 
Container 5 and 6 had been visibly leaking after the filling.
Task 3.2.6 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells (in six-well-plates and test 
culture chambers (TCCs)) without CO2 at 23 °C§
In standard cell culture, media is often buffered by a bi-carbonate buffer system working 
with a 5 % CO2-atmosphere in standard laboratory incubators. As the plunger units would 
be closed for the mission duration, no gas exchange would be possible. The respective 
consequences needed to be investigated.
Differentiation of U937 cells was executed with 100 nM PMA for 72 hours. After 
differentiation, all cells in tissue culture dishes were filled completely up to the rim with 
media and the plate was closed with parafilm, except for the controls. In “Task 3.2.6.1 - 
Pre-stage experiment on survival of differentiated U937 (in six-well-plates) without CO2 at 
23 °C§”, six-well-plates were observed until cell death as preliminary experiment. The 
follow-up experiment “Task 3.2.6.2 - Follow-up experiment on survival of differentiated 
U937 cells (in test culture chambers (TCCs)) without CO2 at 23 °C§” examined tissue 
culture dishes as well as TCCs. Both experiments were evaluated qualitatively including 
photographs for visualisation.
Task 3.2.6.1 - Pre-stage experiment on survival of differentiated U937 (in six-well-
plates) without CO2 at 23 °C§
Different samples of not differentiated and differentiated U937 cells were observed 
regarding their ability to survive at 23 °C without CO2 in six-well-plates.
Samples were evaluated qualitatively including photographs. The following paragraphs 
describe the results obtained.
U937 cells differentiated at 37 °C, then incubated at 23 °C for 15 days:
The cells showed better results compared to the ones differentiated at 37 °C and 
incubated at 37 °C. From day 4 onwards, more apoptotic cells were visible. Notably, from 
day 5 onwards, the samples seemed to be in a better condition as less cells were in 
solution (dedifferentiated), and less cell fragments but more cells with a flat morphology 
were visible. Please refer to figure 4.70. for visualisation of one example well.
U937 cells not differentiated, incubated at 23 °C for 15 days: 
The cells were very dense, showing increasing cell fragments in the media over time. 
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U937 cells differentiated at 23 °C, then incubated at 23 °C for 15 days and U937 cells 
differentiated at 23 °C, then incubated at 37 °C for 15 days:
The experiment had to be stopped on day 5, as there were hardly any cells left.
Not differentiated, incubated at 37 °C for 15 days: 
The cells became extremely dense and the media changed its colour to deep yellow on 
day 3. After day 5, about 50 % of the cells were apoptotic.
Differentiated at 37 °C, then incubated at 37 °C for 15 days: 
From day 4 onwards, more apoptotic cells were visible in comparison to the samples 
differentiated at 37 °C and incubated at 23 °C. From day 5 onwards, the samples were 
obviously in a worse condition than the ones differentiated at 37 °C and incubated at 23 °C 
as there were more cells in solution (dedifferentiated) and more cell fragments while less 
cells with a flat morphology visible.
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Figure 4.70. Example of the survival of U937 cells differentiated at 37 °C, then incubated at 23 °C for 
15 days without gas exchange within six-well-plates for visualisation. 
d = day. All photographs show well 1 of the respective six-well-plate and were taken by Josefine Biskup.
   d0
   d7
   d14   d12
   d5   d3
   d10
   d1
   d15
   d8   d6
   d13
   d4
   d11   d9
   d2
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Task 3.2.6.2 - Follow-up experiment on survival of differentiated U937 cells (in test 
culture chambers (TCCs)) without CO2 at 23 °C§
For the exact experimental set-up see material and methods description “Task 3.2 - 
Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions”, paragraph “Task 3.2.6.2 - Follow-up 
experiment on survival of differentiated U937 cells (in test culture chambers (TCCs)) 
without CO2 at 23 °C§”.
Different samples of not differentiated and differentiated U937 cells were observed 
regarding their ability to survive at 23 °C without CO2 in TCCs and six-well-plates.
Samples were evaluated qualitatively including photographs. The following paragraphs 
describe the results obtained.
The cells showed to be able to securely withstand 3 days at 23 °C without gas exchange. 
Cell death occurred on day 15. 
The tissue culture dishes could not be closed tight completely, some air bubbles did 
remain and a little liquid was lost. Injection of suspended cells into TCCs caused problems 
when  the TCCs’ septas were used for the first time. The needles punched little pieces of 
silicon out of the septas and got blocked.
Figure 4.71. shows an example of the survival of differentiated and Figure 4.72. of not 
differentiated U937 cells at 23 °C without gas exchange within TCCs.
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Figure 4.71. Example of the survival of differentiated and not differentiated U937 at 23 °C without gas 
exchange within TCCs for visualisation. 
s = slide, d = day. Two sets of photographs were taken per slide per day. All photographs of differentiated 
U937 cells show TCC1. Pictures taken by Josefine Biskup. Photographs are shown in two different 
magnifications for a better visualisation.
   s1d1
   s3d2
   s2d2
   s3d3   s3d1
   s1d3   s1d1
   s2d2
   s1d2
   s3d1
   s2d3   s2d1
   s3d3
   s3d2
   s1d2
   s2d3   s2d1
  s1d3
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Figure 4.72. Example of the survival not differentiated U937 at 23 °C without gas exchange within 
TCCs for visualisation. 
u = not differentiated. s = slide, d = day. Two sets of photographs were taken per slide per day. All 
photographs of not differentiated U937 cells show TCC2. Pictures taken by Josefine Biskup. Photographs 
are shown in two different magnifications for a better visualisation.
  
   us1d1
   us3d2
   us2d2
   us3d3   us3d1
   us1d3   us1d1
   us2d2
   us1d2
   us3d1
   us2d3   us2d1
   us3d3
   us3d2
   us1d2
   us2d3   us2d1
   us1d3
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Task 3.2.7 - The impact of no HEPES vs. 20 mM HEPES vs. 25 mM HEPES on 
differentiated U937 cells at 23 °C over 15 days in 2 TCCs each§
It should be investigated whether HEPES prolonged the cell viability under the mission 
conditions with 23 °C and no gas exchange over several days. 
Differentiation of U937 cells was executed with 100 nM PMA for 72 hours. Subsequently, 
differentiated U937 without HEPES in 2 TCCs (3 slides per TCC), differentiated U937 with 
20 mM HEPES in 2 TCCs (3 slides per TCC) and differentiated U937 with 25 mM HEPES 
in 2 TCCs (3 slides per TCC) were observed for 15 days at 23 °C (RT).
Samples were evaluated qualitatively including photographs. The following paragraphs 
describe the results obtained.
The observations from this experiment suggested that HEPES buffer might significantly 
prolong the cells incubation time (please compare Figure 4.73.) compared to cells without 
HEPES in the media. 
One day after the insertion (d1), no difference between the three media types was visible.
On day 7 (d7), the conditions had clearly gotten worse especially in the chambers w/o 
HEPES. The chambers containing HEPES also showed changes for the negative side, 
however they were able to withstand the conditions until day 15 (d15), clearly visible in 
Figure 4.73. for 20 mM HEPES.
20 mM HEPES showed the best results regarding the overall picture of cells morphology, 
number of cells and number of cell fragments and is therefore presenting in fig. 4.72..
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Figure 4.73. Differentiated U937 in media with no HEPES / 20 mM HEPES in TCCs over 15 days. 
s = day. TCC X.Y = X is the TCC number, Y the slide number. All pictures were taken by Josefine Biskup. On 
day 1, no clear difference between the sample without and with 20 mM HEPES was visible, on day 7 the 
sample without HEPES clearly showed a decreased cell number plus many cell ramparts and granular cell 
structures while the 20 mM HEPES sample showed also a decrease in cell number, but the cells showed 
less granules and there were only a few cell ramparts visible. On day 15, the cells in the sample all seem to 
be either dying or already dead, while the sample with 20 mM HEPES still presents round cells only slightly 
granulated.
0 mM HEPES d1 (TCC 1.1) 20 mM HEPES d1 (TCC 4.1)
0 mM HEPES d7 (TCC 1.3) 20 mM HEPES d7 (TCC 4.1)
0 mM HEPES d15 (TCC 1.3) 20 mM HEPES d15 (TCC 3.1)
 
 
 
 
   
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Task 3.2.8 - SITI-2 activation of the new (teflon bellow) supply units
The change from the balloon to the bellow as supply unit as well as the modifications of 
the melting ring required testing if the new activation system for liquid exchange worked 
reliably. The four flight models should be shot on different days and stained afterwards if 
possible. The main goal of the experiment was to test if the activation would work properly, 
if the melting rings would melt, the bellows would empty their content and the cells would 
be able to withstand the activation process. This test was amongst the first to investigate 
the interaction of biology and hardware. An overview over the plunger units used is 
presented in table 4.33..
Table 4.33. Overview over the plunger unit numbers apple in this experiment.
FM = flight model.
The units were assembled, filled, the resistance of the melting rings measured and the 
units shot .
As table 4.34. shows, the results were mostly negative. A majority of the melting rings did 
melt, however the bellows did not empty their liquids. For unclear reasons, one slide was 
contaminated with funghi and two were contaminated with bacteria. Only three slides in 
plunger unit 3 showed positive results, however only for one of the activations per 
chamber, so no chamber was shot completely successfully. In the second cell culture 
chamber of the first plunger unit, the bellow had emptied its media partially, but not 
completely. 
The staining could not be pursued as no cell chamber was shot completely successfully. 
plunger unit part ICI-no. serial number
1 1171682 FM 15-001
2 1171682 FM 15-003
3 1171682 FM 15-004
4 1171682 FM 15-005
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Table 4.34. Results of the activation of the new SITI-2 plunger units (teflon bellow system).
The resistance before activation was to be approx. 10 - 11 Ω (acc. to ASTRIUM). The experiment was 
performed as a collaboration of Dr. Katrin Paulsen, Svantje Tauber and Dana M. Simmet.
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions
• tests to investigate how long adhered U937 could survive on the slides 
inside the plunger unit without gas or media exchange under the current 
media, temperature and differentiation conditions (at that time point current 
mission duration: 15 days): 
• three days have proven to be possible
• the ideal time frame would probably lie between 3 and 7 days
• tests to investigate whether U937 cells were able to withstand the 23 °C 
which would be provided during the mission: 
• three days were possible for the following cells: 
• not differentiated U937 cells at 23 °C
• U937 cells differentiated and incubated at 23 °C
• U937 cells differentiated at 37 °C and incubated at 23 °C
• U937 cells differentiated at 37 °C and incubated at 37 °C
• a differentiation at 37 °C seemed best suited for a mission at 23 
°C as these cells showed the best viability
• in general, cells showed high variations under the microscope
• due to the occurrence of a big cell lump in all well plates (not 
identified), all results should be interpreted with caution
• further investigations needed to back-up the conclusions drawn
• tests on dedifferentiation of U937:
• incubation at 23 °C:
• despite previous results (living adhered cells were present on day 
3 after a 3 day incubation at 23 °C), in this experiment all cells 
were detached from the ground and dead when counted on day 3 
after differentiation
• incubation at 37 °C:
• cells seemed healthy on day 3, dedifferentiation started on day 6
• cells optimal temperature seemed to be at 37 °C compared to 23 °C
• the experiment supported previous results when differentiated cells 
were found dead on day 6 at 23 and 37 ° or after 7 days at 23 °C, 
leading to the conclusion that the cells optimal incubation period 
would lie below 6 days (continued on the following page)
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS (continued):
Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions
• tests whether not differentiated U937 cells would be more suitable for 
this space experiment:
• adherent cells seem to be more suited for the experiment
• a 7 day (compared to 4 day) incubation might be too long, conforming 
previous results
• tests on the survival of differentiated U937 cells without CO2 at 23 °C:
• U937 cells were obviously able to survive several days without CO2
• a potentially positive influence of a buffer like HEPES should be 
investigated to enhance the viability and cells reaction to the 
confinement
• applying the at that time point current conditions, the U937 cells 
should not be incubated longer than 3 days (negative influences 
visible from day 4 onwards)
• tests on the impact of no HEPES vs. 20 mM HEPES vs. 25 mM HEPES on 
differentiated U937 cells at 23 °C over 15 days:
• HEPES buffer might significantly prolong the previously 
recommended maximum incubation time of 3 days
• cells showed a much better morphology compared to the ones 
without HEPES on day 7
• 20 mM HEPES showed the best results of all the samples tested 
and was therefore recommended for further experimental 
testings
• test on the activation of the new (teflon bellow) supply units:
• results of the deployments were mostly negative (only three slides in 
plunger unit 3 showed positive results, however only for one of the 
shootings per chamber)
• staining was not pursued further as no cell chamber was shot 
completely successful
• a majority of the melting rings did melt, but the bellows did not empty 
their liquids
• partial emptying of bellow liquid also took place
• a strange smell was perceivable with one activation, maybe pointing 
towards a wet melting ring
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Task 3.3 - The “matching test” - mission preparatorily hardware and biology test in 
Beijing, China
The matching test was the equivalent of a SVT performed for an ESA space experiment 
like TPLX-A. It was the first test of biological experiments inside the actual space 
experiment hardware SIMBOX and took place in China at the PITC. All scientific teams 
executing experiments on the SHENZHOU-8 mission inside SIMBOX were present and 
the site should have been prepared as if the mission would take place. This preparation 
should ensure that everything required for the real mission preparation was available at 
site, e.g. laboratory equipment like ethanol or tissue or experiment specific materials like 
special cell reagents. Materials were partially imported thereby gaining information about 
customs, and partially ordered in China and tested for comparability to the reagents used 
in Germany / Switzerland. Laboratory bench times were allocated and tested for feasibility. 
Two tests presenting two different mission durations were executed, checking the interplay 
of the 17 experiments in total inside SIMBOX, as well as the interplay of the experiments 
and SIMBOX. The output gained from these tests would provide information on feasible 
mission durations. 
Task 3.3.1 - The biological planing of the matching test for SITI-2 inside 
SIMBOX for SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC
As depicted in the introductory part, the main part of the previous planning was to calculate 
the amounts of cells, chemicals and other materials needed and organise to get everything 
to the Beihang University two times (compare APPENDICES “Task 3.3.1 - The biological 
planing of the matching test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”).
Task 3.3.2 - The 7-day test and 20-day test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for 
SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC
The 7-day test and 20-day test were planned and requested from the Chinese side. These 
tests presented the first contact of biological experiments and the SIMBOX flight hardware 
in China. The output of these tests would provide information about the feasibility of the 
experiments regarding a shorter (7 days) vs. longer (20 days) mission duration. “Task 3.3.2 
- The 7-day test and 20-day test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC” 
presents these tests performed during the matching test in China.
U937 cells were cultured and differentiated onto makrolon slides. The assembly of the 
plunger units was performed and the units inserted into the ECs and placed into the 
SIMBOX for 7 and 20 days, respectively. They were activated after a defined time period 
mimicking the mission scenario. The plunger units were taken out of the SIMBOX and 
disassembled after the tests by specially trained ASTRIUM personnel. The slides were 
removed and incubated in PBS-filled reaction tubes. The reaction tubes were transported 
back to EADS ASTRIUM, Germany, and then to the UZH, Switzerland, for further 
evaluation. The outcome of the 7-day and 20-day test, partially including the scientific 
outcome regarding the cells’ status is presented in table 4.35. and 4.79..
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Table 4.35. Results of the 7-day test during the matching test - plunger activations (deployment), 
microscopic appearance of cells, contamination and cell count.
S/N = serial. Microscopic appearance: o = no cells visible. X = few cells, strongly apoptotic. XX = 50 % cell 
density, strongly apoptotic. XXX = 50 % cell density, less apoptotic. XXXX = healthy overall appearance of 
cells. contamination: 0 = no fungi visible. Y = few fungi. YY = clearly visible fungi. YYY = strong fungi 
contamination. YYYY = more fungi than cells visible. Bellow and cultural chamber were numbered as 
counted from the labelled end onwards. Deployment results were kindly provided by ASTRIUM.
Table 4.36. presents the results of the 20-day test, including plunger deployment and 
(partial) cell analysis.
16 out of a total of 18 samples did show contamination with fungi in varying degrees. 
Detailed images of such a fungus can be found in the APPENDICES “Task 3.3 - The 
“matching test” - mission preparatorily hardware and biology test in Beijing, China - 
Supplementary”.
S/N number bellow culture 
chamber
deployment 
(“activation”)
microscopic 
appearance
contamination cell count 
… * 104
FM15-003
1
1
positive
X 0 3.5
2 negative
3
2
negative
XX YYY 1.75
4 negative
5
3
positive
XXX Y 15.5
6 positive
FM15-006
1
1
positive
XXX Y 4.5
2 positive
3
2
negative
XX YY 1.75
4 positive
5
3
positive
XXX Y 9
6 positive
FM15-001
1
1
positive
XX YY 4.25
2 positive
3
2
positive
X YY 1.5
4 negative
5
3
positive
XX Y 6.5
6 positive
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Table 4.36. Results of the 20-day test during the matching test - plunger activations (deployment), 
microscopic appearance of cells, contamination and cell count.
S/N = serial. Microscopic appearance: o = no cells visible. X = few cells, strongly apoptotic. XX = 50 % cell 
density, strongly apoptotic. XXX = 50 % cell density, less apoptotic. XXXX = healthy overall appearance of 
cells. contamination: 0 = no fungi visible. Y = few fungi. YY = clearly visible fungi. YYY = strong fungi 
contamination. YYYY = more fungi than cells visible. Bellow and cultural chamber were numbered as 
counted from the labelled end onwards. Deployment results were kindly provided by ASTRIUM. 
In summary, there was hardly a difference in results or interpretability of the results from 
the 7-day compared to the 20-day test. All slides, even after the 20-day test, did show 
enough cells for further analysis which was performed via FACS and ICAM-1 staining, 
however samples in general contained a lot of cell debris. 13 out of 18 plunger activations 
during the 7-day test and 15 out of 18 plunger activations during the 20-day test were 
executed successfully, resulting in a total of successfully deployed complete experiments 
of 5 out of 9 for the 7-day test and 6 out of 9 for the 20-day test. It would have to be further 
investigated why the deployment had not worked reliably in every case. As already 
described, fungi contamination occurred in 16 out of 18 cell culture chambers. Additionally, 
the observed number of dead cells needed to be minimised. 
Taken together, the experiment showed to be feasible under the given conditions 
(including the necessary optimisations described) and was able to provide scientific output.
S/N number bellow culture 
chamber
deployment 
(“activation”)
microscopic 
appearance
contamination cell count 
… * 104
FM15-005
1 1 positive XX Y 8.25
2 positive
3 2 positive XX Y 0.54 positive
5 3 positive XX Y 3.56 positive
FM15-004
1 1 positive (X) YYYY 6.25
2 positive
3 2 positive XX YYY 3.754 positive
5 3 negative XX YYY 7.756 positive
FM15-002
1 1 positive XX(X) YY 11
2 positive
3 2 positive XX(X) Y 6.754 negative
5 3 negative XXXX 0 20.75
6 positive
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Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
For the first time in history, the China Manned Space Engineering Office (CMSEO) 
cooperated with another nation using the SZ-8 mission, thereby turning it into the first 
German-Sino space mission. While CMSEO provided the launch vehicle, the German 
Aerospace Centre (DLR) provided the SIMBOX facility, which had been built and was 
operated by ASTRIUM. Additionally, the DLR was responsible for the mission procedures 
as well as for the contributions of seven German universities in cooperation with one 
university in Denmark and one in Switzerland. 
SZ-8 launched as an unmanned mission on a Long March 2F (CZ-2F) rocket from Jiuquan 
Satellite Launch Centre (JSLC) in Inner Mongolia on October 31, 2011 (21:58 UTC), 
compare fig. 4.74.. The aim of the SZ-8 mission was to test a docking manoeuvre of the 
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 3.3 - The “matching test” - mission preparatorily hardware and biology 
test in Beijing, China
• the SITI-2 experiment showed to be feasible under the given conditions 
(given that the media would be optimised) and the experiment was able to 
provide scientific output
• the matching test worked fluently and all materials and U937 cells were 
available in sufficient number (including back-ups) as it had been planned
• preparatory time in China during the actual PITC proved useful and also 
necessary to enable the smooth running of the actual mission
• results of the 7-day test and 20-day test for SITI-2:
• there was hardly a difference in results or interpretability of the 
results from the 7-day compared to the 20-day test
• after both tests, samples contained enough cells for further 
analysis (FACS and ICAM-1 staining)
• samples in general contained a high number of dead cells and a 
lot of cell debris
• reason for deployment failures would need clarification
• contamination with fungi in varying degrees occurred in 16 out of 18 
samples (a functional, suitable microscope had been lacking to check 
cells before the test)
• 7-day test : 
• 13 out of 18 plunger activations performed successfully
• total of successfully deployed complete experiments: 5 out of 9
• 20-day test: 
• 15 out of 18 plunger activations performed successfully
• total of successfully deployed complete experiments: 6 out of 9
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rocket with Tiangong-1, an important test for the building of the first Chinese space station 
which is expected to be fully operational by 2020. This mission was therefore a milestone 
in Chinese space flight. 
 
The former BIOBOX was adapted by ASTRIUM and Kayser-Italia to become SIMBOX. It 
was a space-qualified incubator for biological research in space, programmable and 
equipped with a 1g-centrifuge for in-flight 1g-controls. During the unmanned mission, 
SIMBOX allowed for fully automated execution of experiments with limited use of 
commands during orbital flight. It housed a controlled thermal environment with 40 
experiment unique equipments (EUEs), 24 on the microgravity-platform and 16 on the 1g-
centrifuge. The SIMBOX had an internal volume of 34 l, measured 461 * 551 * 273 mm2 
and had an empty mass of 16 kg (fully integrated mass 34.5 kg). The max. power was 130 
W. During the SZ-8 mission, it was fixated on a seat of the space craft. Figure 4.75. shows 
the SIMBOX.
   
Figure 4.75. The SIMBOX incubator system.
The SIMBOX incubator was a space-qualified, programmable incubator for biological research in space, 
providing a controlled thermal environment and a 1g-centrifuge for in-flight 1g-controls. SIMBOX had an 
internal volume of 34 l, measured 461 * 551 * 273 mm2 and had an empty mass of 16 kg (fully integrated 
mass 34.5 kg). The max. power was 130 W. Left: SIMBOX incubator FM601 on the right with the “intelligent 
tray” on the left, before the EUE integration. Right: Integration of the intelligent tray into the incubator. The 
intelligent tray was equipped with the 1g centrifuge positions and microgravity-positions in the middle. 
SIMBOX accommodated 40 experiment units (EUEs), 24 EUEs on the microgravity-platform and 16 EUEs 
on the 1g-rotor. credit: ASTRIUM / DLR
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Figure 4.74. Long March 2F rocket carrying the SHENZHOU-8 space 
ship.
The picture was taken during Roll-Out on October 26, 2011. The take-off 
weight was 497,000 kg, height 58 m. The system was equipped with 4 
boosters with YF-20B engines and 4 times 814 kN thrust, the first stage 
with four YF-20B main engines and 3256 kN thrust, the second stage with 
one YF-25 and four YF-23 engines and 787 kN thrust. credit: ASTRIUM / 
DLR
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Automated docking with Tiangong-1, which had been launched on September 29, 2011, 
was executed on November 2, 2011, 17:28 UTC. SZ-8 stayed docked for 12 days, 
separated and docked once again on November 14, 2011. The capsule as autonomously 
deorbited on November 17, 2011, and landed around 500 km north of Beijing, China, at 
12:38 UTC (20:38 local time). SIMBOX was recovered immediately and transported to the 
PITC, Beijing, China, by helicopter and jet plane. Total early retrieval time was 6 hours. 
SIMBOX was opened upon arrival at the PITC and the EUEs were removed and 
inspected. The SITI-2 sample slides with adhered U937 cells were recovered from the 
EUEs and placed into 4 °C cold PBS. They were stored in PBS until further analysis upon 
arrival at the UZH, Switzerland. Figure The SITI-2 project is described in the following.
 
One of the projects flown inside SIMBOX on SZ-8 was SITI-2 (SIgnal Transduction In 
microgravity, part 2). The project investigated microgravity-associated long-term effects on 
macrophages, crucially important effector cells of the immune system. Macrophages are in 
charge of attacking and eliminating pathogens like bacteria which invade the body. The 
project examined surface molecules necessary for the recognition of bacteria and cell-cell-
communication as well as the cytoskeleton under the presence of 5 days of µg. The 
present thesis will give an abstract of the scientific results obtained. 
The overall results described of the SITI-2 project on the SZ-8 mission are divided in three 
parts in the following. Results paragraph “Mission-related results for SITI-2 flown inside 
SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” describes the mission related results, which set the 
general frame for the experiment. Result paragraph “Plunger unit activation-related results 
for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” presents the results related to 
the space hardware, the special EUEs called plunger units. Results paragraph “Scientific 
SITI-2 results flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” shows an abstract of the 
scientific SITI-2 results from the SZ-8 mission.
Mission-related results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 
(SZ-8)
For the mission, two EUEs (FM005 and FM006) were prepared for the “0g-position” and 
one EUE (FM002) was made ready for the “1g-position”. The gravity vector of the 1g-
position was perpendicular to the surface of the sample slides (in the z-axis). After the 
assembly, the plunger units were handed over to ASTRIUM and stored in optimal 
conditions inside standard laboratory incubators (active temperature control). On 
31/10/2011, at 10:45 UTC, the integration into the SIMBOX started in a 22 - 23 °C 
conditioned room. The SIMBOX was closed at 13:46 UTC and the “SET FLIGHT” 
command was sent at 14:08 UTC (active temperature control, 23 °C). During the 
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Figure 4.76. Assembled plunger unit experiment unique equipment 
(EUE) before the integration into SIMBOX.
The three clear rectangles on top are the makrolon slides, on which U937 
cells were adhered. These were recovered from the plunger unit at the 
PITC, Beijing, China, after the mission and transported back to the 
University of Zurich, Switzerland, for further analysis. For further details of 
the plunger unit hardware please refer to the material and method section 
“Hardware of SITI-2”. credit: ASTRIUM
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unpowered transport from the laboratory to the rocket and the installation in the spacecraft 
(3 h 6 min), the temperature was always above 21 °C. The mission key events for the 
incubator are presented in table 4.38.. The “Experiment Zero Time” is the time to which all 
timings of the experiment were referred. The 1g reference centrifuge was set to a speed of 
74.40 rpm. Table 4.37. shows the mission key events of the incubator during the 
SHENZHOU-8 mission including the plunger activation of SITI-2.
The capsule was autonomously de-orbited. It landed on 17/11/2011, 12:38 UTC approx. 
500 km north of Beijing. The SIMBOX was immediately recovered and transported to the 
PITC by helicopter and a jet aircraft. The total early retrieval time was 6 h. Summarising, in 
SITI-2, U937 cells were cultivated inside SIMBOX on board SHENZHOU-8 for 5 days 
under µg- and 1g-conditions, fixated with 1 % PFA/sucrose solution for 2 h and then stored 
in PBS until landing. Following the landing, the makrolon slides were removed, washed in 
PBS and stored in 4 °C cold PBS for 2 weeks until further analysis took place.
Table 4.37. Mission key events of the incubator during the SHENZHOU-8 mission including plunger 
activation of SITI-2.
UTC = Coordinated Universal Time. Time line values are given in hours:min:sec. Results were kindly 
provided by ASTRIUM.
For the ground control, two EUEs (FM001 and FM004) were prepared for the “0g-position” 
and one EUE (FM003) was made ready for the “1g-position”. The gravity vector of the 1g-
position was perpendicular to the surface of the sample slides (in the z-axis) and thereby 
during the ground-control also perpendicular to the gravity vector of Earth. The EUEs were 
handed over to ASTRIUM after the assembly and stored in optimal conditions inside 
standard laboratory incubators (active temperature control). On 02/11/2011, at 13:35 UTC, 
the integration into the SIMBOX started in a 24 °C conditioned room. The SIMBOX was 
mission key events for the FM#601 incubator date UTC
SET FLIGHT command (active temperature 
control, 23 °C)
31/10/2011 14:08:28 
SHENZHOU-8 launch 31/10/2011 21:58:00 
SIMBOX 0-g Detection (in orbit) 31/10/2011 22:08:14 
SET HEATING command, start of SIMBOX time 
line (“Experiment Zero Time”)
31/10/2011 22:34:57 
activation of plunger 1, 3 and 5 of all three 
plungers (in sequences of 40 sec)
05/11/2011 23:34 - 23:39 (time line: 120:50:00 - 
120:55:20)
activation of plunger 2, 4 and 6 of all three 
plungers (in sequences of 40 sec)
06/11/2011 01:24 - 01:29 (time line: 120:50:00 - 
120:55:22)
SET FIXATION command 17/11/2011 09:09:46 
SIMBOX centrifuge automatic stop 17/11/2011 09:20:04 
SET COOLING command 17/11/2011 09:40:59 
SIMBOX 0-g Detection (re-entry) 17/11/2011 11:12:46 
incubator final power-off 17/11/2011 11:32:28 
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closed at 15:15 UTC and the “SET FLIGHT” command was sent at 15:29 UTC (active 
temperature control). The execution of the ground control experiment was acc. to the flight 
scenario, with the execution of the time line similar to the on-orbit-experiment. Active 
temperature control was adjusted to 23 °C.
During the ground control, the incubator worked flawlessly but the centrifuge had to be 
switched off due to some abnormalities (compare Figure 4.77.). The key events for the 
ground control incubator are summarised in table 4.38.. The “Experiment Zero Time” is the 
time to which all timings of the experiment were referred.
Table 4.38. Ground control key events of the incubator during the SHENZHOU-8 mission.
UTC = Coordinated Universal Time. Time line values are given in hours:min:sec. Results were kindly 
provided by ASTRIUM.
The first ground control centrifuge problems were realised as periodical noise production 
on 06/11/2011, 07:00:00 UTC, followed by the first alarm on 07/11/2011, 04:55:02 UTC at 
a speed of 71.25 RPM (nominal speed 74.4 RPM). The speed bursts started at 109 h 
(compare Figure 4.77.). The first burst created 8 alarms. Afterwards, a period of about 20 h 
w/o audible noise followed. The second anomaly period started with burst number 9 
(08/11/2011, 14:54:08 UTC), followed by progressive deterioration and loud audible noise. 
27 alarms were created and it was decided to send the “CENTRIFUGE OFF” command. It 
was sent on 10/11/2011, 07:26:55 UTC.
ground control key events for the EM incubator date UTC
SET FLIGHT command (active temperature control) 02/11/2011 15:29:19 
SET HEATING command, start of SIMBOX time line (“Experiment Zero Time”) 02/11/2011 15:56:39 
CENTRIFUGE OFF command 10/11/2011 07:26:55 
SET FIXATION command 19/11/2011 02:33:09 
SIMBOX centrifuge automatic stop 19/11/2011 02:43:45 
SET COOLING command 19/11/2011 03:05:35 
incubator final power-off 19/11/2011 03:15:31 
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 
Figure 4.77. Ground control centrifuge speed (RPM) for SHENZHOU-8.
The nominal speed was 74.4 RPM. The “CENTRIFUGE OFF” command was sent on 10/11/2011, 07:26:55 
UTC. RPM: rounds per minute. hh: hours. mm: minutes. UTC: Coordinated Universal Time. credit: ASTRIUM
Plunger unit activation-related results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
The plunger activation during the mission was initiated and performed regularly from the 
SIMBOX hardware side. The activation information showed 11.7 V and 6.9 mA (nominal: U 
= 5 V, I = 310 mA, min. t = 2.5 s). The electronics could not drive 350 mA.
The first activation series (plunger 1, 3 and 5 of all three EUEs) occurred between 
120:50:00 and 120:55:00 (hours:min:sec) in time line sequences of 40 seconds. The 
second activation series (plunger 2, 4 and 6 of all three EUEs) occurred between 
122:50:00 and 122:55:00 (hours:min:sec) in time line sequences of 40 seconds. The cells 
were therefore cultivated for 5 days inside the plunger units under µg and 1g in space, 
fixed with 1% PFA / sucrose solution (first activation series) for 2 hours and then stored in 
PBS (second activation series) until landing.
For the ground control the plunger activation was also initiated and performed regularly 
from the SIMBOX hardware side. The activation information showed 1.5 V and 336 mA 
(nominal: U = 5 V, I = 310 mA, min. t = 2.5 s). Compared to similar plunger activations with 
3.3 - 4.0 V the voltage was very low. The electronics could not drive 350 mA.
Despite the correct execution from the SIMBOX-hardware side, only 2 (1 time µg, 1 time 
1g) out of 9 plungers worked successfully during the mission while not a single one worked 
successful during the ground control experiment.
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Scientific SITI-2 results flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
After the mission and the arrival at the PITC, the SIMBOX was opened and the EUEs 
removed and inspected. The sample slides were recovered out of the plunger units and 
stored in 4 °C cold PBS until their further analysis at the UZH, Switzerland.
The detailed analytical methods which were applied are described in “Biological and 
statistical post-flight analysis of SITI-2 samples from space and ground control”, material 
and method description “Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 
(SZ-8)”. 
For the detailed results from the SITI-2 project flown inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 
mission please refer to Paulsen et al., 2013 and Paulsen et al., submitted 2014. 
The following section aims at presenting the abstracted scientific results of SITI-2 on 
SHENZHOU-8 obtained by confocal microscopy which were related firstly to the binding of 
ICAM-1 on endothelial cells and T cells (Mac-1 consisting of CD11b and CD18) thereby 
presenting a possible cell-cell-contact, secondly to the recognition and phagocytosis of 
apoptotic cells (CD36) and thirdly to antigen-presentation (MHC-II). Cell-cell-
communication, adhesion, migration and phagocytosis are all indispensable functions of a 
macrophage. A short presentation displaying the main functions of each molecule 
investigated is given at the beginning of the respective paragraph in the following.
Mac-1 (consisting of CD11b and CD18) results obtained from SITI-2 flown inside 
SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
Mac-1 is an integrin, a complement receptor (sometimes also called “CR3”) consisting of 
CD11b and CD18. It is a human cell surface receptor and mediates the binding of ICAM-1 
on endothelial and T cells, which may result in cell-cell-contacts. Mac-1 is mainly 
expressed on macrophages, dentritic cells and neutrophils. As pattern recognition 
receptor, it plays a main role in the innate immune response.
Figure 4.78. displays the results obtained for its components, CD11b and CD18. 
While CD11b as alpha-chain of Mac-1 was only slightly decreased under µg (500.7 ± 4.4 in 
standard cell culture control compared to 360.7 ± 5.1 under µg-conditions, **p < 0.01), 
CD18 as beta-chain of Mac-1 was distinctly decreased (652.6 ± 13.5 in standard cell 
culture control compared to 332.5 ± 7.6 under µg-conditions, **p < 0.001).
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Figure 4.78. Confocal microscopy analysis of CD11b (left) and CD18 (right) after 5 days of 
microgravity during the SITI-2  experiment inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 compared to cell culture 
control.
con: standard cell culture control. µg: microgravity sample. Only cells positive for CellMask and negative for 
TUNEL were analysed. Box-plots show the analysis of the mean fluorescence of 200 - 1000 individual  cells 
recovered from one slide as a group. Data are presented as median of mean single cell fluorescence 
intensities with the smallest observation (sample minimum), lower quartile, median, upper quartile and 
largest observation (sample maximum). Statistical analysis were executed using Graph Pad Prism 5, 
applying the Wilcoxon-test with *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001. Analysis performed by Dr. Katrin 
Paulsen.
CD36 and MHC-II results obtained from SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
CD36, also called FAT (fatty acid translocase) is an important macrophageal scavenger 
receptor involved in the recognition and phagocytosis of apoptotic cells. It is an integral 
membrane protein and binds apoptotic cells and many ligands like long chain fatty acids, 
oxidised phospholipids, oxidised low density lipoprotein and collagen. It belongs to the 
class B scavenger receptors. It can be found on the surface of many different vertebrate 
cell types.
MHC-II is a cell surface protein which presents antigenic peptides originating from 
internalised extracellular pathogens to CD4+ T cells. It is thereby crucial for cell-cell-
communication of macrophages with T cells resulting in a potential activation of the 
adaptive immune system by the innate immune system.
The results gained from the SITI-2 project in SIMBOX flown on SHENZHOU-8 regarding 
CD36 and MHC-II are displayed in fig. 4.78..
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Figure 4.79. Confocal microscopy analysis of CD36 (left) and MHC-II (right) after 5 days of 
microgravity during the SITI-2  experiment inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 compared to cell culture 
control.
con: standard cell culture control. 1g: 1g hardware control (normal gravitational force on Earth is 1g = 9.81 
m/s2). µg: microgravity sample. Only cells positive for CellMask and negative for TUNEL were analysed. Box-
plots show the analysis of the mean fluorescence of 200 - 1000 individual  cells recovered from one slide as 
a group. Data are presented as median of mean single cell fluorescence intensities with the smallest 
observation (sample minimum), lower quartile, median, upper quartile and largest observation (sample 
maximum). Statistical analysis were executed using Graph Pad Prism 5, applying the Wilcoxon-test with *p < 
0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001. Analysis performed by Dr. Katrin Paulsen.
As visible in fig. 4.78., CD36 was reduced significantly in the 1g hardware control as well 
as in µg both compared to the cell culture control (1445 ± 9.3 in standard cell culture 
control compared to 1012 ± 21.3 in 1g hardware controls compared to 539.7 ± 18.3 under 
µg-conditions, ***p < 0.001). MHC-II was also significantly decreased under µg compared 
to cell culture control conditions (751.5 ± 6.5 in standard cell culture control compared to 
262.8 ± 2.5 under µg-conditions, ***p < 0.001).
The following Figure 4.80. visualises stainings for CD36 on differentiated U937 cells under 
different conditions (µg obtained during SITI-2 on SHENZHOU-8 vs. 1g hardware control 
vs. cell culture control).
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Figure 4.80. Confocal microscopy analysis of CD36 after 5 days of microgravity during the SITI-2 
experiment inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 compared to cell culture control.
con: standard cell culture control. 1g: 1g hardware control (normal gravitational force on Earth is 1g = 9.81 
m/s2). µg: microgravity sample. Top (I - III): single stain of CD36. Bottom (IV - VI): Overlay of all stainings 
(red: CellMask, blue: TUNEL, green: mouse-anti-CD36 and anti-mouse-AlexaFluor568). 
Only cells positive for CellMask and negative for TUNEL were analysed further. Analysis performed by Dr. 
Katrin Paulsen.
CD36 was homogenously distributed between different cells under normal cell culture 
conditions (fig. 4.79., I and IV) while in the 1g hardware controls, CD36 was distributed 
more heterogeneously (fig. 4.79., II and V). Under µg-conditions however, the expression 
of CD36 was significantly reduced (fig. 4.79., III and VI). The loss of CD36 in µg was 
quantified by image analysis (539.7 ± 18.27 under µg-conditions vs. 1445 ± 9.331 in 
standard culture control vs. 1012 ± 21.28 in 1g hardware controls).
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS:
Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
• mission-related results:
• almost all mission parameters, e.g. temperature limits during transport, 
general temperature control, etc. were fulfilled and the hardware was 
mostly working nominally 
• a SIB malfunction occurred resulting in incomplete mission data
• inspection of incubators after the mission: both were completely intact 
and showed nominal functions regarding fans, temperature and 
communication; no damage due to transport, no major mechanical 
damage inside the incubator and no liquid or humidity were found
• SIMBOX incubator - mission (FM#601): 
• some dust particles from the centrifuge slip ring were found
• check of the house-keeping data (HK-data) proved its continuos 
nominal function during the mission
• the high amount of dust particles was identified to be the result of the 
unbalanced fatigue fore introduced by the motor
• the µg was not influenced as the rotor mass including the 
experiments was too high
• SIMBOX incubator - ground control:
• the centrifuge of the EM had to be switched off on day 7 due to 
loud noise and an increase in power consumption
• causes were probably the ones elucidated above for FM#601
• plunger unit activation-related results:
• during the mission:
• plunger activation was initiated and performed regularly from 
the SIMBOX hardware side
• only 2 (1 time µg, 1 time 1g) out of 9 plungers worked 
successfully
• during ground control:
• plunger activation was initiated and performed regularly from 
the SIMBOX hardware side
• the voltage was very low
• not a single plunger unit was activated completely successfully 
during the ground control experiment
• no successful fixation in 7 plungers as they were not deployed 
(continued on the following page)
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TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS (continued):
Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
• (abstracted) scientific SITI-2 results:
• CD11b as alpha-chain of Mac-1 (a human cell surface receptor involved 
in cell-cell-contacts): 
• only slightly decreased under µg compared to standard cell culture 
control (**p < 0.01)
• CD18 as beta-chain of Mac-1 (a human cell surface receptor involved in 
cell-cell-contacts): 
• distinctly decreased under µg compared to standard cell culture 
control (**p < 0.001)
• CD36 (important macrophageal scavenger receptor involved in the 
recognition and phagocytosis of apoptotic cells): 
• significantly reduced in the 1g hardware control as well as in µg 
both compared to the cell culture control (***p < 0.001)
• normal cell culture conditions: homogeneously distributed 
between different cells
• 1g hardware controls: CD36 distributed more heterogeneously
• MHC-II (crucial for cell-cell-communication of macrophages with T cells 
resulting in a potential activation of the adaptive immune system): 
• significantly decreased under µg compared to cell culture control 
conditions (***p < 0.001)
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 TRIPLELUX-A
Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations
The task to accompany the mission preparation of TPLX-A started with the SM-testing at 
the UZH and ended with the confirmation that the, at that point in time, “current” space 
time line was feasible with living NR8383 cells taken from the cell culture after the Pre-
MiniSVT at the UZH. This paragraph discusses the results obtained during this time period 
(compare material and methods “Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations” and results 
section “4.1 Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations”).
Task 1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation and PODF-validation
The TPLX-A SM had to be tested at the UZH, Switzerland, to investigate if biology and 
hardware worked together smoothly and were capable of providing the expected results of 
distinct burst curves as known from plate reader measurements. The SM and FT-GSE are 
copies of the hardware used in BLB on the ISS with the FT-GSE simulating BLB and the 
SM simulating the FM. The experiments were performed in a SM AEC similar to the AEC 
used in the FM. In addition to these testings, the PODF-validation at MUSC, DLR, 
Cologne-Porz was accompanied.
The test runs (compare material and methods section “Task 1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A 
preparation and PODF-validation”) performed at the UZH had proven that the hardware 
and biology of the TPLX-A project worked together well, were able to provide a signal 
output and fulfill the mission’s goals (compare results and APPENDICES section “Task 1.1 
- TRIPLELUX-A preparation and PODF-validation”).
In general, even very low signals could be detected by the PMTs (compare the respective 
section in the APPENDICES). The problem which had occurred was identified by 
ASTRIUM. It was caused by a serial connector which was used neither in the GMs nor in 
the FMs and could therefore not pose a risk for the space experiment. The connection 
problem had led to a noise level that partially prevented data recovery. The connection 
problem was known at ASTRIUM from previous tests and could previously be solved by a 
cleaning and reconnecting of the connector contacts. 
In general, it should be noted that the signal output obtained during the experiments at the 
UZH could be increased if the threshold value would be set according to the TPLX 
characterisation procedure (described in “TRIPLELUX PMT characterisation Procedure on 
BLB”, IEC-PR-163020-2020-EPC, Iss. / Rev. 1, 15/01/2010). Due to time constraints, it 
was set 0.05 mV above the analogue output value of each PMT at the end of each 
characterisation procedure, a method allowing for measurements without an extra 
schedule to be run previous to the main experiment, thereby decreasing the time needed 
for the whole experimental procedure but also decreasing the final burst height in the 
output as the PMTs are in this case not ideally adjusted to the current experiment.
Regarding the PODF-validation, everything worked acc. to plan and the PODF-validation 
was completed successfully. As already described, there were no biological experiments 
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involved, however science and the other parties involved in TPLX-A could discuss the 
further proceedings along the process of the space preparations and determined the best 
way to execute the following tests.
NR8383 survival
As acc. to the at that time current mission scenario, the viability test in space could take up 
to 120 min with the second cell sample remaining mixed with Trypan blue for 40 min 
before observation, it was crucial to determine the survival rate of NR8383 in Trypan blue 
in order to be able to judge the number of living cells within the actual experiment in space 
appropriately.
The result that an incubation over about 120 min in Trypan blue did not have a significant 
effect on the viability of NR8383 cells was extremely important for TPLX-A (compare 
results section “NR8383 survival” and material and methods section “NR8383 survival”). 
During the space mission, two viability tests can be performed. It was under discussion if 
one test should be performed prior to the experiment start and one after the whole 
experiment run or if these time points should be changed. The viability assessment was 
performed using a Trypan blue staining inside the BLB microscope. A direct data downlink 
to the control centre MUSC would enable the scientist to observe the cells as needed to 
perform a sufficient dead-alive cell count. Only if the number of living cells would be 
known, a direct conclusion from the burst measurement could be taken, as the burst 
intensity increases with increasing cell number. It was assumed that the height of the burst 
curve would decrease in real microgravity, as it showed to decrease during simulated 
microgravity (Huber, 2007, Horn, 2011, Horn et al., 2011) and during real microgravity 
during parabolic flights (Horn, 2011). However, such a conclusion can only be drawn if the 
burst signal can be related to a certain number of cells. If the burst per cell could be 
calculated for the cells on the ISS under microgravity conditions, on the ISS on the 1g 
rotor, and in the ground control experiment, a direct comparison could be made. If the 
number of cells would remain unclear, a decrease in signal could also be caused by a 
smaller number of living cells, e.g. caused by unknown influences of the space mission. 
During the mission, the time from mixing the cells until the actual viability assessment 
inside the BLB microscope was said to take up to 120 min for the worst case scenario, as 
described. These times are e.g. caused by unavoidable transfer times. Should the cells 
have shown to die within the Trypan blue, it would have been necessary to know how 
many cells would have died in a certain time frame in order to be able to calculate the 
number of living cells injected into the MBs for the burst measurement.
It became obvious that 10 % freezing media left in the cell suspension had hardly any 
influence at all compared to cells with no freezing media left. Cells left in 100 % freezing 
media did show a lower number of viable cells in total in comparison to cells without 
freezing media, however no clear change over time was detectable for both sample types.
It can therefore be concluded that during the space mission, the percentage of viable cells 
counted during the microscopic viability assessment will be representative of the 
percentage of cells viable during the injection into the MBs (compare material and 
methods section “NR8383 survival”).
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Task 1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR
The TPLX-A SVT Preparation consisted of several experiments (see respective material 
and methods section) dealing with the thawing process inside the BLBs BGB and the 
mixing by the BLBs HM. MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany, housed the BLB 
engineering model. The underlying tests were the first point of contact for the biological 
TPLX-A experiment and the BLB EM. As this interaction brought some unknown 
characteristics (e.g. unclear thawing times for an SCB inside the BGB) with it, the 
underlying experiments were performed dissociated from and before any official tests like 
the SVT.
The discussion is split in two parts. An “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” in the APPENDICES 
“Task 1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR - SUPPLEMENTARY” contains a short 
discussion for each single experiment. The summarising discussion in the following 
displays the two foci of experiments, see “TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT - scientific results on the 
thawing process inside BIOLAB (BLB) BIOGLOVEBOX (BGB)” and “TRIPLELUX-A Pre-
SVT - scientific results on the mixing by the BIOLAB (BLB) Handling Mechanism (HM)”. 
Both sections are based on and partially quoted from the “TRIPLELUX-A SVT Preparation 
Report”, Doc.-No.: COL-MUSC-BLB-RP-0014, Issue / Rev. 1 / 1, 23/03/2011.
Summarising discussion Task 1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR 
The two following paragraphs present an overview of all the results obtained during the 
TPLX-A Pre-SVT at MUSC, DLR, Cologne-Porz, Germany. The results are divided in the 
ones dealing with the thawing process inside the BGB (see “TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT - 
scientific results on the thawing process inside BIOLAB (BLB) BIOGLOVEBOX (BGB)”) 
and the ones dealing with the mixing before the cell withdrawals performed by the BLB 
HM-arm (see “TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT - scientific results on the mixing by the BIOLAB 
(BLB) Handling Mechanism (HM)”).
TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT - scientific results on the thawing process inside BIOLAB 
(BLB) BIOGLOVEBOX (BGB) 
First, it can be said that all experiment runs showed that after 37 min inside the BGB the 
cells were definitely thawed and that the SCBs could and should be used straight away in 
order to dilute the DMSO contained in the freezing media as soon as possible. DMSO 
prevents ice crystals from developing during the process of freezing. These ice crystals 
could destroy the cells and DMSO is therefore necessary for the freezing/thawing even 
though it is cell toxic. It is therefore crucial to dilute the cells contained in freezing media as 
soon as possible. All experiments performed took samples over a long period of time 
(usually until a minimum of about 20 % cell viability was reached, which presented the 
absolute minimum for still being able to gain a scientific output from the whole experiment) 
in order to gain the knowledge on how long it would take for cell viability to drop this low 
and in order to simulate the mission’s worst case scenario of an unexpected delay in the 
experimental process. 
During experiment run 3 of “Task 1.2.1 Layered freezing / thawing of SCBs at MUSC, DLR, 
Cologne-Porz, Germany”, the cells were first incubated at 21 °C for 37 min plus one 
additional hour and were then transferred to 37 °C, at which they were incubated for 
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another two hours in total. These cells showed a viability of > 20 % after one but not after 
two hours at 37 °C (compare fig.4.13.). 
From previous experiments it was known that cells in a non-layered freezing-configuration 
survive around one hour. 
Therefore, the current experiments were a strong indicator that layered freezing of the 
SCBs significantly increased the long viability of the cells compared to non-layered-
freezing of the SCBs and would therefore be more suitable for the TPLX-A project than the 
non-layered freezing of the SCBs. 
TRIPLELUX-A Pre-SVT - scientific results on the mixing by the BIOLAB (BLB) 
Handling Mechanism (HM)
The mixing of the HM should be examined by investigating the whole process of thawing 
and transferring cells from SCB to CB. As the stirrers accidentally run at 960 rpm instead 
of the supposed mission speed of 60 rpm, 1/16 of the actually ran speed, the results taken 
from the CBs cannot be taken into account, neither for the transfer nor for the CB 
sedimentation. As a consequence, the CB sedimentation will be repeated as a separate 
experiment series at the UZH, Switzerland. A set-up with an external stirrer motor was 
therefore implemented in collaboration with Astrid Horn (ASTRIUM). 
During the on ground experiments the rotor will have to stop for the time of the transfers 
which seemed to be more than enough time for the cells to sediment. 
Due to these facts, it could be highly recommendable to execute a manual transfer from 
SCB to CB in general, as it had already been agreed upon by the parties involved in 
TPLX-A for the SVT. In general, manual transfers could be performed very quickly and 
would save the whole issue of sedimentation. This issue will not be applicable for the 
mission as sedimentation cannot occur in weightlessness. Sedimentation was only an 
issue on ground but could become a very crucial point if it could result in a number of cells 
transferred too low to produce a detectable oxidative burst signal.
Regarding the hardware everything worked fine apart from the one occurrence of spillage, 
which was caused by an incorrectly filled SCB containing air bubbles and not the hardware 
itself. The fact that the SCB did contain air bubbles was known before the experiment, 
however the involved parties of the TPX-A team had decided to still test the SCB in order 
to gain the most scientific output possible. A repetition with another freezing and thawing of 
the SCB was not possible due to the tight time schedule of the Pre-SVT and BLB’s 
occupancy by other space experiments after the Pre-SVT. 
Regarding the best suitable number of mixings by a BLB syringe before the HM 
withdrawal, the results were not definite. Regarding the highest number of cells possible 
for the transfer, it seemed useful to increase the number of mixings from 3 to 5. However, 
the results gave the impression that this could have a highly
 negative influence on the cell viability. Due to that fact, another series of experiments was 
planned to be performed at the UZH, Switzerland, prior to the SVT, comparing the number 
of mixings (3 and 5) with a BLB-syringe in terms of viability results. Only after this 
experiment series, a potential recommendation to change the number of mixings could be 
given from science’s side. 
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Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT 
In order to prepare the TPLX-A experiment for the upcoming SVT in the best possible way, 
a SVT preparation test plan was set up together with Dr. A. Horn, ASTRIUM. It contained 
all the experiments which should be executed before the SVT at the UZH, Switzerland, 
because the input from their results could be of relevance during the SVT at MUSC. The 
results from the SVT preparation (compare results “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to 
the SVT”) are discussed in the following. The protocols for the different experiments can 
be found in the material and method section “Task 1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the 
SVT”.
For “Task 1.3.1 TRIPLELUX-A cell preparation protocol”, please refer to the APPENDICES 
“Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR - SUPPLEMENTARY”) or to the version 
which had been sent to the different parties involved in TPLX-A included in the 
APPENDICES.
Task 1.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A minimal cell concentration needed to produce a signal
It was crucial to test the minimal cell concentration needed to produce a detectable signal 
as on ground, sedimentation of cells could have possibly resulted in a smaller amount of 
cells transferred than planned. This would apply to the transfers from the stirrer-less SCB 
(final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml) to CB (ideal final CB-concentration: 5 * 106 cells/
ml), or from CB (with stirrer) to MBs (with stirrers, ideal final MB-concentration: 4 * 105 
cells/ml).
In the first part of the experiment, “Task 1.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: Latest time point possible 
to get a representative sample out of the SCB” ,the latest time point possible to get a 
representative sample out of the SCB should have been determined for two different 
concentrations as depicted in the following.
In the second part of the experiment, “Task 1.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A: Minimal amount of 
cells needed to produce a sufficient signal”, the minimal amount of cells needed to 
produce a detectable signal within the plate reader had to be determined.
Task 1.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: Latest time point possible to get a representative 
sample out of the SCB
In general, the experiment series did show that sedimentation occurred mainly within the 
first 5 - 10 minutes, the higher the cell concentration, the faster the sedimentation. This 
could pose serious problems for on ground experiments, when sedimentation would play 
an important role in contrast to space, where sedimentation does not exist. The 
experiment series also underlined that even after 2 or 3 min., a sample withdrawn from a 
SCB with the septum facing upwards would not be representative for the actual SCB 
concentration. An additional result gained was the fact, that the cells frozen without 
layered-freezing at a concentration of 1 * 108 cells/ml died rapidly when thawed, indicating 
the need for a different freezing procedure / cell concentration. The partially great 
variations within the curves of the overall cells might be explained by the fact that a single 
cell had a great influence on the result obtained as there were hardly any cells left. The 
curves should therefore not be considered representative.
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An “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” of the separate runs can be found in the APPENDICES 
“Task 1.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A: Latest time point possible to get a representative sample 
out of the SCB - SUPPLEMENTARY”.
Task 1.3.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A minimal amount of cells needed to produce a sufficient 
signal 
The minimal amount of cells needed to produce a detectable signal within the plate reader 
had to be assessed.
The data sets show us a very positive result for the TPLX-A experiment. Even with the 
lowest concentration, which was one 16th of the highest concentration, the plate reader 
was able to detect a clear signal (compare fig. 4.6. and APPENDICES “Task 1.3.2.2 - 
TRIPLELUX-A minimal amount of cells needed to produce a sufficient signal - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”). The cells had been taken out of the cell culture and were adjusted 
to the respective concentrations regarding the viable cells. Of course the result obtained 
does not mean that one 16th of the cell concentration in space or in the QM on ground 
would also be reliably sufficient to detect a signal as each PMT is different and not all cells 
might be viable or the cells might not be transferred at an optimal rate. Especially if frozen 
cells would be used, some cells would certainly die from the freezing process (a natural 
consequence as not all cells survive the stressful proceed and DMSO as cell toxin). 
Despite these limitation, this experiment provided evidence that even if it should not work 
to obtain an ideal viable cell number in the MBs, it should still be possible to gain a 
scientific output, a very positive result for the TPLX-A experiment as it proved its feasibility.
Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB 
The purpose of this task was to check whether the cell transfers from CB (ideal final CB-
concentration: 5 * 106 cells/ml) to the MBs (ideal final MB-concentration: 4 * 105 cells/ml) 
by the HM arm contained enough cells to produce a signal output during the on-ground 
tests even though cells could sediment. A test series was therefore executed which 
contained 5 different experimental set-ups. Cells were incubated in an external CB which 
was oriented upwards with the HM-plate septum to simulate the QM, if not stated 
otherwise. In experiment run 1, cells at CB-concentration (5 * 106 cells/ml) were incubated 
with an external stirrer at 130 rpm for 5 h. The number of cells, their viability and burst 
capacity after the incubation and dilution to MB-concentration (ideal final MB-
concentration: 4 * 105 cells/ml were to be examined. In experiment run 2, cells were 
incubated for 180 min with an external stirrer running at 130 rpm, no MB-dilution or plate 
reader test was performed. After 3 h, an additional test was conducted by shaking the CB 
by hand, withdrawing and counting a sample. Experiment run 3 was performed to 
document the sedimentation inside the CB by photography. Experiment run 4 used frozen 
NR8383 cells with the external stirrer running at 180 rpm for 40 min. Samples were taken 
and the CB was shaken as a control before another sample was taken and cell counts 
were to be repeated. A higher stirrer speed of 180 rpm could have resulted in higher shear 
stress of the cells, thereby causing stress reactions and influencing the cells behaviour 
and burst capability. Due to this, a different procedure with 130 rpm was tested in the 
following experiment run 5. Experiment run 5 was principally executed like experiment run 
4, but with the addition of the turning of the CB for 10 min before the withdrawal. The 
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stirrer speed was set to 180 rpm during the first execution of experiment run 5 and to 130 
rpm during the second execution of experiment run 5. Frozen NR8383 cells were used.
As the Experimental Procedure 5, “Experimental run 5 - CB sedimentation including 10 
min with the CB HM plate septum facing downwards”, showed best results for the 
execution with 130 rpm stirrer speed regarding the overall number of cells withdrawn, it 
was chosen for the SVT.
Taken together, this experiment series clearly showed that the stirrer running at its normal 
speed of 130 rpm (experiment run 1, see “DETAILED RESULTS” in the APPENDICES 
“Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB - SUPPLEMENTARY”) was not 
able to keep the cells distributed equally when the septum was facing upwards. It was 
basically impossible to withdraw any cells after an incubation period of 5 h. Experiment run 
2 demonstrated that a simple shaking of the CB by hand was able to dilute the cells again 
after a pellet had formed (see APPENDICES “Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation 
inside the CB - SUPPLEMENTARY”, section “Experiment run 2 - CB cell counts after 
different times stirred at 130 rpm”). However, during an experiment run inside the HM-plate 
or the AEC, the process of shaking would be impossible. In addition, experiment run 3 
showed, that when the stirrer was facing upwards, it did not seem to have an influence on 
the sedimentation at all.
An “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” with some additional points regarding runs 3 to 5 can be 
found in the APPENDICES “Task 1.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A sedimentation inside the CB - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”.
Task 1.3.4 - TRIPLELUX-A layered freezing
As the layered freezing had never been tested beforehand, it became necessary to test 
the possibility of cell storage for up to six months at -80 °C, as this might be the time frame 
of storage onboard the ISS. It had to be determined how long cells could be stored in this 
configuration without a loss in signal. 
As it became obvious during subsequent tests that the non-layered freezing technique 
and not the layered-freezing technique would be the technique of choice, this experiment 
became inapplicable and was not pursuit any longer.
Task 1.3.5 - TRIPLELUX-A chemical decay over time
According to the current TRIPLELUX- A Experiment Scientific Requirements (2009), p. 27, 
luminol and zymosan “can tolerate a maximum of 4 h at 37 °C prior to the experiment run”. 
However, acc. to the at that point in time current space time line, these times would be 
exceeded. It was therefore necessary to test the new space time incubation periods in 
order to check if the current space time line would be possible. 
First, it was only to be tested if the chemicals were stable for up to 8 h, but during the 
experiment series, time requirements were increased twice (up to 12 and 36 h) and 
therefore a total of 3 experiments was performed. 
The chemicals were tested on an hourly basis from 0 - 12 h and after 36 h additionally. For 
comparison, the chemicals were all tested separately after a 37 °C incubation with the 
other two chemicals prepared freshly (fig. 4.7. - fig. 4.9. and 4.12.) and normalised against 
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reactions in which all chemicals had been prepared freshly (fig. 4.11. and fig. 4.13.). As 
figure 4.11. and figure 4.13. show, there was no significant difference in luminescence 
normalised to “all fresh” reactions at the same time point visible for all chemicals incubated 
at 37 °C for 0 - 12 h. Figure 4.13. shows that there was also no significant difference in 
luminescence visible for all chemicals incubated at 37 °C for 36 h compared to “all fresh” 
reactions at the same time point. This experiment shows that there was no loss in science 
to be expected for an incubation of the chemicals at 37 °C for up to 36 h prior to the 
experiment. The ESR should be modified likewise.
Interestingly, figure 4.12. shows that the reactions in which zymosan had been incubated 
at 37 °C reach the maximum burst height a little earlier at all time points, suggesting that 
an incubation of zymosan might actually speed up the burst reaction.
Task 1.3.6 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation of the SVT SCBs
The preparation of the actual SCBs (final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml) for the SVT 
made up task 1.3.6. Cells were to be prepared acc. to the preparation procedure (compare 
section “Task 1.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A cell preparation”, material and methods section “Task 
1.3 - TRIPLELUX-A tests prior to the SVT”) and frozen acc. to the layered freezing 
procedure (TRIPLELUX Payload and GSE Operations Manual, 2010-1).
As described in the results part “Task 1.3.6 - TRIPLELUX-A preparation of the SVT SCBs”, 
due to time constraints resulting from the mission given time schedule determining the 
already set and upcoming SVT date, it was decided by all parties involved in the TPLX-A 
project that the experiment should not be performed and cells would be used directly for 
the SVT (please refer to the results “Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR”).
Task 1.3.7 - TRIPLELUX-A test of biocompatibility of the new BLB syringe plungers
As new plungers with the silicon ELASTOSIL LR 3066 were applied for the BLB syringes, 
their biocompatibility had to be tested. Cells were incubated at 37 °C in two groups in 
tissue culture dishes for 2 days. Group 1 was incubated with a plunger sample, group 2 
without a plunger sample as control. After the incubation, the cell viability of the samples 
was compared.
Not only was the difference in cell viability of the cells incubated with a plunger sample < 
20 % compared to the control viability, it was actually 11.08 % higher in the group with 
plunger samples compared to the control group.
In addition, the number of extracted cells after the experiment showed no difference. This 
result, in addition to the cell viability observation, provided evidence that the syringes were 
biocompatible. The science team therefore recommended their usage for the space 
experiment.
Task 1.3.8 - TRIPLELUX-A cell stock selection
The underlying experiment was included into the SVT preparation in order to show all 
parties involved in the TPLX-A project an example of the different signal output 
classifications as defined in the laboratory. Naturally, only the cells with the very best 
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signals should be considered for the space mission and cells with at least an “extremely 
well” classification should be considered for important space preparatory tests. 
In the laboratory, NR8383 cells in culture were constantly monitored for their burst signal. 
Stocks with repetitively unsatisfying burst signals were discarded and replaced by new 
stocks (from the frozen original stock at -150 °C).
Applying the laboratory standard plate reader, cells were classified as “extremely well” for 
a burst maximum of > 10’000 RLU, “very good” for a burst maximum of > 5’000 RLU, 
“good” for a burst maximum of > 1’000 RLU and “bad / insufficient” for a burst maximum < 
1’000 RLU. 
The mean luminescence intensities of all four stocks was tested  and resulted in one 
example for each category (every stock showing a different categorical result).
Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR - Summarising discussion
The results of the SVT and the accompanying laboratory experiments were the basis for 
many following experiments and decisions within the TPLX-A project. Due to this fact, the 
discussion explaining those outcomes is included in the following, while the detailed 
material and method and result section can be found in the APPENDICES “Task 1.4 - 
TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR - SUPPLEMENTARY”.
It was concluded that the layered-freezing protocol was in the current version unsuitable to 
prepare the cells for the tests / mission. By measuring the cells from the SCB several 
times over three days, it could be shown that these cells were unable to re-gain their burst 
ability over these 3 days even though they had been showing a very good signal before 
their freezing at the UZH, Switzerland. 
For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that for the SVT, BLB syringes had 
been used for rotor A (0.9 mm), while for rotor B, lab syringes were used (0.6 mm SCB to 
CB). As manual transfers at the UZH, Switzerland, had previously also been performed 
using 0.9 mm cannulas and standard syringes, the science team did not assume this 
difference could have a critical influence on the cells ability to burst.
The results comparing the high (final SCB-concentration: 1 * 108 cells/ml) and low (almost 
CB-like concentration: 6.25 * 106 cells/ml) concentrations suggested that the crucial factor 
could be the high concentration of the cells, as the highly concentrated cells for the rotor 
were already not giving a signal before the injection into the CB, without having been 
frozen at all. The high concentration could not be tested beforehand due to mission given 
time constraints and pre-set dates for the subsequent mission test (SVT). The high 
concentration was assumed to be necessary as the amount of cells stated in the ESR 
should be inside the CB, but had to be included in only a third of the freezing media once 
the layered-freezing was applied (due to the two layers of fresh media around the cell 
suspension while the SCB volume was equal to the non-layered freezing volume).
Due to the results obtained, the science team would start an extensive testing and 
modification of the freezing protocol at the UZH, Switzerland, following the SVT. 
For the further course of action, it was agreed during the TPLX A SVT close-out meeting to 
proceed as follows:
1. The science team should perform further tests on the freezing and thawing process on 
the SCBs in order to determine the best freezing protocol.
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2. Once a new freezing protocol would be established with the SM and FT-GSE at the 
UZH, Switzerland, (the respective experiment later-on being called “PreMini-SVT”), ESA 
(and maybe also other parties involved in the TPLX-A project) would come to Zurich and 
the new procedures would be tested to function smoothly in a repetition of the SVT (the 
respective experiment later-on being called “Mini-SVT”) with the SM and FT-GSE at the 
UZH, Switzerland.
3. Following a successful testing at the UZH, Switzerland, a partial SVT with one rotor and 
manual transfers should be performed at the BLB EM facility at MUSC, DLR. This would 
also offer a good opportunity for the science team to familiarise with the cell counting on 
the BLB microscope.
4. Only if these tests would have been performed successfully, the progress to the 
repetition of the SVT with the BLB EM facility at MUSC site, DLR, would be planned.
Despite all difficulties which had occurred, one result which could be gained from the SVT 
performed was the result that the cells themselves (taken from cell culture) could prove 
their ability to give good or clear signals, sufficiently strong to be detectable. It needs to be 
taken into account however, that all PMTs are different, so the results of the maximum 
burst heights in RLU from the PMT-clinostat or plate reader in Cologne cannot be directly 
compared to the heights produced in the plate reader at the UZH, Switzerland.
In summary, there were several lessons learned from this test. Proper filling of experiment 
hardware with degassed liquids was found to be essential. To avoid contaminations, the 
experiment hardware sterilisation prior to future test was requested by the science team. 
Additional thawing tests with HMPUs inside the foams should be performed to determine 
the temperature profile and the condensate evaporation time after retrieval from the TCU 
at -20 °C until EC integration. Regarding the two SPRs for BLB NSP bus failure and 
SPLC / RIC outage, it became clear that a “what-if-scenario” would have to be developed. 
This scenario should contain instructions in case of a BLB anomaly and resulting off-
nominal situations to minimise the impact on science. MSO suggested to check the 
possibility of an automated response for an SPLC/RIC outage. The ‘what-if-scenario’ 
should investigate the following questions and provide solutions for these situations:
-  37 °C could not be guaranteed for the cells in the incubator at all times
-  stirrers would not be running all the time (e.g. in case of system failures); difference 
between ground and in-flight scenarios regarding sedimentation etc. would have to be 
kept in mind
- consequence of SCBs staying at room temperature for longer than a certain time (tbd) 
- microscope pictures would either not be available or of (too) low quality (to be evaluated)
- 1g would be interrupted during required time frames
- experiment hardware would be defective (e.g. stirrer(s) not working)
- essential ISS / Columbus / BLB / ground segment subsystems would not be operational
The ‘what-if-scenario’ should be developed in close cooperation of all parties in the TPLX-
A project along the TPLX-A space preparation time line.
Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol
After it had been proven during the SVT at MUSC, DLR, that the current layered-freezing 
procedure was unsuitable for the NR8383 rat macrophages as they were unable to 
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produce an oxidative burst signal afterwards, the TPLX-A science team investigated the 
freezing procedure in order to optimise it and proceed with the further TPLX-A testings 
along the space preparations (compare preceding paragraph “Summarising discussion: 
Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR”). 
The optimisation was executed in three subsequent steps to investigate all potential 
factors separately and step-by-step to gain unmistakable results. First, only the freezing 
media was optimised, followed by the optimisation of the freezing concentration inside the 
ideal media, concluding with the optimisation of the freezing procedure (comparing layered 
vs. non-layered freezing). An “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” of these three steps can be 
found in the APPENDICES “Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol 
- Supplementary”. The main results are discussed in the following and an outlook is given.
Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A 
optimisation of the freezing protocol
The results from all experiment parts are summarised in the results section “TASK 
SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS: Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing 
protocol”. The underlying paragraph aims at explaining the further proceedings based on 
these results in order to link them to the upcoming TPLX-A space preparations and 
respective tests (compare discussion paragraph “Summarising discussion: Task 1.4 - 
TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR”).
After the experiments described in task 1.5, NR8383 cells for a batch of nine SCBs were 
raised and frozen according to the new defined optimal procedure: freezing media as 
recommended by ATCC, in a non-layered configuration, with 50 mio. cells/ml (compare 
results section “TASK SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS: Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A 
optimisation of the freezing protocol”). The required number of nine SCBs is explained in 
the following. 
With the SCBs the actual line line should be tested within the plate reader and FT-GSE 
first by the scientists at the UZH, Switzerland, (one SCB), as the so-called “PreMini-SVT”, 
and then together with ESA and the whole TPLX-A team (one SCB) at the UZH, 
Switzerland, to prove the feasibility of the newly frozen SCBs, as the so-called 
“MiniSVT” (compare discussion paragraph “Summarising discussion: Task 1.4 - 
TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR”). After a successful completion of the Mini-SVT, one or 
two SCBs should be used in a rotor test at MUSC’s site, DLR, in Cologne with just one 
rotor and manual transfers. After a successful completion, the complete SVT run should be 
repeated (two SCBs at minimum). These tests would require a minimum of six frozen 
SCBs, three SCBs were frozen as back-up for further testings. The other experiments 
performed in Zurich would be adapted according to the new freezing conditions and 
concentrations.
In order to make sure the testings described above would be executed over a sufficient 
period of time (regarding cell incubations, etc.), MUSC, DLR, had kindly provided some 
new information on the exact space time line current at this point of time. The incubation 
times given in this new time line were actually longer than the incubation times which had 
been applied in the experiment “Optimisation of the freezing procedure, comparison of the 
layered vs. non-layered freezing procedure” (see paragraph “Task 1.5.3 - TRIPLELUX-A 
optimisation of the freezing procedure, comparison of the layered vs. the non-layered 
freezing procedure”). The new times given were therefore implemented at the UZH, 
Switzerland, to test the cells ability to withstand these actual conditions (compare “Task 1.6 
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- TRIPLELUX-A space time line”) before proceeding to the next step in the space 
preparation of TPLX-A as described above (compare “Summarising discussion: Task 1.4 - 
TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR”).
Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line
As described in the previous paragraph “Summarising discussion and respective outlook: 
Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol”, the new times given for the 
TPLX-A space time line necessitated a testing whether the NR8383 cells would be able to 
withstand these new times before the proceeding with the space preparations (compare 
“Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of 
the freezing protocol” and “Summarising discussion: Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at 
MUSC, DLR”) would have made any sense. 
The viability and burst capacity of NR8383 cells was investigated in a series of 
experiments using one SCB taken from the three assigned to be a back-up of the batch 
frozen after the optimisation of the  freezing protocol (see discussion “Task 1.5 - 
TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol”) as described in “Summarising 
discussion and respective outlook: Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing 
protocol”. 
Experiment a (see “Task 1.6.1 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to current 
time line conditions, (experiment a)”) examined the at that point in time current space time 
line. Experiment b (see “Task 1.6.2 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of viable cells according to 
previous time line conditions, (experiment b)”) investigated the previous space time line in 
comparison. In addition, the stability of viable cells in SCB-concentration at room 
temperature (25 °C) was tested in experiment c in “Task 1.6.3 - TRIPLELUX-A stability of 
viable cells in SCB-concentration (25 °C), (experiment c)”. Knowledge gained from 
experiment c would have been important in case any abnormality would have occurred on 
the ISS after the cells’ retrieval from MELFI and before the insertion of the AECs onto the 
rotors. Under these circumstances, the SCB would have been subjected to the room 
temperature conditions prevailing on the ISS and thereby also inside the BLBs BGB and 
the AECs. The insertion of the AECs onto the rotors marked the beginning subjection of 
the SCBs / AECs to 37 °C, as the rotors were situated inside the BLB incubator pre-heated 
to 37 °C.
An “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” of the separate experimental parts can be found in the 
APPENDICES “Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line - SUPPLEMENTARY”.
The following summarizing discussion explains the main results and is based on and 
partially quoted from the experiment report “TRIPLELUX Timeline, a) Stability of vital cells 
according to timeline conditions (provided by BIOTESC and MUSC 29th June 2011), b) 
Stability of vital cells according to previous timeline conditions, c) Stability of vital cells in 
SCB-concentration (25°C), 2011”.
Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space 
time line
The results from all experiment parts are summarised in detail in the results section “TASK 
SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS: Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line”. The 
underlying paragraph aims at explaining the further proceedings based on these results in 
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order to link them to the upcoming TPLX-A space preparations and respective tests 
(compare discussion paragraph “Summarising discussion: Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT 
at MUSC, DLR”).
After the experiments described in task 1.6, the NR8383 cells could be taken into the 
PreMini-SVT at the UZH, Switzerland, the first test of the cells acc. to the new space time 
line with the AEC and FT-GSE mimicking the space hardware. This would be performed by 
using another SCB from the batch of nine SCBs frozen after the optimisation of the 
freezing protocol (see discussion “Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing 
protocol”) as described in “Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 1.5 - 
TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol”. This next step in the TPLX-A space 
preparations is described in the following section “Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT 
(simulation of the actual MiniSVT)”. It could be executed based on the results from task 
1.6, which had been showing that the new space time line was feasible as it had been able 
to provide detectable burst signals in the laboratory plate reader, while the cells did survive 
the new time line given (without strong differences compared to the older time line with 
differing incubation times). 
Experiment c was an independent experiment showing that the SCB incubation should be 
kept as short as possible independent from the incubation temperature (37 °C inside the 
incubator vs. 25 °C RT), however it was not the bases for the further proceedings to the 
PreMini-SVT described in the following section.
Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual MiniSVT) 
As explained in “Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A 
space time line”, the fact that the NR8383 cells were able to withstand the new time line 
led to the subsequent step in the TPLX-A space preparations, the “PreMini-SVT” described 
in the underlying section. The PreMini-SVT was testing the new time line given by 
BIOTESC and MUSC inside the AEC and FT-GSE hardware. Would it be successful, the 
next step would have been the so called ‘Mini-SVT’, a repetition of the PreMini-SVT with 
the participation of all parties involved in the TPLX-A project at the UZH, Switzerland. For 
details on the following space preparatory tests, please refer to discussion paragraph 
“Summarising discussion: Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT at MUSC, DLR”.
The PreMini-SVT was separated in different experiments. The purpose of each experiment 
is described shortly a the beginning of the respective paragraph. The following section is 
based on and partially quoted from the experiment reports “TRIPLELUX Pre-MiniSVT a) 
Confirmation whether the scheduled time line is feasible for application in the FT-GSE, b) 
Determination of the influence of dead cells on living NR8383 macrophages”, 2011”, and 
the report “TPLX-A: FT-GSE Space Time Line Simulation Summary”, 2011. The detailed 
experiment protocols can be found in the material and methods section, paragraph “Task 
1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual MiniSVT)”. The results are 
displayed in “Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual MiniSVT)”.
Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation whether the scheduled time 
line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment a)   
Experiment a aimed at testing the new time line provided by BIOTESC and MUSC inside 
the AEC and FT-GSE. The results of experiment a are discussed in summary in the 
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following. An “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” of the separate runs can be found in the 
APPENDICES “Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation whether the 
scheduled time line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment a) - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”.
Table 4.19. shows that the time until the start of the luminescence measurement 
investigating the NR8383s’ burst capabilities in space had again been shortened, by 20 
min, compared to the previous time line (see table 4.18.). This overall time period was 
shortened as much as possible in order to perform the burst measurement with the cells in 
the best possible condition. The longer the cells would be incubated, the worse their 
condition might become. Bad condition of the cells could in turn lead to an impairment of 
their burst capabilities.
Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-
MiniSVT: Confirmation whether the scheduled time line was feasible for application 
in the FT-GSE, (experiment a)
As described in the results section “Task 1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation 
whether the scheduled time line was feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment 
a)”, all schedules in the FT-GSE were executed according to plan. Nevertheless, at all time 
points only a very low viability could be detected (see table 4.20. - table 4.24., fig. 4.28.), 
the cell concentration was only 0 - 10 % of the expected concentration and no burst curve 
was measurable. The results (compare table 4.24., fig. 4.27. - fig. 4.29.) provide evidence 
that the NR8383 cells would (generally) be unable to produce a burst reaction if they 
would be first frozen acc. to the at that point in time current layered-freezing protocol and 
then secondly handled exactly acc. to the current space time line.
Task 1.7.2 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Determination of the influence of dead 
cells on viable NR8383 macrophages, (experiment b)
As there might be a rather high number of dead cells present inside the MBs at the time of 
the burst measurement during the space mission, it was crucial to determine whether 
these cells or their products would have a negative influence on the viable cells’ burst 
reaction. 
This experiment (compare material and method paragraph “Task 1.7.2 - TRIPLELUX-A 
Pre-MiniSVT: Determination of the influence of dead cells on viable NR8383 macrophages, 
(experiment b)”) showed that there seemed to be no negative influence of neither dead 
cells nor the extracted supernatant on the burst capacity or stress level of viable NR8383 
cells (see fig. 4.30., max. burst height between approx. 5’800 - 6’700 RLU for all samples). 
The stress controls were negative for all samples. The fact that dead cells or the extracted 
supernatant seemed to have a positive influence on the NR8383 viability for the viable 
cells (significant positive influence (p < 0.05)) could be explained by the viable cells 
feeding on the dead cells or their remains, thereby getting more nutrients enhancing their 
viability.
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Task 1.8 - TRIPLELUX-A confirmation whether the scheduled time line was feasible 
for use in the FT-GSE from the time point of CB-incubation onwards (using cell 
culture cells) 
The results of the four experiments listed in the results “Task 1.8 - TRIPLELUX-A 
confirmation whether the scheduled time line was feasible for use in the FT-GSE from the 
time point of CB-incubation onwards (using cell culture cells)” clearly showed that the 
TPLX-A hardware and the TPLX-A biology, meaning the NR8383 cells, could work 
together very well, as even an extremely low signal (lowest curve with a max. burst height 
around 200 RLU, compare fig. 4.32. - fig. 4.35.) was still detectable for the NR8383 cells 
applied directly from cell culture instead of originating from frozen SCBs. This led to the 
conclusion that the current layered-freezing procedure had to be the reason for the cells 
not bursting if measured acc. to the current space time line inside the hardware. For 
protocols and methods please refer to paragraph “Task 1.8 - TRIPLELUX-A confirmation 
whether the scheduled time line was feasible for use in the FT-GSE from the time point of 
CB-incubation onwards (using cell culture cells)” in the materials and methods section. 
These experiments proved it crucial to change the freezing procedure and figure out 
whether the high cell concentration or the layered-freezing protocol itself were the 
determining factors for the cells burst reaction. 
Basically, the at that point in time current TPLX-A timeline seemed to be possible with the 
cells, however the signal height was extremely low (approx. 200 - 800 RLU in experiment 
run 1, 2 and 3, approx. 200 - 1’100 RLU in experiment run 4, see fig. 4.32. - fig. 4.35.). The 
reasons for the rather low signals should be investigated further and eliminated as far as 
possible (e.g. by using different cell batches). 
PMT 3 which did not show a signal in all 4 experiment runs had had some connector 
problems in the past. ASTRIUM had investigated the AEC at the UZH, Switzerland. This 
problem occurrence was a know problem and results from PMT 3 were therefore not to be 
considered during these tests, however this issue would be irrelevant for the mission 
during which different connectors would be used.
Taken together, these 4 experiment runs were extremely important for the TPLX-A project 
as they were the prove that the NR8383 cells and the TPLX-A hardware were able to work 
together and produce a detectable burst signal output, thereby rendering the TPLX-A 
project feasible despite all prior problems with measurements inside hardware mimicking 
the space hardware (e.g. the FT-GSE or the BLB model used during the SVT).
Task 1.9 - TRIPLELUX-A On-ground filling procedure
As mentioned in the results part “Task 1.9 - TRIPLELUX-A On-ground filling procedure”, 
the official document “TRIPLELUX-A On-Ground Filling Procedure”, 2011, can be found in 
the APPENDICES. Its development is described in the materials and methods “Task 1.9 - 
TRIPLELUX-A On-ground filling procedure”. The scientific input was provided by testing 
which liquid amounts and which filling / withdrawing procedure would be most successful 
to guarantee a qualified, air bubble-free filling of the whole TPLX-A hardware. Overfilling of 
the dead volume (+ 0.5 ml) and a subsequent withdrawing of the air inside the bags plus 
the excess liquid (- 0.5 ml) provided best results for the bags of the HMPU (IFBs, CB and 
MBs), VT-EC (MD-bags, TB-bags, DM-bags, H20-bags) and MD-EC (MD-bags) for which 
the pre-filled volume equalled the dead volume and was smaller than the maximal volume 
(compare p. 12 of the official procedure, APPENDICES). In case of the other bags, the 
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SCBs or ELBs, for which the pre-filled volume was equal to the maximal volume, no 
excess liquid was used. The SCBs were only included according to the current non-
layered freezing protocol. Special attention needed to be paid to the complete air bubble 
removal when testing the stirrers. 
The ‘TRIPLELUX-A On-Ground Filling Procedure’ was applied for all subsequent tests in 
the TPLX-A project.
TRIPLELUX-A - real vs. simulated microgravity (µg vs. simg)
As already described in the results “TRIPLELUX-A - real vs. simulated microgravity (µg vs. 
simg)” in more detail, it was of great interest for the TPLX-A project to gain an insight into 
the type of reaction the NR8383 rat macrophages might exhibit under real microgravity. 
Not only was this topic of general scientific interest but also mission-relevant, as previous 
experiments (see Huber, 2007, Horn, 2011 and Horn et al., 2011) had found an impaired 
burst capability of NR8383 macrophages during simg or real µg during parabolic flights. 
Should such an impairment occur during the actual mission, it would be very helpful to 
know how strong the impairment could be in order to judge whether the PMTs would still 
be able to detect a signal.
An impairment of the macrophages burst reaction would be of great scientific interest, as it 
would mean an impairment of the innate immune system. Macrophages engulfing foreign 
particles and pathogens, as well as activating the adaptive immune system, play an 
important role in the bodies first line of defence. A malfunction of these cells might firstly 
render the body vulnerable to infections and invasions of pathogens and secondly lead to 
the missing of an appropriate reaction of the adaptive immune system (due to the lack of 
activation) to fight off the infection. Such malfunctions might therefore lead to serious 
illnesses and might even become life-threatening.
So far, only end point measurements could be investigated in the laboratory, with simg 
being applied for a certain time frame and a burst curve being measured under 1g-
conditions afterwards (compare results “TRIPLELUX-A - real vs. simulated microgravity 
(µg vs. simg)”). The PMT-clinostat (fast rotating, 2D, Horn, 2011 and Horn et al., 2011) 
provided the first possibility to measure a kinetic burst curve while simg were applied. It 
was adapted at the UZH, Switzerland, to suit new requirements and to built a basis for 
future TPLX-A simg experiments. The adaptations and testings of the PMT-clinostat were 
an important part of this thesis and are discussed in the following section “Task 2 - 
TRIPLELUX-A - simg in the PMT-clinostat”.
Task 2 - TRIPLELUX-A - simg in the PMT-clinostat
As described in the previous paragraph “TRIPLELUX-A - real vs. simulated microgravity 
(µg vs. simg)”, the testing of a NR8383 burst reaction under simg conditions was of crucial 
importance. In order to measure kinetic burst curves under simg-conditions, the PMT-
clinostat (Horn, 2011 and Horn et al., 2011) was to be adapted to new requirements and 
tested at the UZH, Switzerland. For a summarising description of the PMT-clinostat and 
the respective tasks please refer to “4.2 Task 2 - TRIPLELUX-A - simg in the PMT-
clinostat”. 
The adaptations to the new requirements (described in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 
and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A project”) were implemented and tested successfully. 
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The following paragraph “Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to new 
requirements” describes the implementation, while discussion paragraph “Task 2.2 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and determination of the ideal PMT-
clinostat measurement conditions” describes the experimental protocols for their testing, 
paragraph “Task 2.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg determination of the ideal PMT-clinostat 
measurement conditions regarding media, chemicals and cell concentrations” explains the 
experimental conditions chosen and discussion paragraph “Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg 
- establishment and testing of the adapted PMT-clinostat” depicts the testing itself.
Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to new requirements
The adaptations of the PMT-clinostat to new requirements are described and discussed in 
detail in the APPENDICES “Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to 
new requirements - SUPPLEMENTARY”. A summary can be found in the material and 
method section.
Task 2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and determination 
of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions
The adaptations of the PMT-clinostat to the new cuvettes and the determination of the 
ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions are depicted and discussed in detail in the 
APPENDICES “Task 2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and 
determination of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions - SUPPLEMENTARY”. A 
summary can be found in the material and method section.
Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the adapted PMT-
clinostat
As described in detail in the introduction paragraph “Task 1 and 2 - The TRIPLELUX-A 
project”, task 2.3 consisted of the testing of the adapted PMT-clinostat at the UZH, 
Switzerland. Three experiment series were to be performed, compare “Task 2.3.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or two additional luminol injections after the start of a 
NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction”, “Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of 
kinetic burst measurements with alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat” and 
“Task 2.3.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - ROS-inhibitor pre-tests for concentration-toxicity in 
NR8383 rat macrophages”. The respective experiment description can be found in the 
material and methods section “Task 2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing 
of the adapted PMT-clinostat”. For the respective results, refer to the results “Task 2.3 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - establishment and testing of the adapted PMT-clinostat”. The 
content of each experiment series is quickly repeated at the beginning of the respective 
paragraph in the following.
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Task 2.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or two additional luminol injections 
after the start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction
Task 2.3.1 consisted of the investigations of the influence of additional luminol shots after 
a standard oxidative burst reaction of NR8383 rat macrophages had already started 
(compare material and methods section “Task 2.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or 
two additional luminol injections after the start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst 
reaction”). The tests of one and two shots are discussed separately in the “EXTENDED 
DISCUSSION” in the APPENDICES. A summarsing discussion and respective outlook are 
presented in the following. 
Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 2.3.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 
test of one or two additional luminol injections after the start of a NR8383 standard 
oxidative burst reaction
Taking together the results from “Task 2.3.1.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one additional 
luminol injection after the start of a NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction” and “Task 
2.3.1.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of two additional luminol injections after the start of a 
standard NR8383 oxidative burst reaction”, it became obvious that one or two additional 
luminol shots were not able to reliably boost the burst reaction. 
Should additional luminol shots have been able to enhance the reaction confidently, this 
could have provided the opportunity for new experiments in the PMT-clinostat and it could 
have also been a chance to enhance the space experiment. Therefore, these experiments 
were of crucial interest for the TPLX-A project. As a second boost was not the case, the 
experiment series was stopped and the future experiments were again executed acc. to 
the common scheme with one chemical injection for the start of the reaction.
Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic burst measurements with 
alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat
The preliminary testing of kinetic burst measurements under (partially: rapidly) alternating 
gravity conditions with changing intervals of 1g and simg in order to investigate the 
possibility of an internal control was the content of task 2.3.2 (see respective material and 
methods section). 
Previous data obtained from the NR8383 macrophages had shown large variations within 
the burst curves of biological samples measured at different days, different day times and 
even in parallel (compare “Task 2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - PMT-clinostat adaptation to 
new requirements”, “Task 2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - adaptations to the new cuvettes and 
determination of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions” and “Task 2.3.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - test of one or two additional luminol injections after the start of a 
NR8383 standard oxidative burst reaction”). This led to the conclusion that subsequent 
runs of 1g and simg in the PMT-clinostat could get biased by the different burst heights 
caused by the difference in experiments. It also led to the conclusion that an internal 
control would be of great help in order to determine only the effects caused by simg, while 
excluding any other possibilities for errors or biases like different day times or different 
biological samples. 
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To gain such an internal control, preliminary experiments first examined whether an overall 
difference between 1g and simg in the PMT-clinostat was detectable (“Task 2.3.2.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete and separate measurement runs in the 
PMT-clinostat”). In the next step, preliminary experiments examined whether 1g and simg 
could be measured in alternating intervals in the same cell sample (“Task 2.3.2.2 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in 
alternating intervals of 10 minutes)”, “Task 2.3.2.3 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - alternating 
gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 5 minutes)” and 
“Task 2.3.2.4 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - rapidly alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-
clinostat (1g / simg in alternating intervals of 2 minutes)”). Different intervals of 10, 5 and 2 
minutes were tested in order to determine the type of interval best suited for future TPLX-A 
PMT-clinostat measurements. All results of task 2.3.2 are put in perspective in the 
following summarizing discussion.
The tests of one and two shots are discussed separately in the “EXTENDED 
DISCUSSION” in the APPENDICES “Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic 
burst measurements with alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat - 
SUPPLEMENTARY”.
Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 
testing of kinetic burst measurements with alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-
clinostat
In summary, all experiments executed under task 2.3.2 clearly showed that NR8383 rat 
macrophages were able to sense the change in gravity condition applied on the PMT-
clinostat. In the results of “Task 2.3.2.1 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete and 
separate measurement runs in the PMT-clinostat” (compare APPENDICES “Task 2.3.2.1 - 
TRIPLELUX-A simg - 1g vs. simg in complete and separate measurement runs in the 
PMT-clinostat - SUPPLEMENTARY”), a clear difference in the runs executed under 1g- 
and simg-conditions was detectable, even though the interval-experiments performed 
later-on showed that the variations in the NR8383 cells max. burst height could be 
extremely high from one experiment to another (see fig. 4.40. and fig. 4.41., fig. 4.42. and 
fig. 4.43. and fig. 4.44. and fig. 4.45.).
The internal control which was investigated to exclude such disturbing influences of 
unclear origin did show reactions of the NR8383 cells to the changes from 1g to simg and 
vice versa, though not for all changes. 
All interval experiments (fig. 4.40. - fig. 4.45.) seemed to show a decrease in the 
respective height change caused by a change in g-conditions over time, starting from the 
reaction curve peak onwards, while the strongest changes with partially up to 100’000 RLU 
difference occurred around the peak of the burst reaction curve. 
During the steep upward slope of the burst curves in the beginning of the reactions, the 
cells did usually not react at all to changes in g-conditions. The two examples measured in 
10-min-intervals showed the first strong reaction at 15 min (simg to 1g) in fig. 4.40. and 35 
min in fig. 4.41., though this figure seems to be rather an outlier measurement (as 
reactions to g-changes seemed to occur time-displaced) and a very small reaction had 
also been already visible at 15 min (simg to 1g). For the 5-min-intervals, the first strong 
reaction occurred at 10 min (simg to 1g, compare fig. 4.42.) and 15 min (1g to simg, 
compare fig. 4.43.). For the 2-min-intervals, the first strong reaction appeared at approx. 
18 min (1g to simg, compare fig. 4.44.) and 12 min (simg to 1g, see fig. 4.45.). In 
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summary, the cells did not react for at least 10 - 15 minutes and the first detectable change 
was not clearly related to the type of g-change (1g to simg or vice versa), but happened 4 
out of 6 times from simg to 1g, 2 out of 6 times from 1g to sing. As already discussed in the 
preceding paragraphs, the fact that the cells did not react to the change in g-conditions at 
the beginning of the burst reaction might be a result of the cells being primarily occupied 
with producing the oxidative burst reaction, thereby maybe setting back their reaction to 
other stimuli or at least to the explicit stimulus of g-change or they might not have been 
able to detect the change due to the on-going rise of the oxidative burst reaction.
The 2-min-intervals (fig. 4.44. and fig. 4.45.) showed the cells reaction as clearly as the 10- 
or 5-min-intervals and the cells were able to react strongly (by reversing the slope of the 
burst reaction) after 2 minutes as they had (partially) after 5- or 10 minute-intervals, which 
was the reason for the 2-min-intervals to be chosen for future measurements, in order to 
gain as many data points as possible.
As independent from the lengths of the intervals, the results were differing so strongly and 
simg to 1g and vice versa were sometimes both leading to increases and decreases of 
burst reaction within the same experiment, a crucial urge results to investigate which type 
of reaction (increase or decrease of the burst reaction) is related to which change in g-type 
(1g to simg or vice versa) in what manner and if this might be related to the time frame of 
the reaction curve (as the changes in the two exemplified 2-min-interval measurements 
show, during which from approx. 34 / 36 min onwards, the reaction from from simg to 1g 
showed a decrease instead of the priorly occurring increase (fig. 4.44.) or the reaction from 
1g to simg displayed a decrease in burst height instead of the priorly occurring increase 
(fig. 4.45.)).
To investigate which role the time point of the reaction and the g-phase current at the 
moment of the first visible reaction might play in the output of these burst measurements, a 
series of 2-min-interval-experiments starting with simg during the first intervals instead of 
1g intervals could be conducted. If such two series would be compared to each other, the 
results should show whether certain effects like the changing reaction type from increase 
to decrease would be time related or related to the g-conditions present at the time point of 
change. As a matter of course, it would also be necessary to prove whether such a change 
would occur in every case.
Regarding the changing results of decrease / increase occurring for different type of g-
condition changes, it shall be mentioned that no failure of operation could have been the 
cause. The measurements were always started in a 1g-condition, in which the on-off-
switch for rotation (compare fig. 3.4.) was not pressed and stood in its original position. 
Once it was pressed in order to start the rotation, it continuously stayed in an inward 
position, thereby allowing the experimenter to control the current status during the 
measurement. Additionally, no malfunction of the motor responsible for the turning had 
been detectable at any time.
As all experiments conducted under task 2.3.2 were preliminary experiments, the number 
of experiments would have to be increased drastically in the future of the TPLX-A project in 
order to be able to gain a scientifically reliable output.
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Outlook for the TRIPLELUX-A project
As described in the material and methods “Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations”, 
the respective results section “4.1 Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations” and the 
respective discussion “Task 1 - TRIPLELUX-A space preparations”, the TPLX-A project is 
currently in preparation for a repetition of the SVT. Regarding the project’s timeline (see 
figure 2.14., introduction paragraph “TPLX-A time line”), this is the crucial step to allow 
further progress towards the EST as general rehearsal before the mission and then the 
mission itself (compare introduction, paragraph “Time line”). As the SVT usually presents 
the first point of contact for the biological experiment with the space hardware, it holds 
many unknown variables and is at the same time a very crucial step. After the first try of 
the SVT could not be passed successfully (compare discussion “Task 1.4 - TRIPLELUX-A 
SVT at MUSC, DLR”) many deciding changes were required, e.g. the sterilisation of the 
hardware and change of the freezing procedure. 
Currently, experiments in the laboratory regarding the stabilisation of a certain burst level 
of the NR8383 cells and the possibility for EtOH-sterilisation for the space and laboratory 
hardware are on-going. The NR8383 cells show a very variable burst signal, thereby 
creating difficulties in the comparability of experiments. Even the same cell batch seeded 
in identical flasks can give slightly different signals if measured in parallel, apart from 
different signals given by the same batch at different times during one experiment day. In 
order to be able to interpret the signals more securely, it is therefore very crucial to try to 
get the most continuous burst level should an internal control (compare switching between 
1g and µg during one experiment, like used for the PMT-clinostat experiments, material 
and methods section “Task 2.3.2 - TRIPLELUX-A simg - testing of kinetic burst 
measurements with alternating gravity conditions in the PMT-clinostat”) be impossible. 
During the mission, the experiment is currently planned to run in parallel: once in µg on the 
first rotor without being turned and once at 1g on the second rotor, thereby excluding the 
possibility of an internal control.
Once the most stable signal in the laboratory experiments is obtained, it would be 
necessary to determine a freezing procedure which is able to provide reliably good results. 
After it became clear during the first try of the SVT that the layered-freezing was not 
suitable with the at that time current freezing conditions, the science team changed the 
freezing protocol. However, the results from these experiments (compare results section 
“Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol” and discussion section 
“Task 1.5 - TRIPLELUX-A optimisation of the freezing protocol”) were still not showing 
satisfying results with the updated current space time line (as provided by BIOTESC and 
MUSC on 29/06/2011 and 08/08/2011; compare results section “Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A 
space time line” and “Task 1.7 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT (simulation of the actual 
MiniSVT)” and discussion section “Task 1.6 - TRIPLELUX-A space time line” and “Task 
1.7.1 - TRIPLELUX-A Pre-MiniSVT: Confirmation whether the scheduled time line was 
feasible for application in the FT-GSE, (experiment a)”). However, the experiments 
performed with viable cells taken immediately from the cell culture (compare results 
paragraph “Task 1.8 - TRIPLELUX-A confirmation whether the scheduled time line was 
feasible for use in the FT-GSE from the time point of CB-incubation onwards (using cell 
culture cells)” and discussion “Task 1.8 - TRIPLELUX-A confirmation whether the 
scheduled time line was feasible for use in the FT-GSE from the time point of CB-
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incubation onwards (using cell culture cells)”) proved that the cells are suitable for the 
experiments and the experiment can provide good scientific results with the current 
timeline - if only the conditions are chosen correctly. 
These experiments initiated the currently on-going extensive testing of new conditions for 
cell culture and freezing, which include a variety of new conditions compared to the tests 
previously conducted which had only compared conditions already known.
Additionally to these testings, it would also be useful to test the conditions of the burst 
assay itself, as it had been conducted with slightly different conditions when it was 
established by Dr. K. Schoppmann (formerly Huber). These “original conditions” were 
compared to the current TPLX-A flight conditions for the PMT-clinostat experiments 
conducted in this thesis (see results and discussion section “Task 2.2.2 - TRIPLELUX-A 
simg determination of the ideal PMT-clinostat measurement conditions regarding media, 
chemicals and cell concentrations”) and proved to provide better signals. The same 
original conditions were also used in the literature (Horn, 2011 and Horn et al., 2011) and 
provided very good results. 
Once a stable and most continuous burst signal, as well as a stable sterilisation procedure 
are established, the freezing procedure needs to be optimised. Once this has been 
performed, it will be very crucial to update the ESR (TRIPLELUX- A Experiment Scientific 
Requirements, 2009) accordingly. Only then can new time line tests simulating the space 
experiment be performed. If they will repeatedly succeed in the FT-GSE hardware in the 
laboratory at the UZH, Switzerland, the planned MiniSVT with the participation of the 
space agencies, industry and the USOC’s can be performed. 
Once this MiniSVT is passed successfully, some tests of the microscope (compare results 
and discussion section “Task 1.4.3 - TRIPLELUX-A SVT - microscope test and 
adjustments”) should be performed. The microscope could so far only be used once during 
the first try of the SVT and it would be highly recommended to have an established 
procedure ready and tested once a repetition of the SVT will be performed. 
The timeline (compare introduction paragraph “Time line”, figure 2.14.) can then move on 
towards a repetition of the real SVT, as biology and hardware should have been adjusted 
sufficiently. A successful SVT can be followed by the ESR and finally the space mission.
Regarding the issue with the unstable signals and the internal control already used for 
PMT-clinostat experiments during this thesis as discussed above, it might be worth 
considering such an internal control for the mission as well. The two BLB rotors are 
identical and can therefore be turned in the same ways. Instead of having one experiment 
in µg and one with the rotor turning to achieve 1g, it would also be possible to have both 
rotors turning and stopping in intervals. The cells could therefore be their own internal 
control and the factor of difference between µg and 1g could be compared. The only thing 
to keep in mind would be that no ground control could be executed likewise with an AEC, 
only with an at least 5 times smaller volume (MB-end volume: 5 ml) and similar conditions 
inside a PMT-clinostat (in case a 1 ml instead of 250 µl cuvette would be used inside the 
PMT-clinostat). 
The only other possibility to achieve real µg without flying into space would be to integrate 
an FT-GSE with AEC in a plane performing PFs, but it is very questionable if 22-second-
intervals would be useful, as they might first be to short to detect a clear reaction of the 
cells and secondly might not be possible for the BLB rotors, thereby excluding the 
possibility of a dirt control experiment. 
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Still, the internal control onboard the ISS could be implemented without any major change 
in the experiment. No further chemicals, experiment runs or cells would be needed and the 
scientific output might be interpreted with more certainty.
Regarding the mission accompanying laboratory tests applying simulated µg, the next 
steps would be to use the pre-tested inhibitors to identify the cell’s source of radicals 
during the oxidative burst. As described, it is assumed that the NADPH-oxidase is the main 
producer, however it has not been shown yet. If this could be proven, it would be an 
important information about the position where to look for a potential “gravi sensor” within 
in the (mammalian (macrophage)) cell.
Apart from these possible experiment series, the PMT-clinostat can be used to test further 
inhibitors as well as any possible µg-1g-interval mission profile. It provides all-time easy 
access to investigate the influence of simg on the oxidative burst reaction of cells, 
independent of the conditions. For NR8383 cells it has proven to be a good model for 
experiments in real µg (compare Horn, 2011) and might therefore help in choosing the 
ideal mission conditions for TPLX-A.
TRIPLELUX-A and SITI-2 - connection and common features
As described in the equally named results section, the two project TPLX-A and SITI-2 were 
closely related as they investigated the same key cell typeof the immune system: the 
macrophage. Macrophages belong to the innate immune system and have two main 
functions. First, they patrol the body and recognise “body foreign” in comparison to 
belonging to the body. If they encounter a particle, e.g. a bacterium as pathogen, which 
they identify as “body foreign”, they engulf it and destroy it by an oxidative burst reaction. 
Their second main function is to present parts of the engulfed particle to cells of the 
adaptive immune system, thereby activating it, and the adaptive immune system can start 
a targeted specific response in order to fight of the respective pathogen.
These two main functions show their crucial role in the immune system and also make it 
clear that a malfunction preventing one of these functions from a proper execution might 
have serious consequences for the health of a (human or mammalian) body. Should the 
oxidative burst reaction be impaired, it would be a short term effect, but the consequences 
would be that the body would not be able to fight of pathogens effectively and might be 
invaded, resulting in serious infections or maybe even death. This crucial short time react 
occurring within one hour from the encounter with the potential pathogen is observed in 
the TPLX-A project. 
The SITI-2 project deals with the long term effect of the functionality of the processes of 
activation of the adaptive immune system, mediated by cell-cell-communication and cell 
migration. These effects were studied using macrophageal-like differentiated human U937 
cells and subjecting them to 5 days of microgravity during the SHENZHOU-8 space 
mission. The details of this project are described in the following section.
 
5.2 Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission
As depicted in paragraph “4.3 Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission”, the underlying project investigated macrophage-like U937 
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cells regarding the influences of long-term µg on cell-cell-communication molecules, 
antigen-presentation and the cytoskeleton. 
The role of macrophages as crucial effector cells of the innate immune system is explained 
in the results “TRIPLELUX-A and SITI-2 - connection and common features” and 
discussion “TRIPLELUX-A and SITI-2 - connection and common features”.
During the SHENZHOU-8 space mission in 2011, U937 cells were differentiated on 
makrolon slides and subjected to microgravity for 5 days as the main SITI-2 experiment. 
After 5 days, they were fixated by PFA and then stored in PBS until their analysis by 
immunohistochemical staining and confocal microscopy upon arrival at the UZH, 
Switzerland. 
The differentiation was executed with PMA for 3 days, the cells thereby adhering to 
makrolon slides and developing a macrophage-like phenotype including some 
makrophageal properties. The makrolon slides were then inserted into a specially 
developed hardware, the plunger unit (compare material and methods "Hardware of 
SITI-2") and subjected to µg during the mission. The fixation after 5 days was  performed 
by applying a PFA-solution, which was removed by PBS after 2 hours to prevent damage 
of the cells due to the PFA. The cells were stored in PBS inside the plunger units until the 
retrieval of the capsule. The plunger units were taken apart at the PITC, Beijing, China, the 
slides were demounted and stored in 4 °C cold PBS until further analysis at the UZH, 
Switzerland, as described. 
Self-evidently, many experiments and preparatory tests were executed before the actual 
mission, along with the step-by-step development of the space hardware. All this 
preparatory work is presented in the following. The different tasks are repeated shortly at 
the beginning of the respective paragraphs and then discussed in detail.
To get an overview, the following paragraphs explain and discuss the following results of 
SITI-2: the hardware modifications and development (see discussion section “Task 3.1 - 
SITI-2 hardware modifications and development”), the biological testing of hardware and 
mission conditions (see discussion section “Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and 
mission conditions”), the matching test in China (see discussion section “Task 3.3 - The 
“matching test” - mission preparatorily hardware and biology test in Beijing, China”) and 
the actual mission results (see discussion section “Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside 
SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”). 
For a short summary of all respective tests or developmental steps, please refer to “4.3 
Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission”.
Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications and development
When the SITI-2 project was started, no pre-constructed hardware had existed, but the 
hardware was developed especially for this experiment to suit its specific needs. Of 
course, a new development generally includes many steps of testing and an especially 
close collaboration of industry and the science team. 
The hardware development (compare material and methods section “Task 3.1 - SITI-2 
hardware modifications and development”) is summarised in table 4.25. of the results 
section “Task 3.1 - SITI-2 hardware modifications and development”. 
In general, it can be said that all the adaptations of the plunger unit provided clear 
improvements for the experiment and were kept for the following models and finally also 
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for the flight models flown during the SZ-8 mission. The detailed adaptations or 
developments are described in the following paragraphs.
Task 3.1.1 - SITI-2 bellow supply unit
Space and weight are limited and limiting factors during space missions, as space is 
usually confined by the experimental set-up inside the space craft, e.g. an EC-type 1 
container inside SIMBOX inside the SZ-8 rocket, and weight is extremely costly as every 
gram requires fuel to be lifted up in space. 
In order to gain the most scientific output possible from the experimental set-up applied 
with SIMBOX on SZ-8, the plunger unit should contain three independent liquid loops, 
thereby increasing the number of biological samples from 1 to 3 inside a single EC. 
Basically, three samples are the smallest number inside a group allowing for statistical 
tests.
The first supply systems are depicted in fig. 4.46. and fig. 4.47. in the results section “Task 
3.1.1 - SITI-2 bellow supply unit”. After the silicon bladder balloons had proven to be 
unsuitable as not only the handling was questionable but also the weight of the units was 
decreasing over time, thereby showing a leaking of the fluid (compare material and 
methods and results section “Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for tightness of previous (silicon 
balloon bladder) supply unit”), a different supply system had to be constructed (compare 
fig. 4.48.).
The new system was not working with silicon bladder balloons any longer but introduced 
teflon bellows (see fig. 4.48.) which were pushed onto the needle cup for the injection by a 
spring. For the evolution of the spring pack, please refer to results and discussion 
paragraph “Task 3.1.3 - SITI-2 spring pack”.
The new teflon bellows provided stability, a constant liquid amount and flexibility enabling 
the compression needed for the liquid injection into the system, as described in the results 
part. Two main requirements were thereby met. The problem that the threads were not 
able to withstand the process of autoclavation and fell out of the bellows during this 
process was quickly solved by Astrium by changing the insertion method of the threads 
from gluing to pinching. This second version of the bellows fulfilled all requirements, it was 
providing the constant liquid amounts, enabled the proper injection of the fluids and could 
be sterilised by autoclavation. It was therefore kept for all subsequent testings as well as 
the actual space mission.
Task 3.1.2 - SITI-2 melting rings
As described in the respective results part, the plunger unit required a system for reliable 
automated activation at pre-defined time points, leading to the injection of the fluids from 
the plungers into the cell culture chamber.
The first version of the melting fuse, also called ‘melting' ring due its ring-structure, was 
made out of white POM and had one pre-determined breaking point (compare fig. 4.49.). A 
coil of wire was wrapped around this melting point. The ends of the wire were inserted into 
the housing and channeled through its bottom to be connected to the electrical system of 
the EUE situated on its bottom side.
As this first version of the melting ring had proven not to melt reliably, a different melting 
fuse had to be developed to fulfill the requirement of reliable melting and thereby reliable 
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fluid injections. The second version (see fig. 4.52.) was still made out of white POM, 
however two contact plates were added on its bottom side and the wire was not only coiled 
around the pre-determined melting point, but it was connected to the two contact plates via 
a channel cut inside the rings bottom side. The bottom-facing contact plates should have 
been positioned on top of the pogo pins inside the housing (see fig. 4.51.), thereby 
providing the contact for the electrical current applied via the SIMBOX into the EC-
container lid followed by the EUE and the contact plates up to the wire of the melting ring.
In a second developmental step, the contact plates were countersunk into the melting ring 
to prevent a turning of the melting ring which could have otherwise been caused by 
vibration (e.g. during lift-off). Such a turning could have resulted in a loss of contact should 
the contact plates have gotten moved away from the pogo pins.
As the very first testings with the constantan wire had shown, it was prone to break under 
physical stress. Apart from the flute/channel in which it was inserted in the new versions of 
the ring, it was then also fixated onto the plates by its channeling through bore holes inside 
the ring and contact plates, following the wire’s fixation with a conductive glue (compare 
fig. 4.53. - fig 4.55.). This final version made out of black POM proved a good reliability at 
EADS premises and was therefore used for the mission.
Task 3.1.3 - SITI-2 spring pack
The first silicon bladder balloon unit already used a (single) spring which was clamped 
between the housing of the silicon bladder and the outer screw of the plunger units 
housing, thereby exerting a force onto the silicon bladder balloon’s housing (compare fig. 
4.56.). The melting of the melting ring resulted in an opening of the ring which enabled the 
spring to push the silicon bladder balloon housing onto the needle cup, thereby injecting 
the balloons fluid into the system.
The first teflon bellow system also used a single spring, however it showed during several 
tests that this single spring was not able to reliably exert a sufficient force on the bellow to 
push it completely onto the needle cup. The plunger’s fluid volumes were therefore not or 
not entirely injected. This status was unacceptable for the further proceedings as well as 
the mission, as a failure of liquid injection would have resulted in an error causing 
incalculably consequences for the experiment, thereby rendering the whole sample 
affected unsuitable for further evaluations thus resulting in a total loss of scientific output 
for the respective sample.
Several options to improve the likelihood of injection were therefore tested, e.g. greasing 
the walls which the teflon bellow would be in contact with. ASTRIUM recalculated the 
forces of the spring. The results showed that in theory, the spring’s force should have been 
sufficient to push the bellow onto the needle cup. However, as the experiments had shown 
otherwise, a second spring was introduced to increase the total force and gain a safety 
margin. The two springs were placed one around the other, so no additional space or 
respective spatial adaptations were needed.
When the first system with the two springs was tested by ASTRIUM and the science team 
at the UZH, Switzerland, it showed that the two springs got entangled and a reliable 
injection still did not take place. In order to prevent the entangling, a spring separator was 
introduced by ASTRIUM. It was a small cup on the end of the inner spring facing towards 
the teflon bellow (compare fig. 4.58.). The part facing towards the plunger units outside 
was clipped into the flower-shaped piston (fig. 4.58., fig. 4.59. and fig 4.119.) described in 
the following paragraph „ Task 3.1.4 - SITI-2 liquid flow “. This small cup had a great 
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impact as it reliably prevented the entangling and the springs were then able to reliably 
push the bellow onto the needle cup and guarantee a liquid injection into the system. The 
system was kept in this configuration for all subsequent experiments including the mission.
Task 3.1.4 - SITI-2 liquid flow
As already explained in detail in the respective results paragraph, the liquid injections in 
the SITI-2 experiment were of crucial importance as they fixated the cells and later on 
removed the fixative. The fixative could have otherwise destroyed molecules of interest, 
thereby altering the scientific output. If the fixative would not have been distributed among 
all cells at almost the same time, results could have been altered too, as some cells might 
have been subjected to little amounts of fixative causing cell stress but not fixating the 
cells straight away, thereby again posing a possible risk of altering the scientific output by 
biasing the results. It was therefore of crucial importance that the different system 
components worked together flawlessly in order to provide the required even and constant 
liquid flow.
As described in the respective results section, the first supply unit using silicon bladder 
balloons had leaked liquid (compare “Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for tightness of previous 
(silicon balloon bladder) supply unit”, fig. 4.56, fig. 4.60., fig. 4.61.), consequently 
rendering a further liquid flow testing obsolete as the system needed to be replaced by a 
leak-proof one. 
The follow-up system using a teflon bellow and in the final version a spring pack with two 
springs was tested at ASTRIUM premises for the constancy of its liquid flow. As it showed 
that the liquid flow was still uneven, respective adaptations were made. The O-ring of the 
bellow system was greased before the bellows insertion into the housing and the spring 
pack was adapted (compare results and discussion section „ Task 3.1.3 - SITI-2 spring 
pack “). One important adaptation of this spring pack was the flower-shaped piston (see 
fig. 4.58., fig. 4.59., fig. 4.62., fig. 4.63.). It did allow a maximum liquid flow from the 
compartments next to the bellow into the compartment emerging behind the bellow during 
the injection, in this way reducing friction as much as possible.
After the described adaptations, the liquid flow proved to be even and the adaptations 
were therefore kept for further experiments and the mission.
Task 3.1.5 - SITI-2 development of TCCs
During laboratory experiments, so-called “CCs”, cell culture chambers, were used for 
testing the biology inside hardware equivalent to the one used during the space mission. 
The CCs were basically an equivalent to the upper part of a plunger unit. They were made 
from the same materials, containing the makrolon slides mounted on top of the housing, 
only that the housing did not contain the plungers or any electrical wiring on its bottom. It 
was a simply block of PEEK with the equivalent bore holes, flutings and channeling as the 
plunger unit, however the inlet and outlet ended in silicon septa screws on the outer walls 
of the housing. In this way they allowed for a liquid exchange executed via syringes. The 
CCs provided the ability to sterilise them by autoclavation, as no wiring would corrode like 
it would have been the case for the plunger units, which could only be sterilised via rinsing 
with EtOH at that point of time.
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As the CCs were completely closed compartments, no observations of the cells during an 
experiment were possible, only end point observations could be made. This was a crucial 
disadvantage as for example the biological experiments on the ideal time duration of 
incubation inside the plunger units could have been only performed by repetitive 
experiment series in a row, always incubating the cells for one day longer (or shorter, 
respectively), to test for the best outcome, without having any reference point on what the 
cells did look like during the experiment. This would have been an extremely time-
consuming process which would have additionally interfered with the time plan for other 
mission relevant tests inside the hardware. Apart from the incubation time, media 
compositions, buffer systems and different other parameters had to be investigated.
Due to these constraints, science kindly asked ASTRIUM to provide a culture chamber 
with a makrolon inlet on the bottom. Such an inlet would function like a window, allowing 
for microscopy during the experiment.
The invention of the TCCs, the so-called “test culture chambers”, was a huge improvement 
for the laboratory work, as in those, cells could be observed during the experiment, instead 
of only at the end of an experiment. Additionally, the number of experiments run in parallel 
could be increased drastically at fairly low cost (for details, please refer to paragraph “Task 
3.1.5 - SITI-2 development of TCCs” in the results section). A picture of a TCC is 
presented in fig. 4.64. and in fig. 4.65..
Task 3.1.6 - SITI-2 construction of a microscopy chamber for living U937 cells 
on makrolon slides
As alive stainings of U937 cells adhered to makrolon slides (see fig. 4.66.) would have 
subjected them to desiccation during microscopy, a special microscopy chamber to 
prevent desiccation was constructed. This microscopy chamber allowed for an observation 
of cells during a still running experiment, without the need to stop the experiment or fixate 
the cells first.
The constructed chamber contained an inlet exactly fitting the slides (compare fig. 4.67.). 
The inlet was filled with media and the makrolon slide placed upside down into this inlet 
(equaling the same orientation as inside the culture chamber). By observing the cells in a 
tempered inverse microscope with 5 % CO2-atmosphere, dangers of desiccation or cell 
stress caused either by a change in temperature or the pH of the medium were excluded. 
As a result, the chamber provided a new platform for all experiments on alive, on makrolon 
slides adhered U937 cells.
Task 3.1.7 - SITI-2 slide cutting technique
Different staining combinations should be applied to the slides with the adhered U937 cells 
after the mission. It was therefore considered useful to be able to cut the slides to obtain 
single specimen from all biological samples for each staining combination, as described in 
the respective results section. 
It was required that the highest number of pieces possible should be attained from one 
slide while at the same time the cutting technique should have the smallest impact 
possible on the surrounding cells / slide area next to the cut to prevent an unnecessary 
loss of cells / scientific output. 
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A cutting technique that could cut up to 48 T-shaped pieces out of one slides inner surface 
(min. surface: 28.1 x 19 mm) using a water ray (compare figure 4.68.) was developed in 
collaboration with the “Centre for Microscopy and Image Analysis” of the UZH, 
Switzerland. Responsible for developing this technique was Hans-Peter Gautschi from the 
Centre for Microscopy and Image Analysis, UZH, Switzerland. 
This water-jet slide cutting procedure had showed the smallest impact on the ares 
surrounding the cut while providing a high number of pieces possible. The handling of the 
resulting pieces was very practical: the T-shape (compare figure 4.68.) provided the 
bottom of the T as a piece which could be used for handling with tweezers, while the 
staining could be applied to the bigger top piece of the T-shape.
This technique was consequently applied for the makrolon slides flown on SZ-8, with each 
slide being cut into 16 T-shaped pieces.
Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and mission conditions
 
As specified in the material and methods “Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and 
mission conditions” in the material and methods section, the biological testing of the SITI-2 
hardware along with its modifications as well as biological experiments to test the mission 
conditions formed the basis for developing a first mission scenario and is described in task 
3.2. The results are depicted in the results “Task 3.2 - Biological testing of hardware and 
mission conditions” and shall be discussed in summary in this section. 
Summarising discussion and respective outlook: task 3.2.1 -  Survival in plunger 
units over time
These incubation experiments for 3 or 7 days aimed at getting a first insight into the time 
frame which adhered U937 could survive on the slides inside the plunger unit without gas 
or media exchange under the current media, temperature and differentiation conditions. 
The mission planning at that point in time was for about 15 days. Of course, it would have 
been valuable to expose the cells to microgravity in space for the longest timeframe 
possible within this mission. Three days have proven to be possible (compare table 4.28.), 
however the number of dead cells at the beginning of the experiment points to conditions 
that were not ideal for differentiation because many cells died in the (preparation) process. 
As the cells inside the plunger unit as well as on the reference slides were dead after 7 
days, it could be concluded that the cells were not able to survive this long under these 
conditions and the ideal time frame for the cells subjection to microgravity with the current 
media, temperature and differentiation condition would lie between 3 and 7 days. Further 
experiments would be needed to confirm and specify this hypotheses. For an 
“EXTENDED DISCUSSION” containing a separate discussion of the two experiment 
series, please refer to the APPENDICES “Task 3.2.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells 
in plunger units over time (3 and 7 days) - SUPPLEMENTARY”.
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Task 3.2.2 - Survival of not differentiated and differentiated U937 cells in well plates 
at 23 °C compared to 37 °C§§
An update of mission requirements was given, stating that the SIMBOX would only have 
enough power available to provide 23 °C during the whole mission (compare material and 
methods section “Task 3.2.2 - Survival of not differentiated and differentiated U937 cells in 
well plates at 23 °C compared to 37 °C§§”). It was therefore crucial to test if the U937 cells 
were able to withstand these conditions. 
U937 cells were differentiated with 100 nM PMA for 72 h. After 72 h, media was 
exchanged against fresh PMA-free media, cells were checked and taken into the 
experiment by insertion into well plates and the respective type of incubation. Not 
differentiated U937 cells were filled into the well plates at a concentration of 0.15 * 106 cell/
ml in 4 ml on day “0”. Cells were observed for 12 days. The cells’ viability on the slides was 
investigated.
As the results section “Task 3.2.2 - Survival at 23 °C compared to 37 °C§§” and table 4.29. 
show, all cells in all samples were basically dead on day 6 (highest number of living cells 
were 2.2 cells in the not differentiated sample at 23 °C), the only day that could be taken 
into account was the one derived from day 3. On day 3, the not differentiated U937 cells at 
23 °C showed an average of 14 (13.5) cells, the cells differentiated and incubated at 23 °C 
exhibited an average of 14 (14.3) and the cells differentiated at 37 °C and incubated at 23 
°C exhibited an average of 17 (17.3) viable cells. It can be assumed that cells subjected to 
a differentiation at 37 °C were best suited for a mission at 23 °C as they showed the best 
viability. 
The fact that U937 as a human monocytic cell line which can be differentiated into a 
macrophage like state could tolerate a temperature of 23 °C was to be expected, as 
monocytes patrol all the body’s tissues including the extremities and the skin which might 
provide temperatures well below 20 °C but macrophages need to migrate to and function 
at an area of infection no matter where inside the body it would be situated. 
The reasons for the fact that cells were not able to withstand 6 days at 23 °C would need 
further investigations. Possible reasons for this might be a missing buffer (as there was no 
gas exchange), or a shortage of nutrients in the current standard media occurring during 
such  long incubation period.
The not differentiated U937 with media exchange on day 6 were showing a few viable cells 
even on day 12 indicating that maybe these cells were able to tolerate the conditions 
without media or gas exchange better than the differentiated cells. However, this cannot be 
unmistakably concluded from this single experiment and would require further 
investigations.
In the positive control differentiated at 37 °C, all cells seemed dedifferentiated and dead on 
day 8, indicating that this period was too long for the cells to withstand it. On day 8 after 
the differentiation an unclear formation looking like a big cell lump occurred in all well 
plates. It was the biggest in the positive controls and the smallest in the negative controls. 
As it appeared to be a cell lump but could not be definitely identified, all results should be 
interpreted with caution.
In general, the cells showed high variations under the microscope, sometimes exhibiting 
many, sometimes a few cell rests and dead cells (like in the first count of the sample 
differentiated at 37 °C without media exchange, compare table 4.29.).
Taken together, the different limitations show that the results should be considered as hints 
but further investigations would be needed to back-up the conclusions drawn.
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Task 3.2.3 - Dedifferentiation of U937 (differentiated with 100 nM PMA over 72 
hours) on SITI-2 makrolon slides over time§§
After a certain time without PMA as activator, adhered and differentiated U937 cells start to 
dedifferentiate, s described in the respective results section. This was to be avoided for the 
mission duration, the time point of dedifferentiation should be defined and the cells fixated 
previously during the mission. 
U937 cells were differentiated with 100 nM PMA for 72 h. After 72 h, media was 
exchanged against fresh PMA-free media, cells were checked and taken into the 
experiment by the respective type of incubation in six-well-plates (4 ml/well). One plate 
was incubated at 23 °C, one at 37 °C. Media was exchanged every third day. Daily 
observations for detachment of the cells and media exchange followed. As soon as 
detachment occurred, cell counting was started on a daily basis and executed 
continuously for 4 days. Cells were scraped on day 4, counted as beforehand and the 
results were evaluated.
Despite previous results when living adhered cells were present on day 3 after a 3 day 
incubation at 23 °C (e.g. during the experiment described in results section “Task 3.2.2 - 
Survival at 23 °C compared to 37 °C§§”), in this experiment (compare the respective results 
section “Task 3.2.3 - Dedifferentiation of U937 (differentiated with 100 nM PMA over 72 
hours) on SITI-2 makrolon slides over time§§”) all cells were detached from the ground and 
dead when counted on day 3 after differentiation and incubation at 23 °C. The reasons 
why this was the case remain unclear and would require further investigations. Notably, 
when the cells were counted and scraped on day 6, the samples incubated at 23 °C did 
show a mean of 4 cells in the supernatant and 3 (2.5) cells on the slides even though no 
cells were detected on day 4 and 5. However, as the numbers were this low, this variation 
could have been caused by random variation.
At 37 °C the overall picture looked good with the cells healthy on day 3, dedifferentiation 
started on day 6. The counting showed about half of the cells to be alive and half to be 
dead, with decreasing overall numbers from day 7 - 9. On day 9, there were hardly any 
cells left at 37 °C.
The results described clearly show that the cells optimal temperature seems to be at 37 °C 
compared to 23 °C. The experiment supports previous results when differentiated cells 
were found dead on day 6 at 23 and 37 °C (see results section of experiment “Task 3.2.2 - 
Survival at 23 °C compared to 37 °C§§”) or after 7 days at 23 °C (see results section of 
experiment “Task 3.2.1.2 - Survival of differentiated U937 inside plunger units over 7 
days§§”), leading to the conclusion that the cells optimal incubation period would lie below 
6 days. 
Task 3.2.4 - Not differentiated vs. differentiated U937 inside TCCs over time§§
As the plunger units basically allow for an incubation of differentiated cells (differentiated 
onto the makrolon slides) as well as not differentiated cells (inside the cell chamber lumen 
filled with media) it should be investigated whether the appliance of not differentiated cells 
would be more suitable for this space experiment (see material and methods section “Task 
3.2.4 - Not differentiated vs. differentiated U937 inside TCCs over time§§”).
Two TCCs with not differentiated and two TCCs with differentiated U937 were incubated at 
37 °C, 5 % CO2, 95 % relative humidity. On each of the incubation days 4 and 7, one TCC 
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with not differentiated and one TCC with differentiated U937 cells were disassembled and 
cells were counted.
Regarding the overview results (see results section “Task 3.2.4 - Not differentiated vs. 
differentiated U937 inside TCCs over time§”) of table 4.31., it becomes clear that adherent 
cells seem to be more suited for the experiment as not differentiated cells showed hardly 
any living cells at all after 4 days (0 * 106 cells/chamber compared to 0.064 * 106 cells/
chamber for differentiated cells) as well as after 7 days (0.016 * 106 cells/chamber 
compared to 0.027 * 106 cells/chamber for differentiated cells). 
It is also visible that there seems to be a significant difference between 4 days and 7 days 
for the differentiated cells with 0.064 * 106 living cells/chamber after 4 days and 0.027 * 106 
living cells/chamber after 7 days, highly pointing towards the fact that a 7 day incubation 
might be too long and thereby conforming previous results (compare the results sections 
of experiment “Task 3.2.2 - Survival of not differentiated and differentiated U937 cells in 
well plates at 23 °C compared to 37 °C§§”, “Task 3.2.1.2 - Survival of differentiated U937 
inside plunger units over 7 days§§” and “Task 3.2.3 - Dedifferentiation of U937 
(differentiated with 100 nM PMA over 72 hours) on SITI-2 makrolon slides over time§§”). 
Interestingly, the ratio of living and dead cells remained almost the same with 18.6 % 
viable cells and 81.4 % dead cells after 4 days and 19.9 % viable cells and 80.1 % dead 
cells after 7 days. The small difference could be explained as a random counting 
difference. This constant ratio might indicate a constant decrease in cell number over time 
with the cells remains constantly dissolving in the media making them undetectable as 
cells which had died.
Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for tightness of previous (silicon balloon bladder) supply unit
The at that point of time current SITI-2 supply units (silicon balloon bladder) of the plunger 
unit should be tested for tightness, as described in the results section. 
This experiment (compare material and methods section “Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for 
tightness of previous (silicon balloon bladder) supply unit”) is presented in this thesis even 
though it was performed by Lisa Mutschler before the work on this thesis was started. The 
presentation occurs as this experiment was the reason for the technical specification later 
employed by ASTRIUM and the science team during this thesis.
Supply units were filled and weighted over a period of 15 days (compare fig. 4.69.).
The experiment showed that it was impossible to fill the balloons with the same amounts of 
liquid because there was a loss of liquid when the syringe was withdrawn (see results 
section “Task 3.2.5 - SITI-2 test for tightness of previous (silicon balloon bladder) supply 
unit”). Additionally, the amounts of liquid were decreasing over time in a non-predictable 
way.
Changes in the amounts of liquid were in-acceptable for the mission as all cells would 
have to be subjected to exactly the same liquid exchanges, e.g. the same amounts of 
fresh nutrients or fixative, for comparability reasons. Furthermore, if liquids could leak into 
the cell culture chamber before the injection (because they could escape from the supply 
units), the whole experiment would be scientifically meaningless as the results could not 
be clearly related to the space flight conditions anymore but might also be due to 
influences caused by supplementary media or precocious flowing in of fixative liquid. It 
was clear that the balloons, even though made out of so-called leakproof material were 
unfeasible for the mission and an alternative would have to be constructed.
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Task 3.2.6 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells (in six-well-plates and test culture 
chambers (TCCs)) without CO2 at 23 °C§
Similar to the time which U937 could stay inside the plunger units as investigated in “Task 
3.2.1 - Survival of differentiated U937 cells in plunger units over time (3 and 7 days)” or 
similar to the influence of the temperature examined in “Task 3.2.2 - Survival at 23 °C 
compared to 37 °C§§”, another very crucial factor for the cells welfare during the mission 
was posed by the influence of CO2-deprivation which was investigated in task 3.2.6.. 
As explained in the results section, differentiation of U937 cells was executed with 100 nM 
PMA for 72 hours. After differentiation, all cells in tissue culture dishes were filled 
completely up to the rim with media and the plate was closed with parafilm, except for the 
controls. In “Task 3.2.6.1 - Pre-stage experiment on survival of differentiated U937 (in six-
well-plates) without CO2 at 23 °C§”, six-well-plates were observed until cell death as 
preliminary experiment. The follow-up experiment “Task 3.2.6.2 - Follow-up experiment on 
survival of differentiated U937 cells (in test culture chambers (TCCs)) without CO2 at 23 
°C§” examined tissue culture dishes as well as TCCs. Both experiments were evaluated 
qualitatively including photographs for visualisation.
Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Task 3.2.6 - Survival of 
differentiated U937 cells (in six-well-plates and test culture chambers (TCCs)) 
without CO2 at 23 °C§
Taken both experiments together, the cells were obviously able to survive several days 
without CO2 (compare results sections “Task 3.2.6.1 - Pre-stage experiment on survival of 
differentiated U937 (in six-well-plates) without CO2 at 23 °C§” and “Task 3.2.6.2 - Follow-up 
experiment on survival of differentiated U937 cells (in test culture chambers (TCCs)) 
without CO2 at 23 °C§”), yet a potentially positive influence of a buffer like HEPES should 
be investigated to enhance the viability and cells reaction to the confinement. Applying the 
current conditions, the cells should not be incubated longer than 3 days, as negative 
influences on the cells became visible from day 4 onwards in both experiments (e.g. by the 
cells showing a granular structure). 
An “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” of the two experiment series in detail can be found in the 
APPENDICES “Task 3.2.6.1 - Pre-stage experiment on survival of differentiated U937 (in 
six-well-plates) without CO2 at 23 °C§”.
Task 3.2.7 - The impact of no HEPES vs. 20 mM HEPES vs. 25 mM HEPES on 
differentiated U937 cells at 23 °C over 15 days in 2 TCCs each§
Up to the current time point it had only been possible to keep the cells alive for about 6 
days and in a good condition for about 3 days (compare previous tasks, e.g. “Task 3.2.6 - 
Survival of differentiated U937 cells (in six-well-plates and test culture chambers (TCCs)) 
without CO2 at 23 °C§”). The underlying experiment therefore aimed at examining whether 
HEPES would be able to prolong the cell viability under the mission conditions with 23 °C 
and no gas exchange over several days.
Differentiation of U937 cells was executed with 100 nM PMA for 72 hours. Subsequently, 
differentiated U937 without HEPES in 2 TCCs (3 slides per TCC), differentiated U937 with 
20 mM HEPES in 2 TCCs (3 slides per TCC) and differentiated U937 with 25 mM HEPES 
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in 2 TCCs (3 slides per TCC) were observed for 15 days at 23 °C (RT). Samples were 
evaluated qualitatively including photographs.
The observations from this experiment (compare material and methods section “Task 3.2.7 
- The impact of no HEPES vs. 20 mM HEPES vs. 25 mM HEPES on differentiated U937 
cells at 23 °C over 15 days in 2 TCCs each§”) suggest that HEPES buffer might 
significantly prolong the previously recommended maximum incubation time of 3 days. 
The cells showed a much better morphology compared to the ones without HEPES on day 
7 (see figure 4.73., results section “Task 3.2.7 - The impact of no HEPES vs. 20 mM 
HEPES vs. 25 mM HEPES on differentiated U937 cells at 23 °C over 15 days in 2 TCCs 
each§”). 
20 mM HEPES showed the best results of all the samples tested, regarding the overall 
picture of cells morphology, number of cells and number of cell fragments (see figure 
4.73.). It was therefore recommended for further experimental testings.
Task 3.2.8 - SITI-2 activation of the new (teflon bellow) supply units
The change from the balloon to the bellow as supply unit as well as the modifications of 
the melting ring required testing if the new activation system for liquid exchange worked 
reliably, as described in the equally named results section. The four flight models should 
be shot on different days and stained afterwards if possible. The main goal of the 
experiment was to test if the activation would work properly, if the melting rings would melt, 
the bellows would empty their content and the cells would be able to withstand the 
activation process. This test was amongst the first to investigate the interaction of biology 
and hardware.
The experiment is depicted in the material and methods section “Task 3.2.8 - SITI-2 
activation of the new (teflon bellow) supply units”.
As described in the results part “Task 3.2.8 - SITI-2 activation of the new (teflon bellow) 
supply units”, the results of the deployments were mostly negative (compare table 4.34.) 
and staining was not pursued further as no cell chamber was shot completely successful 
and the experiment lead was at this point handed over to Dr. Katrin Paulsen. 
Even though a majority of the melting rings did melt, the bellows did not empty their 
liquids. Maybe the force of the springs were not strong enough to push the bellows onto 
the needle cups and the needles through the remaining part of the silicon septas. For 
unclear reasons, one slide was contaminated with funghi and two were contaminated with 
bacteria. Only three slides in plunger unit 3 showed positive results, however only for one 
of the shootings per chamber, so no chamber was shot completely successful. In the 
second cell culture chamber of the first plunger unit, the bellow had emptied a little bit of its 
media, but not the full load. It will have to be investigated further what caused this partial 
unloading. If the strength of the springs was insufficient, it would need to be increased. If a 
partial unloading would happen before the melting ring would split, the set-up might need 
to be adjusted as a partial influx of liquid, e.g. fixative which could be cell toxic, would have 
to be prevented and would be in-acceptable for the mission as it would result in a complete 
loss of scientific output. 
With one shooting of the second plunger unit, a strange smell was perceivable. This smell 
could have been caused by the melting ring getting wet, which would have been a result of 
a leakage of media from behind the plungers O-ring. This could lead to a short circuit and 
could prevent the melting ring from melting. Should this occur, some countermeasures 
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would need to be found to prevent this from happening during the mission when the whole 
system would be subjected to high vibrations, e.g. during the start of the rocket.
The activation would need detailed further investigations in order to provide a reliable 
system for the mission.
Task 3.3 - The “matching test” - mission preparatorily hardware and biology test in 
Beijing, China
The results section “Task 3.3 - The “matching test” - mission preparatorily hardware and 
biology test in Beijing, China” presents the matching test executed in Beijing China, at the 
PITC. This test was the first point of contact for the whole hardware system including 
SIMBOX and the biological experiments. It was equivalent to a SVT in an ESA space 
project. All German and Chinese scientific teams were at site. It was of crucial interest not 
only to prepare the whole facility for the real mission, but also to check whether the 
interaction of SIMBOX and the single experiments would work together well. The whole 
interplay at site was checked, including the logistics regarding the needs of chemicals, 
materials and laboratory equipment as well as the logistics regarding the organisation of 
personnel (e.g. the allocation and testing of required bench times) for the 17 scientific 
experiments taking part in the mission. 
Regarding this thesis, one task dealt with the planning and execution of the matching test, 
e.g. the ordering of the required materials. The second task included the actual 7 day- and 
20 day-test which were executed during the matching test to simulate two different 
possible mission scenarios. Each task is shortly repeated at the beginning of the 
respective paragraph in the following. A more detailed description of the single tasks can 
be found in the introduction paragraph “Task 3 - The SITI-2 project inside SIMBOX on the 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) mission” or the material and methods section “Task 3.3 - The 
“matching test” - mission preparatorily hardware and biology test in Beijing, China”.
The planning and execution are discussed in paragraph “Task 3.3.1 - The biological 
planing of the matching test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC”. The 
experiment results of the 7-day and 20-day test are pictured in discussion paragraph “Task 
3.3.2 - The 7-day test and 20-day test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for SHENZHOU-8 at the 
PITC”.
Task 3.3.1 - The biological planing of the matching test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for 
SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC
Timewise, the main first task of the matching test lay before the actual matching test and 
its preparations started in China, as it comprised calculating the amounts of cells, 
chemicals and other materials needed and organising to get everything to the Beihang 
University, Beijing, twofold.
In general, the matching test worked fluently and all materials were available in sufficient 
number as it had been planned (compare APPENDICES, section “Task 3.3.1 - The 
biological planing of the matching test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for SHENZHOU-8 at the 
PITC - SUPPLEMENTARY”); despite certain difficulties during the ordering process. A first 
set of materials was sent to China and as a back-up, as well as a test for the upcoming 
mission, a second set of material was ordered in China directly.
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It can be said that a very detailed planing was necessary as laboratory habits in China and 
Europe seem to differ greatly. Especially regarding sterility conditions, differences showed. 
In Europe it is common to wipe a sterile lamina flow clean using 70 % EtOH soaked tissue 
between different experiments or before a new experimenter uses the bench. Additional 
UV-sterilisation is applied about once a day (after the end of the sterile flow  bench usage 
for this day with no personnel in the room). In China, sterilisation with longer UV periods 
between the different experiments while work in other parts of the room continues is 
common practice. This resulted in no wiping paper being available as it would be in a set 
of standard laboratory equipment in Europe. It turned out that it also caused difficulties to 
find (lint-free) tissue paper in common supermarkets. Such differences in the ways how to 
work make it crucial to plan every step in exact detail and not take any material or 
equipment for granted. 
The preparatory time in China during the actual PITC was therefore both very useful and 
necessary to provide the basis for a smooth running of the actual mission.
Task 3.3.2 - The 7-day test and 20-day test for SITI-2 inside SIMBOX for 
SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC
As first contact of biological experiments and the SIMBOX flight hardware, the 7-day test 
and 20-day test were planned and requested from the Chinese side. The output of these 
tests aimed at providing information on the interaction of SIMBOX and the experiments as 
well as on the feasibility of the experiments regarding a shorter (7 days) vs. longer (20 
days) mission duration.
The two test scenarios are presented in the equally named material and methods section. 
U937 cells were cultured and differentiated onto makrolon slides. The assembled plunger 
units were inserted into the ECs and placed into the SIMBOX for 7 and 20 days, 
respectively. The EUEs were activated after a defined time period mimicking the mission 
scenario. After the tests, the plunger units were taken out of the SIMBOX and 
disassembled by specially trained ASTRIUM personnel. The slides were removed and 
incubated in PBS-filled reaction tubes, which were transported back to ASTRIUM, 
Germany, and then to the UZH, Switzerland, for further evaluation. The outcome of the 7-
day and 20-day test, partially including the scientific outcome regarding the cells’ status is 
presented in table 4.35. and table 4.36..
In summary, there was hardly a difference in results or interpretability of the results from 
the 7-day compared to the 20-day test. As described in the result part, all slides, even after 
the 20-day test, did show enough cells for further analysis which was performed via FACS 
and ICAM-1 staining, however samples in general contained a lot of cell debris.
13 out of 18 plunger activations during the 7-day test and 15 out of 18 plunger activations 
during the 20-day test were performed successfully, resulting in a total of successfully 
deployed complete experiments of 5 out of 9 for the 7-day test and 6 out of 9 for the 20-
day test. Both sets of deployment failures were first due to unclear reasons (see the 
equally named results section). This fact called for clarification, no failure of hardware 
would be acceptable for the mission as a failure of the plunger systems would lead to the 
loss of scientific data. In later testings at ASTRIUM it was found that some leakage of 
liquid had occurred into the areas of the melting rings, thereby hindering their melting.
A contamination with fungi in varying degrees occurred in 16 out of a total of 18 samples 
(compare APPENDICES “Task 3.3.2 - The 7-day test and 20-day test for SITI-2 inside 
SIMBOX for SHENZHOU-8 at the PITC - SUPPLEMENTARY”). At the time point of the 
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matching test, the sterilisation of the plunger units was still in the testing state at ASTRIUM 
premises and the UZH, Switzerland, and the only sterilisation procedure which had been 
possible so far was a rinsing with 70 % EtOH. In order to reduce the risk of such fungi 
contaminations, flight models would be sterilised via radiation and samples checked before 
insertion via the microscope. This had not been exhaustively possible during the matching 
test due to the lack of a functional, suitable microscope. 
Additionally, the observed number of dead cells would have to be minimised. This should 
be done by optimising the media composition and testing it inside the TCCs and by 
working with parallel cell culture batches for evaluation of the best batch during the real 
mission scenario.
Taken together, the SITI-2 experiment showed to be feasible under the given conditions 
(including the necessary optimisations described) and was able to provide scientific output.
Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
All preparatory testings and adaptations finally led to the space experiment in the fall of 
2011. SITI-2 (SIgnal Transduction In microgravity, part 2) launched on the SZ-8 mission 
from Jiuquan Satellite Launch Centre (JSLC) in Inner Mongolia on October 31, 2011 
(21:58 UTC). 
The SZ-8 mission marked an important step in the Chinese space flight program as its 
technical aim was to test the docking manoeuvre with Tiangong-1, a crucial step towards 
building the first Chinese space station which is supposed to be fully operational by 2020. 
For more details on SZ-8 please refer to the results section “Task 3.4 - The mission - 
SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”.
This discussion section, like the respective part of the results, is divided into the results 
and findings from the mission and mission hardware itself (see discussion “Mission-related 
results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”) and the immediate 
findings from the SITI-2 experiment during the mission (see discussion “SITI-2 results on 
SHENZHOU-8”). The mission relevant methods and protocols can be found in the material 
and methods section “Task 3.4 - The mission - SITI-2 inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 
(SZ-8)”.
Mission-related results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
SITI-2 was launched on the SZ-8 mission on a Long March 2F (CZ-2F) rocket  on 
31/10/2011, 21:58:00 UTC (01/11/2011, 05:58:00 LT), from JSLC, Mongolian desert, 
China, inside the SIMBOX hardware. The two SIMBOX elements used were two 
redesigned and upgraded BIOBOX6 incubators which were flown during the FOTON M3 
mission. The 17-day mission supported 17 experiments from Germany and China as a 
cooperation of the DLR and GESSA. 
For SZ-8, SIMBOX was run acc. to a timeline called “timeline 2” which sets the “SET 
HEATING” command in orbit as “time zero” for all subsequent activities. All times given in 
the timeline refer to this “time zero”. The alternative timeline which had been discussed, 
“timeline 1”, was not used for SHENZHOU-8. It would have set the “time zero” acc. to the 
“SET FLIGHT” command given as part of pre-launch activities. For the mission key events 
which had all been executed acc. to plan refer to table 4.37.. For the ground key events, 
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including the off-nominal “CENTRIFUGE OFF” command sent on 10/11/2011, 07:26:55 
UTC and described in the following, please refer to table 4.38..
In general, it can be said that almost all mission parameters, e.g. temperature limits during 
transport, general temperature control, etc. were fulfilled and the hardware was mostly 
working nominally.
Even though the SIMBOX data itself showed that SIMBOX had been working flawlessly, 
the data from SZ-8 indicated a SIB malfunction due to incomplete mission data.
The SIMBOX incubator from the mission (FM#601) as well as from the ground control 
were inspected at ASTRIUM site after the mission. They were completely intact and both 
showed nominal functions regarding fans, temperature and communication. No damage 
due to transport, no major mechanical damage inside the incubator and no liquid or 
humidity were found.
However, some dust particles from the centrifuge slip ring were found in the FM#601. 
However, a check of the house-keeping data (HK-data) proved its continuos nominal 
function during the mission. The high amount of dust particles was identified to be the 
result of the unbalanced fatigue force introduced by the motor. The µg was not influenced 
as the rotor mass including the experiments was too high. During on-ground checks (after 
the mission), the centrifuge did show some noise. The following analysis indicated worn 
out bearings on the motor. The unbalance of the centrifuge together with the speed control 
algorithm probably resulted in an amplification of the fatigue forces on the motor shaft. The 
design of the shaft and the belt guiding might have contributed to this amplification.
During the ground control experiment, the centrifuge of the EM had to be switched off on 
day 7 (compare table 4.38. and fig. 4.77.) due to loud noise and an increase in power 
consumption. The causes were probably the ones elucidated above for FM#601.
Plunger unit activation-related results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
Regarding the flight plunger units, only 2 (1 time µg, 1 time 1g) out of 9 plungers worked 
successfully. There was no successful fixation in 7 plungers as the plungers were not 
deployed for firstly unknown reasons. For the exact deployment times, please refer to 
results “Plunger unit activation-related results for SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on 
SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”. The ground reference experiment was a complete failure regarding 
the plunger units as not a single chamber one was activated completely successfully. Later 
on, ASTRIUM discovered in tests with the hardware that the fixative compressed by the 
high load of the spring was leaking through the sides of the septa, thereby causing a 
humidity in the compartment of the melting ring which prevented the plunger deployment 
by keeping the ring from melting. The energy which would have been needed to evaporate 
the humidity wetting the melting ring and then deploy the melting ring was too high for the 
system. 
The plunger units had been shot more than 100 times before the mission at ASTRIUM site, 
but they had only been tested with distilled water which had not shown any leakage. The 
tests at ASTRIUM site were performed with filled fight units with an EGSE but not with 
SIMBOX and the plunger units were shot immediately after the integration w/o a waiting 
period of several days as it happened to be the case during the mission. The assembly 
was performed according to the verified integration procedure (compare material and 
methods section “Assembly of the plunger unit before an experiment”) by specially trained 
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personnel and there was no indication whatsoever that any error should have occurred 
during this process. 
For SZ-8, the final design was kept open until two months before the FM hardware 
delivery. The hardware had been requested within short periods and by newly produced 
milestones due to the mission timetable. The test period for the German PIs and ASTRIUM 
was therefore too short to be able to further improve the systems. 
In the future, long term biological tests should be considered to optimise the systems. The 
experiments should definitely be tested in their final configuration with the original material 
and for the actual mission duration before the mission several times. Such a procedure 
would have revealed the problems occurring with the fixative inside the hardware and the 
loss of science could have been avoided.
The risk of failure was additionally increased by difficulties during transport and experiment 
preparation. Additionally, the incubator had been designed to serve four experiments. It 
was used for 17 experiments during the SHENZHOU-8 mission. By increasing the number 
of ECs per experiment for future missions, the potential failure of one EC could not 
harbour the risk of a complete loss of science for one experiment or one of its samples 
types (e.g. a failure of the control).
Scientific SITI-2 results flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
As described in the respective result section “Scientific SITI-2 results flown inside SIMBOX 
on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”, the SIMBOX was opened and the EUEs removed and 
inspected after the arrival at the PITC. The plunger units were demounted, the slides were 
recovered and stored in 4 °C cold PBS until their further analysis at the UZH, Switzerland.
Detailed results from the SITI-2 project flown inside SIMBOX on the SHENZHOU-8 
mission are described in Paulsen et al., 2013 and Paulsen et al., submitted 2014. As 
stated in the respective results section, this thesis aims at presenting the abstracted 
scientific results of SITI-2 on SZ-8 obtained by confocal microscopy which were related 
firstly to the binding of ICAM-1 on endothelial cells and T cells (Mac-1 consisting of CD11b 
and CD18) thereby presenting a possible cell-cell-contact, secondly to the recognition and 
phagocytosis of apoptotic cells (CD36) and thirdly to antigen-presentation (MHC-II). These 
functions of cell-cell-communication, adhesion, migration and phagocytosis are all 
indispensable for a macrophage. 
For an “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” of the separate molecules of interest please refer to 
the APPENDICES “Scientific SITI-2 results flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8) 
- SUPPLEMENTARY”.
Summarising discussion and respective outlook: Scientific SITI-2 results flown 
inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)
As described in the two paragraphs (“Mac-1 (consisting of CD11b and CD18) results 
obtained from SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” and “CD36 and 
MHC-II results obtained from SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”) of 
the “EXTENDED DISCUSSION” in the APPENDICES, serious impairments of molecules 
related to the innate immune system as well as molecules related to its communication 
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with the adaptive immune system were found. CD11b and CD18 forming the complement 
receptor Mac-1 mediating cell-cell-contacts by the binding of ICAM-1 on endothelial and T 
cells were both down regulated under µg conditions, CD11b slightly and CD18 distinctly. 
CD36 as important macrophageal scavenger receptor binding apoptotic cells and many 
ligands like long chain fatty acids, oxidised phospholipids, oxidised low density lipoprotein 
and collagen was also down regulated so strongly, that it partially seemed to have been 
lost almost completely. MHC-II which plays a very crucial role in the activation of the 
adaptive immune system by the innate immune system by presenting antigenic peptides 
originating from internalised extracellular pathogens to CD4+ T cells was distinctly down 
regulated as well. Taken together, these results show that the simple presence of µg has 
an immense influence on innate immune cells and seems to critically impair their 
functionality. If all these findings would occur in immune cells of astronauts over longer 
time periods, the innate as well as the adaptive immune system would probably not be 
able to function properly anymore. Macrophages as innate immune cells would not be able 
to engulf pathogens sufficiently any longer (compare results on Mac-1 (CD11b and CD18) 
in paragraph “Mac-1 (consisting of CD11b and CD18) results obtained from SITI-2 flown 
inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)” and results on CD36 in paragraph “CD36 and 
MHC-II results obtained from SITI-2 flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”) and 
would also not be able to activate the immune system (sufficiently) based on the results 
from the MHC-II investigations (compare “CD36 and MHC-II results obtained from SITI-2 
flown inside SIMBOX on SHENZHOU-8 (SZ-8)”). If pathogens would not be engulfed and 
destroyed sufficiently, the might invade the body and multiply, thereby causing the risk of 
serious or even life-threatening infections. If the adaptive immune system would not be 
activated (sufficiently), the body might not be able to produce a sufficient immune 
response to fight off an infection, which could also pose a serious risk for health and 
maybe even life. Usually harmless infections, e.g. a simple cold could thereby pose a 
serious risk for men, and also for the execution of a space mission. Considering the fact 
that astronauts live in a confined space w/o access to medical care (e.g. hospitals) like 
humans on ground, plus the fact that they are subjected to a possibly mutated microbial 
flora, and all of this maybe for a long term mission, it becomes clear that it will be very 
crucial to further investigate the immune impairment. The long term goal is to detect the 
mechanism by which human cells sense µg  in order to be able to develop appropriate 
countermeasures or medications against the negative effects caused by µg. Additionally, 
understanding these molecular mechanisms would help to cure patients on ground 
suffering from diseases with characteristics similar to the ones occurring in astronauts, e.g. 
patients suffering from osteoporosis.
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